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1. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in polycrystalline CdTe solar cells have generated a lot of interest in the area. CdTe
cell efficiencies in excess of 12% have been reported with the potential of approaching 20%. However, in
order to attain this potential, considerable amount of basic research needs to be done. More specifically,
there is a need to understand the loss mechanisms including optical losses, bulk and interface
recombination, grain boundary effects and resistance losses. Several different technologies have produced
CdTe cell efficiencies in excess of 10%. However, different loss mechanisms are not understood well enough
to make a precise comparison between the technologies and to provide guidelines for improvements. It may
be necessary to develop new tools and models, and apply existing tools more prudently, in order to reveal
and quantify major loss mechanisms in CdTe solar cells.
The motivation for developing a wide bandgap photovoltaic material stems from the fact that the
optimum two cell tandem design consists of 1.7 eV bandgap cell on top of a 1 eV bandgap cell. A high
efficiency wide bandgap cell on top of a 15% efficient low bandgap cell can give tandem cell efficiency of
the order of 20%. Considerable progress has been made on the bottom cell, particularly CuInSe 2 which has
given a small area cell efficiency > 14%. But the 1.7 eV bandgap material based on II-VI elements for the
top cell has not yet been discovered.
There are two ways of realizing —20% efficient polycrystalline tandem solar cells. The first approach
involves improving the CdTe cell efficiencies in excess of 15% and utilizing only a small amount of power
from the bottom cell because of 1.5 eV bandgap of CdTe. The second approach is to develop a high
efficiency (> 10%) 1.7 eV bandgap cell with significant subgap tranmission and take grater advantage of the
high efficiency (-15%) bottom cell. This research addresses both approaches by fabricating CdTe as well
as 1.7 eV bandgap CdZnTe solar cells.
The overall goal of this program is to improve basic understanding of CdTe and ZnTe alloys, by
growing and characterizing these films along with cell fabrication. The major objective is to develop wide
bandgap (1.6 - 1.8 eV) material for the top cell, along with compatible window material and transparent
ohmic contact, so that cascade cell design can be optimized.
In this program, front wall solar cells were fabricated with glass/Sn0 2/CdS window with thin CdS
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layer to maximize transmission and current. Wide bandgap absorber films (E 9 = 1.75 eV) were grown by
MBE and MOCVD techniques, which provide excellent control for tailoring the film composition and
properties. CdZnTe and HgZnTe films were grown by MBE and CdMnTe is grown by MOCVD. CdTe films
were also grown both by MBE and MOCVD techniques. All the as-grown films were characterized by several
techniques like X-ray diffraction (XRD), Surface photovoltage spectroscopy (SPV), Infrared spectroscopy (IR),
Raman and photoluminescence, and Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) for composition, bulk uniformity,
thickness, film and interface quality. Front-wall type solar cells were fabricated in collaboration with AMETEK
materials research laboratory using CdTe, CdZnTe, and CdMnTe polycrystalline absorber films. The effects
of processing on ternary films were studied by AES and XPS measurements coupled with C-V and I-V
measurements. Bias dependent spectral response and electrical measurements were used to test some
models in order to identify and quantify dominant loss mechanisms.

2

2. TECHNICAL PROGRESS

The technical progress has been divided into five sections. The growth and characterization of
CdZnTe, CdMnTe, and HgZnTe films are described in section 2.1 and 2.2. Section 2.3 deals with the
processing related effects on MBE-grown CdZnTe films. CdTe, CdZnTe, and CdMnTe device measurements
and analysis of the films and solar cells are described in section 2.4 and 2.5.

2.1

A STUDY OF POLYCRYSTALLINE Cd(Zn,Mn)Te/CdS FILMS AND INTERFACES

This paper will be published in the Journal of electronic materials March, 1990.

2.1.1. Introduction
In recent years, CdTe has become a strong candidate for photovoltaic applications due to its
optimum bandgap, high absorption coefficient, and ease of deposition. Cell efficiencies of —13% have been
reported for single crystal CdTe solar cells (1) and greater than 12% for polycrystalline thin film CdTe cells
(2). It has been projected (3) that thin film cell efficiencies in the range of 15-20% can be obtained by a
tandem cell design consisting of two cells of different bandgap semiconductors on top of each other (1.7
eV on 1.1 eV). Semiconducting alloys such as Cd,..Zn„Te and Cd,..Mn xTe are good candidates for the top
cell since their bandgaps can be tailored between 1.45 eV (CdTe) and 2.26 eV (ZnTe) or 3.0 eV (MnTe) by
adjusting the film composition. However, very few attempts have been made to grow these films in
polycrystalline form (4-6) and hence little is known about the properties of such films, particularly when
grown on coated glass substrates that are suitable for solar cells. Good control of bulk composition and
reduced or no interdiffusion at the Cd(Zn,Mn)Te/CdS interface is important for high performance devices
based on these materials.
In this work, polycrystalline Cd,,Zn.Te and Cd,,Mri xTe films were grown by molecular beam epitaxy
(MBE) and metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD), respectively, on Cc1S/Sn0 2/glass substrates
to form frontwall solar cell structures. X-ray diffraction (XRD), electrochemical surface photovoltage (SPV),
and Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) measurements were performed to determine the proper growth
conditions for obtaining a uniform bandgap and composition throughout the film and an abrupt film/CdS
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interface. In this paper we report growth-induced variations in the composition and interface quality of the
heterojunctions formed by MBE and MOCVD grown polycrystalline ternary films.

2.1.2. Growth and Characterization of Films
Polycrystalline Ccl,.„Zn.Te and CdTe films were grown by MBE using a Varian Gen II MBE system.
Elemental sources with a purity better than 5N were used for all constituents. The films were grown on
CdS/Sn02/glass and glass substrates which were cleaned by standard degreasing procedures. The
substrates were baked in a vacuum of — 1x10 -7 torr at 250 C for 2 hours prior to film growth. During film
growth, the substrate temperature was kept at 275 C for 30 minutes to commence film growth and increased
to 300 C for the remainder of the run. Growth rates were typically — lum/hr for both the Cd i _.Zn.Te and
CdTe films.
Polycrystalline Cd,,Mn.Te films were grown by MOCVD on CdS/Sn0 2/glass substrates using a
Cambridge Instruments MR102 MOCVD system. The source materials for Cd and Te were dimethylcadmium
(DMCd) and diisopropyltellurium, respectively. Two different Mn sources were used, tricarbonyl
methylcyclopentadienyl manganese (TCPMn) and Bis (isopropylcyclopentadienyl) manganese (BCPMn) to
study the effects of different sources on the film properties. Cadmium and tellurium source temperatures
were maintained at 0 ° C and 20° C, respectively, while the manganese source temperature was varied in
the range 80° C to 100 ° C for both TCPMn and BCPMn. In order to investigate the effects of the growth
conditions, the reactor pressure was varied in the range of 50 to 250 torr and the substrate temperature was
varied from 420 ° C to 450° C for Cd,„Mn„Te films. The substrate temperature was kept at 400 ° C for CdTe
films. Typical growth rates for Ccf,..Mn,,Te and CdTe films were 0.5 um/hr and 1.5 um/hr, respectively.
X-ray diffraction studies were performed to estimate the film composition using a Phillips PW1800
automatic diffractometer with 1.504 A Cu-K a radiation. The lattice constants, a, of the Cd,.„Zn.Te films were
determined from the XRD data by plotting the lattice parameter, a(0), against its angular dependence (0) and
determining the intercept according to (7)

(1)

a(8) = 0.5[(cos28/sinO) + (cos 20/8)]
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where 20 is the diffraction peak position. The film composition (x) was determined from the lattice constant
according to (8,9)

a(x) = 6.481 - 0.381x (A),

for Cd i .,,Znje

(2)

for Cd 1 _,,Mnje

(3)

and

a(x) = 6.487 - 0.149x (A),

where x is the atomic concentrations of Zn and Mn in the Ctl i .„ZrixTe and Cd,..Mn„Te, respectively.
The absorption edge or bandgap of the films was estimated by a nondestructive electrochemical
SPV measurement in which an electrolyte cornposed of 0.2M NaOH and 0.1M EDTA
(ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid) forms a Schottky barrier contact with the film surface. This barrier
separates the photogenerated carriers to produce the open circuit voltage as a function of incident
wavelength. This technique is also capable of providing information about bandgap variations within the film
because the electrolyte/semiconductor junction can be biased so that controlled etch-steps can be made
between SPV measurements. Hence, compositional variations in the direction of film growth can be
monitored. This technique has been discussed in more detail elsewhere. (10,11) Bandgaps of the films were
estimated from the wavelength (A) at the midpoint of the absorption edge (E g (eV) = 1.24/A(um)) in the SPV
response. It should be noted that in certain cases, the sharpness of the absorption edge can be influenced
by the diffusion length and film thickness.
To gain further confirmation on the compositional uniformity of the ternary films, AES profile
measurements were performed using a Physical Electronics Model 600 Scanning Auger Multiprobe. The
angle between the sample normal and the electron beam was 45 °. All AES data were taken using a 3 KeV
electron beam with a current of 1.0 uA. Sputter profiling was performed using a normally incident 2KeV Ar
ion beam at a current density of 28 uA/cm2.

2.1.3. Results and Discussion
A. MBE-grown polycrystalline Ccf l .„ZnJe and CdTe films

A
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In order to achieve optimal composition (x=0.3-0.4) or bandgap (1.65-1.75 eV) for tandem solar cell
applications, MBE films were grown with various Zn/(Cd +Zn) ratios. Figure 1 shows a comparison of XRD
spectra of a CdTe film and a Cd,.,,Zn.Te film grown with a Zn/(Cd +Zn) beam flux ratio of 0.4 on
CdS/Sn02 /glass substrates. A comparison of the peak positions and relative amplitudes in each diffraction
pattern with the tabulated values (10) suggests that in both cases the CdTe cubic structure is the only
detectable phase. By determining the lattice parameter (a(0)) associated with each major Cd,..ZnJe
diffraction peak, the lattice constant (a) of the film was determined according to equation (1). By combining
this information with the measured bandgap from the SPV (Figure 3) for several films grown with various
Zn/(Cd +Zn) beam flux ratios, a correlation was established between the growth conditions (Zn/(Cd +Zn)
beam flux ratio), film composition, and bandgap for the MBE-grown polycrystalline Cd,..Zn xTe films and is
shown in Figure 2. A linear dependence was found between these parameters for the composition range
investigated which indicates proper substitution of Zn for Cd in the MBE films. This result is consistent with
data reported for single crystal Cd,„Zn.Te films grown by other techniques [6,8], suggesting that grain
boundaries do not influence the reproducibility and control of film composition. Furthermore, this linear
relationship was found to be independent of growth rate and Te flux.
Figure 3a shows an SPV spectrum of a Cd,.,,Zn.Te film grown on the CdS/Sn0 2/glass substrate.
The sharp absorption edge indicates that the film has uniform composition and negligible sub-bandgap
absorption. The compositional uniformity in the direction of film growth was investigated in more detail by
Auger depth profiling. Figure 3b shows a uniform distribution of Cd, Zn, and Te throughout the film
thickness, consistent with the sharp SPV cutoff. The Cd,„Zn.Te/CdS interface was found to be rnuch
sharper than the Cd,,Mn„Te/CdS interface grown by MOCVD (discussed in the following section) indicating
less interdiffusion between MBE-grown films and the substrate.
B. MOCVD-grown Polycrystalline Cd,„Mn.Te Films on CdS/Sn0 2/glass Substrates
Two different Mn sources, TCPMn and BCPMn, were used to grow Cd,..Mn.Te films by MOCVD.
We were not able to obtain compositionally uniform films using the TCPMn source. This is reflected in the
SPV spectra and Auger depth profile (Figure 4) for a Cd,,Mnje film grown on CdS/Sn0 2/glass substrates
using the TCPMn source maintained at 80 ° C. The SPV response has a broad absorption edge (which can
result from nonuniform composition and/or low diffusion length) which makes it difficult to accurately
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Concentration of Zn calculated from x-ray data and eq. (2), and bandgap measured by
surface photovoltage for MBE-grown CdZnTe films grown using various Zn:Cd +Zn beam
flux ratios as shown.
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(a) SPV spectra and (b) Auger depth profile of an MBE-grown
CdZnTe film with a bandgap of 1.7 eV on a CdS/Sn0 2/glass substrate.
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Figure 4.

(a) SPV spectra and (b) Auger depth profile of an MOCVD-grown
CdMnTe film on a CdS/Sn02/glass substrate using the TCPMn source.

determine a single bandgap. If we take an average of the absorption cutoff at 1.74 eV, the average Mn
concentration is estimated to be — 16% for this film using the relationship E 9 = 1.50 + 1.34x eV at room
temperature. (9) Considering the significant nonuniformity of the film, this is in reasonable agreement with
the XRD value of 11% obtained from equation (3). In contrast to the TCPMn source, we had more success
in growing relatively uniform Cd,.„MnxTe films using the BCPMn source as depicted by the more uniform
Auger depth profile and sharper SPV cutoff, Figure 5. These films were grown with a source temperature
of 100° C (rather than 80 ° C for the TCPMn source) and a reactor pressure of 50 torr (instead of 250 torr
for TCPMn). The higher Mn source temperature transports more Mn due to its higher vapor pressure which
may help Mn incorporation into the Cd,..Mn.Te film. Low reactor pressure increases the velocity of all alkyls,
which reduces the residence time inside the reactor thus avoiding unwanted reactions and possible Mn
pileup. Thus, the above two factors may help but cannot fully account for uniform composition of the films
grown with the BCPMn source because Cd,,Mn„Te films grown with the TCPMn source under similar
conditions did not produce uniform films. These results suggest that further optimization of growth
conditions is necessary to obtain uniform films using the TCPMn source. Recently, atttempts were made
[12] using a TCPMn source to grow Mn-doped ZnS films which resulted in poor electroluminescent
properties of the film due to the formation of MnOCO 2 compounds.
The compositional uniformity in the direction of film growth (normal to the substrate) was
investigated for Cd,Mn„Te films grown using both TCPMn and BCPMn sources. Use of the BCPMn source
resulted in a more uniform film but did not prevent the interdiffusion of Mn at the Ccl,..Mn xTe interface as
shown by Auger depth profile data (Figure 5) as compared to the films grown using the TCPMn source. In
the case of non-uniform films grown with the TCPMn source, significant interdiffusion led to Mn pile-up near
the interface which was further verified by Auger measurements made on a cleaved cross-section of the
sample. However, the amount of Mn pile-up for the film grown using the BCPMn source was significantly
lower. In order to gain better understanding of the interdiffusion and Mn pile-up near the interface region,
Auger depth profile analysis was performed on a single crystal Cd,..Mn.Te grown on GaAs (111) under the
same conditions using both Mn sources to determine the influence of the substrate. No accumulation of
Mn was detected near the Cd,..Mn.Te/GaAs interface, suggesting that the substrate temperature of 420 ° C
is not the reason for the observed Mn interdiffusion, instead the interdiffusion in the polycrystalline case may
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be due to an exchange reaction between the Cd in the underlying CdS film and the Mn in the Cd,.„MnJe
film. This suggests that the stability of the Cd,,Mn.Te/CdS interface influences the uniformity of the films
in the growth direction. This is probable because the Mn-S bond is stronger than the Mn-Te bond (13) from
thermodynamic considerations, which may drive Mn into the CdS where ft replaces Cd. Further
measurements are necessary to confirm the mechanism of interdiffusion between CdS and Cd,,Mnje

•

films.
Finally, even the MOCVD-grown CdTe/CdS interface was found to be somewhat broader than MBE-

■

grown CdTe/CdS and Cd i .,,ZrixTe/CdS interfaces, Figure 6. This may be the result of higher MOCVD growth
temperatures. In spite of the broad interfaces we were able to achieve 9.7% efficient CdTe/CdS solar cells

■

from MOCVD (14). The best MBE CdTe solar cell efficiencies are —10.5%. (14) Ternary based cells are
being investigated and will be reported in the future.

2.1.4. Conclusions
Polycrystalline Cd,ZR,Te and Cd,Mn xTe films with a bandgap of 1.7 eV were successfully grown
on glass/Sn02/CdS substrates by MBE and MOCVD techniques, respectively. Polycrystalline Cd,.,,Zn.Te
films grown by MBE resulted in uniform composition and sharp interfaces, which are important for high
performance devices. No new phase was detected as a result of introducing Zn (x<0.4) in the CdTe
structure. A linear relationship was found between the Zn/(Cd +Zn) beam flux ratio and bandgap for the
MBE-grown Cd,..ZnxTe films. However, polycrystalline C,d,Mn ) Te films grown by MOCVD had nonuniform
composition and showed evidence of Mn accumulation at the Cd,.,,MR,Te/CdS interface. It was found that
Mn interdiffuses and replaces Cd in the CdS film. The degree of interdiffusion was also found to be a
function of the Mn source with the TCPMn source producing an inferior interface compared to the BCPMn
source for the growth conditions used here.
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Figure 6.

Auger depth profiles of (a) MBE-grown and (b) MOCVD-grown CdTe on CdS/Sn02/glass
substrates.
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2.2. GROWTH OF CdTe AND Hg-BASED ALLOYS BY CHEMICAL BEAM EPITAXY
(This paper will appear in J. Vac. Sci. Tech. 1990).

2.2.1. INTRODUCTION
We describe in this paper the development of a chemical beam epitaxial (CBE) growth technique
for HgCdTe and related alloys. As discussed in detail below, this technique offers many significant
advantages over current growth technologies and is well suited to grow new detector designs for enhanced
long-wavelength detection. (1)
Currently, the flexibility of conventional MBE is limited because little control is possible over the
atomic species applied to the growth surface. The evaporation of group VI and V species produce dimer and
tetramer molecules which are difficult to effectively incorporate at the growth surface. (2) Also, although the
evaporation of the Li and Ag (p-type) and the Ga and In (n-type) dopants produce monomer species, their
high diffusion rates on the cation sublattice prevent precise dopant profiles from being obtained. (3-5)
Consequently, n- and p-type doping of HgCdTe alloys is still mostly accomplished by stoichiometric
adjustment.
In chemical beam epitaxy, the use of hydride or metalorganic sources enables greater flexibility and
more precise control to be achieved over the chemical reactions occuring during growth. Monomer, dimer,
or tetramer species can be supplied to the growth surface depending on which species is found to optimize
the nucleation and growth process. Additionally, the application of an incident photon flux can be used to
supply additional kinetic energy to the growth surface and enables the selective photon enhancement of
specific chemical reactions. The reduction of the desorption activation energy for Te which enhances Sb and
As incorporation into CdTe is an example of the power of the photo-assisted technique. (6,7) Also, the role
of monomer Te, produced by high temperature laser evaporation, in reducing the kinetic hinderance to
growth has recently been demonstrated by Cheung. (8)

2.2.2. EXPERIMENTAL
Growth was performed in a Varian GEN II MBE system equipped with a reflection high energy
diffraction (RHEED) system. Extensive modifications to the MBE system have been made to convert it to a
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CBE system. These modifications and their justification are presented below in some detail.
Both (001) oriented CdTe and HgTe were grown on chemically polished (001) CdTe substrates while
(001) HgZnTe growth was achieved on (001) GaAs substrates. The HgTe was grown on CdTe buffers and
the HgZnTe on ZnTe buffers. The Hg based layers were grown at a substrate temperature of 185 C and the
CdTe layers were grown at substrate temperatures ranging from 185 to 320 C. Substrate surface
temperatures below 230C were measured by a recently developed Te-condensation technique. (9) Growth
was carried out using elemental Zn, Cd, and Hg sources. The Hg flux was supplied by a Hg pressure
controlled vapor source described previously. (10) The Te flux was supplied by a direct injection flow
controller using diisopropyltelluride (DipTe) as the source gas. DipTe was chosen in order to minimize any
possible carbon doping effects. (11) The detailed characteristics of these flow controllers and the injectors
used to precrack the organo-metallics are also described below.

2.2.2a

Pumping System
Because of the relatively high gas loads and toxic gases used in CBE, a specially designed pumping

system was implemented. This system, shown in figure 1, was designed to handle the potentially hazardous
and corrosive organometallics and hydrides as well as Hg vapor. Figure 1 shows a schematic representation
of the pumping system. The main component of the system is a Balzers MBE Series turbomolecular pump.
This pump has a pumping speed of 1400 I/s for N2 and approximately 1000 I/s for Hg. (The turbomolecular
pump was originally mounted horizontally on the growth chamber in order to maximize the conductance to
the pump. However, in order to increase the bearing life, it has since been mounted vertically.) In case of
a power or other type of failure, the turbomolecular pumping system is automatically isolated from the
growth chamber by an 8" I.D. gate valve and vented with N2 to prevent oil contamination. The MBE Series
pump has features designed to minimize wear and contamination of the pump due to the particular nature
of the process gases. These features include the use of inert Fomblin oil for lubrication, a large oil reservoir
and oil pump to increase bearing life, and an inert gas purge of the bearings. Only stainles steel and an
aluminum alloy are in contact with the process gases. The pump is also heated to prevent any condensation
on these metallic surfaces and, thus, any reaction of Hg with the aluminum alloy is prevented.
Gas exhausted from the turbomolecular pump passes directly through an isolation valve into a
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Schematic representation of CBE pumping system.
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specially designed cold trap operated at -60 C. This trap condenses most of the Hg vapor and significantly
minimizes the amount of Hg entering the mechanical backing pump. Valves on either side of the trap enable
it to be isolated and warmed for removal of the condensed vapors. A micromaze oil vapor trap is included
on the inlet of the backing pump to minimize contamination due to hydrocarbon backstreaming.
The backing pump, an Alcatel 50 cfm Corrosion Series Pump, is also designed such that process
gases only come into contact with stainless steel and viton. The pump also uses inert gas ballasting to dilute
and prevent condensation of the pumped vapors.
The exhaust line from the mechanical pump has inlets allowing atmospheric pressure purging of the
various pumping and gas source lines. The Alcatel pump exhaust enters an Emcore toxic gas scrubber filled
with a sulfur impregnated activated charcoal capable of absorbing up to 40 percent of its weight in Hg. This
feature has no effect on the charcoal's ability to absorb organometallics and hydrides which can then be
oxidized and disposed of in a controlled manner.
A Varian cryopump is also attached to the system and is capable of removing both Hg and
organometallics from the growth ambient. Provisions are made for hot gas purging of the cryopump using
the system described above.
Gas Sources
The gas sources utilized in the CBE system are of the pressure controlled variety rather than the
conventional mass flow type. Mass flow controllers typically require inlet pressures of 50 torr to operate.
However, due to the low vapor pressures of many organometallics, it is necessary to mix the source gas
with a carrier gas such as hydrogen and, thus, carefully control the organometallic bubbler temperature. The
pressure controlled vapor sources, however, require inlet pressures on the order of only one torr and hence
are able to directly inject the source gases without a carrier gas. This not only simplifies the gas source
construction, but also minimizes the gas load on the CBE system while maintaining the beam fluxes in the
molecular flow regime. This is especially important in the growth of Hg-based materials because of the large
Hg fluxes required.
The pressure controlled vapor sources operate on the principle of choked viscous flow through an
orifice. This type of flow has the important properties that the flow is directly proportional to the pressure
upstream of the orifice (note that the flow is quite insensitive to downstream pressure) and has only a square
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root dependence on the gas temperature. A Hg source of this type has been designed and implemented
in our laboratory. (10) For a more complete discussion of choked flow see Ref. 12. The Te, Cd, and Zn flow
controllers operating on this principle have been obtained from MKS Instruments (Type 1150B) and use
diisopropyltelluride (DipTe), diethylcadmium (DeCd), and diethylzinc (DeZn) as the source gases. These
gases are the adduct purified grade obtained from Air Products Inc. The DipTe (10 sccm f.s.), DeCd, and
DeZn (5 sccm f.s.) flow controllers have repeatabilities of 0.2%. These flow rates are estimated to produce
growth rates of up to 2 fm/hr. The stability of the flow controllers is calculated to produce a stability in the
Cd to Te ratio of approximately 0.1%. For Hg1-x Cd.Te alloys with x=0.2, this stability corresponds to a
deviation in the x value of 0.0002, a factor of 5-10 better than currently available with conventional thermal
sources.

2.2.2b. Dooant Source
A p-type gas dopant source was also designed which operates on the same principle as the host
gas sources. However, the dopant source is able to accurately regulate flow rates at four to eight orders of
magnitude less than the host gas flow controllers. Arsine was chosen as the dopant gas although any of the
organometallic As gases could be substituted when more fully developed. The pure arsine is contained in
a small volume, low pressure bottle with a built-in flow limiting orifice thus minimizing the safety hazards
usually associated with arsine. An absolute pressure regulator is utilized allowing control of the arsine at less
than atmospheric pressure. The reduced pressure arsine is then fed through a stepper motor driven leak
valve which maintains the downstream pressure as measured by a high accuracy capacitance manometer.
This controlled pressure exits through another leak valve (which acts as an variable orifice) and enters the
CBE growth chamber. The sensitivity of the manometer and valve feedback system gives the dopant source
a four order of magnitude dynamic range for a fixed orifice setting. Changing the orifice setting allows the
system to achieve an even greater dynamic range. Figure 2 shows a schematic of the dopant gas source.

2.2.2c. Injectors
In order to remove the cracking dependence from the substrate temperature, the source gases are
precracked in a high temperature injector. To prevent gas phase reactions, two separate injectors are
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Figure 2.

Schematic of arsine gas dopant source.

utilized. One for the group II elements and one for the group VI elements. This also allows optimization of
the cracking conditions for each source gas. Both injectors have dual thermocouples to monitor the hot and
cold zone temperatures. Each injector also has a specially designed boron nitride diffuser/nozzle element
to enhance cracking and increase flux uniformity. The group II injector uses a 3/4 in. o.d. high purity Ta
delivery tube while the group VI utilizes a pyrolitic boron nitride (PBN) delivery tube to avoid any reaction
of Te with Ta. The diffuser element design is also different for each injector. More specifically, the group VI
nozzle is designed to avoid recombination of monomer Te into its dimer form.

2.2.3. RESULTS

A preliminary study was initiated to determine the DipTe cracking products and their dependence
on the injector temperature. Data was taken with a UTI 100C quadrapole mass spectrometer (QMS) with
particular attention to the production of monomer Te. Figure 3 shows the ratio of the Te + peak current to
the DipTe + current as a function of injector temperature. It should be pointed out that with this particular
injector, the temperature is measured outside the hot zone and, thus, only gives a relative indication of the
actual cracking temperature.
Next, CdTe growth was undertaken using DipTe and a solid Cd source. While under a constant flux
of Cd, growth was initiated and terminated using the DipTe vent/run valve. However, it was determined from
RHEED intensity oscillation measurements that flux transients occurred when initiating the DipTe flux this
way. Because of these transients, the MBE shutter was used to terminate and initiate the DipTe flow while
the flow controller was used as a soft shut-off. No growth was observed with the DipTe flow on and the
shutter closed. This shuttering method not only eliminates flux transients, but has the further advantages of
minimizing the organometallic consumption and the gas load on the pumping system. If the flow controller
only was used as the shuttering mechanism, the flow could be ramped off or on within 5 seconds. This
corresponds to approximately 3 monolayers at a 0.5 fm/hr growth rate.
Growth rate measurements were obtained using RHEED intensity oscillations (Figure 4). Figures 5a
and b show CdTe growth rates for a constant Cd flux as a function of DipTe flow for substrate temperatures
of 250 and 300 C, respectively. At the low flows, the growth rate is limited by the Te
arrival rate while at the higher flows, the growth rate saturates and is limited by the Cd flux. These curve
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Ratio of OMS Te + current to DipTe* current as function of injector temperature.
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demonstrate the flexibility of the CBE technique for adjusting the stoichiometry of the growth surface.
Growth of HgTe and HgZnTe using DipTe and elemental Hg and Zn fluxes was also performed.
Figure 6 shows typical RHEED patterns during the recent growth of HgTe. Room temperature infra-red
transmission spectra were taken of the Hg,_,Zn.Te layers. The Zn content in the layers (x=0.33,0.59) was
estimated by the cut-off wavelength and bandgap energy versus x value data from reference 13. Figure 7
shows the transmission spectrum of a 5.6 urn thick Hg„Zn mTe layer.

2.2.4. CONCLUSION

A CBE system for the growth of II-VI compounds has been designed and constructed. The system

features include direct injection flow controllers, separate cracking injectors for the group II and VI elements,
a Hg-PCVS, and a specially designed pumping and purging system. The growth of CdTe, HgTe, and HgZnTe
has been demonstrated.
CBE has the potential to solve many of the problems currently experienced by conventional growth
technologies in obtaining abrupt heterointerfaces, compositionally graded structures, precise stoichiometric
adjustment and complexn-and p-type extrinsic doping profiles. This potential alongwith a possible increase
in Hg incorporation rate through the use of monomer Te make CBE an important growth tecnology for II-VI
materials.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.

RHEED patterns during growth of HgTe (T,„, = 185 °C) using elemental Hg and DipTe: a)
[110] azimuth; b)[100] azimuth.
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IR transmission spectrum of Hg .67Zn.33Te layer.
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2.3. EFFECTS OF ANNEALING AND SURFACE PREPARATION ON THE PROPERTIES OF MBEGROWN POLYCRYSTALLINE CdZnTe FILMS

(This paper will appear in J. Vac. Sci. Tech. A. May/June 1990).

2.3.1

INTRODUCTION
Solar cells based on CdTe have shown great promise due to its optimum 1.45 eV bandgap, ease

of manufacturing CdTe thin film polycrystalline devices, and conversion efficiencies in excess of 12% for
heterojunctions formed on n-CdS/Sn0 2/glass substrates. (1) The performance of these devices is a strong
function of the processing steps used in the device fabrication which generally consist of a post-deposition
anneal in air followed by a chemical etch prior to ohmic contact formation, both of which are necessary to
achieve high performance solar cells. (2) The purpose of the anneal is to enhance the p-type conductivity
of the as-grown CdTe to form a proper heterojunction with the n-type CdS. The etch step is necessary to
remove the surface oxide resulting from the anneal and to deplete the surface of Cd (enrich in Te), both of
which are necessary to facilitate good ohmic contacts. This is generally achieved by using either a
dichromate etch consisting of K 2Cr207 :H2SO4 or a Br2:C1-1 30H etch on the CdTe surface. Low contact
resistance has been achieved on CdTe with either etch, however studies have shown that the dichromate
etch results in superior ohmic contacts by virtue of a thicker and more Te-rich surface layer. (2,3)
Proper annealing and etching in fabrication have led to CdTe/CdS solar cell efficiencies in the range
of 10-12% for CdTe grown by many techniques, including electrodeposition (4), screen printing (5), closespaced vapor transport (6), molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) 7, and metalorganic chemical vapor deposition
(MOCVD). (7) The efficiencies of these devices can decrease dramatically if the fabrication process is not
optimized, regardless of the growth technique. While further performance improvement can come from
material and process optimization, an alternative approach to achieving high efficiency in polycrystalline thin
film cells is to make better use of the solar spectrum by utilizing a tandem cell design in which a 1.65-1.75
eV bandgap cell is stacked on top of a 1.0 eV bandgap bottom cell. Efficiencies of 18-20% are predicted
for this design if a 10% efficient top cell with — 80% subgap transmission can be fabricated on top of a 15%
bottom cell. (8) While CuInSe 2/CdS cells are well suited for the bottom cell with a 1 eV bandgap and
efficiencies exceeding 14%9, there Is no clear choice for the wider bandgap top cell. Polycrystalline
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Cd i .x2n,(Te is a promising candidate for top cell application since its bandgap is adjustable between 1.45
eV and 2.26 eV by tailoring the composition between CdTe and ZnTe, respectively. Preliminary MBE-grown
polycrystalline Cd,..ZnxTe/CdS solar cells made by us have recently yielded efficiencies in the range of 45% for 1.55 eV bandgaps and 1-2% for 1.7 eV bandgaps using the standard CdTe processing sequence. (7)
In contrast, MBE-grown polycrystalline CdTe/CdS cells, which have undergone identical processing
treatments, have resulted in efficiencies in excess of 10%. Hence the standard CdTe processing procedure
may not be optimum for good ternary cell performance. While a number of investigations have been carried
out on annealing and etching properties of CdTe which have guided the development of polycrystalline CdTe
solar cells (2-3,10-13), no such study has yet been performed on Ccl i .x2nJe. In view of the importance of
annealing and etching on the ultimate performance of CdTe/CdS devices, it is expected that better
understanding of the properties of processed Cd,.,,Zn.Te is necessary for improving device performance.
In this paper, we present the first such study on polycrystalline Cd,.,,,Zn.Te films grown by MBE. The
surface properties are investigated after heat treatments in air, hydrogen, and argon, and after subsequent
etching in dichromate solutions of various concentrations and Br 2:CH2OH etchants. Auger electron
spectroscopy (AES) and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) techniques are used to determine
compositional and chemical changes in the surface and near-surface regions of treated Cd,.„Zn xTe films.
Attempts have been made to correlate the properties of annealed and etched Cd,..Zn.Te surfaces with the
electrical properties (barrier heights) of In/Cd,..Zn.Te Schottky barriers formed on treated surfaces in an
effort to reduce the high contact resistance present in Ccl i .x2n.Te solar cells.

2.3.2.

EXPERIMENTAL

2.3.2a. Film Growth and Preparation
Polycrystalline Cd,.,,,Znje and CdTe films were grown by MBE on CdS/Sn02/glass substrates
suitable for solar cell applications as described previously. (14) The film thickness used in this study was
in the range of 1.5-2.5 um. Post-deposition anneals in breathing grade air, forming gas (10% H2 + 90% N2),
and argon, were performed at 350 C for 30 minutes. The etching procedures involved a 10 second dip in
< 0.1%Br2:CH2OH (B-M etch)or a 3 second dip in saturated K 2Cr207:H2SO, (in a 1:1 ratio) (dichromate etch)
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followed by a 30 second DI water rinse and a blow-dry in N2. The effects of diluting the dichromate etch
to 50%, 10%, and 1% concentrations in H 2O were investigated.

2.3.2b. Surface Spectroscopy and Depth Profiling

AES measurements were made using a Physical Electronics Model 600 Scanning Auger Multiprobe.
The angle between the sample normal and the electron beam was 45°. All AES data were taken using a 3
KeV electron beam with a current of 1.0 uA. Sputtering for depth profiling was done using a 2 KeV Ar ion
beam at a current density of 28 uA/cm 2 at normal incidence.
XPS measurements were performed using a Surface Science Labs SSX-100 monochromated XPS
system. Al K-alpha radiation at 1486.6 eV was used as the excitation source. The system had a base
pressure of — 5x10-9 torr. All samples were loaded from atmosphere into the instrument. Sample sputtering
was accomplished using an Ar ion beam at 4 KeV with a background pressure of 3.5x10 -7 torr. All reported
binding energies were calibrated to the Au 4f 7/2 = 83.8 eV and C 1s = 286.6 eV photoelectron lines.
Quantitative compositional information was determined from the peak areas and elemental sensitivity factors
using standard curve-fitting procedures.

2.3. Electrical Characterization

In/CdZnTe Schottky barrier diodes were fabricated on the surface of the CdZnTe film to facilitate
I-V and C-V (1 MHz) measurements. Ring Schottky barrier contacts were formed on the surface with a
spacing of 10 urn between the two contacts. This arrangement allows the probing of the near surface
properties utilizing two surface contacts. A lift-off photoresist process was used to fabricate small area
contacts (0.635 mm2) with a 10 urn spacing between the small area contact and a much larger area ( 19.6
mm2) concentric contact. The I-V and C-V measurements were made between these two contacts. For CV measurements, even though both contacts are Schottky contacts, the capacitance and impedance are
dominated by the small area contact in the series arrangement. C-V measurements were also made on the
CdS/CdZnTe junction by depositing Cu doped p + ZnTe followed by Ni evaporation on the CdZnTe surface
to facilitate a back contact. All C-V and I-V measurements were made at 300 K under dark conditions.
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2.3.3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

2.3.3a. Annealing and Etching Studies by Surface Spectroscopy and Depth Profiling
Annealing Effects on MBE-grown Polycrystalline Cd,..ZrixTe
Annealing of the cd,..Znje/CdS structure (referred to as CdZnTe/CdS where x = 0.35), was
necessary to obtain measurable solar cell data. Anneals were performed in air, forming gas, and Ar
ambients. Air anneals gave the best cell performance. C-V measurements of the Ni/p + ZnTe/CdZnTe/nCdS/Sn02/glass heterojunction diodes as a function of annealing time in air suggest that the air anneal
enhances the uniformity of the p-type character of the CdZnTe films. This is demonstrated in Figure 1 (the
applied bias sign is with respect to the CdZnTe) which shows the evolution to a typical reverse-biased CV curve that obeys the inverse square law relation,(1/C 2 — V) and is indicative of uniform p-type doping
distribution throughout the CdZnTe. The p-type doping density after the 30 minute anneal was found to be
3x10 15 cm 3 from N. = (2/q J[d(A2/C2)/dV] -1 . The one-sided depletion approximation should be valid
since N, of the CdS ( > 1x10 17 cre) is much greater than the CdZnTe doping level. The enhanced p-type
character of the CdZnTe allows the formation of the p-CdZnTe/n-CdS anisotype heterojunction. Similar air
annealing and subsequent p-type enhancement was found to be necessary to obtain high efficiency
CdTe/CdS solar cells. (2) However, CdZnTe/CdS cell performance was poor in comparison to CdTe cells
which suggests that the properties of annealed CdZnTe must be investigated and optimized to improve
device performance.
The effects of annealing on the surface properties of CdZnTe were investigated by both XPS and
AES. The Te 3d 512 and 3d312 electrons, the Cd 3d5/2 and 3d 312 electrons, and the Zn 14445M45 (referred to
as LMM) Auger electrons were used in the XPS analysis. The Zn 2p 3i2 and 2p 112 electron binding energies
were also determined but since little binding energy shift has been reported for the different Zn bonding
configurations they were not used to distinguish chemical states of Zn. Table 1 lists a representative set of
relevant binding energies from the literature for the above electrons. All energies were adjusted to the same
carbon 1s line of 284.6 eV. The Zn LMM electron energies were tabulated as electron kinetic energy (K.E.
= 1486.6 - binding energy in eV).
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Figure 1.

1 MHz C-V data measured on NI/p + ZnTe/CdZnTe/n-CdS/SnOdglass diodes with post
CdZnTe growth anneals of (a) 0 minutes, (b) 15 minutes, and (c) 30 minutes. The sign of
the applied bias Is with respect to the Ni contact.

CdTe

Csild5/2

Te 3d „,

405.0

572.5
991.1

ZoTe
Cd

405.1
572.7

Te

992.0

Zn
CdO
Tc02

404.0
575.9
988.4

ZnO

Table 1.

Wait

Library of binding energies of Cd and Te 3c13/2 core levels and kinetic energies of Za 1-3 M,,51■145
Auger electrons from reference 13. All energies are adjusted to the C is = 284.6 eV line and
are listed in eV.
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Table 2 lists the binding energies of the Te 3d 512 and Cd 3d512 electrons and the Zn LMM Auger
kinetic energy for the processed CdZnTe films. Also listed are the Cd:Zn:Te ratios determined from XPS
peak areas. A representative set of XPS data is shown in Figure 2 for the Te 3d photoelectrons as a function
of annealing and etching conditions as indicated. It is apparent that Te-0 bonding is present at the asgrown and air-annealed surfaces as indicated by the peaks at — 576 eV and 586 eV along with the expected
Te peaks at — 573 eV and 583 eV for the CdZnTe. Some Investigators have recently shown that for
annealed CdTe and ZnTe, complex oxides such as CdTe0 3 (16) and ZnTe0 3 (17), respectively, are
thermodynamically favorable and hence cannot be ruled out at this time. The air-annealing greatly enhances
the percentage of Te in the Te-0 state at the surface relative to the unannealed surface, as can be seen from
the increase in the Te-O/Te-Cd peak height ratios in Figure 2. Quantitative compositional analysis using XPS
peak areas indicate that air-annealing converts — 70% of the surface Te into the Te-0 state whereas the asgrown CdZnTe surface has — 40% Te-O, Table 2. XPS data indicate that neither forming gas nor Ar anneals
result in additional Te-O formation over the as-grown value, suggesting that laboratory air exposure prior
to sample loading is responsible for the — 40% Te-O.
Depth resolved XPS analysis showed that in all annealed and unannealed CdZnTe films, Te-0 was
completely removed by a 30 second Ar + sputter etch, indicating that the detectable Te oxide is present only
very close (< 5 nm) to the surface. Similar results were found for Cd where XPS measurements made on
as-grown and annealed surfaces showed a Cd 3d 5/2 binding energy of — 404.5 eV, indicative of Cd-O (Tables
1 and 2), but after a 30 second sputter etch, shifted to — 405.2 eV, indicative of predominantly Cd-Te
bonding, revealing a thin Cd oxide surface layer. However, Zn behaved quite differently from Cd and Te.
The kinetic energy of the Zn LMM Auger transition was used to monitor the changes in the chemical state
of Zn. The surfaces of as-grown and annealed (all ambients) films showed a broad Zn LMM lineshape which
was deconvoluted into two distinct peaks indicative of Zn-O (-989 eV) and Zn-Te or Zn ° (991-992 eV)
chemical states. More than 50% of the Zn was found to be oxidized in as-grown, Ar and forming gas
annealed films but air annealing resulted in — 80% of the total Zn in the Zn-O state at the film surface. A
30 second Ar -' sputter etch revealed two changes in as-grown, forming gas annealed, and Ar annealed films
compared to air annealed films. First, the Zn-O peak at —989 eV was completely removed and secondly,
the higher energy peak at —992 eV shifted slightly to —991 eV indicative of pure Zn-Te rather than the Zn-
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Table 2.

Summary of Cd and Te 3c15/2 core level binding energies, and Zo 1_,M oh443 Auger kinetic
energies for both unsputtere.d and sputter etched ( 30 seconds) surfaces. The Cd:Zn:Te ratios
listed were calculated after the sputter etch. The percentages of oxidized Te and Zn are noted
in parentheses beside the oxide peaks where possible. Al] energies are referenced to the C is
= 284.6 eV line and are given in eV. AG refers to as-grown CdZnTc and FG refers to forming
gas anneal and K-D refers to the potassium dichromate etch. Starred (*) entries were detected
in trace amounts.
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High resolution XPS spectra of the Te 3d core levels for CdZnTe processed as Indicated.
The scans are of CdZnTe after (a) film growth, (b) air anneal, (c) air anneal + B M etch, (d)
-

air anneal + 1% dichromate etch, (e) air anneal + 10% dichromate etch, (f) air anneal +
50% dichromate etch, and (g) air anneal + saturated (100%) dichromate etch. Forming gas
and Ar annealed CdZnTe behaved similar to the air annealed cases. All data shown were
taken on the as-processed surfaces.

Te/Zn° mixture present at the surface. In contrast, neither the 30 second nor a 60 second sputter etch (—
10 nm into the film) could remove the Zn-O peak from the air-annealed CdZnTe film. It was found that even
after the 30 sec. sputter etch, —80% of the total Zn concentration was still in the Zn-O state. It should be
noted that the surface of the annealed polycrystalline CdZnTe consists of a mixture of oxidized Cd, Te, and
Zn, along with CdZnTe and is not a homogenous film of any particular compound.
Besides causing oxidation of the surface region, the annealing step also tends to redistribute the
constituent elements of the CdZnTe film. XPS studies showed that a Zn-rich surface region was formed after
annealing which resulted in a Zn:Cd:Te ratio of — 0.5:0.5:1 for forming gas and Ar annealed films compared
to a ratio of — 0.35:0.65:1 in the as-grown CdZnTe. However, annealing in an air ambient resulted in a more
heavily Zn-enriched surface with a Zn:Cd:Te ratio of — 0.7:0.3:1 for identical annealing time and temperature.
Furthermore, the heavily Zn-rich region in the air annealed films extends — 0.1 urn into the CdZnTe film seen
by the Auger depth profile in Figure 3. Similar results have been reported for single crystal CdZnTe grown
by close-spaced-vapor-transport (CSVT) but annealed in hydrogen. (18) The Zn pile-up near the surface in
this CSVT-grown CdZnTe was attributed to the expected lower partial pressure of Zn over CdZnTe as
compared to either Cd or Te which results in a slower rate of evaporation of Zn from the surface and
hence an accumulation of Zn at the surface. In this model, the amount of Zn accumulation should be
essentially independent of annealing ambient. This argument does not completely explain the additional
increase in Zn pile-up at the surface of air-annealed films compared to forming gas and Ar annealed films
in our study. Oxygen preferentially bonds to Zn over Cd and Te in the near-surface region of oxygen indiffusion. This is consistent with XPS sputter profile data, Table 2, which clearly showed that only Zn-O
bonds, and not Cd-O or Te-O bonds, exist beneath the annealed surface. Furthermore, this was supported
by the Auger profile in Figure 3 which showed that the profiles of oxygen and Zn track each other. It is
likely that the oxygen diffusion and Zn oxidation processes are enhanced in polycrystalline CdZnTe
compared to single crystal CdZnTe due to diffusion and segregation along grain boundaries. It is apparent
that the Zn accumulation near the surface is the result of Zn gettering caused by the indiffusion of oxygen.
This mechanism is suggested by: (1) the depletion of Zn in the CdZnTe bulk associated with the pile-up of
Zn near the surface, (2) the decreasing profile of oxygen into the film, (3) the formation of Zn-O at and
beneath the surface, and (4) the thermodynamically preferred formation of Zn-O bonds over Cd-O and Te-
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Figure 3.

Auger depth profiles of as-grown and air annealed CdZnTe after (a) no etch, (b) B-M etch,
and (c) saturated dichromate etch. Etch rates for all profiles were - 0.01 um/min.
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O bonds.
A possible model for the gettering process can be constructed by analogy to Au impurity gettering
in Si by phosphorous, which is highly reactive with Au. (19) As oxygen diffuses into the CdZnTe film during
the air-anneal, it reacts with the Zn to form Zn-O resulting in depletion of Zn in the CdZnTe phase near the
surface. This serves as the driving force for diffusion of Zn from the bulk since a concentration gradient is
established which favors the diffusion of Zn in the Zn-Te phase to the surface. The amount of Zn-O formed
is proportional to the oxygen content of the film, therefore, the greatest Zn accumulation occurs at the
surface with a decreasing profile into the film, similar to the observed oxygen profile (Figure 3). Identical
results were reported (19) in the phosphorous-diffused layer of Au-containing Si wafers where Au pile-up
toward the surface was dictated by the phosphorous in-diffusion profile. Hence it appears that the rate
limiting step for Zn accumulation is the diffusion of oxygen into the film whose kinetics can be described by
a constant source diffusion model. By solving the one-dimensional diffusion equation,

d2 [N(x, t)]/dt2 = D [d2 [N (x,t)]/dx2]

(1)

with the following boundary conditions,
N(x = 0,t) = N s
N(x = oo,t) =0
N(x,t = 0) = 0
the oxygen concentration profile can be expressed in the form

N(x,t) = N 3erfc{x/[2(Dt) 1/2]1

(2)

Using the Auger profile of Figure 3, the surface concentration of oxygen, N s, was found to be — 7x1021 cm3.

Substituting this in equation (2) and matching the experimental data for the oxygen concentration profile,

the diffusivity of oxygen in the polycrystalline CdZnTe film was determined to be — 1x10 -15 cm2/sec for a
350° C air anneal for a number of points along the oxygen concentration profile. Similar calculations were
made for CdZnTe annealed at 400 ° C in air for 30 minutes, which is the optimum condition for high
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performance (-10% efficient) MBE-grown CdTe devices, and resulted in a diffusivity of — 6x10 -14 cm2/sec.
As shown above, the annealing step in the processing of polycrystalline CdZnTe cells has both
beneficial and deleterious effects on the CdZnTe properties. Annealing enhances the desired p-type
character of the CdZnTe but, it also induces Zn pile-up near the surface of the film and the formation of
undesirable Te, Cd,and Zn oxides with the Zn-O present beneath the CdZnTe surface.

2.3.3b. Effects of Chemical Etching on MBE-Grown Polycrystalline CdZnTe

The formation of Te-O, Cd-O, and Zn-O in the p-type CdZnTe can result in high contact or series
resistance which will degrade the device performance. Therefore, a surface etch is necessary to remove
the oxidized surface layer and create a Te-rich (depleted in Cd and Zn) p + surface layer. This step has
been found to be critical for obtaining high efficiency CdTe solar cells since a poor ohmic contact has been
shown to result in greatly increased series resistance and decreased fill factor contributing to poor cell
efficiency. (2,3) In the case of polycrystalline CdTe solar cells, investigators have opted for surface etches
such as dichromate (K2Cr207:H2SO4) or B-M (Br2 :CF1 30H) solutions to provide p + surfaces. Compared to
the B-M etch, the dichromate etch on CdTe has been shown to result in lower series resistance which
depends not only on the Te:Cd ratio at the surface, but also on the thickness of the Te-rich layer, with layers
> 30 nm giving lowest resistances. (2) In this section, we report for the first time, the comparative merits
of using B-M and dichromate etches on annealed polycrystalline CdZnTe films.
Figure 3 shows the Auger depth profiles of annealed and unannealed CdZnTe films after B-M and
100% dichromate etching. It is apparent from this figure that the B-M etch does little to increase the Te
concentration relative to the Cd + Zn concentration at the air annealed surface. Similar results were found
for Ar and forming gas annealed films. XPS data showed that the Te:(Cd + Zn) ratio was only — 1.2-1.4
in all cases, which is lower than the Te:Cd ratio of — 1.5-2 found for B-M etched MBE-grown CdTe. Figure
2 and Table 2 indicate that the B-M etch completely removed the Te-0 3d 512 peak at — 576 eV leaving only
Te either as an element or in a CdTe state (the binding energies are too close to distinguish in our
measurements). Table 2 also shows that the B-M etch removes the Cd-O from the surface of the CdZnTe
since the Cd 3d512 binding energy shifts from —404.5 eV to —. 405.2 eV after the etch. Removal of oxidized
Te and Cd at the surface occurred for all films. In contrast to Cd and Te, the B-M etch did not remove the
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Zn-O peak at - 989 eV for any CdZnTe film, Table 2, although the total Zn concentration and percentage
of Zn in the Zn-O state was reduced at the surface. The B-M etch also shifted the higher energy Zn peak
from - 992 eV to -. 991 eV, Indicating the removal of metallic Zn ° formed by the anneal. Thus, the B-M
etch leaves Zn in the form of lattice Zn (Zn-Te) and Zn-O at the surface. A 30 second Ar ion sputter etch
removed the Zn-O peak from the XPS spectra for the unannealed, forming gas annealed, and Ar annealed
CdZnTe films, leaving only lattice Zn (- 991 eV), but it could not remove the Zn-O peak from the airannealed CdZnTe. In fact, table 2 shows that after the 30 second sputter of the air annealed film, - 75% of
the remaining Zn is still in the Zn-O state. This indicates that the B-M etched away only a very thin (< 5 nm)
surface layer of the film which was enough to remove oxidized Cd and Te but not enough to remove the
more deeply diffused Zn-O. Slightly higher concentrations of the B-M solution failed to remove the Zn-O
from the XPS spectrum. Hence, the standard B-M etch used successfully for CdTe solar cell processing was
neither able to remove Zn-O nor result in Te-enrichment near the surface, therefore we conclude it is not a
suitable etch for processing polycrystalline CdZnTe for solar cell applications.
In an attempt to achieve the proper surface conditions for good ohmic contacts on CdZnTe, a
dichromate etch was investigated. Figure 3 shows the effect of a saturated dichromate etch on the depth
profile of polycrystalline CdZnTe which, unlike the B-M etch, gives a Te ° surface layer with little or no trace
of Zn, Cd, or oxygen. The Te-rich surface was estimated to be - 0.3 urn thick. This was confirmed by XPS
in Table 2 which shows that the film is virtually all elemental Te ° with no trace of oxides. The oxidation of
lattice Tee- to Te° has been shown to be thermodynamically favorable during the dichromate etch in CdTe.
(10) In an attempt to better control the very rapid etch rate of the saturated dichromate etch, the etch was
diluted In H2O to obtain 50%, 10%, and 1% concentrations as described earlier. The 50% dichromate
solution resulted in a Te-rich layer thickness of - 25 nm compared to less than 5 nm for the 10% and 1%
dichromate solutions. The Te:Cd +Zn ratios for all of the diluted dichromate etches were - 1.0-1.4.
Furthermore, while there is no evidence of Zn oxidation for any of the dilute etches, Te and Cd became more
oxidized as the concentration decreased from 50% to 10% to 1%, Table 2 (which is in contrast with the BM etch which always removed Te-O and Cd-O but not Zn-O). This is reflected by the shift of the Cd 3d 512
peaktohigrbndesathgrowfeT3dpakst-576eVnd8withloer
concentration, Figure 2. An identical trend was previously found for CdTe surfaces where it was shown that
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the dichromate solution must have sufficient acid content to avoid the oxidation of Te by the dilute
dichromate etch itself. (2,10) Thus, from the point of view of CdZnTe post-anneal surface properties for solar
cell applications, a dichromate etch with concentration of > 50% Is recommended because it gives adequate
Te-richness, Te-rich layer thickness, and an oxide-free surface, all of which help the formation of good ohmic
contacts.

2.3.4. Electrical Characterization of In/Cd,,,Zn yTe Schottky Barriers
To determine the ultimate effects of annealing and chemical etching on the electrical properties of
the polycrystalline CdZnTe surface, In/CdZnTe Schottky barrier diodes were fabricated on the CdZnTe
structures. Figure 4 shows the dramatic change in the dark I-V characteristics of various annealed and
chemically etched CdZnTe surfaces. The built-in-voltage shifted from - 1.5 V to - 0.3 V for In junctions
made on air annealed CdZnTe surfaces followed by a B-M etch and a saturated dichromate etch,
respectively. This indicates a substantial reduction in effective barrier height for saturated dichromate etched
CdZnTe, which was accompanied by a large decrease in resistance. Diodes fabricated on the air annealed
CdZnTe with no etch essentially showed a resistance-dominated I-V behavior. To further confirm the barrier
height reduction, an attempt was made to fit the dark I-V characteristics to the Schottky diode equation,

J = Jo [exp((qinkT)(V - JR.)) - 11

(3

)

where n is the diode ideality factor, R. is the series resistance. The dark saturation current density, J., can
be expressed as

(4)

Jo = A*T2exp [(-0.ffinkT)]

where A* is the effective Richardson constant and 0„ ff is the effective barrier height which is equal to the
actual barrier height (E a - (Co - x)) for ideal Schottky diodes with thermionic emission the dominant current
transport mechanism. Dark I-V characteristics of In junctions made on annealed but not etched CdZnTe
surfaces could not be fit to equation (3) supporting that the transport was modified by the presence of the
Te, Cd, and Zn oxidized surface region and was probably dominated by series resistance. The I-V behavior
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of the In/B-M etched CdZnTe junctions were well described by equation (3) and typically gave a dark
saturation current density of - 8x10 3 A/cm2 with a diode factor of - 1.3, indicating that there are possibly
other current transport mechanisms operating In parallel with thermic)* emission. Saturated dichromate
etched CdZnTe surfaces exhibited dark saturation current densities of - 1x10 3 A/cm2 with diode factors of
- 1. The large increase In J. for dichromate etched CdZnTe without a substantial change in the ideality
factor suggests a significant reduction In the barrier height. The barrier height for the saturated dichromate
etched In/CdZnTe Junction was estimated from equation (4) to be - 0.65 eV using an A. value of 92
A/cm2/K2, a hole effective mass of 0.77m 0 (20), and a value of n = 1 at 300 K for the best fit to the data.
Similarly, the effective barrier height for the B-M etched CdZnTe was found to be - 1.2 eV with an ideality
factor of 1.3.
The observed reduction of the effective barrier height and decrease in resistance for saturated
dichromate etched CdZnTe compared to both annealed and B-M etched CdZnTe results from both the
removal of the surface region consisting of oxidized Te, Cd, and Zn, and the subsequent formation of a Terich p + surface layer, suggested by both Auger profiling (Figure 3) and XPS data (Table 2). The reduction
in the effective barrier height and series resistance from the annealed CdZnTe surface to the B-M etched
CdZnTe surface (Figure 4) can be attributed to the removal of both Te and Cd oxides, but further decrease
in barrier height and resistance was not possible due to the presence of the thicker Zn-oxidized CdZnTe
layer and the persisting Te-deficiency (see Figure 3). This is in contrast to the effects of the B-M etch on
CdTe surfaces where the B-M etch not only removes the surface oxide layer, but forms a Te-rich surface
resulting in a lower effective barrier height. Our study clearly shows that oxide removal, Te-richness and
barrier lowering in CdZnTe films can only be accomplished by a dichromate etch (>50% concentration) and
not by the standard B-M etch. C-V profiling of the In/CdZnTe junctions confirmed that the dichromate
etching resulted in a - 0.15 urn p + surface layer which had a net doping of - 2x10 17 cm3, compared to
bulk CdZnTe doping levels of - 3x10" cm 3 beneath the Te-rich layer extracted from the C-V characteristics
of the CdS/CdZnTe heterojunction, Figure 1. Therefore, it is expected that the dichromate treatment of
sufficient concentration will result In greatly improved ohmic contacts for solar cell applications since in these
devices a higher work function metal such as Au or Ni are typically used. In addition, since the dichromate
treatment results in a surface that is much more heavily p-type compared to the bulk of the CdZnTe, possible
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Dark I-V characteristics of In/CdZnTe Junctions made on (a) air annealed, (b) air annealed
+ B-M etched, and (c) air annealed + saturated dichromate etched CdZnTe surfaces. Curve
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back surface field action is possible which enhances the collection of the photogenerated minority carrier
electrons by the CdS/CdZnTe heterojunction. The effects of the annealing and etching on the properties
and performance of polycrystalline CdZnTe/CdS solar cells are presently being investigated.

2.3.5.

CONCLUSIONS
Standard processing procedures used in the successful fabrication of high efficiency polycrystalline

CdTe solar cells such as air annealing were found to provide the desired p-type enhancement of the
CdZnTe bulk, however it resulted in extensive oxidation of Zn into the bulk and accumulation of Zn near the
film surface. It was found that the air anneal (specifically oxygen), while necessary to achieve uniform ptype conductivity, triggered the outdiffuslon of Zn from the bulk as more of the Zn at the surface became
oxidized. Subsequent etching in a standard B-M etch which was successfully used for CdTe cells removed
only the surface oxides of Te and Cd but did not remove neither the Zn-O or the Zn-rich surface region nor
create a p + Te-rich surface which is necessary for low contact resistance to the CdZnTe surface. It was
found that the removal of the thin surface layer of oxidized Te and Cd by the B-M etch reduced the series
resistance of In/CdZnTe Schottky barrier diodes and yielded a diode-like I-V characteristic with a barrier
height of — 1.2 eV. An alternate etch consisting of a concentrated dichromate solution was found to remove
all oxides and resulted In a highly Te-enriched surface with a thickness of — 0.25 urn and with a doping level
of — 2x10" cm-3 compared to — 3x10' 3 cm-3 doping concentration within the bulk of the CdZnTe film.
Concentrations of less than 50% dichromate resulted in the oxidation of both Te and Cd but not Zn.
In/CdZnTe Schottky diodes fabricated on concentrated dichromate etched surfaces showed both a large
decrease in barrier height (— 0.65 eV) compared to the B-M etched CdZnTe surface (-1.2 eV), and a large
decrease in the series resistance. These results suggest that an air anneal followed by a dichromate etch
of the CdZnTe solar cell structure should significantly improve the ohmic behavior of the back contact which
is necessary to increase present-day CdZnTe cell efficiency.
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2.4. INVESTIGATION OF MOCVD-GROWN CdTe/CdS SOLAR CELLS
(This paper is submitted to J. Appi. Phys.).

2.4.1.

Introduction
Thin film polycrystalline CdTe solar cells have the potential to reach efficiency greater than 20%.

There are many properties of CdTe, like optimal bandgap of 1.45 eV, high absorption coefficient, ease of
deposition, and feasibility of p and n type doping, which make CdTe an attractive material for terrestrial solar
cell applications. To date, efficiency as high as 12% has been achieved on CdTe/CdS solar cell prepared
by spray pyrolysis (1). Theoretical calculations suggest that the maximum possible efficiency for
polycrystalline CdTe/CdS solar cells is 27% (2), although some investigators estimate that practically
achievable efficiency is —22% (3). In order to realize this efficiency, further improvement in CdTe film quality,
CdTe/CdS interface quality, and design modifications are necessary. An alternate approach to obtain
efficiency greater than 20% is to use a tandem cell design, in which a wide bandgap cell is stacked over a
narrow bandgap cell (4). The optimum bandgap for the top cell is 1.7 eV and that of bottom cell is 1.1 eV
for a two-cell arrangement. Alloys of CdTe, like CdZnTe, CdMnTe, have been suggested as suitable materials
for top cell applications (5). But these materials have not yet been developed sufficiently for top cell
applications.
Growth techniques like MBE, MOCVD have been successful in growing good quality single crystal
films of these alloys with all compositions. Though many other growth techniques have been used to grow
CdTe films for solar cell applications (6), very limited attempts have been made to grow CdTe films by
MOCVD for solar cell applications. Recently, an efficiency of 9.2% was reported for MOCVD-grown CdTe
films where CdTe films were grown at atmospheric pressure at a substrate temperature of 410 C (7). In order
to improve MOCVD-grown CdTe cell efficiency, growth optimization and device analysis are necessary. In
this study, polycrystalline CdTe films were grown by MOCVD at substrate temperature In the range of 300
to 400 C, In an attempt to improve the efficiency by understanding the loss mechanisms in MOCVD CdTe
solar cell. We were able to achieve 9.7% efficiency, which is the highest reported efficiency for MOCVDCdTe cell today. Model calculations were performed on the highest efficiency (9.7%) MOCVD-CdTe cell to
investigate the carrier loss mechanisms and provide guidelines for achieving greater than 15% efficient
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CdTe cells.

2.4.2.

Experimental
Polycrystalline CdTe films were grown by MOCVD on CdS/Sn0 2/glass substrates using a

Cambridge MR102 system. CdS/Sn02/glass substrates were supplied by AMETEK Materials Research
Laboratory. Dimethylcadmium was used as a source for Cd and diallyltellurium (DATe) and
diisopropyltellurium were used as Te sources. The substrate temperature was varied from 300 to 360 C for
diallyltellurium source and 360 to 400 C was maintained for diisopropyltellurium source. The Inlet ratio of
partial pressures of Cd to Te was 0.025, resulting a growth rate of - 1.5 um/hr. As-grown CdTe films were
characterized by surface photovoltage spectroscopy and Auger electron spectroscopy for composition and
uniformity. The thicknesses of these films were estimated from interference fringes observed in infrared
reflection spectra. To fabricate cells, as-grown CdTe films were treated in CdCl 2 solution for a short time and
annealed in air at 400 C. After the heat treatment, CdTe surface was etched in a mild solution of Br:CH 2OH.
N-i-p cells were fabricated by depositing a 0.06 urn thick Cu doped ZnTe layer on top of the etched CdTe
surface. Nickel contacts of area 0.08 cm 2 were used as back contacts. Cell efficiencies were measured under
100 mW-cm2 AM1 illumination. Bias dependent spectral response measurements were performed in the
wavelength range of 350 to 900 nm under reduced light intensity.

2.4.3.

Results and discussion
In order to grow CdTe films in the temperature range of 300 to 350 C, DATe was used since DATe

cracks efficiently between 260 to 350 C. For the conditions used, maximum growth rate occurred at a growth
temperature of 300 to 320 C. However, Auger depth profile showed uniform composition for films grown at
all substrate temperatures. For CdTe growth temperatures higher than 350 C diisopropyltellurium was used
because of higher cracking temperature.
N-i-p cells were fabricated on CdTe films grown at various substrate temperatures and on CdTe
films with thicknesses varying from 1.5 to 2.6 urn. Efficiencies in the range of 8-9% were obtained on films
grown at all temperatures with very little efficiency dependence on growth temperature. The maximum
observed efficiency was 9.7 % with V. of 720 mV, J. of 22.47 mA/cm 2, and fill factor of 0.60. This is the
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highest efficiency reported so far on MOCVD-grown CdTe films. Figure 1 shows the light I-V data of 9.7%
efficient cell. The J„ value Is comparable with the values obtained (22 mA/cm 2) on high efficiency
polycrystalline CdTe solar cells grown by other techniques. (6) However, the observed V oc and fill factor
values are lower than the values obtained on electrodeposited CdTe films (3) (which has 11% efficiency)
grown on Identical substrates. This suggests that an improvement in MOCVD growth process is necessary.
In general, series resistance and non-ohmic back contacts can affect the fill factor and interface state
recombination at the heterojunctlon can reduce V. In order to Identify the dominant loss mechanisms in
the MOCVD-CdTe cell, bias-dependent spectral response measurements were performed on the 9.7%
efficient MOCVD-CdTe cell, figure 2. In the wavelength range of 500 to 800 nm, the external quantum
efficiency (EQE) is greater than 0.85, which is consistent with the observed high J„ value. On the other hand,
electrodeposited CdTe films on identical substrates showed lower J„ (20.8 mA/cm 2) and EQE, but higher
V„ and fill factor. The EQE of MOCVD CdTe cell showed a strong voltage dependence (figure 2), decreases
with increasing forward bias and the magnitude of decrease is more pronounced at higher voltages.
Furthermore, the magnitude of decrease in spectral response with applied bias is wavelength independent.
In general, wavelength independent decrease in spectral response is attributed to recombination of carriers
at the interface since bulk recombination reduces the diffusion length and makes the spectral response
wavelength dependent. Similar results have been observed for CuInSe2/CdS solar cells and the effect has
been explained on the basis of Interface recombination. (8,9) However, a recent report (10) showed that
series resistance of the cell also could explain the decrease in spectral response with the applied forward
bias.
In order to identify whether the observed bias dependent spectral response in MOCVD CdTe cells
can be explained by series resistance of the cell, calculations were performed following the series resistance
model. (10) According to this model, the bias dependent spectral response can be written as

SR(J„, A )/SR(J, A) = 1 + [(q/AKT)(R L + Rs)] (J„ -J)

[1 ]

where SR(J„, A) is the spectral response at zero bias, SR(J, A) is the spectral response at various voltages,
A, the diode quality factor, R t., load resistance, R 1, series resistance of the cell, and J the total current under
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light. According to the above equation, the spectral response of the device should decrease linearly with R.
regardless of the wavelength. The magnitude of the decrease Is related to the series and load resistance of
the cell. The plot of SR(J x)/SR(J) -1 versus was a straight line for CuInSe 2/CdS solar cells. (10) From
the slope of the line, (R. + R L ) was calculated which agreed well with light I-V data of CuInSe, cells. Similar
calculations were performed from bias dependent spectral response data of 9.7% efficient cell and the
results are shown in figure 3. It is clear that the plot is not a straight line, which suggests that the wavelength
independent decrease in spectral response with increasing voltage is not caused exclusively by the series
resistance of the cell. Hence, the interface recombination model (8) was considered for analysis. This model
was originally proposed to explain Cu 2S/CdS solar cell data. (11,12)
According to this interface recombination model, the photocurrent is voltage dependent and can be
written as

[2]

1 (V) = Id (V) -LTA

Here ti(V) is the collection function term which is defined as

= OEM/QE(0)

where QE(0) is the ..1„ at V=0 and QE(v) is the

[3]

at different voltages. The collection function modifies the

Vo, as

V, = AKT/q [In(1.,/1 0) + In ti(Vm)]

[4]

and the fill factor as

AFF = (Vmp/Vcc) [1-17(V,,d)

[5]

In order to estimate losses due to collection function, ratio of (QE(V)/0E(0)) was calculated as a function
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of voltage at different wavelengths. Figure 4 Is the plot of collection function versus voltage calculated from
bias dependent spectral response data of 9.7% cell. It is clear from the figure that under forward bias
the JK is significantly lower than J, at OV. If the loss of carriers at the interface affects the V,, and fill factor,
then the loss should be directly proportional to the value of collection function. The loss in V oo due to the
collection function was calculated from the knowledge of diode parameters, A and l o. Figure 5 shows dark
I-V data of 9.7 % efficient cell. A multivariable regression analysis was performed to fit the measured dark
I-V data to a single exponential diode given by

I = l o [exp{q(V-113 5)/AKT} -1] + (V-IR„)/R,

[6]

to obtain A, the diode Ideality factor, R,, the series resistance and R„, the shunt resistance of the diode.
The analysis gave A=1.81, J o =1.1x 10 -10 A, R, =87.8 ohms and R„= 4.2x 10 6 ohms. .
Using Jo, A, and the collection function at V oc , the V,„, was calculated using equation 4. The calculated value
of 730 mV agrees reasonably well with the measured value of 726 mV supporting the fact that the interface
recombination is the cause for low V. Notice that if q(V) =1, then V oo =780 mV. Similarly the reduction in
fill factor due to collection function term was calculated (from equation 5) which showed that the collection
function reduced the fill factor by 0.12. In order to improve the efficiency, the CdTe/CdS interface has to be
improved.
By improving or eliminating the interface recombination, the V oo can be improved from 726 mV to
780 mV and the fill factor can be improved from 0.6 to 0.72. The improvement in J„ can be estimated from
reverse bias spectral response measurements. Figure 2 shows that under 1V reverse bias the spectral
response increases, suggesting a possible increase of at least 10% in Jac , from 22.46 mA/cm 2 to 24 mA/cm2.
By combining all these improvements the efficiency of MOCVD- CdTe cell can be improved to 13.5%. Further
improvement may require design modifications In the CdTe solar cell. For example we have found that 1500
A CdS used in this study absorbs significant amount of high energy photons and the loss of current due to
CdS absorption was estimated to be 4 mA/cm 2. (3) By replacing CdS window by a wider bandgap material
like CdZnS, at least part of the current loss can be recovered and the efficiency of the MOCVD CdTe cell
can be improved to -15%,.
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2.4.5.

Conclusions
Polycrystalline CdTe films were grown by MOCVD on CdS/Sn0 2/glass substrates In order to

fabricate frontwall CdTe/CdS solar cells. The CdTe films grown at different temperatures (300 to 400 C) using
two different Te alkyls showed uniform composition. The cells fabricated on these films showed efficiencies
in the range 8-10% and the maximum efficiency of 9.7%. This Is the highest efficiency reported for MOCVDgrown CdTe/CdS cells. The observed J. in MOCVD cells was higher than the electrodeposited cells on
identical substrates but the V. and fill factor values were lower. Bias-dependent spectral response
measurements showed that MOCVD CdTe cell had a higher external quantum efficiency at zero bias, but
lower external quantum efficiency at V.. This is because the external quantum efficiency of MOCVD cells
decreases significantly with increasing forward bias voltages. These results suggest that a voltage dependent
interface recombination is the dominant mechanism which reduces the V. and fill factor in MOCVD-grown
CdTe/CdS cells. Model calculations were performed to estimate the losses in V. and fill factor due to
interface recombination which were found to be 60 mV and 0.1, respectively. By improving CdTe/CdS
interface and thus reducing the collection function effects, the efficiency of MOCVD CdTe cell efficiency
can be improved to -13.5%.
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2.5. INVESTIGATION OF POLYCRYSTALUNE CdZnTe, CdMnTe, AND CdTe FILMS
FOR PHOTOVOLTAIC APPUCATIONS
(This paper was published in Solar cells, 27, 219 (1989)).

2.5.1.

INTRODUCTION
CdTe is a promising material for high efficiency thin film solar cells due to its near optimum 1.45 eV

bandgap, ease of deposition, and strong optical absorption. Polycrystalline thin film heterojunction solar
cells have been fabricated using CdTe films on CdS/Sn0 2/glass substrates with efficiencies of 10-11% (13) with a potential of exceeding 15 %. [4] It is well known that cell performance can be increased
significantly by fabricating a tandem cell structure with a wide bandgap cell (E g = 1.65-1.75 eV) on top of
a low bandgap cell (Ea = 1.0 eV). A greater than 10% efficient top cell with —80% subgap transmission
coupled with a 12-15% bottom cell can produce a combined cell efficiency of 15-20%. [5] Polycrystalline
CuInSe, cells are well suited for the bottom cell because of its 1 eV bandgap with efficiencies approaching
15 %. [6] However, the top cell material has not yet been established. CdZnTe and CdMnTe are two of the
promising materials for the top cell application because their bandgaps can be tailored between 1.45-2.26
eV (CdTe-ZnTe) and 1.45-2.85 eV (CdTe-MnTe), respectively, by controlling the film composition.
This paper presents the progress of polycrystalline CdZnTe and CdMnTe solar cells. CdZnTe and
CdMnTe films were grown by MBE and MOCVD, respectively, on CdS/Sn0 2/glass substrates for solar cell
applications. Polycrystalline CdTe cells with efficiencies of 9-10% were fabricated first by both techniques
to establish a high efficiency baseline process for II-VI solar cells. The Zn and Mn content was varied to
tailor the bandgap to — 1.7 eV. Electrical and optical properties of the ternary films were measured before
and after annealing in different ambients. Ternary solar cells were fabricated and analyzed. Ternary cell
performance was lower than the CdTe cells. Therefore, a combination of measurements were performed
to investigate the bulk and interfacial properties of the ternary films in the
ZnTe/Cd(Zn,Mn)Te/CdS/Sn0 2/glass cell structure to provide guidelines for achieving high efficiency
CdZnTe and CdMnTe solar cells.
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2.5.2.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

2.5.2a. Film Growth
CdZnTe and CdTe films were grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) using a Varian Gen II MBE
system. Elemental sources of 5N purity or better were used for all constituents. The films were grown on
CdS/Sn02/glass substrates that were baked in vacuum at 250 C for 1-2 hours before commencing film
growth. Films were grown in an excess of Te and at a substrate temperature of 275 C for the first 30 min
to achieve uniform nucleation which was then increased to 325 C for the remainder of the run. Growth rates
were typically — 1 um/hr, regardless of film composition. Film purity was monitored using in-situ Auger
measurements.
CdTe and CdMnTe films were grown by metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) on
CdS/Sn02/glass substrates using dimethylcadmium, diethyltellurium and diallyltellurium, and BIS
(isopropylcyclopentadienyl) manganese as source materials for Cd, Te, and Mn, respectively. The CdMnTe
films were grown at a substrate temperatures of 420 C while CdTe films were grown in the range of 300 C
to 400 C.

2.5.2b. Cell Fabrication

Front wall solar cells were fabricated with a glass/Sn0 2/CdS/CdTe or Cd(Zn,Mn)Te/ZnTe/Ni
structure. The — 0.15 urn n-type CdS layer was deposited on SnO, coated glass in a pyrolytic reactor from
an aerosol containing CdCl 2 and thiourea. Polycrystalline CdTe, CdZnTe, or CdMnTe films were grown on
the CdS. No attempts were made to intentionally dope the films. The structure was subsequently annealed
under various conditions as described later. The anneal was followed by a mild surface etch of Br:CH 3OH
to remove any oxides prior to p-type ZnTe (Cu-doped) evaporation to complete the p-i-n structure. Finally
Ni was evaporated to form ohmic contacts on the ZnTe film.

2.5.2c. Material and Device Characterization

Surface photovoltage and depth-resolved Auger measurements were performed to confirm the
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bandgaps and compositional uniformity, respectively.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)

measurements were performed to investigate the chemical nature of the CdZnTe film surfaces after various
heat treatments and surface etching to shed some light on the subsequently formed CdZnTe/ZnTe interface
behavior. Selected photoluminescence measurements were performed to investigate defect states of the
film. Dark I-V-T measurements were performed In the temperature range of 80 K to 400 K and the data was
analyzed using a multivariable regression analysis to determine the pertinent device parameters such as
leakage current, diode factor, series and shunt resistances. Spectral response measurements were made
using an Optronics Laboratory phase sensitive detection system in which the samples were illuminated
through the glass substrate. Lighted I-V measurements were performed under 100 mW AM1.5 conditions
to determine the cell efficiency.

2.5.3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

2.5.3a. CdTe Solar Cells

CdTe films were grown by both MOCVD and MBE on CdS/Sn0 2/glass substrates. P-I-n solar cells
were fabricated by depositing p + -ZnTe capped by Ni to establish a baseline process for the ternary cell
development. No attempts were made to intentionally dope the CdTe films. Figure 1 shows the lighted IV data for our best CdTe cell, grown by MOCVD. The 9.7% efficiency achieved is the highest reported
efficiency for MOCVD-grown CdTe. Compared to the best reported CdTe thin film cell to date (11%),
fabricated by electrodeposition [7] our cell has a higher ..1.° (22.16 mA/cm2) and a lower V„ (0.730 V), Table
1. Spectral response and I-V measurements were performed to understand this difference and to obtain
guidelines for improving the CdTe cell performance further.
The spectral response shown in Figure 2 indicates that a true p-i-n heterojunction (rather than a
buried homojunction) was formed for this 2.6 um thick CdTe film since the response is not only flat for all
the wavelengths ranging from the CdS cutoff (0.5 urn) to the CdTe cutoff (0.83 um), but the cutoffs are
sharp also. Note that the external quantum efficiency values are over 90% throughout the usable spectrum
which is better than the quantum efficiency of the highest efficiency (11%) CdTe cell, Figure 2. [7] This
explains the higher .1 ), value for the MOCVD cell and suggests that under short circuit conditions, the
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Table 1 Compilation of cell data for p-i-n CdTe, CdZaTe and CdMnTe cells. All data is for 100 mW/cm' AM13
illumination. " Entry is ZnTe/CdZnTe/0.1 urn CdTe/CdS structure.
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VOLTAGE (volts)

Figure 1.

Measured lighted I-V characteristic of 9.7% MOCVD-grown CdTe p-i-n cell having a J., of
22.16 mA/cm2, a V., of 0.730 V, and a fill factor of 0.59.
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Figure 2.

Spectral response of the 9.7% MOCVD-grown CdTe cell for two external bias conditions:
(a) no externally applied bias, and (b) 1 volt externally applied reverse bias. The spectral
response (no applied bias) of an 11% CdTe cell (7) Is shown for comparison.

MOCVD cell has a lower interface recombination velocity. The p-l-n behavior in our cells is supported by
C-V measurements which showed that the CdTe is fully depleted at zero bias. Since the bulk CdTe is fully
depleted, the Interface must play an important role In limiting the cell performance. In order to evaluate the
interface quality, bias-dependent spectral response measurements were performed which showed about a
10% uniform increase in the quantum efficiency at 1 volt reverse bias, Figure 2. It has been shown that this
type of behavior can be attributed to changes in interface recombination through a field-dependent collection
function term which modifies the light-generated current. [4] The 10% increase in quantum efficiency under
reverse bias Indicates that J„ can be Improved significantly to > 24 mA/cm 2 in our cells by lowering the
interface recombination velocity. Furthermore, similar measurements on the highest efficiency 11% CdTe
cell [7] (Figure 2) showed less than a 5% increase in quantum efficiency under 1 volt reverse bias. It is
apparent that the interface state behavior can be different for the MOCVD and electrodeposited CdTe cells.
This can result in a different field dependence of carrier collection because of different rate of increase in
the interface recombination velocity as the bias condition changes from short circuit to open circuit. I-V and
bias dependent spectral response data indicate that compared to electrodeposited cells, MOCVD cells have
a lower interface recombination velocity at short circuit but higher interface recombination velocity as the
voltage approaches V. This explains why the MOCVD cell has a superior J„ but lower V = and fill factor.
Dark I-V measurements were performed to reveal and understand the loss mechanisms in more
detail in these cells. Figure 3a shows the I-V behavior of a —10% cell over a temperature range of 170-310
K A multivariable regression analysis was used to fit the I-V curves to an equivalent circuit response
consisting of two diodes with a shunt and series resistance so that the current density can be described as
a function of the applied voltage by

J =

= JOl [exp(B,(V -JRJ - 1] + J02 [exp(B2(V-JRJ - 1] + (V-JRJ/R,

(1)

where
B 1,2 = q/(n.,,2kT)

(2)

At 310 K, the I-V behavior was dominated by one diode (J 2) with a ‘102 value of 1.5 x 10 -8 A/cm2, a diode
factor n of 1.75, a series resistance (dark) of 5.28 ohm-cm 2, and a 18 kohm-cm2 shunt resistance, Figure 3b.
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(a) Forward bias dark I-V characteristics measured for the temperature range of 310K (curve
1) to 170 K (curve 8) In steps of 20K, as Indicated In the figure (b). An example (310 K) of
the theoretical fit to the actual I-V data used to determine the transport parameters.

0.7

We also found that as the temperature is lowered from 310 K to 250 K, J o, decreases and the diode factor
remains close to 1.75, suggesting a space-charge recombination controlled transport mechanism. At
temperatures below 250 K, this transport becomes less important and other mechanisms (like tunneling, in
addition to increased series resistance) become Important, Figure 3. These changes are being analyzed
further to shed more light on the characteristics and Importance of the Interface states. CdTe/CdS cells
were also fabricated using MBE-grown CdTe films with efficiencies as high as 9%.

2.5.3b. CdZnTe and CdMnTe Solar Cells
The bandgaps of polycrystalline CdZnTe films grown by MBE and CdMnTe films grown by MOCVD
on CdS/Sn02/glass substrates were successfully tailored to any desired value. However, most emphasis
was placed on 1.7 eV bandgap films for tandem cell applications. Based on the success of our CdTe films,
ZnTe/CdZnTe/CdS and ZnTe/CdMnTe/CdS p-i-n cells were fabricated using the CdTe cell process. A
summary of selected results are shown in Table 1. A post-deposition anneal was found to be necessary to
obtain measurable cell data. However, the 410 C annealing procedure used for CdTe cells resulted in a
significant decrease in the bandgap, from 1.7 eV to 1.55 eV, with cell efficiencies of 3-4%, Table 1. [8]
Annealing in air was performed for various combinations of temperatures and times to determine optimum
conditions and to retain the bandgap. A 30 min. anneal at 350 C gave the highest efficiency while
maintaining the bandgap for CdZnTe, Table 1. Obviously, a significant decrease in cell performance is
observed for the CdZnTe-based devices compared to the CdTe-based cells.
Various measurements were performed to understand the loss mechanisms in ternary cells. C-V
measurements made on the CdZnTe cells showed a doping density of - 5x10 15 cre (p-type) which is about
an order of magnitude greater than the measured doping in the MBE-grown CdTe films. This could result
in incomplete depletion of the CdZnTe film. This was confirmed by spectral response measurements, Figure
4, which showed a strong wavelength dependence with reduced carrier collection at longer wavelengths.
This suggests that, unlike the CdTe cells, these cells are behaving like p-n instead of p-i-n devices and hence
are suffering from recombination in the undepleted bulk. Attempts are being made to reduce the film
thickness to 1.0-1.5 um to achieve p-i-n-like behavior. However, the undepleted bulk does not explain the
very large decrease in the absolute spectral response (Figure 4) compared to CdTe. This drop in response
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Spectral response of air annealed ZnTe/CdZnTe/CdS and forming gas annealed
ZnTe/CdZnTe/CdS p-I-n cells for same CdZnTe thickness.

can only be due to a combination of CdZnTe/CdS interface and back contact region (Ni/ZnTe on CdZnTe)
effects.
The most glaring difference between the two types of cells Is In the values of series resistance and
..1„. Average R, values (under illumination) were 2-3 ohm-cm 2 for the air annealed CdZnTe cells compared
to 0.5-0.8 ohm-cm2 for CdTe cells. In order to understand the source of high R,, CdZnTe films were grown
intentionally with different bandgaps but the same thickness. Figure 5 shows room temperature dark I-V data
taken on three CdZnTe p-i-n cells with different bandgaps (compositions). As seen in the Inset of the figure,
the dark series resistance increased by a factor of -4 compared to the CdTe regardless of the CdZnTe
composition. The undepleted bulk resistance (-.01 ohm-cm 2) cannot account for the observed high R s
2), therefore, the back contact region (Ni/ZnTe on CdZnTe) and the CdZnTe/CdS value(2-3ohmc
interface were Investigated to find the cause of R„.
Dark I-V and photoluminescence (PL) measurements were performed to analyze the bulk and
interface defect states. Figure 5 shows that the value of J. steadily increased with increasing Zn
concentration suggesting that the interface quality declines for higher Zn concentrations. This is consistent
with previous reports on crystalline CdS/CdZnTe junctions in which this kind of degradation was attributed
to an increase in interface states resulting from increased distortion of the CdZnTe lattice. [9] This poor
interface quality can also explain the low V., observed in these air annealed films. Furthermore, preliminary
photoluminescence measurements show broader luminescence peaks for CdZnTe and CdMnTe compared
to CdTe which indicates a more defective bulk for the ternary films compared to CdTe. In order to modify
the interface without changing the bandgap, an attempt was made to grow a very thin (-0.1 urn) CdTe
interlayer between the CdS and CdZnTe. This structure gave a higher J„ but V., and R, did not change
appreciably suggesting that the high R s, which is limiting the cell performance, is not due to the
CdZnTe/CdS interface.
Since the CdZnTe devices showed poor performance using the air annealing process, various
annealing ambients, including forming gas (10% hydrogen + 90% nitrogen) and argon were investigated to
see if the performance could be Improved by lowering J. by passivating bulk and interfacial defects and
reducing R, by avoiding surface oxide formation. Films were subjected to anneals using combinations of
temperatures (100-400 C) and times (10 - 50 min) prior to ZnTe and Ni depositions. Surface photovoltage
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Figure 5.

Forward bias dark I-V characteristics for (a) CdTe, (b) CdZnTe (E g = 1.7 eV), and (c)
CdZnTe (Eg = 1.8 eV) cell structures.
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measurements showed that the bandgaps were not affected by these annealing conditions. No measurable
cell data was obtained for either unannealed or argon annealed CdZnTe cells. In contrast, forming gas
annealed films showed the highest Vo, values (0.646 V) reported for any CdZnTe/CdS junction. In addition,
the J., values were as high or higher than those for the air annealed cells. However, the series resistance
of the forming gas annealed cells was 3-5 times higher than the air annealed CdZnTe cells and about one
order of magnitude higher than the CdTe cells. This is also reflected in the extremely low values of fill factor
for the forming gas annealed cells (Table 1). Figure 4 shows that the forming gas anneal increases the
quantum efficiency almost uniformly over the entire spectrum absorbed in the CdZnTe film as well as on
either side of the CdZnTe/CdS junction. This combined with the high V o, indicates that the forming gas
anneal improves the interface quality, however the increase in quantum efficiency does not fully depict the
huge improvement in Vo, because the higher R1 In the forming gas annealed cell lowers the overall spectral
response. This also confirms that the high R. in the CdZnTe cells is not due to the CdS/CdZnTe interface
quality which leaves only the back contact region (Ni/ZnTe on CdZnTe) as the primary suspect.
In order to investigate if the series resistance is mainly due to the back contact region, the annealed
CdZnTe films were analyzed by optical transmission and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Figure
6 shows the subgap transmission of CdZnTe films on CdS/Sn0 2/glass substrates after air, forming gas, and
argon anneals for 20 min at 350 C. The as-grown film transmission is also shown for comparison. Air
annealing results in about 20% decrease in absolute transmission while the forming gas and argon anneals
cause no degradation in transmission. In addition, the transmission of the air annealed CdZnTe/CdS
structure decreases even further (35% decrease in absolute transmission for 30 min at 350 C) with
increased time and temperature while the forming gas and argon anneals showed no such tendency. XPS
measurements indicate that the surface of the air annealed CdZnTe Is rich in Zn content (Table 2) which is
mostly oxidized. A 10 sec. etch in .02% Br:CH 2OH removes all of the oxides (and forms a Te-rich surface
(Te/(Cd + Zn) = 1.56). However, the CdZnTe surface is not quite as rich in Te as a Br:CH 2OH etched pCdTe surface where the Te/Cd ratio is typically 2-3. [10,11] Forming gas annealed CdZnTe films, which
had the highest R., showed an even lower Te/(Cd + Zn) ratio of 1.33. This suggests that the Te rich
surface, which makes the surface more p-type, may be important in lowering Rs by increasing the transport
of carriers across the CdZnTe/ZnTe interface and improving the current in the external circuit. Attempts are
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Visible-near IR transmission of CdZnTe, films that have undergone (a) no anneal, (b) argon
anneal, (c) forming gas anneal, and (d) air anneal, all for 20 minutes at 350 C.

Table 2 Relative concentrations of Cd,Zn and Te in CdZnTe films processed as indicated in the table.
Oxidized species are indicated.
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being made to investigate various etching techniques to make the CdZnTe surface more Te-rich and to
improve the CdZnTe/ZnTe interface. This combined with a forming gas anneal to reduce interface states,
and thinning the CdZnTe film to obtain true p-I-n devices is expected to give a significant improvement in
the cell performance.

2.5.4.

CONCLUSIONS
Front wall polycrystalline thin film solar cells with Ni/ZnTe/CdTe/CdS/Sn0 2/glass structures were

fabricated with efficiencies in the range of 9-10%. CdTe films were grown by MBE and MOCVD techniques.
Spectral response and dark I-V analyses showed that these cells behave like p-i-n diodes and their response
is limited in part by high interface recombination velocity.
CdZnTe and CdMnTe films of 1.7 eV bandgap were grown by MBE and MOCVD, respectively, for
tandem cell applications. The standard CdTe process was not optimum for ternary films and resulted in a
decrease in the bandgap. A 350 C, 30 min anneal in air was found to improve the efficiency of CdZnTe cells
while still maintaining the bandgap. However, the air annealed CdZnTe cells showed both high series
resistance and high J 0 values compared to the CdTe cells resulting in low cell performance. It was found
that annealing the CdZnTe films in forming gas increased the V e, to - 0.65 V, the highest reported value
for CdZnTe/CdS junctions, as compared to - 0.4 V for air annealed CdZnTe by improving the interface
quality. However, the series resistance increased by an additional factor of - 3 which resulted in low cell
performance in spite of the high Ve, on the CdZnTe cells. Spectral response measurements suggest that
the CdZnTe cells do not behave as a true p-i-n diode but instead as a p-n cell, probably due to a higher
doping level. The series resistance contribution due to the undepleted CdZnTe region was not found to be
a major factor in the observed high series resistance of the cell. Thus, the back contact region and the
CdZnTe/CdS interface states together may be responsible for limiting the cell performance. Hence, a
combination of forming gas anneal and proper surface etching prior to contact formation is being
investigated to achieve low 13,, high fill factor, and better cell performance. In addition, novel structures are
also being studied which involve a thin (.1 urn) interlayer of CdTe between the CdZnTe and CdS to increase
the quality of the CdZnTe/CdS interface. Preliminary results have shown higher J,, values for this structure
than for the conventional CdZnTe device, without any significant change in the observed cutoff of the
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CdZnTe.
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SUMMARY

Polycrystalline Cd,,Zn xTe and Cd,_xMnxTe films with a bandgap of 1.7 eV were successfully grown
on glass/Sn02/CdS substrates by MBE and MOCVD techniques, respectively. Polycrystalline Cd,_ xZnxTe
films grown by MBE resulted in uniform composition and sharp interfaces, which are Important for high
performance devices. However, polycrystalline Cd,„MnxTe films grown by MOCVD had nonunifrom
composition and showed evidence of Mn accumulation at the Cd i_xMnxTe/CciS interface. It was found that
Mn interdiffuses and replaces Cd in the CdS film. A CBE system for the growth of HgZnTe has been
designed and constructed The growth of CdTe, HgTe, and HgZnTe has been demonstrated.
Frontwall CdTe/CdS solar cells fabricated on MOCVD-grown CdTe films showed efficiencies in the
range 8-10% and the maximum efficiency of 9.7%. This is the highest efficiency reported for MOCVD-grown
CdTe/CdS cells. Bias-dependent spectral response measurements showed that MOCVD CdTe cell had a
higher external quantum efficiency at zero bias, but lower external quantum efficiency at V. These results
suggest that a voltage dependent interface recombination is the dominant mechanism which reduces the
Vc., and fill factor in MOCVD-grown CdTe/CdS cells. Model calculations were performed to estimate the
losses in Vo, and fill factor due to interface recombination which were found to be 60 mV and 0.1,
respectively. By improving CdTe/CdS interface and thus reducing the collection function effects, the
efficiency of MOCVD CdTe cell efficiency can be improved to - 13.5%. MBE-grown CdTe cells also gave
efficiency in the range 8-9%.
Standard processing procedures used In the successful fabrication of high efficiency polycrystalline
CdTe solar cells such as air annealing were found to provide the desired p-type enhancement of the CdZnTe
bulk, however it resulted in extensive oxidation of Zn into the bulk and accumulation of Zn near the film
surface. Subsequent etching in a standard Bromine-Methanol etch which was successfully used for CdTe
cells removed only the surface oxides of Te and Cd from the CdZnTe surface but could not remove the Zn0 or the Zn-rich surface region to create a p + Te-rich surface which is necessary for low contact resistance
to the CdZnTe surface. It was found that the removal of the thin surface layer of oxidized Te and Cd by the
B-M etch reduced the series resistance of In/CdZnTe Schottky barrier diodes and yielded a diode-like I-V
characteristic with a barrier height of -1.2 eV. An alternate etch consisting of a concentrated dichromate
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B-M etch reduced the series resistance of In/CdZnTe Schottky barrier diodes and yielded a diode-like I-V
characteristic with a barrier height of —1.2 eV. An alternate etch consisting of a concentrated dichromate
solution was found to remove all oxides and resulted in a highly Te-enriched surface with a thickness of
—0.25 urn and with a doping level of —2x10 17 cre compared to —3x10 15 cm-3 doping concentration within
the bulk of the CdZnTe film. These results suggest that an air anneal followed by a dichromate etch of the
CdZnTe solar cell structure should siginificantly improve the ohmic behavior of the back contact which is
necessary to increase present-day CdZnTe cell efficiency.
The standard CdTe process was not optimum for ternary films and resulted in a decrease in the
bandgap. Efficiency as high as 4% was obtained on both CdZnTe and CdMnTe films with reduced bandgaps
while poor efficiency was obtained on ternary films with 1.7 eV bandgap. CdZnTe cells showed both high
series resistance and high J, values compared to the CdTe cells resulting in low cell performance. Spectral
response measurements suggest that the CdZnTe cells do not behave as a true p-i-n diode but instead as
a p-n cell, probably due to a higher doping level. Recent results indicate that CdCl 2 + ZnCl 2 chemical
treatment may prevent the bandgap reduction, while chromate etch, instead of bromine-methanol etch, may
provide the solution to high contact resistance in the ternary cells.
In future, we plan to apply the basic understanding developed through materials characterization,
process development, and device analysis to improve the CdTe and CdZnTe cell performance. We intend
to a). investigate preheat treatments of CdS, prior to CdTe deposition, to improve interface quality, b).
Optimize CdCl 2 + ZnCl 2 chemical treatment to improve the CdZnTe cell efficiency and to understand the
exact role of chloride treatment, c). optimize FcCr207 :H 2S0,, treatment to reduce the series resistance of
ternary cells, and d). investigate carrier transport mechanisms to develop a better qualititative and
quantitative understanding of interface recombination mechanisms in CdTe and CdZnTe devices.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in polycrystalline CdTe solar cells have generated a lot of interest in this area.
CdTe cell efficiencies In excess of 12% have been verified with the potential of approaching 20%. However,
in order to attain this potential, considerable amount of basic research needs to be done. More specifically,
there Is a need to understand the loss mechanisms including optical losses, bulk and interface
recombination, grain boundary effects and resistance losses. Several different technologies have produced
CdTe cell efficiencies in excess of 10%. However, different loss mechanisms are not understood well
enough to make a precise comparison between the technologies and to provide guidelines for
improvements. It may be necessary to develop new tools and models, and apply existing tools more
prudently, in order to reveal and quantify loss mechanisms in CdTe solar cells.
The motivation for developing a wide bandgap photovoltaic material stems from the fact that the
optimum two cell tandem design consists of 1.7 eV bandgap cell on top of a 1 eV bandgap cell. A high
efficiency wide bandgap cell on top of a 15% efficient low bandgap cell can give tandem cell efficiency on
the order of 20%. Considerable progress has been made on the bottom cell, particularly CuInSe, which has
given a small area cell efficiency > 14%. But the 1.7 eV bandgap material based on II-VI elements for the
top cell has not yet been discovered.
There are two ways of realizing —20% efficient polycrystalline tandem solar cells. The first approach
involves improving the CdTe cell efficiencies in excess of 15% and utilizing only a small amount of power
from the bottom cell because of 1.5 eV bandgap of CdTe. The second approach is to develop a high
efficiency (>10%) 1.7 eV bandgap cell with significant subgap transmission and take greater advantage of
the high efficiency (-15%) bottom cell. This research addresses both approaches by fabricating CdTe as
well as 1.7 eV bandgap CdZnTe solar cells.
The overall goal of this program is to improve basic understanding of CdTe and ZnTe alloys, by
growing and characterizing these films along with cell fabrication. The major objective is to develop wide
bandgap (1.6-1.8 eV) material for the top cell, along with compatible window material and transparent ohmic
contact, so that cascade cell design can be optimized.
In this program, front wall solar cells were fabricated with glass/Sn0 2/CdS window with thin CdS
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layer to maximize transmission and current. Wide bandgap absorber films (E 9 = 1.75 eV) were grown by
MBE and MOCVD techniques, which provide excellent control for tailoring the film composition and
properties. CdZnTe and HgZnTe films were grown by MBE and CdMnTe is grown by MOCVD. CdTe films
were also grown both by MBE and MOCVD techniques. All the as-grown films were characterized by several
techniques like X-ray diffraction (XRD), Surface photovoltage spectroscopy (SPV), Infrared spectroscopy (IR),
Raman and photoluminescence, and Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) for composition, bulk uniformity,
thickness, film and interface quality. Front-wall type solar cells were fabricated in collaboration with AM ETEK
materials research laboratory using CdTe, CdZnTe, and CdMnTe polycrystalline absorber films. The effects
of processing on ternary films were studied by AES and XPS measurements coupled with C-V and I-V
measurements. Bias dependent spectral response and electrical measurements were used to test some
models in order to identify and quantify dominant loss mechanisms.

2

2. TECHNICAL PROGRESS

The technical progress has been divided into five sections. The growth and characterization of
CdZnTe, CdMnTe, and HgZnTe films are described in section 2.1 and 2.2. Section 2.3 deals with the
processing related effects on MBE-grown CdZnTe films. CdTe, CdZnTe, and CdMnTe device measurements
and analysis of the films and solar cells are described in section 2.4 and 2.5.

2.1

A STUDY OF POLYCRYSTALLINE Cd(Zn,Mn)Te/CdS FILMS AND INTERFACES
This paper will be published in the Journal of electronic materials March, 1990.

2.1.1. Introduction
In recent years, CdTe has become a strong candidate for photovoltaic applications due to its
optimum bandgap, high absorption coefficient, and ease of deposition. Cell efficiencies of —13% have been
reported for single crystal CdTe solar cells (1) and greater than 12% for polycrystalline thin film CdTe cells
(2). It has been projected (3) that thin film cell efficiencies in the range of 15-20% can be obtained by a
tandem cell design consisting of two cells of different bandgap semiconductors on top of each other (1.7
eV on 1.1 eV). Semiconducting alloys such as Cd,.,,Znje and Cd,_.MnJe are good candidates for the top
cell since their bandgaps can be tailored between 1.45 eV (CdTe) and 2.26 eV (ZnTe) or 3.0 eV (MnTe) by
adjusting the film composition. However, very few attempts have been made to grow these films in
polycrystalline form (4-6) and hence little is known about the properties of such films, particularly when
grown on coated glass substrates that are suitable for solar cells. Good control of bulk composition and
reduced or no interdiffusion at the Cd(Zn,Mn)Te/CdS interface is important for high performance devices
based on these materials.
In this work, polycrystalline Cd i_grixTe and Cd,..Mn.Te films were grown by molecular beam epitaxy
(MBE) and metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD), respectively, on CdS/Sn0 2/glass substrates
to form frontwall solar cell structures. X-ray diffraction (XRD), electrochemical surface photovoltage (SPV),
and Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) measurements were performed to determine the proper growth
conditions for obtaining a uniform bandgap and composition throughout the film and an abrupt film/CdS
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interface. In this paper we report growth-Induced variations in the composition and interface quality of the
heterojunctions formed by MBE and MOCVD grown polycrystalline ternary films.

2.1.2. Growth and Characterization of Films
Polycrystalline Cd,_„Zri xTe and CdTe films were grown by MBE using a Varian Gen II MBE system.
Elemental sources with a purity better than 5N were used for all constituents. The films were grown on
CdS/Sn02/glass and glass substrates which were cleaned in trichlroetyelene, acetone, methonol, delonizied
water, and blow dry, as a standard degreasing procedure. The substrates were baked in a vacuum of 1x10"7 torr at 250 C for 2 hours prior to film growth. During film growth, the substrate temperature was kept
at 275 C for 30 minutes to commence film growth and increased to 300 C for the remainder of the run.
Growth rates were typically - lum/hr for both the Cd,_,,ZnJe and CdTe films.
Polycrystalline Cd i:JAnje films were grown by MOCVD on CdS/Sn0 2/glass substrates using a
Cambridge Instruments MR102 MOCVD system. The source materials for Cd and Te were dimethylcadmium
(DMCd) and diisopropyltellurium, respectively. Two different Mn sources were used, tricarbonyl
methylcyclopentadienyl manganese (TCPMn) and Bis (isopropylcyclopentadienyl) manganese (BCPMn) to
study the effects of different sources on the film properties. Cadmium and tellurium source temperatures
were maintained at 0° C and 20° C, respectively, while the manganese source temperature was varied in the
range 80° C to 100° C for both TCPMn and BCPMn. In order to investigate the effects of the growth
conditions, the reactor pressure was varied in the range of 50 to 250 torr and the substrate temperature was
varied from 420° C to 450° C for Cd 1 _,Mn,Te films. The substrate temperature was kept at 400 ° C for CdTe
films. Typical growth rates for Cd,,Mn.Te and CdTe films were 0.5 um/hr and 1.5 um/hr, respectively.
X-ray diffraction studies were performed to estimate the film composition using a Phillips PW1800
automatic diffractometer with 1.504 A Cu-K a radiation. The lattice constants, a, of the Cd,,Znje films were
determined from the XRD data by plotting the lattice parameter, a(6), against its angular dependence (0) and
determining the intercept according to (7)

a(0) = 0.5[(cos 20/sin0) + (cos 20/0)]

(1)
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where 2t- is the diffraction peak position. The film composition (x) was determined from the lattice constant
according to (8,9)

a(x) = 6.481 - 0.381x (A),

for Cd,„Zri xTe

(2)

for Cd,,Mn.Te

(3)

and

a(x) = 6.487 - 0.149x (A),

where x is the atomic concentrations of Zn and Mn in the Cd,„Znje and Cd,„Mnje, respectively.
The absorption edge or bandgap of the films was estimated by a nondestructive electrochemical
SPV measurement in which an electrolyte composed of 0.2M NaOH and 0.1M EDTA
(ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid) forms a Schottky barrier contact with the film surface. This barrier
separates the photogenerated carriers to produce the open circuit voltage as a function of incident
wavelength. This technique is also capable of providing information about bandgap variations within the film
because the electrolyte/semiconductor junction can be biased so that controlled etch-steps can be made
between SPV measurements. Hence, compositional variations in the direction of film growth can be
monitored. This technique has been discussed in more detail elsewhere. (10,11) Bandgaps of the films
were estimated from the wavelength ( ) at the midpoint of the absorption edge (E 9(eV) = 1.24/ (um)) in the
SPV response. It should be noted that in certain cases, the sharpness of the absorption edge can be
influenced by the diffusion length and film thickness.
To gain further confirmation on the compositional uniformity of the ternary films, AES profile
measurements were performed using a Physical Electronics Model 600 Scanning Auger Multiprobe. The
angle between the sample normal and the electron beam was 45 °. All AES data were taken using a 3 KeV
electron beam with a current of 1.0 uA. Sputter profiling was performed using a normally incident 2 KeV Ar
ion beam at a current density of 28 uA/cm 2.

2.1.3. Results and Discussion
A. MBE-grown polycrystalline Cd,„Zn„Te and CdTe films

5

In order to achieve optimal composition (x=0.3-0.4) or bandgap (1.65-1.75 eV) for tandem solar cell
applications, MBE films were grown with various Zn/(Cd +Zn) ratios. Figure 1 shows a comparison of XRD
spectra of a CdTe film and a Cd i .„Znje film grown with a Zn/(Cd +Zn) beam flux ratio of 0.4 on
CdS/Sn0 2 /glass substrates. A comparison of the peak positions and relative amplitudes in each diffraction
pattern with the tabulated values (10) suggests that in both cases the CdTe cubic structure is the only
detectable phase. By determining the lattice parameter (a(9)) associated with each major Cd,..Znje
diffraction peak, the lattice constant (a) of the film was determined according to equation (1). By combining
this information with the measured bandgap from the SPV (Figure 3) for several films grown with various
Zn/(Cd+Zn) beam flux ratios, a correlation was established between the growth conditions (Zn/(Cd+Zn)
beam flux ratio), film composition, and bandgap for the MBE-grown polycrystalline Cd,..Znje films and is
shown in Figure 2. A linear dependence was found between these parameters for the composition range
investigated which indicates proper substitution of Zn for Cd in the MBE films. This result is consistent with
data reported for single crystal Cd 1 _,Zn„Te films grown by other techniques [6,8], suggesting that grain
boundaries do not influence the reproducibility and control of film composition. Furthermore, this linear
relationship was found to be independent of growth rate and Te flux.
Figure 3a shows an SPV spectrum of a Cd,_,Znje film grown on the CdS/Sn0 2/glass substrate.
The sharp absorption edge indicates that the film has uniform composition and negligible sub-bandgap
absorption. The compositional uniformity in the direction of film growth was investigated in more detail by
Auger depth profiling. Figure 3b shows a uniform distribution of Cd, Zn, and Te throughout the film
thickness, consistent with the sharp SPV cutoff. The Cd i .,,ZnJe/CdS interface was found to be much
sharper than the Cd,,Mn xTe/CdS interface grown by MOCVD (discussed in the following section) indicating
less interdiffusion between MBE-grown films and the substrate.
B. MOCVD-grown Polycrystalline Cd i .„Mnje Films on CdS/Sn0 2/glass Substrates
Two different Mn sources, TCPMn and BCPMn, were used to grow Cd,..Mnje films by MOCVD.
We were not able to obtain compositionally uniform films using the TCPMn source. This is reflected in the
SPV spectra and Auger depth profile (Figure 4) for a Cd,..Mn.Te film grown on CdS/Sn0 2/glass substrates
using the TCPMn source maintained at 80 ° C. The SPV response has a broad absorption edge (which can
result from nonuniform composition and/or low diffusion length) which makes it difficult to accurately
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(a) SPV spectra and (b) Auger depth profile of an MOCVD-grown
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determine a single bandgap. If we take an average of the absorption cutoff at 1.74 eV, the average Mn
concentration is estimated to be — 16% for this film using the relationship E a = 1.50 + 1.34x eV at room
temperature. (9) Considering the significant nonuniformity of the film, this is in reasonable agreement with
the XRD value of 11% obtained from equation (3). In contrast to the TCPMn source, we had more success
In growing relatively uniform Cd,„Mn„Te films using the BCPMn source as depicted by the more uniform
Auger depth profile and sharper SPV cutoff, Figure 5. These films were grown with a source temperature
of 100 ° C (rather than 80 ° C for the TCPMn source) and a reactor pressure of 50 torr (instead of 250 torr
for TCPMn). The higher Mn source temperature transports more Mn due to its higher vapor pressure which
may help Mn incorporation into the Cd,„Mn xTe film. Low reactor pressure increases the velocity of all alkyls,
which reduces the residence time inside the reactor thus avoiding unwanted reactions and possible Mn
pileup. Thus, the above two factors may help but cannot fully account for uniform composition of the films
grown with the BCPMn source because Cd,„Mn xTe films grown with the TCPMn source under similar
conditions did not produce uniform films. These results suggest that further optimization of growth
conditions is necessary to obtain uniform films using the TCPMn source. Recently, atttempts were made
[12] using a TCPMn source to grow Mn-doped ZnS films which resulted in poor electroluminescent

properties of the film due to the formation of MnOCO 2 compounds.
The compositional uniformity in the direction of film growth (normal to the substrate) was
investigated for Cd,,Mn,Te films grown using both TCPMn and BCPMn sources. Use of the BCPMn source
resulted in a more uniform film but did not prevent the interdiffusion of Mn at the Cd,„Mn xTe interface as
shown by Auger depth profile data (Figure 5) as compared to the films grown using the TCPMn source. In
the case of non-uniform films grown with the TCPMn source, significant interdiffusion led to Mn pile-up near
the interface which was further verified by Auger measurements made on a cleaved cross-section of the
sample. However, the amount of Mn pile-up for the film grown using the BCPMn source was significantly
lower. In order to gain better understanding of the interdiffusion and Mn pile-up near the interface region,
Auger depth profile analysis was performed on a single crystal Cd

1-x MrixTe

grown on GaAs (111) under the

same conditions using both Mn sources to determine the influence of the substrate. No accumulation of
Mn was detected near the Cd,,Mn xTe/GaAs interface, suggesting that the substrate temperature of 420 ° C
is not the reason for the observed Mn interdiffusion, instead the interdiffusion in the polycrystalline case may
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be due to an exchange reaction between the Cd in the underlying CdS film and the Mn in the Ccl,..Mn,Te
film. This suggests that the stability of the Cd,_„MnJe/CdS interface influences the uniformity of the films
in the growth direction. This is probable because the Mn-S bond is stronger than the Mn-Te bond (13) from
thermodynamic considerations, which may drive Mn into the CdS where it replaces Cd. Further
measurements are necessary to confirm the mechanism of interdiffusion between CdS and Cd,,Mn„Te
films.
Finally, even the MOCVD-grown CdTe/CdS interface was found to be somewhat broader than MBEgrown CdTe/CdS and Cd,..,Zn.Te/CdS interfaces, Figure 6. This may be the result of higher MOCVD growth
temperatures. In spite of the broad interfaces we were able to achieve 9.7% efficient CdTe/CdS solar cells
from MOCVD (14). The best MBE CdTe solar cell efficiencies are —10.5%. (14) Ternary based cells are
being investigated and will be reported in the future.

2.1.4. Conclusions
Polycrystalline Cd,„Zn.Te and Cd,,Mn xTe films with a bandgap of 1.7 eV were successfully grown
on glass/Sn0 2/CdS substrates by MBE and MOCVD techniques, respectively. Polycrystalline Cc1,..Zn.Te
films grown by MBE resulted in uniform composition and sharp interfaces, which are important for high
performance devices. No new phase was detected as a result of introducing Zn (x<0.4) in the CdTe
structure. A linear relationship was found between the Zn/(Cd +Zn) beam flux ratio and bandgap for the
MBE-grown Cd,.„Zn xTe films. However, polycrystalline Cd,,Mn„Te films grown by MOCVD had nonuniform
composition and showed evidence of Mn accumulation at the Cd,.,Mn.Te/CdS interface. It was found that
Mn interdiffuses and replaces Cd in the CdS film. The degree of interdiffusion was also found to be a
function of the Mn source with the TCPMn source producing an inferior interface compared to the BCPMn
source for the growth conditions used here.
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2.2. GROWTH OF CdTe AND Hg-BASED ALLOYS BY CHEMICAL BEAM EPITAXY

(This paper will appear in J. Vac. Sci. Tech. 1990).

2.2.1. INTRODUCTION

We describe in this paper the development of a chemical beam epitaxial (CBE) growth technique
for HgCdTe and related alloys. As discussed in detail below, this technique offers many significant
advantages over current growth technologies and is well suited to grow new detector designs for enhanced
long-wavelength detection. (1)
Currently, the flexibility of conventional MBE is limited because little control is possible over the
atomic species applied to the growth surface. The evaporation of group VI and V species produce dimer and
tetramer molecules which are difficult to effectively incorporate at the growth surface. (2) Also, although
the evaporation of the Li and Ag (p-type) and the Ga and In (n-type) dopants produce monomer species,
their high diffusion rates on the cation sublattice prevent precise dopant profiles from being obtained. (3-5)
Consequently, n- and p-type doping of HgCdTe alloys is still mostly accomplished by stoichiometric
adjustment.
In chemical beam epitaxy, the use of hydride or metalorganic sources enables greater flexibility and
more precise control to be achieved over the chemical reactions occuring during growth. Monomer, dimer,
or tetramer species can be supplied to the growth surface depending on which species is found to optimize
the nucleation and growth process. Additionally, the application of an incident photon flux can be used to
supply additional kinetic energy to the growth surface and enables the selective photon enhancement of
specific chemical reactions. The reduction of the desorption activation energy for Te which enhances Sb and
As incorporation into CdTe is an example of the power of the photo-assisted technique. (6,7) Also, the role
of monomer Te, produced by high temperature laser evaporation, in reducing the kinetic hinderance to
growth has recently been demonstrated by Cheung. (8)

2.2.2. EXPERIMENTAL

Growth was performed in a Varian GEN II MBE system equipped with a reflection high energy
electron diffraction (RHEED) system. Extensive modifications to the MBE system have been made to convert
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it to a CBE system. These modifications and their justification are presented below in some detail.

Both (001) oriented CdTe and HgTe were grown on chemically polished (001) CdTe substrates
(supplied by Galtech and 11-V1 Inc. ) while (001) HgZnTe growth was achieved on (001) GaAs substrates.
The HgTe was grown on CdTe buffers and the HgZnTe on ZnTe buffers. The Hg based layers were grown
at a substrate temperature of 185 C and the CdTe layers were grown at substrate temperatures ranging
from 185 to 320 C. Substrate surface temperatures below 230 C were measured by a recently developed
Te-condensation technique. (9) Growth was carried out using elemental Zn, Cd, and Hg sources. The Hg
flux was supplied by a Hg pressure controlled vapor source described previously. (10) The Te flux was
supplied by a direct injection flow controller using diisopropyltelluride (DipTe) as the source gas. DipTe was
chosen in order to minimize any possible carbon doping effects. (11) The detailed characteristics of these
flow controllers and the injectors used to precrack the organometallics are also described below.

2.2.2a. Pumping System

Because of the relatively high gas loads and toxic gases used in CBE, a specially designed pumping
system was implemented. This system, shown in Figure 1, was designed to handle the potentially hazardous
and corrosive organometallics and hydrides as well as Hg vapor. Figure 1 shows a schematic representation
of the pumping system. The main component of the system is a Balzers MBE Series turbomolecular pump.
This pump has a pumping speed of 1400 I/s for NI, and approximately 1000 I/s for Hg. (The turbomolecular
pump was originally mounted horizontally on the growth chamber in order to maximize the conductance to
the pump. However, in order to increase the bearing life, it has since been mounted vertically.) In case of
a power or other type of failure, the turbomolecular pumping system is automatically isolated from the
growth chamber by an 8" I.D. gate valve and vented with N 2 to prevent oil contamination. The MBE Series
pump has features designed to minimize wear and contamination of the pump due to the particular nature
of the process gases. These features include the use of inert Fomblin oil for lubrication, a large oil reservoir
and oil pump to increase bearing life, and an inert gas purge of the bearings. Only stainles steel and an
aluminum alloy are in contact with the process gases. The pump is also heated to prevent any condensation
on these metallic surfaces and, thus, any reaction of Hg with the aluminum alloy is prevented.
Gas exhausted from the turbomolecular pump passes directly through an isolation valve into a
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specially designed cold trap operated at -60 C. This trap condenses most of the Hg vapor and significantly
minimizes the amount of Hg entering the mechanical backing pump. Valves on either side of the trap enable

It to be isolated and warmed for removal of the condensed vapors. A micromaze oil vapor trap is included
on the inlet of the backing pump to minimize contamination due to hydrocarbon backstreaming.
The backing pump, an Alcatel 50 cfm Corrosion Series Pump, is also designed such that process
gases only come Into contact with stainless steel and vlton. The pump also uses inert gas ballasting to dilute
and prevent condensation of the pumped vapors.
The exhaust line from the mechanical pump has Inlets allowing atmospheric pressure purging of the
various pumping and gas source lines. The Alcatel pump exhaust enters an Emcore toxic gas scrubber filled
with a sulfur impregnated activated charcoal capable of absorbing up to 40 percent of its weight in Hg. This
feature has no effect on the charcoal's ability to absorb organometallics and hydrides which can then be
oxidized and disposed of in a controlled manner.
A Varian cryopump Is also attached to the system and is capable of removing both Hg and
organometallics from the growth ambient. Provisions are made for hot gas purging of the cryopump using
the system described above.

Gas Sources
The gas sources utilized in the CBE system are of the pressure controlled variety rather than the
conventional mass flow type. Mass flow controllers typically require inlet pressures of 50 torr to operate.
However, due to the low vapor pressures of many organometallics, it is necessary to mix the source gas
with a carrier gas such as hydrogen and, thus, carefully control the organometallic bubbler temperature. The
pressure controlled vapor sources, however, require inlet pressures on the order of only one torr and hence
are able to directly inject the source gases without a carrier gas. This not only simplifies the gas source
construction, but also minimizes the gas load on the CBE system while maintaining the beam fluxes in the
molecular flow regime. This is especially important In the growth of Hg-based materials because of the large
Hg fluxes required.
The pressure controlled vapor sources operate on the principle of choked viscous flow through an
orifice. This type of flow has the important properties that the flow is directly proportional to the pressure
upstream of the orifice (note that the flow is quite insensitive to downstream pressure) and has only a square
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root dependence on the gas temperature. A Hg source of this type has been designed and Implemented
in our laboratory. (10) For a more complete discussion of choked flow see Ref. 12. The Te, Cd, and Zn flow
controllers operating on this principle have been obtained from MKS Instruments (Type 11508) and use
dilsopropyitelluride (DipTe), diethylcadmium (DeCd), and diethyizinc (DeZn) as the source gases. These
gases are the adduct purified grade obtained from Air Products Inc. The DipTe (10 sccm f.s.), DeCd, and
DeZn (5 sccm f.s.) flow controllers have repeatabilities of 0.2%. These flow rates are estimated to produce
growth rates of up to 2 fm/hr. The stability of the flow controllers Is calculated to produce a stability in the
Cd to Te ratio of approximately 0.1%. For Hg,_,Cdje alloys with x=0.2, this stability corresponds to a
deviation in the x value of 0.0002, a factor of 5-10 better than currently available.with conventional thermal
sources.

2.2.2b. Dopant Source
A p-type gas dopant source was also designed which operates on the same principle as the host
gas sources. However, the dopant source is able to accurately regulate flow rates at four to eight orders of
magnitude less than the host gas flow controllers. Arsine was chosen as the dopant gas although any of the
organometallic As gases could be substituted when more fully developed. The pure arsine is contained in
a small volume, low pressure bottle with a built-in flow limiting orifice thus minimizing the safety hazards
usually associated with arsine. An absolute pressure regulator is utilized allowing control of the arsine at less
than atmospheric pressure. The reduced pressure arsine is then fed through a stepper motor driven leak
valve which maintains the downstream pressure as measured by a high accuracy capacitance manometer.
This controlled pressure exits through another leak valve (which acts as an variable orifice) and enters the
CBE growth chamber. The sensitivity of the manometer and valve feedback system gives the dopant source
a four order of magnitude dynamic range for a fixed orifice setting. Changing the orifice setting allows the
system to achieve an even greater dynamic range. Figure 2 shows a schematic of the dopant gas source.

2.2.2c. Injectors
In order to remove the cracking dependence from the substrate temperature, the source gases are
precracked in a high temperature injector. To prevent gas phase reactions, two separate injectors are
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utilized. One for the group II elements and one for the group VI elements. This also allows optimization of
the cracking conditions for each source gas. Both injectors have dual thermocouples to monitor the hot
and cold zone temperatures. Each injector also has a specially designed boron nitride diffuser/nozzle
element to enhance cracking and increase flux uniformity. The group II injector uses a 3/4 in. o.d. high
purity Ta delivery tube while the group VI utilizes a pyrolitic boron nitride (PBN) delivery tube to avoid any
reaction of Te and Ta. The diffuser element design is also different for each injector. More specifically, the
group VI nozzle is designed to avoid recombination of monomer Te into its dimmer form.
2.2.3. RESULTS
A preliminary study was initiated to determine the DipTe cracking products and their dependence
on the injector temperature. Data was taken with a UTI 100C quadrapole mass spectrometer (QMS) with
particular attention to the production of monomer Te. Figure 3 shows the ratio of the Tel" peak current to
the DipTe+ current as a function of injector temperature. It should be pointed out that with this particular
injector, the temperature is measured outside the hot zone and, thus, only gives a relative indication of the
actual cracking temperature.
Next, CdTe growth was undertaken using DipTe and a solid Cd source. While under a constant flux
of Cd, growth was initiated and terminated using the DipTe vent/run valve. However, it was determined from
RHEED intensity oscillation measurements that flux transients occurred when initiating the DipTe flux this
way. Because of these transients, the MBE shutter was used to terminate and initiate the DipTe flow while
the flow controller was used as a soft shut-off. No growth was observed with the DipTe flow on and the
shutter closed. This shuttering method not only eliminates flux transients, but has the further advantages
of minimizing the organometallic consumption and the gas load on the pumping system. If the flow
controller only was used as the shuttering mechanism, the flow could be ramped off or on within 5 seconds.
This corresponds to approximately 3 monolayers at a 0.5 fm/hr growth rate.
Growth rate measurements were obtained using RHEED intensity oscillations (Figure 4). Figures
5a and b show CdTe growth rates for a constant Cd flux as a function of DipTe flow for substrate
temperatures of 250 and 300 C, respectively. At the low flows, the growth rate is limited by the Te arrival
rate while at the higher flows, the growth rate saturates and is limited by the Cd flux. These curves
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7.0

demonstrate the flexibility of the CBE technique for adjusting the stoichiometry of the growth rate.
Growth of HgTe and HgZnTe using DipTe and elemental Hg and Zn fluxes was also performed.
Figure 6 shows typical RHEED patterns during the recent growth of HgTe. Room temperature infra-red
transmission spectra were taken of the Hg,„Zri xTe layers. The Zn content in the layers (x=0.33,0.59) was
estimated by the cut-off wavelength and bandgap energy versus x value data from reference 13. Figure 7
shows the transmission spectrum of a 5.6 urn thick Hg .,-,Zn„Te layer.

2.2.4.

CONCLUSION
A CBE system for the growth of II-VI compounds has been designed and constructed. The system

features include direct injection flow controllers, separate cracking injectors for the group II and VI elements,
a Hg-PCVS, and a specifically designed pumping and purging system. The growth of CdTe, HgTe and
HgZnTe has been demonstrated.
CBE has the potential to solve many of the problems current experienced by conventional growth
technologies in obtaining abrupt heterointerfaces, compositionally graded structures, precise stoichiometric
adjustment and complex n- and p-type extrinsic doping profiles. This potential along with a possible
increase in Hg incorporation rate through the use of monomer Te make CBE an important growth
technology for II-VI materials.
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Figure 6.

RHEED patterns during growth of HgTe (T,,, = 185°C) using elemental Hg and DipTe: a)
[110) azimuth; b)[100) azimuth.
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2.3. EFFECTS OF ANNEALING AND SURFACE PREPARATION ON THE PROPERTIES OF
MBE-GROWN POLYCRYSTALLINE CdZnTe FILMS
(This paper was published in J. Vac. Sci. Tech. A 8, pp. 2012-2019, 1990).

2.3.1.

INTRODUCTION
Solar cells based on CdTe have shown great promise due to its optimum 1.45 eV bandgap, ease

of manufacturing CdTe thin film polycrystalline devices, and conversion efficiencies in excess of 12% for
heterojunctions formed on n-CdS/Sn0 2/glass substrates. (1) The performance of these devices is a strong
function of the processing steps used in the device fabrication which generally consist of a post-deposition
anneal in air followed by a chemical etch prior to ohmic contact formation, both of which are necessary to
achieve high performance solar cells. (2) The purpose of the anneal is to enhance the p-type conductivity
of the as-grown CdTe to form a proper heterojunction with the n-type CdS. The etch step is necessary to
remove the surface oxide resulting from the anneal and to deplete the surface of Cd (enrich in Te), both of
which are necessary to facilitate good ohmic contacts. This is generally achieved by using either a
dichromate etch consisting of K 2Cr207:H2SO4 or a Br2:C1-1 30H etch on the CdTe surface. Low contact
resistance has been achieved on CdTe with either etch, however studies have shown that the dichromate
etch results in superior ohmic contacts by virtue of a thicker and more Te-rich surface layer. (2,3)
Proper annealing and etching in fabrication have led to CdTe/CdS solar cell efficiencies In the range
of 10-12% for CdTe grown by many techniques, including electrodeposition (4), screen printing (5), closespaced vapor transport (6), molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) (7), and metalorganic chemical vapor deposition
(MOCVD). (7) The efficiencies of these devices can decrease dramatically if the fabrication process is not
optimized, regardless of the growth technique. While further performance improvement can come from
material and process optimization, an alternative approach to achieving high efficiency in polycrystalline thin
film cells is to make better use of the solar spectrum by utilizing a tandem cell design in which a 1.65-1.75
eV bandgap cell is stacked on top of a 1.0 eV bandgap bottom cell. Efficiencies of 18-20% are predicted
for this design if a 10% efficient top cell with — 80% subgap transmission can be fabricated on top of a 15%
bottom cell. (8) While CuInSe 2/CdS cells are well suited for the bottom cell with a 1 eV bandgap and
efficiencies exceeding 14% (9), there is no clear choice for the wider bandgap top cell. Polycrystalline
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Cd,...Zn.Te is a promising candidate for top cell application since its bandgap is adjustable between 1.45
eV and 2.26 eV by tailoring the composition between CdTe and ZnTe, respectively. Preliminary MBE-grown
polycrystalline Cd,.„ZnJe/CdS solar cells made by us have recently yielded efficiencies In the range of 45% for 1.55 eV bandgaps and 1-2% for 1.7 eV bandgaps using the standard CdTe processing sequence. (7)
In contrast, MBE-grown polycrystalline CdTe/CdS cells, which have undergone identical processing
treatments, have resulted in efficiencies in excess of 10%. Hence the standard CdTe processing procedure
may not be optimum for good ternary cell performance. While a number of investigations have been carried
out on annealing and etching properties of CdTe which have guided the development of polycrystalline CdTe
solar cells (2-3,10-13), no such study has yet been performed on Ccl i .„ZnxTe. In view of the importance of
annealing and etching on the ultimate performance of CdTe/CdS devices, it is expected that better
understanding of the properties of processed Cd,_,,Zn xTe is necessary for improving device performance.
In this paper, we present the first such study on polycrystalline Cd,...Zri xTe films grown by MBE. The
surface properties are investigated after heat treatments in air, hydrogen, and argon, and after subsequent
etching in dichromate solutions of various concentrations and Br 2:CH3OH etchants. Auger electron
spectroscopy (AES) and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) techniques are used to determine
compositional and chemical changes in the surface and near-surface regions of treated Cd,...Zn.Te films.
Attempts have been made to correlate the properties of annealed and etched Cd,.„Zn.Te surfaces with the
electrical properties (barrier heights) of In/Cd,.,,Zn.Te Schottky barriers formed on treated surfaces in an
effort to reduce the high contact resistance present in Cd,...Zn.Te solar cells.

2.3.2.

EXPERIMENTAL

2.3.2a. Film Growth and Preparation
Polycrystalline Cd,.„Zn.Te and CdTe films were grown by MBE on CdS/Sn0 2/glass substrates
suitable for solar cell applications as described previously. (14) The film thickness used in this study was
in the range of 1.5-2.5 urn. Post-deposition anneals in breathing grade air, forming gas (10% H2 ÷ 90% N2),
and argon, were performed at 350 C for 30 minutes. The etching procedures involved a 10 second dip in
< 0.1%Br2:CH3OH (B-M etch)or a 3 second dip in saturated K2Cr207:H2S0, (in a 1:1 ratio) (dichromate etch)
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followed by a 30 second DI water rinse and a blow-dry in N2. The effects of diluting the dichromate etch
to 50%, 10%, and 1% concentrations in H 2O were investigated.

2.3.2b. Surface Spectroscoov and Depth Profiling
AES measurements were made using a Physical Electronics Model 600 Scanning Auger Multiprobe.
The angle between the sample normal and the electron beam was 45 0. All AES data were taken using a 3
KeV electron beam with a current of 1.0 uk Sputtering for depth profiling was done using a 2 KeV Ar ion
beam at a current density of 28 uA/cm 2 at normal incidence.
XPS measurements were performed using a Surface Science Labs SSX-100 monochromated XPS
system. Al K-alpha radiation at 1486.6 eV was used as the excitation source. The system had a base
pressure of — 5x104 torr. All samples were loaded from atmosphere into the instrument. Sample sputtering
was accomplished using an Ar ion beam at 4 KeV with a background pressure of 3.5x10 7 torr. All reported
binding energies were calibrated to the Au 44 12 = 83.8 eV and C 1s = 286.6 eV photoelectron lines.
Quantitative compositional information was determined from the peak areas and elemental sensitivity factors
using standard curve-fitting procedures.

2.3. Electrical Characterization
In/CdZnTe Schottky barrier diodes were fabricated on the surface of the CdZnTe film to facilitate
I-V and C-V (1 MHz) measurements. Ring Schottky barrier contacts were formed on the surface with a
spacing of 10 urn between the two contacts. This arrangement allows the probing of the near surface
properties utilizing two surface contacts. A lift-off photoresist process was used to fabricate small area
contacts (0.635 mm2) with a 10 urn spacing between the small area contact and a much larger area ( 19.6
mm2) concentric contact. The I-V and C-V measurements were made between these two contacts. For CV measurements, even though both contacts are Schottky contacts, the capacitance and impedance are
dominated by the small area contact in the series arrangement. C-V measurements were also made on the
CdS/CdZnTe junction by depositing Cu doped p + ZnTe followed by Ni evaporation on the CdZnTe surface
to facilitate a back contact. All C-V and I-V measurements were made at 300 K under dark conditions.
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2.3.3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

2.3.3a. Annealing and Etching Studies by Surface Spectroscopy and Depth Profiling
Annealing Effects on MBE-grown Polycrystalline Cd i .,ZnxTe
Annealing of the Cd,_,,Zn xTe/CdS structure (referred to as CdZnTe/CdS where x = 0.35), was
necessary to obtain measurable solar cell data. Anneals were performed In air, forming gas, and Ar
ambients. Air anneals gave the best cell performance. C-V measurements of the Ni/p + ZnTe/CdZnTe/nCdS/Sn02/glass heterojunction diodes as a function of annealing time in air suggest that the air anneal
enhances the uniformity of the p-type character of the CdZnTe films. This is demonstrated in Figure 1 (the
applied bias sign is with respect to the CdZnTe) which shows the evolution to a typical reverse-biased CV curve that obeys the inverse square law relation,(1/C2 - V) and is indicative of uniform p-type doping
distribution throughout the CdZnTe. The p-type doping density after the 30 minute anneal was found to be
3x10' 5 cre from N a = (2/q J[d(A 2/C2)/dV] -1 . The one-sided depletion approximation should be valid
since Nd of the CdS ( > 1)00 17 cm4) is much greater than the CdZnTe doping level. The enhanced p-type
character of the CdZnTe allows the formation of the p-CdZnTe/n-CdS anisotype heterojunction. Similar air
annealing and subsequent p-type enhancement was found to be necessary to obtain high efficiency
CdTe/CdS solar cells. (2) However, CdZnTe/CdS cell performance was poor in comparison to CdTe cells
which suggests that the properties of annealed CdZnTe must be investigated and optimized to improve
device performance.
The effects of annealing on the surface properties of CdZnTe were investigated by both XPS and
AES. The Te 3d512 and 3d 312 electrons, the Cd 3d 512 and 3d 3 2 electrons, and the Zn L,M,M„ (referred to
as LMM) Auger electrons were used in the XPS analysis. The Zn 213, 12 and 2p112 electron binding energies
were also determined but since little binding energy shift has been reported for the different Zn bonding
configurations they were not used to distinguish chemical states of Zn. Table 1 lists a representative set of
relevant binding energies from the literature for the above electrons. All energies were adjusted to the same
carbon 1s line of 284.6 eV. The Zn LMM electron energies were tabulated as electron kinetic energy (K.E.
= 1486.6 - binding energy in eV).
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Figure 1.

1 MHz C-V data measured on Ni/p + ZnTe/CdZnTe/n-Ca/Sn0 2/glass diodes with post
CdZnTe growth anneals of (a) 0 minutes, (b) 15 minutes, and (c) 30 minutes. The sign of
the applied bias Is with respect to the Ni contact.
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Table 1.

Library of binding energies of Cd and Te 3d312 core levels and kinetic energies of Zn L,M.,5M,,5
Auger electrons from reference 15. All energies are adjusted to the C is z 284.6 eV line and
are listed in eV.
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Table 2 lists the binding energies of the Te 3d 512 and Cd 3d512 electrons and the Zn LMM Auger
kinetic energy for the processed CdZnTe films. Also listed are the Cd:Zn:Te ratios determined from XPS
peak areas. A representative set of XPS data Is shown In Figure 2 for the Te 3d photoelectrons as a function
of annealing and etching conditions as Indicated. It is apparent that Te-O bonding is present at the asgrown and air-annealed surfaces as Indicated by the peaks at — 576 eV and 586 eV along with the expected
Te peaks at — 573 eV and 583 eV for the CdZnTe. Some Investigators have recently shown that for
annealed CdTe and ZnTe, complex oxides such as CdTeO3 (16) and ZnTeO3 (17), respectively, are
thermodynamically favorable and hence cannot be ruled out at this time. The air-annealing greatly enhances
the percentage of Te in the Te-O state at the surface relative to the unannealed surface, as can be seen from
the increase in the Te-O Te-Cd peak height ratios in Figure 2. Quantitative compositional analysis using XPS
peak areas indicate that air-annealing converts — 70% of the surface Te Into the Te-O state whereas the asgrown CdZnTe surface has — 40% Te-O, Table 2. XPS data indicate that neither forming gas nor Ar anneals
result in additional Te-O formation over the as-grown value, suggesting that laboratory air exposure prior
to sample loading is responsible for the — 40% Te-0.
Depth resolved XPS analysis showed that in all annealed and unannealed CdZnTe films, Te-O was
completely removed by a 30 second Ar + sputter etch, indicating that the detectable Te oxide is present only
very close (< 5 nm) to the surface. Similar results were found for Cd where XPS measurements made on
as-grown and annealed surfaces showed a Cd 3d 512 binding energy of — 404.5 eV, indicative of Cd-0 (Tables
1 and 2), but after a 30 second sputter etch, shifted to — 405.2 eV, indicative of predominantly Cd-Te
bonding, revealing a thin Cd oxide surface layer. However, Zn behaved quite differently from Cd and Te.
The kinetic energy of the Zn LMM Auger transition was used to monitor the changes in the chemical state
of Zn. The surfaces of as-grown and annealed (all ambients) films showed a broad Zn LMM lineshape which
was deconvoluted into two distinct peaks indicative of Zn-0 (-989 eV) and Zn-Te or Zn ° (991-992 eV)
chemical states. More than 50% of the Zn was found to be oxidized in as-grown, Ar and forming gas
annealed films but air annealing resulted in — 80% of the total Zn in the Zn-O state at the film surface. A
30 second Ar + sputter etch revealed two changes in as-grown, forming gas annealed, and Ar annealed films
compared to air annealed films. First, the Zn-O peak at —989 eV was completely removed and secondly,
the higher energy peak at —992 eV shifted slightly to —991 eV indicative of pure Zn-Te rather than the Zn-
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IN•1• ■••

Summary of Cd and Te 3d513 core level binding energies, and Zn 1.314,44144,5 Auger kinetic
energies for both unsputtered and sputter etched ( 30 seconds) surfaces. The CdZn:Te ratios
listed were calculated after the sputter etch. The percentages of oxidized Te and Zn are noted
in parentheses beside the oxide peaks where possible. All energies are referenced to the C is
= 284.6 eV line and are given in eV. AG refers to as-grown CdZnTc and FG refers to forming
gas anneal and K-D refers to the potassium dichromate etch. Starred (•) entries were detected
in trace amounts.
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Figure 2.

High resolution XPS spectra of the Te 3d core levels for CdZnTe processed as Indicated.

The scans are of CdZnTe after (a) film growth, (b) air anneal, (c) air anneal + B-M etch, (d)
air anneal + 1% dichromate etch, (e) air anneal + 10% dichromate etch, (t) air anneal +
50% dichromate etch, and (g) air anneal + saturated (100%) dichromate etch. Forming gas
and Ar annealed CdZnTe behaved similar to the air annealed cases. All data shown were
taken on the as-processed surfaces.

Te/Zn° mixture present at the surface. In contrast, neither the 30 second nor a 60 second sputter etch (—
10 nm Into the film) could remove the Zn-0 peak from the air-annealed CdZnTe film. It was found that even
after the 30 sec. sputter etch, —80% of the total Zn concentration was still in the Zn-O state. It should be
noted that the surface of the annealed polycrystalline CdZnTe consists of a mixture of oxidized Cd, Te, and
Zn, along with CdZnTe and Is not a homogenous film of any particular compound.
Besides causing oxidation of the surface region, the annealing step also tends to redistribute the
constituent elements of the CdZnTe film. XPS studies showed that a Zn-rich surface region was formed after
annealing which resulted In a Zn:Cd:Te ratio of — 0.5:0.5:1 for forming gas and Ar annealed films compared
to a ratio of — 0.35:0.65:1 in the as-grown CdZnTe. However, annealing in an air ambient resulted in a more
heavily Zn-enriched surface with a Zn:Cd:Te ratio of — 0.7:0.3:1 for identical annealing time and temperature.
Furthermore, the heavily Zn-rich region In the air annealed films extends — 0.1 um into the CdZnTe film seen
by the Auger depth profile in Figure 3. Similar results have been reported for single crystal CdZnTe grown
by close-spaced-vapor-transport (CSVT) but annealed In hydrogen. (18) The Zn pile-up near the surface In
this CSVT-grown CdZnTe was attributed to the expected lower partial pressure of Zn over CdZnTe as
compared to either Cd or Te which results In a slower rate of evaporation of Zn from the surface and
hence an accumulation of Zn at the surface. In this model, the amount of Zn accumulation should be
essentially independent of annealing ambient. This argument does not completely explain the additional
increase in Zn pile-up at the surface of air-annealed films compared to forming gas and Ar annealed films
in our study. Oxygen preferentially bonds to Zn over Cd and Te in the near-surface region of oxygen indiffusion. This Is consistent with XPS sputter profile data, Table 2, which clearly showed that only Zn-0
bonds, and not Cd-0 or Te-O bonds, exist beneath the annealed surface. Furthermore, this was supported
by the Auger profile in Figure 3 which showed that the profiles of oxygen and Zn track each other. It is
likely that the oxygen diffusion and Zn oxidation processes are enhanced in polycrystalline CdZnTe
compared to single crystal CdZnTe due to diffusion and segregation along grain boundaries. It is apparent
that the Zn accumulation near the surface is the result of Zn gettering caused by the indiffusion of oxygen.
This mechanism is suggested by: (1) the depletion of Zn in the CdZnTe bulk associated with the pile-up of
Zn near the surface, (2) the decreasing profile of oxygen into the film, (3) the formation of Zn-0 at and
beneath the surface, and (4) the thermodynamically preferred formation of Zn-0 bonds over Cd-0 and Te-
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Figure 3.

Auger depth profiles of as-grown and air annealed CdZnTe after (a) no etch, (b) B-M etch,
and (c) saturated dichromate etch. Etch rates for all profiles were - 0.01 um/min.
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O bonds.
A possible model for the gettering process can be constructed by analogy to Au impurity gettering
in SI by phosphorous, which is highly reactive with Au. (19) As oxygen diffuses into the CdZnTe film during
the air-anneal, it reacts with the Zn to form Zn-O resulting In depletion of Zn In the CdZnTe phase near the
surface. This serves as the driving force for diffusion of Zn from the bulk since a concentration gradient is
established which favors the diffusion of Zn In the Zn-Te phase to the surface. The amount of Zn-O formed
is proportional to the oxygen content of the film, therefore, the greatest Zn accumulation occurs at the
surface with a decreasing profile into the film, similar to the observed oxygen profile (Figure 3). Identical
results were reported (19) in the phosphorous-diffused layer of Au-containing Si wafers where Au pile-up
toward the surface was dictated by the phosphorous in-diffusion profile. Hence it appears that the rate
limiting step for Zn accumulation is the diffusion of oxygen into the film whose kinetics can be described by
a constant source diffusion model. By solving the one-dimensional diffusion equation,
d2 [N(x,t)]/dt2 = D[d2 [N(x,t)]/dx2]

(1)

with the following boundary conditions,
N(x = 0,t) = N.
N(x = =,t) = 0
N(x,t = 0) = 0
the oxygen concentration profile can be expressed in the form

N(x,t) = N3erfc{x/[2(Dt) 1/2])-

(2)

Using the Auger profile of Figure 3, the surface concentration of oxygen, N 3, was found to be - 7x10 21
3.

cm
Substituting this in equation (2) and matching the experimental data for the oxygen concentration

profile, the diffusivity of oxygen in the polycrystalline CdZnTe film was determined.to be - 1x10 -15 cm2/sec
for a 350° C air anneal for a number of points along the oxygen concentration profile. Similar calculations
were made for CdZnTe annealed at 400 ° C in air for 30 minutes, which is the optimum condition for high
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performance (-10% efficient) MBE-grown CdTe devices, and resulted in a diffusivity of - 6x10 .14 cm2/sec.
As shown above, the annealing step in the processing of polycrystalline CdZnTe cells has both
beneficial and deleterious effects on the CdZnTe properties. Annealing enhances the desired p-type
character of the CdZnTe but, It also Induces Zn pile-up near the surface of the film and the formation of
undesirable Te, Cd,and Zn oxides with the Zn-O present beneath the CdZnTe surface.

2.3.3b. Effects of Chemical Etching on MBE-Grown Polycrystalline CdZnTe
The formation of Te-O, Cd-O, and Zn-O in the p-type CdZnTe can result in high contact or series
resistance which will degrade the device performance. Therefore, a surface etch is necessary to remove
the oxidized surface layer and create a Te-rich (depleted in Cd and Zn) p + surface layer. This step has
been found to be critical for obtaining high efficiency CdTe solar cells since a poor ohmic contact has been
shown to result in greatly increased series resistance and decreased fill factor contributing to poor cell
efficiency. (2,3) In the case of polycrystalline CdTe solar cells, investigators have opted for surface etches
such as dichromate (K2Cr207:H2SO4) or B-M (Br2:CH3OH) solutions to provide p + surfaces. Compared to
the B-M etch, the dichromate etch on CdTe has been shown to result In lower series resistance which
depends not only on the Te:Cd ratio at the surface, but also on the thickness of the Te-rich layer, with layers
> 30 nm giving lowest resistances. (2) In this section, we report for the first time, the comparative merits
of using B-M and dichromate etches on annealed polycrystalline CdZnTe films.
Figure 3 shows the Auger depth profiles of annealed and unannealed CdZnTe films after B-M and
100% dichromate etching. It Is apparent from this figure that the B-M etch does little to Increase the Te
concentration relative to the Cd + Zn concentration at the air annealed surface. Similar results were found
for Ar and forming gas annealed films. XPS data showed that the Te:(Cd + Zn) ratio was only - 1.2-1.4
In all cases, which is lower than the Te:Cd ratio of - 1.5-2 found for B-M etched MBE-grown CdTe. Figure
2 and Table 2 indicate that the B-M etch completely removed the Te-O 3d 512 peak at - 576 eV leaving only
Te either as an element or in a CdTe state (the binding energies are too close to distinguish in our
measurements). Table 2 also shows that the B-M etch removes the Cd-O from the surface of the CdZnTe
since the Cd 3d512 binding energy shifts from -404.5 eV to - 405.2 eV after the etch. Removal of oxidized
Te and Cd at the surface occurred for all films. In contrast to Cd and Te, the B-M etch did not remove the
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Zn-0 peak at - 989 eV for any CdZnTe film, Table 2, although the total Zn concentration and percentage
of Zn in the Zn-0 state was reduced at the surface. The B-M etch also shifted the higher energy Zn peak
from - 992 eV to - 991 eV, Indicating the removal of metallic Zn ° formed by the anneal. Thus, the B-M
etch leaves Zn in the form of lattice Zn (Zn-Te) and Zn-0 at the surface. A 30 second Ar ion sputter etch
removed the Zn-0 peak from the XPS spectra for the unannealed, forming gas annealed, and Ar annealed
CdZnTe films, leaving only lattice Zn (- 991 eV), but it could not remove the Zn-0 peak from the airannealed CdZnTe. In fact, table 2 shows that after the 30 second sputter of the air annealed film, - 75% of
the remaining Zn Is still in the Zn-0 state. This indicates that the B-M etched away only a very thin (< 5 nm)
surface layer of the film which was enough to remove oxidized Cd and Te but not enough to remove the
more deeply diffused Zn-0. Slightly higher concentrations of the B-M solution failed to remove the Zn-0
from the XPS spectrum. Hence, the standard B-M etch used successfully for CdTe solar cell processing was
neither able to remove Zn-0 nor result in Te-enrichment near the surface, therefore we conclude it is not a
suitable etch for processing polycrystalline CdZnTe for solar cell applications.
In an attempt to achieve the proper surface conditions for good ohmic contacts on CdZnTe, a
dichromate etch was investigated. Figure 3 shows the effect of a saturated dichromate etch on the depth
profile of polycrystalline CdZnTe which, unlike the B-M etch, gives a Te ° surface layer with little or no trace
of Zn, Cd, or oxygen. The Te-rich surface was estimated to be - 0.3 um thick. This was confirmed by XPS
in Table 2 which shows that the film is virtually all elemental Te ° with no trace of oxides. The oxidation of
lattice Te2- to Te° has been shown to be thermodynamically favorable during the dichromate etch in CdTe.
(10) In an attempt to better control the very rapid etch rate of the saturated dichromate etch, the etch was
diluted in H 2O to obtain 50%, 10%, and 1% concentrations as described earlier. The 50% dichromate
solution resulted in a Te-rich layer thickness of - 25 nm compared to less than 5 nm for the 10% and 1%
dichromate solutions. The Te:Cd+Zn ratios for all of the diluted dichromate etches were - 1.0-1.4.
Furthermore, while there is no evidence of Zn oxidation for any of the dilute etches, Te and Cd became more
oxidized as the concentration decreased from 50% to 10% to 1%, Table 2 (which is in contrast with the BM etch which always removed Te-O and Cd-0 but not Zn-0). This is reflected by the shift of the Cd 3d 512
peaktohigrbnde sathgrowfeT3dpakst-576eVnd8withloer
concentration, Figure 2. An identical trend was previously found for CdTe surfaces where it was shown that
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the dichromate solution must have sufficient acid content to avoid the oxidation of Te by the dilute
dichromate etch itself. (2,10) Thus, from the point of view of CdZnTe post-anneal surface properties for solar
cell applications, a dichromate etch with concentration of > 50% is recommended because it gives adequate
Te-richness, Te-rich layer thickness, and an oxide-free surface, all of which help the formation of good ohmic
contacts.

2.3.4. Electrical Characterization of In/Cd, ,Zn iTe Schottky Barriers
To determine the ultimate effects of annealing and chemical etching on the electrical properties of
the polycrystalline CdZnTe surface, In/CdZnTe Schottky barrier diodes were fabricated on the CdZnTe
structures. Figure 4 shows the dramatic change in the dark I-V characteristics of various annealed and
chemically etched CdZnTe surfaces. The built-in-voltage shifted from — 1.5 V to — 0.3 V for In junctions
made on air annealed CdZnTe surfaces followed by a B-M etch and a saturated dichromate etch,
respectively. This indicates a substantial reduction in effective barrier height for saturated dichromate etched
CdZnTe, which was accompanied by a large decrease in resistance. Diodes fabricated on the air annealed
CdZnTe with no etch essentially showed a resistance-dominated I-V behavior. To further confirm the barrier
height reduction, an attempt was made to fit the dark I-V characteristics to the Schottky diode equation,

J = Jo[expaqinkT)(V - JR,)) - 1]

(3)

where n is the diode ideality factor, R 1 Is the series resistance. The dark saturation current density, J o, can
be expressed as

(4)

= A.T2exp[(-0.„/nkT)]

where A' Is the effective Richardson constant and is the effective barrier height which is equal to the
actual barrier height (E G - (Om - x)) for ideal Schottky diodes with thermionic emission the dominant current
transport mechanism. Dark I-V characteristics of In junctions made on annealed but not etched CdZnTe
surfaces could not be fit to equation (3) supporting that the transport was modified by the presence of the
Te, Cd, and Zn oxidized surface region and was probably dominated by series resistance. The I-V behavior
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of the In/B-M etched CdZnTe Junctions were well described by equation (3) and typically gave a dark
saturation current density of - 8x10 9 A/cm2 with a diode factor of - 1.3, indicating that there are possibly
other current transport mechanisms operating in parallel with thermionic emission. Saturated dichromate
etched CdZnTe surfaces exhibited dark saturation current densities of - 1x10 -5 A/cm2 with diode factors of
- 1. The large increase in J 0 for dichromate etched CdZnTe without a substantial change in the ideality
factor suggests a significant reduction In the barrier height. The barrier height for the saturated dichromate
etched In/CdZnTe Junction was estimated from equation (4) to be - 0.65 eV using an A' value of 92
A/cm2/K2, a hole effective mass of 0.77m 0 (20), and a value of n = 1 at 300 K for the best fit to the data.
Similarly, the effective barrier height for the B-M etched CdZnTe was found to be - 1.2 eV with an ideality
factor of 1.3.
The observed reduction of the effective barrier height and decrease in resistance for saturated
dichromate etched CdZnTe compared to both annealed and B-M etched CdZnTe results from both the
removal of the surface region consisting of oxidized Te, Cd, and Zn, and the subsequent formation of a Terich p + surface layer, suggested by both Auger profiling (Figure 3) and XPS data (Table 2). The reduction
in the effective barrier height and series resistance from the annealed CdZnTe surface to the B-M etched
CdZnTe surface (Figure 4) can be attributed to the removal of both Te and Cd oxides, but further decrease
in barrier height and resistance was not possible due to the presence of the thicker Zn-oxidized CdZnTe
layer and the persisting Te-deficiency (see Figure 3). This is in contrast to the effects of the B-M etch on
CdTe surfaces where the B-M etch not only removes the surface oxide layer, but forms a Te-rich surface
resulting in a lower effective barrier height. Our study clearly shows that oxide removal, Te-richness and
barrier lowering in CdZnTe films can only be accomplished by a dichromate etch (>50% concentration) and
not by the standard B-M etch. C-V profiling of the In/CdZnTe Junctions confirmed that the dichromate
etching resulted in a - 0.15 urn p + surface layer which had a net doping of - 2x10" cm -1, compared to
bulk CdZnTe doping levels of - 3x10 15 cm-3 beneath the Te-rich layer extracted from the C-V characteristics
of the CdS/CdZnTe heterojunction, Figure 1. Therefore, it is expected that the dichromate treatment of
sufficient concentration will result in greatly improved ohmic contacts for solar cell applications since in these
devices a higher work function metal such as Au or Ni are typically used. In addition, since the dichromate
treatment results in a surface that is much more heavily p-type compared to the bulk of the CdZnTe, possible
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Figure 4.

Dark I-V characteristics of In/CdZnTe Junctions made on (a) air annealed, (b) air annealed
+ B-M etched, and (c) air annealed + saturated dichromate etched CdZnTe surfaces. Curve

(c) is shown at a larger scale In the Inset for clarity.
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back surface field action is possible which enhances the collection of the photogenerated minority carrier
electrons by the CdS/CdZnTe heterojunction. The effects of the annealing and etching on the properties
and performance of polycrystalline CdZnTe/CdS solar cells are presently being investigated.

2.3.5.

CONCLUSIONS
Standard processing procedures used In the successful fabrication of high efficiency polycrystalline

CdTe solar cells such as air annealing

were found to provide the desired p-type enhancement of the

CdZnTe bulk, however it resulted in extensive oxidation of Zn into the bulk and accumulation of Zn near the
film surface: It was found that the air anneal (specifically oxygen), while necessary to achieve uniform ptype conductivity, triggered the outdiffusion of Zn from the bulk as more of the Zn at the surface became
oxidized. Subsequent etching in a standard B-M etch which was successfully used for CdTe cells removed
only the surface oxides of Te and Cd but did not remove neither the Zn-O or the Zn-rich surface region nor
create a p + Te-rich surface which is necessary for low contact resistance to the CdZnTe surface. It was
found that the removal of the thin surface layer of oxidized Te and Cd by the B-M etch reduced the series
resistance of In/CdZnTe Schottky barrier diodes and yielded a diode-like I-V characteristic with a barrier
height of — 1.2 eV. An alternate etch consisting of a concentrated dichromate solution was found to remove
all oxides and resulted in a highly Te-enriched surface with a thickness of — 0.25 urn and with a doping level
of — 2x10" cm' compared to — 3x10 15 cre doping concentration within the bulk of the CdZnTe film.
Concentrations of less than 50% dichromate resulted in the oxidation of both Te and Cd but not Zn.
In/CdZnTe Schottky diodes fabricated on concentrated dichromate etched surfaces showed both a large
decrease in barrier height (— 0.65 eV) compared to the B-M etched CdZnTe surface (— 1.2 eV), and a large
decrease in the series resistance. These results suggest that an air anneal followed by a dichromate etch
of the CdZnTe solar cell structure should significantly improve the ohmic behavior of the back contact which
is necessary to increase present-day CdZnTe cell efficiency.
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2.4. INVESTIGATION OF MOCVD-GROWN CdTe/CdS SOLAR CELLS
(This paper is submitted to J. Appl. Phys.).

2.4.1. Introduction
Thin film polycrystalline CdTe solar cells have the potential to reach efficiency greater than 20%.
There are many properties of CdTe, like optimal bandgap of 1.45 eV, high absorption coefficient, ease of
deposition, and feasibility of p and n type doping, which make CdTe an attractive material for terrestrial solar
cell applications. To date, efficiency as high as 12% has been achieved on CdTe/CdS solar cell prepared
by spray pyrolysis (1). Theoretical calculations suggest that the maximum possible efficiency for
polycrystalline CdTe/CdS solar cells is 27% (2), although some investigators estimate that practically
achievable efficiency is —22% (3). In order to realize this efficiency, further improvement in CdTe film quality,
CdTe/CdS interface quality, and design modifications are necessary. An alternate approach to obtain
efficiency greater than 20% is to use a tandem cell design, in which a wide bandgap cell is stacked over a
narrow bandgap cell (4). The optimum bandgap for the top cell is 1.7 eV and that of bottom cell is 1.1 eV
for a two-cell arrangement. Alloys of CdTe, like CdZnTe, CdMnTe, have been suggested as suitable materials
for top cell applications (5). But these materials have not yet been developed sufficiently for top cell
applications.
Growth techniques like MBE, MOCVD have been successful in growing good quality single crystal
films of these alloys with all compositions. Though many other growth techniques have been used to grow
CdTe films for solar cell applications (6), very limited attempts have been made to grow CdTe films by
MOCVD for solar cell applications. Recently, an efficiency of 9.2% was reported for MOCVD-grown CdTe
films where CdTe films were grown at atmospheric pressure at a substrate temperature of 410 C (7). In order
.

to improve MOCVD-grown CdTe cell efficiency, growth optimization and device analysis are necessary. In
this study, polycrystalline CdTe films were grown by MOCVD at substrate temperature in the range of 300
to 400 C, in an attempt to improve the efficiency by understanding the loss mechanisms in MOCVD CdTe
solar cell. We were able to achieve 9.7% efficiency, which is the highest reported efficiency for MOCVDCdTe cell today. Model calculations were performed on the highest efficiency (9.7%) MOCVD-CdTe cell to
investigate the carrier loss mechanisms and provide guidelines for achieving greater than 15% efficient
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CdTe cells.

2.4.2.

Experimental
Polycrystalline CdTe films were grown by MOCVD on CdS/Sn0 2/glass substrates using a

Cambridge MR102 system. CdS/Sn0 2/glass substrates were supplied by AMETEK Materials Research
Laboratory. Dimethylcadmium was used as a source for Cd and diallyltellurium (DATe) and
diisopropyltellurium were used as Te sources. The substrate temperature was varied from 300 to 360 C for
diallyltellurium source and 360 to 400 C was maintained for diisopropyltellurium source. The inlet ratio of
partial pressures of Cd to Te was 0.025, resulting a growth rate of — 1.5 um/hr. As-grown CdTe films were
characterized by surface photovoltage spectroscopy and Auger electron spectroscopy for composition and
uniformity. The thicknesses of these films were estimated from interference fringes observed in infrared
reflection spectra. To fabricate cells, as-grown CdTe films were treated in CdC1 2 solution for a short time and
annealed in air at 400 C. After the heat treatment, CdTe surface was etched in a mild solution of Br:CH 3OH.
N-i-p cells were fabricated by depositing a 0.06 urn thick Cu doped ZnTe layer on top of the etched CdTe
surface. Nickel contacts of area 0.08 cm 2 were used as back contacts. Cell efficiencies were measured under
100 mW-cm 2 AM1.5 illumination. Bias dependent spectral response measurements were performed in the
wavelength range of 350 to 900 nm under reduced light intensity.

2.4.3.

Results and discussion
In order to grow CdTe films in the temperature range of 300 to 350 C, DATe was used since DATe

cracks efficiently between 260 to 350 C. For the conditions used, maximum growth rate occurred at a growth
temperature of 300 to 320 C. However, Auger depth profile showed uniform composition for films grown at
all substrate temperatures. For CdTe growth temperatures higher than 350 C diisopropyltellurium was used
because of higher cracking temperature.
N-i-p cells were fabricated on CdTe films grown at various substrate temperatures and on CdTe
films with thicknesses varying from 1.5 to 2.6 um. Efficiencies in the range of 8-9% were obtained on films
grown at all temperatures with very little efficiency dependence on growth temperature. The maximum
observed efficiency was 9.7 % with Vo, of 720 mV, Js, of 22.47 mA/cm 2, and fill factor of 0.60. This is the
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highest efficiency reported so far on MOCVD-grown CdTe films. Figure 1 shows the light I-V data of 9.7%
efficient cell. The J„ value is comparable with the values obtained (22 mA/cm 2) on high efficiency
polycrystalline CdTe solar cells grown by other techniques. (6) However, the observed Vtx and fill factor
values are lower than the values obtained on electrodeposited CdTe films (3) (which has 11% efficiency)
grown on identical substrates. This suggests that an improvement In MOCVD growth process is necessary.
In general, series resistance and non-ohmic back contacts can affect the fill factor and interface state
recombination at the heterojunction can reduce V. In order to Identify the dominant loss mechanisms in
the MOCVD-CdTe cell, bias-dependent spectral response measurements were performed on the 9.7%
efficient MOCVD-CdTe cell, figure 2. In the wavelength range of 500 to 800 nm, the external quantum
efficiency (EQE) is greater than 0.85, which is consistent with the observed high J„ value. On the other hand,
electrodeposited CdTe films on identical substrates showed lower J„ (20.8 mA/cm 2) and EQE, but higher
Vo, and fill factor. The EQE of MOCVD CdTe cell showed a strong voltage dependence (figure 2), decreases
with increasing forward bias and the magnitude of decrease Is more pronounced at higher voltages.
Furthermore, the magnitude of decrease in spectral response with applied bias is wavelength independent.
In general, wavelength independent decrease in spectral response is attributed to recombination of carriers
at the interface since bulk recombination reduces the diffusion length and makes the spectral response
wavelength dependent. Similar results have been observed for CulnSe2/CdS solar cells and the effect has
been explained on the basis of interface recombination. (8,9) However, a recent report (10) showed that
series resistance of the cell also could explain the decrease in spectral response with the applied forward
bias.
In order to identify whether the observed bias dependent spectral response in MOCVD CdTe cells
can be explained by series resistance of the cell, calculations were performed following the series resistance
model. (10) According to this model, the bias dependent spectral response can be written as

SR(J„, A )/SR(J, A) = 1 + [(q/AKT)(R L + Rs)] (Jw -J)

[1]

where SR (J w, A) is the spectral response at zero bias, SR(J, A) is the spectral response at various voltages,
A, the diode quality factor, 11 1, load resistance, R1, series resistance of the cell, and J the total current under
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light. According to the above equation, the spectral response of the device should decrease linearly with R,
regardless of the wavelength. The magnitude of the decrease is related to the series and load resistance of
the cell. The plot of SR(J,J/SR(J) -1 versus J„-J was a straight line for CuInSe2/CdS solar cells. (10) From
the slope of the line, (R, + R L ) was calculated which agreed well with light I-V data of CuInSe2 cells. Similar
calculations were performed from bias dependent spectral response data of 9.7% efficient cell and the
results are shown in figure 3. It is clear that the plot is not a straight line, which suggests that the wavelength
independent decrease in spectral response with increasing voltage is not caused exclusively by the series
resistance of the cell. Hence, the interface recombination model (8) was considered for analysis. This model
was originally proposed to explain Cu 2S/CdS solar cell data. (11,12)
According to this interface recombination model, the photocurrent Is voltage dependent and can be
written as

1(V) = I d (V) -1 5,7)(V)

[2]

Here n(V) is the collection function term which is defined as

?IN) = QE(V)/QE(0)

[3]

where QE(0) is the J„ at V=0 and QE(v) is the J„ at different voltages. The collection function modifies the
Vd, as

Vdd = AKT/q [In(1„/1 0) + In TI(Voc)]

[4]

and the fill factor as

OFF = (Vmp/Voc) [1-TI(Vd,p))

[

5]

In order to estimate losses due to collection function, ratio of (QE(V)/QE(0)) was calculated as a function
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of voltage at different wavelengths. Figure 4 is the plot of collection function versus voltage calculated from
bias dependent spectral response data of 9.7% cell. It is clear from the figure that under forward bias
the J., is significantly lower than ‘1,, at 0 V. If the loss of carriers at the interface affects the V 0 and fill factor,
then the loss should be directly proportional to the value of collection function. The loss in V„ due to the
collection function was calculated from the knowledge of diode parameters, A and I,. Figure 5 shows dark
I-V data of 9.7 % efficient cell. A multivariable regression analysis was performed to fit the measured dark
I-V data to a single exponential diode given by

I = I, [exp{q(V-IR,)/AKT} -1] + (V-IR,)/11, h

[6]

to obtain A, the diode ideality factor, R., the series resistance and Fi sh , the shunt resistance of the diode.
The analysis gave A=1.81, J0 =1.1x 10 10 A, IR, =87.8 ohms and 13,h = 4.2x 108 ohms. Using J 0, A, and the
collection function at V., , the V0 was calculated using equation 4. The calculated value of 730 mV agrees
well with the measured value of 726 mV supporting the fact that the interface recombination is the cause for
low V. Notice that if

(V) = 1 , then Vo, =780 mV. Similarly the reduction In fill factor due to collection

function term was calculated (from equation 5) which showed that the collection function reduced the fill
factor by 0.12. In order to improve the efficiency, the CdTe/CdS interface has to be improved.
By improving or eliminating the interface recombination, the V °, can be improved from 726 mV to
780 mV and the fill factor can be improved from 0.6 to 0.72. The improvement in J„ can be estimated from
reverse bias spectral response measurements. Figure 2 shows that under 1 V reverse bias the spectral
response increases, suggesting a possible increase of at least 10% in J„, from 22.46 mA/cm 2 to 24 mA/cm2.
By combining all these improvements the efficiency of MOCVD- CdTe cell can be improved to 13.5%. Further
improvement may require design modifications in the CdTe solar cell. For example we have found that 1500
A CdS used in this study absorbs significant amount of high energy photons and the loss of current due to
CdS absorption was estimated to be 4 mA/cm 2 (3). By replacing CdS window by a wider bandgap material
like CdZnS, at least part of the current loss can be recovered and the efficiency of the MOCVD CdTe cell
can be improved to --15%,.
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1

2.4.5.

Conclusions
Polycrystalline CdTe films were grown by MOCVD on CdS/Sn0 2/glass substrates In order to

fabricate frontwall CdTe/CdS solar cells. The CdTe films grown at different temperatures (300 to 400 C) using
two different Te alkyls showed uniform composition. The cells fabricated on these films showed efficiencies
In the range 8-10% and the maximum efficiency of 9.7%. This is the highest efficiency reported for MOCVDgrown CdTe/CdS cells. The observed in MOCVD cells was higher than the electrodeposited cells on
identical substrates but the V., and fill factor values were lower. Bias-dependent spectral response
measurements showed that MOCVD CdTe cell had a higher external quantum efficiency at zero bias, but
lower external quantum efficiency at V. This Is because the external quantum efficiency of MOCVD cells
decreases significantly with increasing forward bias voltages. These results suggest that a voltage dependent
interface recombination is the dominant mechanism which reduces the V = and fill factor in MOCVD-grown
CdTe/CdS cells. Model calculations were performed to estimate the losses in V., and fill factor due to
interface recombination which were found to be 60 mV and 0.1, respectively. By improving CdTe/CdS
interface and thus reducing the collection function effects, the efficiency of MOCVD CdTe cell efficiency
can be improved to —13.5%.
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2.5. INVESTIGATION OF POLYCRYSTALLINE CdZnTe, CdMnTe, AND CdTe FILMS
FOR PHOTOVOLTAIC APPLICATIONS

(This paper was published in Solar Cells, 27, 219 (1989)).

2.5.1.

INTRODUCTION
CdTe is a promising material for high efficiency thin film solar cells due to its near optimum 1.45 eV

bandgap, ease of deposition, and strong optical absorption. Polycrystalline thin film heterojunction solar
cells have been fabricated using CdTe films on CdS/Sn02/glass substrates with efficiencies of 10-11% (13) with a potential of exceeding 15%. (4) It Is well known that cell performance can be increased
significantly by fabricating a tandem cell structure with a wide bandgap cell (E 9 = 1.65-1.75 eV) on top of
a low bandgap cell (E9 = 1.0 eV). A greater than 10% efficient top cell with —80% subgap transmission
coupled with a 12-15% bottom cell can produce a combined cell efficiency of 15-20%. (5) Polycrystalline
CuInSe2 cells are well suited for the bottom cell because of its 1 eV bandgap with efficiencies approaching
15%. (6) However, the top cell material has not yet been established. CdZnTe and CdMnTe are two of the
promising materials for the top cell application because their bandgaps can be tailored between 1.45-2.26
eV (CdTe-ZnTe) and 1.45-2.85 eV (CdTe-MnTe), respectively, by controlling the film composition.
This paper presents the progress of polycrystalline CdZnTe and CdMnTe solar cells. CdZnTe and
CdMnTe films were grown by MBE and MOCVD, respectively, on CdS/Sn0 2/glass substrates for solar cell
applications. Polycrystalline CdTe cells with efficiencies of 9-10% were fabricated first by both techniques
to establish a high efficiency baseline process for II-VI solar cells. The Zn and Mn content was varied to
tailor the bandgap to — 1.7 eV. Electrical and optical properties of the ternary films were measured before
and after annealing in different ambients. Ternary solar cells were fabricated and analyzed. Ternary cell
performance was lower than the CdTe cells. Therefore, a combination of measurements were performed
to investigate the bulk and interfacial properties of the ternary films in the
ZnTe/Cd(Zn,Mn)Te/CdS/Sn02/glass cell structure to provide guidelines for achieving high efficiency
CdZnTe and CdMnTe solar cells.
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2.5.2.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

2.5.2a. Film Growth
CdZnTe and CdTe films were grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) using a Varian Gen II MBE
system. Elemental sources of 5N purity or better were used for all constituents. The films were grown on
CdS/Sn02 /glass substrates that were baked in vacuum at 250 C for 1-2 hours before commencing film
growth. Films were grown In an excess of Te and at a substrate temperature of 275 C for the first 30 min
to achieve uniform nucleation which was then Increased to 325 C for the remainder of the run. Growth rates
were typically - 1 um/hr, regardless of film composition. Film purity was monitored using in-situ Auger
measurements.
CdTe and CdMnTe films were grown by metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) on
CdS/Sn02/glass substrates using dimethylcadmium, diethyltellurium and diallyltellurium, and BIS
(isopropylcyclopentadienyl) manganese as source materials for Cd, Te, and Mn, respectively. The CdMnTe
films were grown at a substrate temperatures of 420 C while CdTe films were grown in the range of 300 C
to 400 C.

2.5.2b. Cell Fabrication
Front wall solar cells were fabricated with a glass/Sn0 2/CdS/CdTe or Cd(Zn,Mn)Te/ZnTe/Ni
structure. The - 0.15 urn n-type CdS layer was deposited on SnO 2 coated glass in a pyrolytic reactor from
an aerosol containing CdCl2 and thiourea. Polycrystalline CdTe, CdZnTe, or CdMnTe films were grown on
the CdS. No attempts were made to intentionally dope the films. The structure was subsequently annealed
under various conditions as described later. The anneal was followed by a mild surface etch of Br:CH 3OH
to remove any oxides prior to p-type ZnTe (Cu-doped) evaporation to complete the p-I-n structure. Finally
Ni was evaporated to form ohmic contacts on the ZnTe film.

2.5.2c. Material and Device Characterization
Surface photovoltage and depth-resolved Auger measurements were performed to confirm the
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bandgaps and compositional uniformity, respectively.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)

measurements were performed to Investigate the chemical nature of the CdZnTe film surfaces after various
heat treatments and surface etching to shed some light on the subsequently formed CdZnTe/ZnTe interface
behavior. Selected photoluminescence measurements were performed to investigate defect states of the
film. Dark I-V-T measurements were performed in the temperature range of 80 K to 400 K and the data was
analyzed using a muitivariable regression analysis to determine the pertinent device parameters such as
leakage current, diode factor, series and shunt resistances. Spectral response measurements were made
using an Optronics Laboratory phase sensitive detection system in which the samples were illuminated
through the glass substrate. Lighted I-V measurements were performed under 100 mW AM1.5 conditions
to determine the cell efficiency.

2.5.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

2.5.3a. CdTe Solar Cells

CdTe films were grown by both MOCVD and MBE on CdS/Sn0 2/glass substrates. P-I-n solar cells
were fabricated by depositing p + -ZnTe capped by Ni to establish a baseline process for the ternary cell
development. No attempts were made to intentionally dope the CdTe films. Figure 1 shows the lighted IV data for our best CdTe cell, grown by MOCVD. The 9.7% efficiency achieved is the highest reported
efficiency for MOCVD-grown CdTe. Compared to the best reported CdTe thin film cell to date (11%),
fabricated by electrodeposition [7] our cell has a higher J., (22.16 mA/cm2) and a lower V„ (0.730 V), Table
1. Spectral response and I-V measurements were performed to understand this difference and to obtain
guidelines for improving the CdTe cell performance further.
The spectral response shown in Figure 2 indicates that a true p-i-n heterojunction (rather than a
buried homojunction) was formed for this 2.6 urn thick CdTe film since the response is not only flat for all
the wavelengths ranging from the CdS cutoff (0.5 urn) to the CdTe cutoff (0.83 urn), but the cutoffs are
sharp also. Note that the external quantum efficiency values are over 90% throughout the usable spectrum
which is better than the quantum efficiency of the highest efficiency (11%) CdTe cell, Figure 2. [7] This
explains the higher J„ value for the MOCVD cell and suggests that under short circuit conditions, the
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Table 1 Compilation of cell data for p-i-n CdTe, CdZnTe and CdMoTe cells. All data is for 100 mW/crn 2 AM13
illumination. •• Entry is ZnTe/CdZoTe/0.1 um CdTe/CdS structure.
CdTe Celli

LI2

Rs (ohm-cm')

harithjsm

Voc (volts)

Fill Factor

Efficiency (%)

Ga. Tech.

0.72

22.16

0.730

039

9.7

Am etek

0.40

20.7

0.760

0.72

10.8

CdZnTe Celli
anneal

ambient

Eg (cvl

Rs (ohm-crn

Jsc (mA/crn2)

Voc (volts)

rill Factor

Efficiency (%)

air

1.70

2.68

4.00

0.429

0380

1.0

forming
gas

1.70

6.25

537

0.566

0376

1.1

forming
gas

1.70

15.5

3.21

0.646

0.298

0.62

air

135

1.2

14.4

0.511

0.48

3.6

1.66

2.0

6.2

0.462

0.55

1.6

CdMnTe Celli
anneal

ambient

Eg (eV)

Rs (ohm-cm')

Ise (rn.A/cm 21

Voc (volts)

Fill Factor

Efficiency (%)

air

1.55

2.0

12.5

0.609

0.427

3.6

none

1.70

9.6

1.82

0.392

0.402
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Figure 1.

Measured lighted I-V characteristic of 9.7% MOCVD-grown CdTe p-l-n cell having a J, of
22.16 mA/cm2, a Ve, of 0.730 V, and a fill factor of 0.59.
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Spectral response of the 9.7% MOCVD-grown CdTe cell for two extemal bias conditions:
(a) no externally applied bias, and (b) 1 volt externally applied reverse bias. The spectral
response (no applied bias) of an 11% CdTe cell (7) Is shown for comparison.

MOCVD cell has a lower interface recombination velocity. The p-i-n behavior in our cells Is supported by
C-V measurements which showed that the CdTe is fully depleted at zero bias. Since the bulk CdTe is fully
depleted, the interface must play an Important role in limiting the cell performance. In order to evaluate the
interface quality, bias-dependent spectral response measurements were performed which showed about a
10% uniform increase in the quantum efficiency at 1 volt reverse bias, Figure 2. It has been shown that this
type of behavior can be attributed to changes in Interface recombination through a field-dependent collection
function term which modifies the light-generated current. [4] The 10% increase in quantum efficiency under
reverse bias indicates that J„ can be improved significantly to > 24 mA/cm 2 in our cells by lowering the
Interface recombination velocity. Furthermore, similar measurements on the highest efficiency 11% CdTe
cell [7] (Figure 2) showed less than a 5% increase in quantum efficiency under 1 volt reverse bias. It is
apparent that the interface state behavior can be different for the MOCVD and electrodeposited CdTe cells.
This can result in a different field dependence of carrier collection because of different rate of increase in
the interface recombination velocity as the bias condition changes from short circuit to open circuit. I-V and
bias dependent spectral response data indicate that compared to electrodeposited cells, MOCVD cells have
a lower interface recombination velocity at short circuit but higher interface recombination velocity as the
voltage approaches V. This explains why the MOCVD cell has a superior J w but lower Vc, and fill factor.
Dark I-V measurements were performed to reveal and understand the loss mechanisms in more
detail in these cells. Figure 3a shows the I-V behavior of a —10% cell over a temperature range of 170-310
K A multivariable regression analysis was used to fit the I-V curves to an equivalent circuit response
consisting of two diodes with a shunt and series resistance so that the current density can be described as
a function of the applied voltage by

J = J, + J2 = Jo, [exp(B,(V-JR,) - 1] + ..102[exp(B2(V-JR,) - 1] + (V- J13,)/R e,

(1)

where
B1r2 = q/(n,,2kT)

(2)

At 310 K, the I-V behavior was dominated by one diode (J 2) with a J02 value of 1.5 x

10-8

A/cm2, a diode

factor n of 1.75, a series resistance (dark) of 5.28 ohm-cm 2, and a 18 kohm-cm2 shunt resistance, Figure 3b.
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(a) Forward bias dark I-V characteristics measured for the temperature range of 310K (curve
1) to 170 K (curve 8) In steps of 20K, as Indicated In the figure (b). An example (310 K) of
the theoretical fit to the actual I-V data used to determine the transport parameters.

We also found that as the temperature is lowered from 310 K to 250 K,

0.1 02

decreases and the diode factor

remains close to 1.75, suggesting a space-charge recombination controlled transport mechanism. At
temperatures below 250 K, this transport becomes less Important and other mechanisms (like tunneling, In
addition to increased series resistance) become important, Figure 3. These changes are being analyzed
further to shed more light on the characteristics and Importance of the Interface states. CdTe/CdS cells
were also fabricated using MBE-grown CdTe films with efficiencies as high as 9%.

2.5.3b. CdZnTe and CdMnTe Solar Cells

The bandgaps of polycrystalline CdZnTe films grown by MBE and CdMnTe films grown by MOCVD
on CdS/Sn02/glass substrates were successfully tailored to any desired value. However, most emphasis
was placed on 1.7 eV bandgap films for tandem cell applications. Based on the success of our CdTe films,
ZnTe/CdZnTe/CdS and ZnTe/CdMnTe/CdS p-l-n cells were fabricated using the CdTe cell process. A
summary of selected results are shown in Table 1. A post-deposition anneal was found to be necessary to
obtain measurable cell data. However, the 410 C annealing procedure used for CdTe cells resulted in a
significant decrease in the bandgap, from 1.7 eV to 1.55 eV, with cell efficiencies of 3-4%, Table 1. [8]
Annealing In air was performed for various combinations of temperatures and times to determine optimum
conditions and to retain the bandgap. A 30 min. anneal at 350 C gave the highest efficiency while
maintaining the bandgap for CdZnTe, Table 1. Obviously, a significant decrease in cell performance is
observed for the CdZnTe-based devices compared to the CdTe-based cells.
Various measurements were performed to understand the loss mechanisms In ternary cells. C-V
measurements made on the CdZnTe cells showed a doping density of — 5x10' 5 cm' (p-type) which is about
an order of magnitude greater than the measured doping in the MBE-grown CdTe films. This could result
in incomplete depletion of the CdZnTe film. This was confirmed by spectral response measurements, Figure
4, which showed a strong wavelength dependence with reduced carrier collection at longer wavelengths.
This suggests that, unlike the CdTe cells, these cells are behaving like p-n instead of p-i-n devices and hence
,

are suffering from recombination in the undepleted bulk. Attempts are being made to reduce the film
thickness to 1.0-1.5 urn to achieve p-i-n-like behavior. However, the undepleted bulk does not explain the
very large decrease in the absolute spectral response (Figure 4) compared to CdTe. This drop in response
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Figure 4.

Spectral response of air annealed ZnTe/CdZnTe/CdS and forming gas annealed
ZnTe/CdZnTe/CdS p-i-n cells for same CdZnTe thickness.

can only be due to a combination of CdZnTe/CdS Interface and back contact region (NI/ZnTe on CdZnTe)
effects.
The most glaring difference between the two types of cells Is in the values of series resistance and
J„. Average R. values (under illumination) were 2-3 ohm-cm 2 for the air annealed CdZnTe cells compared
to 0.5-0.8 ohm-cm2 for CdTe cells. In order to understand the source of high R,, CdZnTe films were grown
intentionally with different bandgaps but the same thickness. Figure 5 shows room temperature dark I-V data
taken on three CdZnTe p-i-n cells with different bandgaps (compositions). As seen In the Inset of the figure,
the dark series resistance increased by a factor of —4 compared to the CdTe regardless of the CdZnTe
composition. The undepleted bulk resistance (—.01 ohm-cm 2) cannot account for the observed high R,
value (2-3 ohm-cm2), therefore, the back contact region (Ni/ZnTe on CdZnTe) and the CdZnTe/CdS
interface were Investigated to find the cause of R,.
Dark I-V and photoluminescence (PL) measurements were performed to analyze the bulk and
interface defect states. Figure 5 shows that the value of J, steadily increased with increasing Zn
concentration suggesting that the interface quality declines for higher Zn concentrations. This Is consistent
with previous reports on crystalline CdS/CdZnTe junctions in which this kind of degradation was attributed
to an increase In interface states resulting from increased distortion of the CdZnTe lattice. [9] This poor
interface quality can also explain the low V„ observed in these air annealed films. Furthermore, preliminary
photoluminescence measurements show broader luminescence peaks for CdZnTe and CdMnTe compared
to CdTe which indicates a more defective bulk for the ternary films compared to CdTe. In order to modify
the interface without changing the bandgap, an attempt was made to grow a very thin (-0.1 um) CdTe
interlayer between the CdS and CdZnTe. This structure gave a higher J„ but V o. and R, did not change
appreciably suggesting that the high which is limiting the cell performance, is not due to the
CdZnTe/CdS interface.
Since the CdZnTe devices showed poor performance using the air annealing process, various
annealing ambients, including forming gas (10% hydrogen + 90% nitrogen) and argon were investigated to
see it the performance could be improved by lowering J o by passivating bulk and interfacial defects and
reducing R. by avoiding surface oxide formation. Films were subjected to anneals using combinations of
temperatures (100-400 C) and times (10 - 50 min) prior to ZnTe and Ni depositions. Surface photovoltage
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Forward bias dark I-V characteristics for (a) CdTe, (b) CdZnTe (E g = 1.7 eV), and (d)
CdZnTe (Eg = 1.8 eV) cell structures.
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measurements showed that the bandgaps were not affected by these annealing conditions. No measurable
cell data was obtained for either unannealed or argon annealed CdZnTe cells. In contrast, forming gas
annealed films showed the highest V cc values (0.646 V) reported for any CdZnTe/CdS Junction. In addition,
the J„ values were as high or higher than those for the air annealed cells. However, the series resistance
of the forming gas annealed cells was 3-5 times higher than the air annealed CdZnTe cells and about one
order of magnitude higher than the CdTe cells. This Is also reflected In the extremely low values of fill factor
for the forming gas annealed cells (Table 1). Figure 4 shows that the forming gas anneal increases the
quantum efficiency almost uniformly over the entire spectrum absorbed in the CdZnTe film as well as on
either side of the CdZnTe/CdS junction. This combined with the high Vo, indicates that the forming gas
anneal improves the interface quality, however the increase in quantum efficiency does not fully depict the
huge Improvement in Ve, because the higher R, in the forming gas annealed cell lowers the overall spectral
response. This also confirms that the high R, in the CdZnTe cells is not due to the CdS/CdZnTe interface
quality which leaves only the back contact region (NI/ZnTe on CdZnTe) as the primary suspect.
In order to investigate if the series resistance is mainly due to the back contact region, the annealed
CdZnTe films were analyzed by optical transmission and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Figure
6 shows the subgap transmission of CdZnTe films on CdS/Sn0 2/glass substrates after air, forming gas, and
argon anneals for 20 min at 350 C. The as-grown film transmission is also shown for comparison. Air
annealing results in about 20% decrease in absolute transmission while the forming gas and argon anneals
cause no degradation in transmission. In addition, the transmission of the air annealed CdZnTe/CdS
structure decreases even further (-35% decrease in absolute transmission for 30 min at 350 C) with
increased time and temperature while the forming gas and argon anneals showed no such tendency. XPS
measurements indicate that the surface of the air annealed CdZnTe Is rich in Zn content (Table 2) which is
mostly oxidized. A 10 sec. etch in .02% Br:CHaOH removes all of the oxides (and forms a Te-rich surface
(Te/(Cd + Zn) = 1.56). However, the CdZnTe surface is not quite as rich in Te as a Br:CH 3OH etched pCdTe surface where the Te/Cd ratio is typically 2-3. [10,11 1 Forming gas annealed CdZnTe films, which
had the highest R , showed an even lower Te/(Cd + Zn) ratio of 1.33. This suggests that the Te rich
,

surface, which makes the surface more p-type, may be important in lowering Rs by increasing the transport
of carriers across the CdZnTe/ZnTe interface and improving the current in the external circuit. Attempts are
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Visible-near IR transmission of CdZnTe, films that have undergone (a) no anneal, (b) argon
anneal, (c) forming gas anneal, and (d) air anneal, all for 20 minutes at 350 C.

Table 2 Relative concentrations of Cd,Za and Te in CdZnTe films processed as indicated in the table.
Oxidized species are indicated.

element

Ds-grown

air
jnnealed

rad

Br:CH3OH }{3 + N3
anneal

Br:CH3OH argon Br:CH3OH
anneal fah

Cd

.56

.29

.66

.50

.67

.43

.67

Zn

.44

.71

.34

.50

.33

.57

.33

Te

1.1

.57

136

1.0

133

.86

1.5
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being made to investigate various etching techniques to make the CdZnTe surface more Te-rich and to
improve the CdZnTe/ZnTe Interface. This combined with a forming gas anneal to reduce interface states,
and thinning the CdZnTe film to obtain true p-l-n devices is expected to give a significant Improvement in
the cell performance.

2.5.4.

CONCLUSIONS
Front wall polycrystalline thin film solar cells with NI/ZnTe/CdTe/CdS/Sn0 2/glass structures were

fabricated with efficiencies in the range of 9-10%. CdTe films were grown by MBE and MOCVD techniques.
Spectral response and dark I-V analyses showed that these cells behave like p-i-n diodes and their response
is limited in part by high interface recombination velocity.
CdZnTe and CdMnTe films of 1.7 eV bandgap were grown by MBE and MOCVD, respectively, for
tandem cell applications. The standard CdTe process was not optimum for ternary films and resulted in a
decrease in the bandgap. A 350 C, 30 min anneal in air was found to improve the efficiency of CdZnTe cells
while still maintaining the bandgap. However, the air annealed CdZnTe cells showed both high series
resistance and high J 0 values compared to the CdTe cells resulting in low cell performance. It was found
that annealing the CdZnTe films in forming gas increased the V o, to — 0.65 V, the highest reported value
for CdZnTe/CdS junctions, as compared to — 0.4 V for air annealed CdZnTe by improving the interface
quality. However, the series resistance increased by an additional factor of — 3 which resulted in low cell
performance in spite of the high Vo, on the CdZnTe cells. Spectral response measurements suggest that
the CdZnTe cells do not behave as a true p-i-n diode but instead as a p-n cell, probably due to a higher
doping level. The series resistance contribution due to the undepleted CdZnTe region was not found to be
a major factor in the observed high series resistance of the cell. Thus, the back contact region and the
CdZnTe/CdS interface states together may be responsible for limiting the cell performance. Hence, a
combination of forming gas anneal and proper surface etching prior to contact formation is being
investigated to achieve low 11,, high fill factor, and better cell performance. In addition, novel structures are
also being studied which involve a thin (.1 urn) interlayer of CdTe between the CdZnTe and CdS to increase
the quality of the CdZnTe/CdS interface. Preliminary results have shown higher J„ values for this structure
than for the conventional CdZnTe device, without any significant change in the observed cutoff of the
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CdZnTe.
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SUMMARY

Polycrystalline Cci i .xZnxTe and Cci i.xMnxTe films with a bandgap of 1.7 eV were successfully grown
on glass/Sn0 2 /CdS substrates by MBE and MOCVD techniques, respectively. Polycrystalline Cd ocZnxTe
films grown by MBE resulted In uniform composition and sharp Interfaces, which are Important for high
performance devices. However, polycrystalline Ccl i.xMnxTe films grown by MOCVD had nonunifrom
composition and showed evidence of Mn accumulation at the Cd i.xMnxTe/CdS interface. It was found that
Mn interdiffuses and replaces Cd in the CdS film. A CBE system for the growth of HgZnTe has been
designed and constructed The growth of CdTe, HgTe, and HgZnTe has been demonstrated.
Frontwall CdTe/CdS solar cells fabricated on MOCVD-grown CdTe films showed efficiencies in the
range 8-10% and the maximum efficiency of 9.7%. This is the highest efficiency reported for MOCVD-grown
CdTe/CdS cells. Bias-dependent spectral response measurements showed that MOCVD CdTe cell had a
higher external quantum efficiency at zero bias, but lower external quantum efficiency at V. These results
suggest that a voltage dependent interface recombination is the dominant mechanism which reduces the
Vo, and fill factor in MOCVD-grown CdTe/CdS cells. Model calculations were performed to estimate the
losses in Vx and fill factor due to interface recombination which were found to be 60 mV and 0.1,
respectively. By improving CdTe/CdS interface and thus reducing the collection function effects, the
efficiency of MOCVD CdTe cell efficiency can be improved to — 13.5%. MBE-grown CdTe cells also gave
efficiency in the range 8-9%.
Standard processing procedures used In the successful fabrication of high efficiency polycrystalline
CdTe solar cells such as air annealing were found to provide the desired p-type enhancement of the CdZnTe
bulk, however it resulted in extensive oxidation of Zn into the bulk and accumulation of Zn near the film
surface. Subsequent etching In a standard Bromine-Methanol etch which was successfully used for CdTe
cells removed only the surface oxides of Te and Cd from the CdZnTe surface but could not remove the Zn0 or the Zn-rich surface region to create a p + Te-rich surface which is necessary for low contact resistance
to the CdZnTe surface. It was found that the removal of the thin surface layer of oxidized Te and Cd by the
B-M etch reduced the series resistance of In/CdZnTe Schottky barrier diodes and yielded a diode-like I-V
characteristic with a barrier height of —1.2 eV. An alternate etch consisting of a concentrated dichromate
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B-M etch reduced the series resistance of In/CdZnTe Schottky barrier diodes and yielded a diode-like I-V
characteristic with a barrier height of -1.2 eV. An alternate etch consisting of a concentrated dichromate
solution was found to remove all oxides and resulted in a highly Te-enriched surface with a thickness of
-0.25 urn and with a doping level of -2x10' 1 cm-3 compared to -3x10 15 cm-3 doping concentration within
the bulk of the CdZnTe film. These results suggest that an air anneal followed by a dichromate etch of the
CdZnTe solar cell structure should siginificantly improve the ohmic behavior of the back contact which is
necessary to increase present-day CdZnTe cell efficiency.
The standard CdTe process was not optimum for ternary films and resulted in a decrease in the
bandgap. Efficiency as high as 4% was obtained on both CdZnTe and CdMnTe films with reduced bandgaps
while poor efficiency was obtained on ternary films with 1.7 eV bandgap. CdZnTe cells showed both high
series resistance and high J o values compared to the CdTe cells resulting in low cell performance. Spectral
response measurements suggest that the CdZnTe cells do not behave as a true p-i-n diode but instead as
a p-n cell, probably due to a higher doping level. Recent results indicate that CdC1 2 + ZnCl2 chemical
treatment may prevent the bandgap reduction, while chromate etch, instead of bromine-methanol etch, may
provide the solution to high contact resistance in the ternary cells.
In future, we plan to apply the basic understanding developed through materials characterization,
process development, and device analysis to improve the CdTe and CdZnTe cell performance. We intend
to a). investigate preheat treatments of CdS, prior to CdTe deposition, to improve interface quality, b).
Optimize CdC12 + ZnCl2 chemical treatment to improve the CdZnTe cell efficiency and to understand the
exact role of chloride treatment, c). optimize K 2Cr207 :H2SO4 treatment to reduce the series resistance of
ternary cells, and d). investigate carrier transport mechanisms to develop a better qualititative and
quantitative understanding of interface recombination mechanisms in CdTe and CdZnTe devices.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in polycrystalline CdTe solar cells have generated considerable
interest in this area. CdTe cell efficiencies in excess of 12% have been verified with the
potential of approaching 20%. However, in order to attain this potential, considerable
amount of basic research needs to be done. More specifically, there is a need to
understand the loss mechanisms including optical losses, bulk and interface
recombination, grain boundary effects and resistive losses. Several different technologies
have produced CdTe cell efficiencies in excess of 10%. However, different loss
mechanisms are not understood well enough to make a precise comparison between the
technologies and provide guidelines for improvements. It is necessary to develop new
tools and models, and apply existing tools more prudently, in order to reveal and quantify
loss mechanisms in CdTe solar cells.
The motivation for developing a wide bandgap photovoltaic material stems from
the fact that the optimum two cell tandem design consists of 1.7 eV bandgap cell on top
of a 1.0 eV bandgap cell. Considerable progress has been made on the bottom cell,
particularly CuInSe 2 cells have given a small area efficiency of — 14%. However, the 1.7
eV bandgap material on II-VI elements for the top cell has not yet been discovered.
There are two ways of realizing —20% efficient polycrystalline tandem solar cells.
The first approach involves improving the CdTe cell efficiencies in excess of 15% and
utilizing only a small amount of power from the bottom cell because of 1.5 eV bandgap
of CdTe. The second approach is to develop a high efficiency (> 10%) 1.7 eV bandgap
cell with significant subgap transmission and take greater advantage of the high efficiency
(— 15%) bottom cell. This research addresses both approaches by fabricating CdTe as
1

well as 1.7 eV bandgap CdZnTe solar cells.
The overall goal of this program is to improve basic understanding of CdTe and
CdZnTe cells, by growing and characterizing these films along with cell fabrication. One
of the objectives is to develop wide bandgap (1.6-1.8 eV) material for the top cell, along
with compatible window material and transparent ohmic contact, so that cascade cell
design can be optimized. In addition to the CdZnTe cells, CdTe cells are fabricated and
analyzed to determine efficiency limiting mechanisms and to provide guidelines for
achieving higher efficiency cells.
In this program, front-wall solar cells were fabricated with glass/SnO 2/CdS window
layer to maximize transmission and current. Absorber films were grown by MBE and
MOCVD techniques, which provide excellent control for tailoring the film composition and
properties. CdZnTe films were grown by MBE and CdTe films were grown by both MBE
and MOCVD techniques. All the as-grown films were characterized by several techniques
such as surface photovoltage spectroscopy (SPV), Auger electron spectroscopy (AES),
and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) for composition, bulk uniformity, thickness,
film and interface quality. Front-wall type solar cells were fabricated in collaboration with
AMETEK materials research laboratory using CdTe and CdZnTe polycrystalline absorber
films. The effects of processing on ternary films were studied by AES and XPS
measurements coupled with C-V and I-V=T measurements. Bias dependent spectral
response and electrical measurements were used to test some models in order to identify
and quantify dominant loss mechanisms.
Research was conducted to understand the need for hydrogen anneal of the
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glass/Sn02/CdS substrate to achieve —10% efficient MOCVD CdTe cells. Detailed
analysis was performed to reveal the beneficial as well as detrimental effects of the heat
treatment based on the measured cell parameters and defect analysis. Model
calculations were performed to provide guidelines for achieving 18% CdTe cells.
It is well known that CdCl2 dip followed by 400° C heat treatment results in grain
growth and helps in achieving high efficiency CdTe cells. A detailed investigation was
carried out to reveal the change in defect states, optical and electrical properties, and
carrier transport mechanism due to CdCl 2 treatment. Another motivation for this
investigation was to see if the CdCl 2 treatment introduces defects which tend to limit the
present day CdTe cell performance in the range of 10-13%. This was accomplished by
correlating the defects with cell parameters before and after the CdCl 2 treatment.
Finally, 1.7 eV bandgap CdZnTe films were grown by MBE for tandem cell
applications. Front wall cells were fabricated using the CdTe process. Detailed analysis
was performed to characterize, quantify, and understand the bandgap shift and high
series resistance problems associated with the widegap material. Attempts were made
to solve these problems through basic understanding of the source of degradation.

3

2. TECHNICAL PROGRESS

The technical progress has been divided into three sections. The pre-heat
treatment of CdS and its effects on CdTe cell performance are described in section 2.1.
Section 2.2 describes the effects of CdCl 2 treatment on the electronic properties of
CdTe/CdS heterojunction. Section 2.3 deals with the process optimization of CdZnTe
polycrystalline films for high efficiency solar cells.

2.1 Effects of Pre-heat Treatment of CdS on MOCVD CdTe/CdS Solar Cell
Performance

This paper was presented and published in the Proc. 21st IEEE Photovoltaic
Specialists Conference 1990.

2.1.1

Introduction
Polycrystalline CdTe solar cells are one of the leading candidates for terrestrial

solar cell applications. Theoretical calculations predict an efficiency of 27%, while the
practically achievable efficiency is 22% (1,2). Recently, an efficiency of 12.3% was
reported on CdTe films grown by spray pyrolysis technique (3). In order to approach the
practically achievable limit, many design modifications have been suggested including
replacement of CdS window layer by CdZnS and use of ZnO instead of the transparent
conducting Sn02 layer to improve J sc (1,2). However, a fundamental understanding of
carrier loss and transport mechanisms at the CdTe/CdS heterojunction is necessary to
improve Voc and fill factor values intelligently rather than empirically. In CdTe/CdS solar
cells, interface states play a major role in limiting the V oe (4,5). Several factors such as
4

surface condition of CdS prior to CdTe growth, CdTe growth conditions, lattice mismatch,
and the difference in thermal expansion coefficient between CdS and CdTe dictate the
interface state density. A surface treatment on CdS/Sn0 2/glass substrates prior to CdTe
growth is one of the methods to reduce interface states. Every successful growth
technique for fabricating CdTe/CdS solar cells today uses either a chemical or thermal
treatment to clean the Cds surface prior to CdTe deposition.
Several investigators have shown that thermal treatment of CdS in H2 atmosphere,
modifies the electrical properties of CdS (6-8). It was observed earlier that annealing of
CdS films in H2 atmosphere at 400° C prior to deposition of CdTe modifies the defects
and transport mechanism at the CdTe/CdS heterojunction (9). However, the surface
modifications of CdS due to thermal treatment and its effects on cell performance have
not yet been studied in detail. A systematic study of pre-heat treatment of CdS prior to
deposition of CdTe by MOCVD was conducted in this section of the report. Both
beneficial and undesirable effects of such heat treatment on device performance are
characterized and discussed.

2.1.2. Experimental

CdS film were deposited on commercially available Sn0 2/glass substrates by spray
pyrolysis at a substrate temperature of 450 ° C. Prior to CdTe deposition by MOCVD,
CdS/Sn02/glass substrates were annealed in hydrogen atmosphere inside the reactor,
in the temperature range of 300 to 450° C for five minutes. The surface modifications of
• CdS after each treatment were studied by Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) technique.
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A 3 KeV electron beam with a current of 1.0 uA was used for AES measurements. Sputter
profiling was performed using a normally incident 2 KeV Ar ion beam at a current density
of 28 uA/cm2. Electrochemical I-V and C-V measurements were performed to determine
carrier concentration and electrical characteristics of annealed CdS films using an
automated electrochemical etching profiler. An electrolyte, composed of 0.2M NaOH and
0.1 M EDTA, was used to form a Schottky barrier contact on the CdS surface for I-V and
C-V measurements.
CdTe films were deposited on annealed CdS/Sn0 2/glass substrates under the
same conditions, at a substrate temperature of 300 ° C. Dimethylcadmium and
diallyltellurium were used as Cd and Te sources, respectively. Front-wall n-i-p solar cells
were fabricated with glass/Sn02/CdS/CdTe/ZnTe/Ni structures. Dark and light I-V and
capacitance-frequency (C-F) measurements were performed to monitor the device
performance.

2.1.3. Results and Discussion

C-V measurements indicated that annealing of CdS films in hydrogen atmosphere
at 450° C increased the doping concentration of CdS from —2 x 10 17 crn-3 to 10 18 cm3 .
This is consistent with the claim of several investigators that adsorption of oxygen in CdS
films increases the grain boundary barrier height (6-8) and reduces the mobility and
carrier concentration. Oxygen in grain boundaries gives rise to electron traps which
reduce the doping concentration by trapping electrons. Hydrogen annealing in our study
causes desorption of oxygen from the grain boundaries which should reduce the

6

intergrain barrier height, resulting in the observed increase in carrier concentration.
Annealing induced reduction of grain boundary states and their effects on device
performance were studied by fabricating n-i-p cells on these substrates. Figure 2.1.1
shows the C-F data for cells fabricated on annealed substrates.
CdTe/CdS devices fabricated on unannealed substrates showed high capacitance
at all frequencies along with maximum dispersion in capacitance at lower frequencies
compared to devices fabricated on hydrogen annealed substrates. Hydrogen annealing
not only reduce the absolute capacitance but also causes the capacitance to become
frequency dependent. In general, at low frequencies interface states or extraneous states
in the bandgap interact with voltage modulation, giving rise to increased capacitance (10).
Thus, decrease in absolute capacitance and its frequency dependence after annealing
suggests reduction of interface states. Similar behavior has been reported for
CuInSe2/CdS and closed space sublimation (CSS)-grown CdTe/CdS polycrystalline solar
cells (9,10). The effects of reduction in interface states due to annealing are also seen
clearly in the dark I-V measurements (figure 2.1.2), which show that CdTe/CdS diode
behavior improves with increasing annealing temperature. In order to determine the
variation in diode parameters quantitatively, a multivariable regression analysis was
performed. The measured dark I-V data were fitted to a single exponential diode given by
I = lo [exp{(q/AKT)(V-IR s)}-1] + (V-IRs)/Rsh where A is the diode ideality factor, R s is the
series resistance, l o is the saturation current density, and Rsh is the shunt resistance of
the diode. The results of the analysis are given in table 2.1.1, which clearly show a
decrease in 10 and series resistance with increasing annealing temperature. The reduction
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Table 2.1.1

Single diode parameter values of dark I-V data of CdTe/CdS
devices fabricated on substrates annealed at different
temperatures.
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A

C
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2.44
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in series resistance can be attributed to the increased doping of CdS observed by the CV measurements. The improvement in 10 may be due to the reduction in interlace state
density. Furthermore, the diode ideality factor decreased from 2.1 to 1.5, suggesting a
possible change in the transport mechanism across the CdTe/CdS interface. It has been
shown earlier that in CdTe/CdS devices grown by CSS technique, H2 annealing modifies
the carrier transport from tunneling to interface recombination (9).
The improvement in CdTe/CdS cell performance upon heat treatment is also
depicted in light I-V measurements shown in fi gure 2.1.3. Both open-circuit voltage and
fill factor increased with heat treatment, increasing the efficiency of CdTe/CdS device from
5.8 to 8.1% (table 2.1.2). However, the .40 did not change appreciably after annealing
which indicates that the increase in open circuit voltage is primarily due to the decrease
in lo . In this study, the CdTe film thickness (1.5 um) and growth conditions were not
optimized, therefore, only 8% efficiency was achieved. Nevertheless, the above results
show a direct correlation between pre-heat treatments and cell performance. Using the
guidelines of the above study for best pre-heat treatment and optimized CdTe thickness
of 2.5 urn, we were able to fabricate 9.7% efficient cell (11). In order to understand the
source of these defects, XPS and AES measurements were performed on various CdS
films before and after the preheat treatment. XPS data (figure 2.1.4) verified that the
preheat treatment was able to remove significant amount of oxygen from the CdS surface.
Since it is known that oxygen adsorbed on the surface of CdS gives rise to recombination
centers (7), it is reasonable to speculate that oxygen induced defects on the CdS surface
could be responsible for large number of interface states and poor performance of the
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Table 2.1.2

Light I-V data on CdTe/CdS cells prepared on CdS/Sn0 2/glass
substrates annealed at different temperatures.
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untreated cells.
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Although, the thermal cleaning of CdS/Sn0 2/glass substrates improves the final
device performance, it also introduces some undesirable effects on CdTe/CdS devices.
Figure 2.1.5 shows a comparison of AES spectra of CdS/Sn0 2/glass substrates before
and after 450°C anneal.
The. Cd/S ratio was found to be uniform and higher on the surface of the
unannealed films compared to the bulk CdS. It is known that due to high vapor pressure
and growth temperature (450° C) of CdS films, sulfur evaporates from CdS surface during
deposition thus causing a higher Cd/S ratio on the surface (8). Also, the Cd/S ratio was
found to be higher on the surface of CdS films annealed up to 400 ° C. However, in the
case of substrates annealed at 450 ° C AES spectrum on CdS surface showed Cd
depletion. Since CdS films were grown at a temperature of 450 ° C, it is possible to have
evaporation of Cd from CdS. Also, for a particular annealing temperature, the surface of
CdS had varying Cd/S ratios indicating a non-uniform composition (figure 2.1.6). This
may have adverse effect on large area devices, where uniformity is important.
The undesirable heat treatment effects, described above, significantly alter the I-V
characteristics of electrochemical Schottky barrier formed on CdS film, as shown in figure
2.1.7. The forward bias I-V curve of the substrate without any heat treatment has a single
slope indicating one dominant transport mechanism whereas CdS films annealed at 450 °
Cshowtdifernlps.Thugetanlig-duceCptlayr
(figure 2.1.6) may have defects which provide an alternative current path at lower voltages
which may degrade CdTe/CdS device performance by increasing diode current. In
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addition, some investigators have reported (12,13) that presence of a CdS layer with
lower carrier concentration near the CdTe/CdS junction will reduce the open circuit
voltage. This has been experimentally verified in CuInSe2/CdS solar cells by growing an
insulating layer of CdS near the heterojunction. Hence, even though devices made on the
annealed substrates gave better efficiency, annealing-induced undesirable effects may
limit further improvement in efficiency for a given cell design unless fabrication process
and design are optimized.
Figures 2.1.8-2.1.9 show the comparison of light I-V and bias dependent spectral
response of 9.7% p-i-n and 9.9% p-n CdTe cells. The cell parameters are similar, and in
both cases the spectral response is fairly uniform with sharp cut-off indicating that bulk
recombination does not play a major role in the collection efficiency in either cell.
However, the spectral response of both cells show a strong wavelength independent bias
dependence, suggesting that defects at the CdS/CdTe interface are limiting the
performance of these cells by making the interface recombination velocity sensitive to
applied bias (11).
Attempts were made to improve the interface quality by (a) controlling CdTe film
deposition conditions, (b) adjusting CdTe stoichiometry and (c)varying the in-situ preheat
treatment of CdS in hydrogen atmosphere prior to CdTe deposition.
The fact that the 10% efficient cells, subjected to this 450 ° C/15 min. preheat
treatment, showed a strong bias dependence in the spectral response, suggests that
preheat treatment is necessary but not sufficient to eliminate the detrimental effects of
interface recombination. However, depth resolved AES measurements made on the
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annealed CdS film showed that 450 ° C heat treatment in hydrogen causes the CdS
surface to become Cd-deficient (Cd/S < 1) in addition to removing oxygen. It is well
known that Cd deficiency in CdS gives rise to an acceptor type defect level which is
situated at 0.26 eV above valence band (14). This can produce a high resistive CdS
surface layer, which is known to reduce V oc and fill factor in CuInSe 2/CdS solar cells (12).
A similar mechanism is possible in CdTe/CdS cells which may in part be responsible for
limiting the efficiency to 10%.
Since Cd deficiency in CdS is a potential source of interface defects, one way of
reducing such defects is to grow CdTe in Cd-rich conditions. This was attempted by
gradually increasing the Cd/Te ratio in the vapor from 0.4 to 4.0. It should be noted that
the 10% cells were grown with Cd/Te ratio of 0.4, in a Cd deficient ambient. The SPV
responses of these films were measured with light incident on the CdTe side. Figure
2.1.10 shows electrochemical SPV spectra of CdTe films grown on CdS with various
Cd/Te ratios. In order to separate the electrolyte-CdTe junction contribution from
CdTe/CdS interface contribution, SPV response only in the long wavelength region is
shown in the figure. It is interesting to note that the Cd-rich films show a significant
increase in the surface photovoltage suggesting that the excess Cd in the CdTe film is
eliminating the Cd deficiency at the CdS/CdTe interface. Since SPV response is an
indicator of Voc, it is possible to expect higher V oc on films grown under Cd-rich condition
compared to 9.7% efficient CdTe cells grown in Te-rich ambient. The films are now being
subjected to the standard post deposition 400 ° C/30 min. air anneal for cell fabrication.
If the higher SPV response is maintained throughout the cell processing, then we should
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Figure 2.1.10

SPV spectra of CdTe films grown by MOCVD on
CdS/Sn02/glass substrates with different Cd/Te ratios.

be able to attain a higher Voc and efficiency compared to the 10% efficient cells.
In order to estimate the maximum attainable efficiency due to the improved quality
of the CdTe/CdS interface, model calculations were performed by using a collection
function approach. This was done by first calculating the collection function ( ratio of zero
bias quantum efficiency to quantum efficiency at different bias voltages) as a function of
applied bias using bias dependent spectral response data (figure 2.1.9). The loss in V oc
andfilctorueh infctoweraludcoingt(1,2):

AVoc = (AKT/q) anti N oc)
A FF = (Vmp/Voc) (1 -11 Mi d

For 9.7% efficient MOCVD CdTe cell, the calculated loss in Voc and fill factor were 0.05
V and 0.12, respectively. In addition, reverse bias spectral response measurements
indicate (figure 2.1.9) an additional loss of at least 10% (1.5 mA/cm 2) in J sc due to
interface recombination. If these losses can be eliminated by improving the interface
quality then we project that cell efficiencies of 13.5% can be achieved from the MOCVD
CdTe cells.
Further improvement in efficiency can be achieved by eliminating the loss due to
absorption of high energy photons in the thick (1500 A) CdS window layer. The 10% cells
had —1500

A

of CdS on Sn02, and the estimated loss in J sc due to absorption is 4

mA/cm2 (2). This results in an additional loss of 0.02 volts and 0.08 in V oc and fill factor,
respectively. Thus, by eliminating this loss mechanism along with the interface
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recombination, it is possible to achieve 18% efficient CdTe cells. Attempts are being made
to deposit thin CdS films by the chemical immersion method (15). We have successfully
grown CdS films in the thickness range of 400 to 1400

A

by controlling the immersion

time and have found an appreciable improvement in the transmission of 400

A CdS film

in the short wavelength range. Thus a combination of optimum preheat treatment, proper
Cd/Te ratio, and thin CdS films should yield a significant improvement in the MOCVD
CdTe cell efficiency.

2.1.4. Conclusions

Thermal cleaning of CdS/Sn0 2/glass substrates prior to CdTe deposition by
MOCVD has both beneficial and detrimental effects on the CdTe/CdS device
performance. The beneficial effects include a) removal of contaminants and impurities
from the surface and reduction in the surface states, b) increase in the series resistance
of the device, and d) higher open circuit voltage, fill factor, and cell efficiency.
Annealing induced deleterious effects include the formation of a non-stoichiometric
CdS surface and a thin layer of Cd depleted CdS underneath the surface. Even though
thermal treatment produces a net improvement in cell efficiency these undesirable effects
will eventually limit further improvement in CdTe/CdS cell efficiency, unless fabrication
process and design are optimized.
MOCVD grown polycrystalline CdTe solar cells with efficiencies of — 10% were
demonstrated using both p-i-n and p-n structures. In-situ pre-heat treatment of
glass/Sn02/CdS substrates at 450 ° C for 15 minutes prior to CdTe deposition was found
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to be essential for high performance devices because it removes oxygen and related
defect states. The heat treatment also simultaneously makes the CdS surface Cddeficient resulting in Cd vacancy-related interface states because of which even the 10%
efficient cells show a strong bias dependent spectral response and lower V oc and fill factor
compared to the best reported (2) cells. Preliminary model calculations suggest that the
removal of these states can increase the cell efficiency from 10% to 13.5 %. Photon
absorption in the CdS film also limits the cell performance and elimination of this loss
mechanism can result in efficiencies in excess of 18%.
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2.2 The Effects Of CdCl 2 On The Electronic Properties of Beam Epitaxially Grown
CdTe/CdS Heterojunction Solar Cells

This paper has been accepted for publication in Journal of Applied Physics, July
1991 issue.
2.2.1 Introduction

High efficiency (— > 10%) polycrystalline CdTe/CdS solar cells have been
fabricated by electrodeposition (1), physical vapor deposition (2), close-spaced vapor
transport (CSVT) (3), sintering (4), metalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) (5),
and molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) (5). To obtain high efficiency in all of these
approaches, it is necessary to have CdTe grain sizes. of — 1 urn or greater to avoid
significant bulk recombination, large interface state density, and high sheet resistance.
A commonly used procedure to enhance the grain size and density the CdTe film is the
introduction of an annealing (or sintering) aid such as CdCl 2 either during or after CdTe
film growth (6-8). The influence of the CdCl 2 treatment on CdTe microstructure and solar
cell performance has been previously investigated for CdTe films prepared by a high
temperature (T > 600 C) sintering process (6-8) which requires incorporation of CdCl 2
intheCdTslurypo efimratn.ThseodrultinCTec
efficiencies in excess of 10%. However, polycrystalline CdTe films prepared by
techniques such as electrodepostion, physical vapor deposition, MBE and MOCVD
require a post-deposition heat treatment in the presence of CdCl 2 to obtain high efficiency
(9). To date, the observed beneficial effects of the CdCl 2 treatment on device
characteristics and performance are at best qualitatively understood. In order to improve
present-day CdTe/CdS cell efficiency beyond 12-13%, it is necessary to quantify and
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improve the fundamental understanding of process-induced effects on the bulk and
interface properties of these cells.
In this paper, MBE-grown polycrystalline CdTe/CdS solar cells are investigated to
quantify the mechanisms responsible for improved cell performance due to the CdCl 2
treamndvlpocs-iuedftwhmayicedvhratisc
after the CdCl 2 treatment. First, microstructural changes in the CdTe films due to postdeposition annealing with and without the CdCl 2 dip are investigated by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM). Second, electrochemical surface photovoltage (SPV) and biasdependent spectral response measurements are used to estimate the improvement in
bulk and interface quality of the CdTe/CdS cells due to the CdCl 2 treatment. Third, the
dominant current transport mechanisms in CdTe/CdS cells processed with and without
the CdCl 2 treatment are studied by current density-voltage-temperature (J-V-T) analysis.
Finally, Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy (DLTS) measurements are performed to
identify traps which may dominate the current transport and limit the CdCl 2 treated
CdTe/CdS cell performance. Attempts are made to correlate transport mechanisms and
traps within the CdTe cells to film microstructure, SPV and spectral response, and solar
cell performance in order to provide guidelines for achieving higher efficiencies.

2.2.2. Experimental Techniques

A. CdTe Growth and Cell Processing
Polycrystalline CdTe films were grown to a thickness of 2 um by MBE on n-type
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CdS/Sn02/glass substrates suitable for solar cell applications. (10) Prior to CdTe
deposition, the surface doping density of the CdS was found to be 5x10 16 cm"3 by
electrochemical C-V measurements. After the CdTe film deposition, CdTe/CdS structures
were dipped in a saturated CdCl 2 :CH 3OH solution and then annealed in air at 400 C for
35 minutes. (5,9) Selected samples from the same growth run were annealed in air at
400 C for 35 minutes without the CdCl2 solution to distinguish the effects of CdCl 2 on
CdTe material and device properties. Cell fabrication was completed by etching the
annealed CdTe surface in — 0.1% Br2:CH3OH, to remove residual surface oxides, followed
by a DI water rinse and blow dry in N2. Ohmic back contacts were formed on the etched
CdTe surface by evaporating 150 nm of Cu-doped ZnTe capped with 200 nm of Ni. (5)

B. Microstructural Studies
The grain size of the as-grown and processed CdTe/CdS structures was
determined by SEM. A beam voltage of 15 KV was used. To prevent sample charging
effects, the CdTe surfaces were coated with 10 nm of gold.

C. Electrochemical Surface Photovoltage and Spectral Response Measurements
Process-induced effects on bulk and junction quality were monitored by
electrochemical SPV measurements, using the Polaron PN4200 electrochemical profiler
with the PN4250 photovoltage spectroscopy accessory. The CdTe/CdS/Sn0 2/glass
structures in the as-grown state, after air anneal, and after the CdCl 2 dip followed by air
anneal were analyzed in detail. A 0.2M NaOH + EDTA (ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid)
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solution was used to form an electrochemical Schottky barrier to the CdTe surface and
ohmic contact was made to the underlying SnO 2 with Indium. The samples were
illuminated from the CdTe side, through the electrolyte, by chopped light in the
wavelength range of 700 -900 nm and the resulting photovoltage was measured under
open-circuit conditions to avoid etching of the CdTe film by the electrolyte. The net opencircuit SPV signal at each wavelength is the difference between the internal photovoltages
generated at the surface barrier and CdTe/CdS heterojunction (11). To accurately
compare material and junction quality of different CdTe/CdS samples, it is necessary for
the CdTe film thicknesses and doping to be identical to insure that the same carrier
generation profile is seen by the collecting junctions in all of the samples. Our SPV setup
uses low illumination intensity such that the SPV magnitude is much less than kT. In this
case, it has been shown that the photovoltage generated at the CdTe/CdS
heterojunction, ignoring the presence of the electrolyte/CdTe surface barrier for now, can
be approximated as (11,12)

SPV(A) = Voo (A) = [nkT/q1/n(Jp H/J0 + 1) - [nkT/q][Jp ii /Jol = [nkT/J o ]F(X)R(X) (1)

where n is the heterojunction ideality factor, J o is the "effective" junction leakage current
density, F(.) is the photon flux absorbed in the quasi-neutral CdTe bulk, and R(A) is the
spectral response function which is comprised of contributions from the quasi-neutral and
depletion regions of both the CdTe and CdS and reflects bulk material quality (12). Note
that the contributions from the CdS layer to R(.) can be ignored since the minimum
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wavelength (maximum energy) of the photons incident on the CdTe surface was chosen
to be 700 nm (1.77 eV) which will not be absorbed by the 2.42 eV bandgap CdS layer.
Hence the magnitude of the SPV signal is proportional to both the CdTe/CdS junction
quality, through Jo and n, and CdTe material quality through R(A). The final SPV
spectrum is normalized to a calibrated photodiode to eliminate flux variations and the
spectrometer response.
To support the results from the above SPV analysis, bias-dependent spectral
response measurements were performed on completed CdTe/CdS cells processed with
and without CdCl 2. A.c. photocurrent measurements were made with 0 volts d.c. and 0.5 volts d.c. reverse bias applied across the device.

D. Dark J-V-T and Light J-V Measurements
Dark J-V-T measurements were performed to determine the current transport
mechanisms in CdTe/CdS devices fabricated with and without the CdCl 2 treatment. J-V
data were measured in the temperature range of 180 - 320 K in 10 K increments using
an automated J-V-T setup. The J-V characteristic at each temperature was fitted to a
parallel double diode equivalent circuit model with shunt resistance, R s, described by

(2)

J = J i + J2 + (V - JRs)/Rsh
where

Ji = Joi[exP[(cl/Aik -ON - JR,)] - 1]

(3)
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and
J 2 = .-1 02 [exp[(q/A2kT)(V - JRs)] - 1]

(4)

A multivariable regression analysis was used to fit the data and obtain J 01 , J02 , A1 ,
and

Rsh

A2 ,

Rs ,

with less than 5% error in the fit over the entire voltage range. The temperature

dependence of these parameters was used to determine current transport mechanisms
in each device. Solar cell data were determined by lighted J-V measurements taken at
300 K under 100 mW/cm2 AM1.5 conditions.

E. Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy (DLTS) Measurements

DLTS measurements were performed on Ni/ZnTe/CdTe/CdS/Sn0 2/glass
structures annealed with and without CdCl2 to identify traps within the CdTe depletion.
DLTS data were taken using an automated DLTS spectrometer in a lock-in amplifier type
arrangement. The output signal was integrated and analyzed using five different
weighting functions from 4 msec. to 64 msec. A pulse width of 8 ms. was necessary to
saturate the detectable traps. Since the CdTe doping concentration (5x10 15 cm-3, as
determined by C-V measurements) is much less than that of the CdS, only the CdTe
depletion region is probed. A steady reverse. bias of -400 mV was used and a pulse of
+ 300 mV was applied to scan the CdTe depletion region. Spatial trap distributions were
measured by varying the reverse steady bias from -400 mV to -100 mV, but keeping the
sum of the reverse steady bias and the pulse height constant at - 100 mV. In this way,
the edge of the depletion region is stepped toward the CdTe/CdS interface as the steady
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reverse bias is decreased to provide a spatial trap profile in the CdTe depletion. The
temperature of each device is monitored by a thermocouple mounted directly on a glass
slide of identical thickness to the glass substrate of the CdTe/CdS device which was
situated adjacent to the device under test. Trap activation energies and cross-sections
were determined from the log(T 2/em) vs. 1000/T Arrhenius plot. The trap emission rate,
emp, for majority carrier holes in the CdTe is given by

emp = Ny opvthexp[(Ey-E-r)/kT]

(5)

where the terms in eq. (5) have their usual meanings. (13)

2.2.3. Results and Discussion
A.

Effects of CdC1 2 Treatment on MBE-grown Polycrystalline CdTe Films and
Solar Cells

The CdC12 dip prior to post-deposition annealing of small grain CdTe films grown
by electrodeposition and physical vapor deposition has been previously shown to be
necessary for grain growth and cell efficiencies in excess of 10%. (2,6-9) We have found
the same to be true for MBE-grown polycrystalline CdTe. The SEM photomicrographs
shown in Figure 2.2.1 indicate an estimated increase in average grain size from — 0.25
um for the as-grown and air annealed films without a CdC1 2 dip to — 1 um for the CdC1 2
treadn lfims.Noteha rngiowthsevdnfrai
annealed CdTe film without the CdC1 2 treatment. It is likely that the presence of CdC1 2
duringthealcsintergmhawinteCdTflmhacsto
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Figure 2.2.1

SEM photomicrographs of (a) as-grown CdTe, and CdTe
annealed in air at 400 C for 35 minutes (b) without CdC1 2 and (c)
with CdCl 2.
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decrease inter-grain pore size and increase average grain size. (7) The effect of this grain
growth on solar cell performance is shown in Table 2.2.1 which indicates a dramatic
improvement in all solar cell parameters, with the efficiency increasing from 1.3% to 8.6%.

B. Effect of CdCl2 Treatment on the Photoresponse of CdTe/CdS Structures

CdTe grain growth is expected to reduce the bulk and interface state density which
tend to influence the spectral response and leakage current of the fabricated device. In
order to directly assess the effects of CdCl 2 treatment on recombination at the CdTe/CdS
junction and in the CdTe bulk, SPV measurements were performed on CdTe/CdS
structures with and without the CdCl 2 treatment, prior to back contact (ZnTe + Ni)
deposition. Samples of identical thickness from the same growth run, deposited on
identical substrates, were used for the SPV analysis. Figure 2.2.2 shows the measured
SPV spectra for (a) an as-grown sample, (b) a sample after air anneal and (c) a sample
dipped in CdCl2 followed by an air anneal. The as-grown CdTe/CdS structure (curve a)
yields a small and flat SPV response prior to the CdTe bandedge — 850 nm), while the
air annealed structure without the CdCl 2 treatment exhibits a peak near the bandedge.
This peak can be attributed to the p-type conversion of CdTe (14) and subsequent
formation of a p-CdTe/n-CdS heterojunction after air annealing which aids in the collection
of carriers generated close to and within the CdTe depletion layer (recall that light is
incident on the CdTe side and not the CdS). However, even though annealing in air
without CdCl2 aids in the formation of the CdTe/CdS junction, little or no improvement in
CdTe bulk diffusion length is evident based on the similar SPV response for shorter
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Table 2.2.1

AM1.5 solar cell data for MBE-grown ZnTe/CdTe/CdS devices
processed with and without CdC1 2 fluxing agent.

treatment

Voc (mV)

Jsc (tnA cm4)

if

EFF (%)

its n cte)

no CdC12
with CdC12

385
720

10.5
23.1

0.32
031

1.3

3.6

8.6

.90

-
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Figure 2.2.2

SPV spectra of as-grown, air annealed, and CdC1 2 + air
annealed CdTe/CdS structures with light incidence on the CdTe
surface.

wavelengths below the peak for both the as-grown and air annealed samples. In
contrast, the SPV response of the CdTe/CdS structure annealed after the CdCl 2 treatment
(curve c of Figure 2.2.2) is significantly larger at all wavelengths compared to the structure
annealed without CdCl 2, suggesting an increase in effective carrier collection length and
an improvement in CdTe bulk quality. Furthermore, the peak near the bandedge is even
more pronounced after the CdCl 2 treatment suggesting additional improvement in the
junction quality compared to CdTe/CdS annealed without the CdCl2 dip. The trends in
the SPV spectra are consistent with CdC1 2-induced grain growth shown in Figure 2.2.1
suggesting that the SPV improvement results from a decrease in the density of grain
boundary states throughout the CdTe bulk and depletion region.
To investigate the role of the CdCl 2 treatment on interface quality, bias-dependent
spectral response measurements were performed on solar cells fabricated from films
annealed with and without CdCl 2. Figure 2.2.3 shows the spectral responses for each
sample with and without an applied reverse bias, revealing three important results. First,
a significant increase in absolute spectral response with the CdCl 2 treatment
demonstrates reduced interface recombination and increased carrier collection length.
Second, while the spectral response of both samples show a wavelength-independent
increase with applied reverse bias, the spectral response of the CdCl 2 treated samples
show a smaller bias dependence, suggesting an improved interface collection function
(15) due to reduced number of defect states at or near the CdTe/CdS interface after
CdCl2 treatment. Both of these results are consistent with the SPV data. Finally, even
after the CdCl2 treatment, appreciable bias dependence in the spectral response is
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Bias-dependent spectral response data of completed
Ni/ZnTe/CdTe/CdS/Sn02/glass solar cells with CdC1 2 (solid
lines) and without CdC1 2 (symbols). The values of the applied
reverse bias are noted.

evident suggesting that there is still considerable interface recombination in this 8.6%
efficient cell. The identification and elimination of the states responsible for this
recombination is necessary to increase device performance further.

C. Effect of CdCl 2 Treatment on CdTe/CdS Junction Transport Properties

The dark J-V-T behavior of devices processed with and without the CdCl 2 process
were analyzed to investigate the effect of the CdCl 2 treatment on the diode transport
mechanisms in the CdTe/CdS cell. The measured and modeled dark InJ-V
characteristics of both samples are shown in Figure 2.2.4 as a function of temperature.
Each InJ-V curve was fit to the double diode equivalent circuit model described by eqs.
(2) -(4), and the fitting parameters for each cell as a function of temperature are
summarized in Tables 2.2.2 and 2.2.3. The InJ-V characteristics are plotted with respect
to the junction voltage (= V-JR s) to reveal the junction transport. The deviation from
linearity at higher bias voltages is due to the non-ohmic behavior of the back
Ni/ZnTe/CdTe contact at larger bias voltages. (16) Figure 2.2.4 shows significant
differences in the voltage dependence and magnitude of the diode current for devices
processed with and without CdCl 2, suggesting a change in the dominant mode of current
transport. To understand and quantify this difference, the dominant transport
mechanisms in each cell are described in the remainder of this section. The dark current
transport in the CdCl 2 treatedcells above 220 K was best described by a single diode
model, viz.,
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Dark J-V-T parameters extracted from fit to eqs. (2) - (4) for
MBE-grown CdTe/CdS solar cell treated with CdC1 2 fluxing
agent. Diode 1 (subscript 1) represent the higher voltage region
of the J-V-T data and diode 2 (subscript 2) represent the lower
voltage region of the J-V-T curves. a 1 and a2 represent the
slopes of the lnJ-V characteristics and a2 = 1/A2kT in the table.
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Dark J-V-T parameters extracted from fit to eqs. (2) - (4) for
MBE-grown CdTe/CdS solar cell not treated with CdCl 2 fluxing
agent. J-V data below 240 K was dominated by resistance
terms and are not listed.
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(a)

Measured (symbols) and modeled (lines J-V-T data for
(a) CdC1 2 + air annealed and (b) air annealed without
CdC12Ni/SnTe/CdTe/CdS/Sn02/glass solar cells. Shown is
the current behavior as a function of junction voltage (V-JR).
The average error of each fit is less than 5%.
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Figure 2.2.4
(b)

Measured (symbols) and modeled (lines J-V-T data for
(a) CdCl 2 + air annealed and (b) air annealed without
CdC12Ni/SnTe/CdTe/CdS/Sn02/glass solar cells. Shown is
the current behavior as a function of junction voltage (V-JR).
The average error of each fit is less than 5%.
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J = J oi lexp[(q/Ai kT)(y - JR,)] - 1} +

- JFIs)/Rsh

(6)

where
Joi = JoolexP( - AE/kT)

(7)

which is the general form for recombination-controlled current transport. (17) For
interface recombination-dominated current transport, the value of A l should be — 1 for
this device structure (A 1 = 1 + (N Aecci-re)/(N Decds) for interface recombination) and the
activation energy, A E, of the InJ 01 vs. 1000/T plot should be — 1.2 eV (built-in voltage of
the CdS/CdTe junction). (18) Neither of these conditions were met for the CdC1 2-treated
devices because A 1 = 1.75 and A E = 0.85 eV, Figure 2.2.5 and Table 2.2.2. Hence, it
is concluded that interface recombination is not the dominant transport mechanism for
CdC12-treated CdTe/CdS devices. If recombination through localized states within the
CdTe depletion region is dominant, then a plot of In(J 0172•5) vs. 1000/T should yield an
activation energy approximately equal to half of the CdTe bandgap. (17,19) Such a plot
is shown in Figure 2.2.6, yielding a AE value of 0.79 eV, close to half of the CdTe
bandgap. Hence it is likely that depletion region recombination dominates current
transport in the CdC1 2-treated cells. Furthermore, the A l value of 1.75 suggests that the
dominant path of recombination occurs through states displaced either above or below
midgap (A1 = 2 for a midgap recombination center). The presence and importance of
these states will be discussed later. Note that below 220 K the J-V-T behavior exhibits
temperature-independent InJ-V slopes (given by a and a2 in Table 2.2.2 after correction
for series resistance) and weakly temperature dependent diode prefactors (J 01 and J02),
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Plot of InJoi vs. 1000/T for CdTe/CdS cells have undergone
CdCl2 + air anneal.
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Plot of In(J 011-25) vs. 1000/T for CdTe/CdS cells that have
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as determined by further computer fitting. These transport characteristics suggest that
a tunneling-type behavior is dominant at lower temperatures. Further analysis showed
that the observed characteristics at low temperatures were well described by a multi-step
tunneling model (20) which required — 40-50 tunneling steps through the CdTe depletion
region to fit the experimental J-V-T behavior, similar to previously reported results for. (15)
Note that two parallel diodes dictate the low temperature transport, as indicated in Table
2.2.2.
The dominant mode of dark current transport in cells processed without CdCl 2 was
found to be significantly different than the CdC1 2-treated cells. Analysis of the J-V-T
behavior (above 240 K) of the cells processed without the CdCl 2 treatment indicates
thermally activated current transport, but with a much lower activation energy of 0.56 eV
(Figure 2.2.7) compared to 0.85 eV for the CdC1 2-treated cell. This low value of D E (slope
of InJo, vs 1000/T) is responsible for the large diode current and J01 values observed for
the cells processed without CdCl2. Furthermore, the current transport behavior cannot
be explained by depletion region recombination (in contrast to the CdCl 2 treatedcell),
interface recombination, or direct tunneling. This is evident from Table 2.2.3 which shows
that the diode quality factor (A1 ) is > 2 and is temperature-dependent (recall that A, =
1.75 and was independent of temperature for the CdCl 2-treated cell), eliminating the
possibility of simple depletion region and interface recombination. In addition, the InJ-V
slope (a l ) is temperature-dependent and J o, is thermally-activated (Figure 2.2.6), which
eliminates the possibility of direct tunneling as the dominant transport mechanism.
Instead, current transport by thermally-assisted tunneling of holes from CdTe into interface
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Plot of InJol vs. 1000/T for a CdTe/CdS cell annealed without
CdCl2.

4.2

states followed by interface recombination was found to adequately explain the observed
J-V-T behavior of the CdTe/CdS heterojunctions processed without CdCl 2. The J-V-T
behavior is well described by the tunneling/interface recombination (T/IR) model of Miller
and Olsen (21) which approximates the thermally-assisted tunneling process by a series
combination of direct tunneling and pure interface recombination. According to the T/IR
model, (21)

J = Jo, [exp[C(V - JR s)] - 1 ] + (V - JR s)/Rsh

(8)

J01 = J001 exp(-AE/kT)

(9)

C = (1 - f)B + f/(EkT)

(10)

where a E is the thermal activation energy shown in Figure 2.2.7, B is a temperatureindependent tunneling parameter, C is the slope of the InJ-V curves, and E represents the
voltage division between the CdTe and CdS. The value of the f parameter quantifies the
degree of tunneling in the observed J-V behavior with f = 1 representing pure interface
recombination and f = 0 representing direct tunneling. By plotting the experimentally
determined values of C (=q/A 1 kT in Table 2.2.3) vs. 1000/T in Figure 2.2.8, the values
of (1-f)B and f/E in eq. (10) were determined to be 10.3 V -1 and 0.266, respectively,
indicating that the current transport in the cells processed without CdCl 2 is limited by both
interface recombination and tunneling, consistent with the lower barrier height observed
for these devices.
Clearly, current transport via thermally-assisted tunneling, as described by the T/IR
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Plot of the T/IR model C-factor vs. 1000/T indicating both
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model, significantly worsens cell performance of the CdTe/CdS devices in the absence
of the CdCl2 treatment. It is apparent that the CdC1 2-induced grain growth is necessary
to decrease leakage current and increase Voo via reduction of interface state density near
the interface. However, even though the CdTe/CdS interface no longer controls the dark
diode current transport after the CdCl 2 treatment, the bias dependence of the spectral
response after CdCl 2 treatment (Figure 2.2.3) indicates that interface recombination may
still limit the collection of photogenerated carriers. This suggests that the CdCl 2 treatment
removes enough interface states to alter the diode transport mechanism and reduce the
diode leakage current, but is less effective in removing interface states that limit the
photocurrent collection across the CdTe/CdS (recall the bias dependent spectral
response, Figure 2.2.3). To identify the origin and better understand the role of processrelated defects, DLTS measurements were performed on CdTe/CdS cells processed with
and without the CdCl 2 treatment and are discussed in the following section.

D.

Effect of CdCl 2 and Heat Treatment on Defect Generation in CdTe/CdS
Heterojunctions

Figure 2.2.9 shows a typical DLTS spectrum obtained for a CdTe/CdS device
having undergone an air annealing step with CdCl 2 which revealed a hole trap peak at —
330 K. DLTS measurements were also performed on CdTe/CdS devices processed
without CdCl 2, but it was not possible to obtain useful data because of the large series
resistance in these samples which dominated the DLTS response. From the Arrhenius
plot of log(T2/emp) vs. 1000/T, constructed using weighting functions from 4 msec. to 64
msec., the hole trap in the CdCl 2 treateddevice was found to be located at E, + b.64 eV
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Typical DLTS spectrum of a CdTe/CdS cell having undergone
an air anneal with CdCl 2 using a steady reverse bias of -400 mV
and a pulse height of 300 mV, a pulse width of 8 msec. and a
rectangular weighing function with a period of 4 msec.

400

(± 0.04 eV) with a cross-section of 8.2x10 16 cm2 and a trap density of 8x10 13 cm-3 (for
the trap shown in Figure 2.2.9). This energy level agrees well with Cd vacancy-related
defects such as doubly-ionized cadmium vacancies, Vcd-, or singly-ionized cadmium
vacancy-halogen complexes such as (Vcd CI) -, both of which have been reported to
contribute acceptor-like traps in the range 0.54 to 0.9 eV above the valence band edge
in CdTe after heat treatments. (22-28) Since halogen ions are known to readily form
complexes with cadmium vacancies to give deep and shallow levels, it is likely that the
+ 0.64 eV trap results from (V cdCI)- defects. (27,28) However, further measurements
are necessary to determine the exact configuration of the defect responsible for this trap.
The presence of acceptor-like traps within the CdTe depletion region was found to
adversely affect the CdTe/CdS solar cell characteristics. Figure 2.2.10 shows the direct
consequences of the density of this defect on the measured V oc and Jsc of different
CdTe/CdS cells that have undergone the CdCl 2 dip followed by heat treatment. It is clear
from this figure that the V oc is inversely proportional to the detected trap density while
there is no apparent correlation between J sc and the trap density. Presently, it is not clear
why the trap density shows a random spatial variation on a given sample with different
cells and also from sample to sample since no intentional attempt was made to introduce
a variation. It has recently been suggested that such variations can result from nonuniform drying of the CdC1 2-methanol solution on the CdTe surface prior to heat
treatment. (29) To determine the variation in trap density as a function of depth, DLTS
was performed in a multi-bias mode. A decrease in trap concentration from — 8x10 13 cm3

to

3x10 13 cm-3 was found as the CdTe/CdS interface is approached by decreasing
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the depletion width. This is consistent with \led and/or CI diffusion from the CdTe surface
into the bulk as a result of the 400 C anneal. From Figure 2.2.10, it is evident that the
variations in Voc must result from the diode leakage current, which was found to increase
with increasing trap density, since J sc showed no such dependence. Recalling that diode
current transport in the devices processed with CdCl 2 is dictated by recombination via
deep states within the CdTe depletion region which is characterized by an A-factor of
1.75, the off-center position of the trap at E ‘, + 0.64 eV suggests that this level may be
responsible for the diode transport mechanism (note that an A-factor of 2 represents a
midgap or E„, + 0.75 eV trap in CdTe (17)) which in turn, dictates V 0 . Hence, the CdCl 2
dipanhetrmgalyipovesthcrfmanvigowth,erfac
state density reduction, and transport mechanism modification, but this process also
appears to limit V c,c by cadmium vacancy-related defect formation. Further increases in
V0 , and efficiency can be expected if the generation of this defect can be reduced or
eliminated. This may require further modification or optimization of the current cell
processing schemes.

2.2.4. Conclusions

In this section, the beneficial and adverse effects of the standard CdCl 2 dip
followed by a post-deposition heat treatment on the material and device properties of
MBE-grown polycrystalline CdTe/CdS solar cell structures were investigated and
quantified. As expected, the CdCl 2 treatment induced CdTe grain growth and significantly
improved cell efficiency from 1.3% to 8.6%. SPV and spectral response measurements
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showed that the improvement in J sc after CdCl 2 treatment was partly due to enhanced
carrier collection resulting from increased carrier collection length and improved
CdTe/CdS interface quality. However, even after the CdCl 2 treatment, the photocurrent
demonstrated significant bias dependence, suggesting that J sc was still limited by interface
recombination, although to a lesser extent compared to cells processed without CdCl 2.
Analysis of the dark J-V-T characteristics showed that in contrast to the photocurrent, the
dark diode I-V characteristics showed a clear change in dominant transport mechanism,
changing from an interface recombination/tunneling process to depletion region
recombination after CdCl 2 treatment. The change in transport mechanism resulted in an
increase in barrier height and reduced leakage current. DLTS measurements showed that
depletion region recombination probably occurs through a large density of deep states
at + 0.64 eV which result from the formation of Cd-vacancy related defects during the
CdCl2 dip and heat treatment process that are tentatively attributed to a (V cdC11 defect
complex resulting from the interaction between cadmium vacancies introduced by the
heat treatment and chlorine from the CdCl 2. The cell N./0c was found to be inversely
related to the density of this trap. Hence, even though the CdCl 2 treatment is very
important for improving CdTe/CdS cell performance, it appears to introduce a V oc and
efficiency-limiting defect whose role must be studied in more detail or whose presence
must be removed to achieve CdTe/CdS cell efficiencies beyond 12-13%.
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2.3 Growth and Process Optimization of CdZnTe Polycrystalline Films for High
Efficiency Solar Cells
2.3.1 Introduction

Thin film polycrystalline cell efficiencies higher than 20% can be achieved using a
two cell tandem design. The optimum bandgaps for the top and bottom cells are 1.7 eV
and 1 eV, respectively (1). Considerable progress has been made in the area of the
bottom cell, with small area CuInSe 2 cell efficiencies in excess of 14% recently been
reported recently (2). However, a compatible wide bandgap (1.7 eV) material for the top
cell has not yet been developed. CdTe and CdZnTe alloys are considered for top cell
applications. CdTe is a promising polycrystalline wide bandgap material that has given
small area single cell efficiencies in excess of 12% (3). However, the CdTe bandgap is
1.45 eV instead of 1.7 eV which is optimum for the top cell. Thus, there are two
approaches for realizing the goal of 20% efficient polycrystalline cells with a tandem
structure. The first approach involves improving CdTe cell efficiencies in excess of 15%
and augmenting that with a small amount of power from the bottom cell. The second
approach involves developing a 1.7 eV bandgap CdZnTe top cell with efficiency of —10%
so that to take greater advantage of the bottom cell efficiency due to higher subgap
transmission. This section describes the investigation of growth and process optimization
of CdZnTe cells in order to understand the efficiency limiting defects and mechanisms.
Future directions are suggested to improve their efficiencies to a point where they can be
a potential candidate for — 20% tandem cells.
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2.3.2 Experimental
A. Film growth
MBE Cd i _xZnxTe (x = 0.35, will be referred as CdZnTe) films were grown using a
Varian Gen II MBE system and elemental sources were used for all constituents having
a purity of at least 5N. The substrates were baked out at 250 ° C for 3-4 hours before film
growth. The substrate temperature was kept at 275° C for 30 minutes to initiate film
growth and increased to 300° C for the remainder of the run (4).

B. Cell Fabrication
P-i-n front-wall solar cells were fabricated at AMETEK applied materials laboratory.
After a dip in a saturated CdC12 :CH 3OH solution, the CdTe/CdS structures were annealed
at 400° C for 30 minutes in air. Annealed films were etched in bromine-methanol solution
for 5 sec followed by an evaporation of 1000

A of Cu-doped p + ZnTe film. Small area (8

mm2) Ni contacts were evaporated to form an ohmic contact (5).

C. Material and device characterization
Electrochemical surface photovoltage (SPV) measurement, Auger electron
spectroscopy (AES), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and transmission
measurements were used for optical, physical and chemical characterization of the films.
J-V-T, frequency dependent C-V, and bias dependent spectral response measurements
were used to characterize device properties.
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2.3.3 Results and Discussion

Polycrystalline CdZnTe films with a 1.7 eV bandgap were successfully deposited
by MBE on CdS/Sn02/glass substrates (4). However, CdZnTe solar cells fabricated by
the identical process sequence used successfully for high efficiency CdTe cells gave
efficiencies of only — 4.4%. In addition, the CdZnTe bandgap shifted from 1.7 eV to 1.55
eV and the series resistance (— 2-6 ohm-cm 2) was 3-5 times higher than in the
counterpart CdTe solar cells. Detailed investigations were conducted to understand and
remove the source of these problems.
In order to find and eliminate the source of high resistance, depth-resolved AES
and ESCA measurements were performed near the CdZnTe surface after annealing (400 °
2 treatment) and subsequent chemical etching to C,30min.arwthoueCdl
investigate process-induced changes in the CdZnTe surface which can prevent the
formation of good ohmic contacts (6). ESCA analysis and AES profiles in Figure 2.3.1
show that without any post-anneal chemical etch, a significant amount of Cd-O, Te-O and
Zn-O are present at and below the CdZnTe surface. After an etch in Br 2:CH3OH, which
was used in the standard cell fabrication prior to ZnTe/Ni back contact deposition, both
Cd and Te oxides were removed from the surface but the Zn-O remained at and below
the surface, responsible in part for the high series resistance. In addition, the CdZnTe
surface is not as Te-rich (Te/(Cd + Zn)— 1.2) compared to the counterpart CdTe surface
where Te/Cd ratio is — 1.5-2. It has been suggested that a Te-rich surface can facilitate
the ohmic contact formation on p-type CdTe (7).
In an attempt to remove the Zn-O and make the CdZnTe surface Te rich, various
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Auger depth profiles of air annealed CdZnTe films after (a) no
post-anneal etch, (b) Br 2CH3OH etch, and (c) saturated
dichromate etch.
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chemical enchants were investigated. Figure 2.3.1 shows that a post-anneal saturated
dichromate (K2Cr207:H2SO4) etch removed the near surface region that contained Zn-O
and yielded a — 0.15 urn Te-rich surface layer with little or no detectable trace of Cd, Zn,
or oxygen. C-V measurements made on the dichromate-etched surface confirmed a much
higher carrier concentration of — 2x10 17 cm-3 in the Te-rich surface layer which gradually
dropped down to the bulk doping concentration of — 5x10 15 cm-3 over a distance of 0.15
urn (6). This should eliminate the contribution from high contact resistance to the
measured high series resistance.
The next step was to investigate the process-induced bandgap shift observed in
processed CdZnTe films. AES depth profiles shown in Figure 2.3.2 and the SPV spectra
in Figure 2.3.3 after. the standard air anneal, with and without the CdC1 2 treatment, clearly
demonstrate that it is not the air anneal itself, but the CdC1 2 treatment coupled with the
air anneal that is responsible for the bandgap shift. Note that the cells were fabricated
with the CdC12 treatment. The Auger profiles show that after the CdC1 2 treatment, outdiffusion of Zn from the bulk toward the surface occurs which reduces the bulk Zn
content and decreases the bandgap, as demonstrated by the shift in the cut-off edge
toward the longer wavelength in the SPV spectra of Figure 2.3.3. A proposed model for
the phenomenon stems from the fact that thermodynamically, the formation of ZnCl 2 is
preferred over CdC1 2 . (8) Therefore, introducing CdC1 2 onto the surface and into the
CdZnTe bulk triggers the formation of ZnCl 2 which has a much higher vapor pressure and
lower melting point (318 C (8)) than CdC1 2, resulting in the outdiffusion of Zn. This
process, where Cd from the CdCl 2 substitutes for lattice Zn, resulting in ZnCl 2 formation
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Electrochemical surface photovoltage spectra of air-annealed
CdZnTe/CdS structures with and without the CdCl 2 treatment.

can be described by the following equation:

Ccl i _,ZnxTe + yCdCl2

Ccl i _x+yZnx_yTe + yZnCl2

Note that if y > x, all of the Zn will be consumed and CdZnTe will reduce to CdTe.
Surface photovoltage data (Figure 2.3.3) taken on the CdZnTe/CdS structures
show that if the CdCl2 treatment is bypassed to preserve the bandgap, a very weak
photoresponse is observed, resulting in only 1-2% efficient cells. However, the SPV data
clearly show that incorporation of CdCl 2 during the processing of CdZnTe cells resulted
in much higher photovoltages but the cutoff edge (or bandgap) shifted from 1.7 eV to
1.55 eV. The CdCl2 treatment was also found to reduce the series resistance of the
CdZnTe/CdS cells by a factor of — 10.
In order to investigate both the need and beneficial effects of the CdCl 2 treatment
on CdTe-based polycrystalline solar cells, experiments were first conducted on p-i-n CdTe
solar cells fabricated with and without the CdCl 2 treatment to eliminate the complication
due to the presence of Zn. We have shown elsewhere (9) that the CdCl 2 treatment is
essential for high efficiency MBE-grown CdTe cells because it promotes CdTe grain
growth from — 0.1 urn to — 1 urn, resulting in an increase in V oc from 385 to 720 mV, J sc
2, fill factor from 0.32 to 0.51 and cell efficiency from 1.3% to from10.5t23A/c
8.6%. Other investigators have observed similar improvements due to the CdCl 2
treamn(10).Idiotquanfygheimprovntsclamer,tps
were made to understand the effects of the CdCl 2 treatment on bulk properties, interface
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quality and carrier transport mechanisms. The CdTe/CdS SPV response in Figure 2.3.4
showed a significant increase over the entire long wavelength range of 700-880 nm for
cells annealed with CdCl2 compared to cells annealed without CdCl2. Since in our SPV
measurements light is incident on the back side (not the sun side) of the CdTe cell
structure, the long wavelength photons near the CdTe cutoff (— 840 nm) are absorbed
in the CdTe region near the CdTe/CdS interface. Hence, the significant increase in SPV
response clearly supports an improved interface quality due to CdC1 2-induced grain
growth. This is not surprising since grain growth reduces the number of grain boundaries
intersecting the interface which should result in reduced interface state density. Spectral
response measurements shown in Figure 2.3.5 also revealed a significant increase in bulk
and interface quality due to the CdCl 2 treatment. The spectral response of a p-i-n device
is generally dominated by interface recombination since the bulk is essentially depleted.
Figure 2.3.5 shows that even after the CdCl 2 treatment, the spectral response showed an
appreciable bias dependence with much higher response at 0.5 volts applied reverse bias.
This is indicative of the fact that even though the CdCl 2 treatment significantly improves
the interface quality, it does not completely eliminate those interface states which can
increase the interface recombination velocity and reduce Voc and fill factor.
Temperature dependent dark J-V measurements were performed to identify and
quantify changes in the fundamental current transport properties due to the improved
interface quality. CdTe/CdS cells, with and without CdCl 2 treatment, were analyzed by
fitting the J-V-T data to equations governing various transport mechanisms such as direct
and multi-step tunneling (11), thermally-assisted tunneling (12,13), depletion region
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recombination (14), interface recombination (15), etc.. It was determined that without the
CdCl2 treatment, current transport is dominated by thermally-assisted tunneling of holes
from the CdTe into interface states followed by interface recombination, characterized by
an activation energy of 0.56 eV and J o = 4.7x10-7 A/cm2. For cells treated with CdCl 2,
the dominant mode of current transport was found to shift from a tunneling/interface
recombination mechanism to recombination via traps within the CdTe depletion region,
indicating substantial reduction in interface state density. This change is manifested in
an increase in the activation energy for current transport from 0.56 eV to 0.85 eV which
results a significantly lower J o value of 2.6x109 A/cm2, accounting for the observed
increase in Voo from 385 mV to 720 mV.
Having established quantitatively the beneficial effects of the CdCl 2 treatment on
CdTe material and device properties, in addition to the detrimental (bandgap shift) effects
on CdZnTe, it became evident that a sintering aid other than straight CdCl 2 is essential
for obtaining efficient CdZnTe solar cells. However, some combination involving CdCl 2
2 treatment results in partial grain growth maybegodchisnteCl
(determined from SEM measurements) and significantly lower series resistance (due to
lower CdZnTe sheet resistance) yielding a much higher photoresponse (Figure 2.3.3).
Since the bandgap shift appears to result from the substitution of Cd for Zn, attempts
were made to control the bandgap shift and induce grain growth by dipping the CdZnTe
films in various solutions of CdC1 2 + ZnCl2 in methanol prior to air annealing at different
temperatures. Only limited success was obtained using this method since the ZnC1 2
° C, leaving readilyvpotsnhealmbit perausgthn320
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CdCl2 alone which results in partial bandgap shift. For lower anneal temperatures ( <
320° C), negligible bandgap shift occurs but this is accompanied by little or no grain
growth and poor photoresponse. Attempts are underway to anneal CdCl 2 treated
CdZnTe surfaces in a ZnCl 2 overpressure ambient using a closed system to prevent the
outdiffusion of Zn and induce grain growth. In this system, ZnCl 2 is heated in a separate
boat next to the CdZnTe sample. Thus, development of a sintering aid that can promote
CdZnTe grain growth without the bandgap shift remains the major obstacle for the
success of wide bandgap CdZnTe cells for tandem cell applications.

2.3.4 Conclusions

The CdTe process sequence cannot be used to fabricate efficient CdZnTe cells
because it results in high resistance and a bandgap shift from the desired value of 1.7 eV
to 1.55 eV. The contribution to the high series resistance from non-ohmic back contact
was solved by using a saturated dichromate instead of the Br:CH 3OH post-anneal etch,
which resulted in a p-type surface doping concentration of 2x10 17 cm-3. It is shown that
CdCl2 is essential for high efficiency CdTe solar cells because it promotes grain growth
which improves bulk collection, reduces interface state density, and eliminates the
tunneling of carriers through the interface to improve V oc, Jsc and efficiency. However, the
use of a CdCl 2 dip prior to air anneal was established to be the main source of the
observed bandgap shift in CdZnTe due to ZnCl2 formation by substitution of Cd for lattice
Zn. This also resulted in incomplete grain growth in CdZnTe since much of the CdCl 2
wasconumedbythiprs.Dvelomntfarivesngad,whc
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induces grain growth but prevents the bandgap shift, is the key to the success of
widegap polycrystalline CdZnTe solar cells for tandem cell applications.
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3. SUMMARY

MOCVD grown polycrystalline CdTe solar cells with efficiencies of 10% were
achieved using both p-i-n and p-n structures. Pre-heat treatment of CdS/Sn0 2/glass
substrates at 450° C in Hydrogen atmosphere prior to CdTe growth by MOCVD was
found to be essential for high performance since this heat treatment reduces the oxygen
related defects from the CdS surface. However, this heat treatment also resulted in a Cddeficient CdS surface which may, in part, limit the CdTe cell efficiency to 10% due to Cd
vacancy related interface defects. Preliminary model calculations suggest that the removal
of these states can increase the cell efficiency from 10% to 13.5%. Photon absorption in
the CdS film also limits the cell performance and elimination of this loss mechanism can
result in CdTe efficiencies in excess of 18%.
Significant improvements in CdTe/CdS solar cell efficiency are commonly observed
as a result of a post-deposition CdCl 2 dip followed by a 400° C heat treatment during cell
processing which increases CdTe grain size. I-V-T analysis in this research revealed that
CdCl2 treatment changes the dominant current transport mechanism from interface
recombination/tunneling to depletion region recombination, suggesting a decrease in the
density and dominance of interface states due to the CdCl 2 treatment. It is shown that the
change in transport mechanism is associated with (a) an increase in heterojunction barrier
height from 0.56 eV to 0.85 eV, (b) a decrease in dark leakage current from 4.7 x 10 -7
2 to 2.6 x10-9 A/cm2, and (c) an increase in cell Voc from 385 mV to 720 mV. The A/cm
CdCl2 treatment also improved the optical response of the cell. Substantial increase in the
surface photovoltage and quantum efficiency accompanied by a decrease in the bias
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dependence of the spectral response in the CdCl2 treatedstructures indicate that the
CdCl2 treatedstructures indicate that the CdCl 2 treatment improves carrier collection from
the bulk as well as across the heterointerface. However, DLTS measurements detected
a hole trap within the CdTe depletion region of the CdC1 2-treated devices at E, + 0.64 eV
which is attributed to the formation of V cd-related defects as a result of the CdCl 2 +
anneal process. I-V-T analysis demonstrated that this trap is the probable source of
dominant recombination in the CdCl 2 treatedcells. An inverse correlation was found
between the density of the E., + 0.64 eV trap and cell V oc suggesting that the CdCl 2
treamnyvulitheCdT/Sclprfomaneusthrionf
defect complex is controlled or eliminated.
In addition to the CdTe cells, polycrystalline 1.7 eV CdZnTe films were grown by
MBE for tandem cell application. CdZnTe/CdS cells processed using the standard CdTe
cell fabrication procedure resulted in 4.4% efficiency, high series resistance, and a
bandgap shift to 1.55 eV. Formation of Zn-O at and near the CdZnTe surface is found to
be the source of high contact resistance. A saturated dichromate etch instead of
Br2 :CH3OH etch prior to contact deposition has been found to solve the contact
resistance problem. The CdCl 2 treatment has been identified to be the cause of the
observed bandgap shift due to the preferred formation of ZnC1 2. A model for the bandgap
shift along with a possible solution using an overpressure of ZnCl 2 in the annealing
ambient has been proposed. Development of a sintering aid which promotes grain growth
and preserves the optimum 1.7 eV bandgap is shown to be the key to successful wide
bandgap CdZnTe cells.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in polycrystalline thin film CdTe solar cells have generated a lot
of interest in this area. Thin film CdTe cell efficiencies in excess of 14% have been verified
with the potential of approaching 20%. However, in order to attain this potential,
considerable amount of basic research needs to be done. More specifically, there is a
need to understand the loss mechanisms including optical losses, bulk and interface
recombination, grain boundary effects and resistance losses. Several different
technologies have produced thin film CdTe cell efficiencies in excess of 10%. However,
different loss mechanisms are not understood well enough to make a precise comparison
between the technologies and provide guidelines for improvements. It may be necessary
to develop new tools and models, and apply existing tools more prudently, in order to
reveal and quantify loss mechanisms in CdTe solar cells.
The motivation for developing a wide bandgap photovoltaic material stems from
the fact that the optimum two cell tandem design consists of 1.7 eV bandgap cell on top
of a 1 eV bandgap cell. A high efficiency wide bandgap cell on top of a 15% efficient low
bandgap cell can give tandem cell efficiency on the order of 20%. Considerable progress
has been made on the bottom cell, particularly CuInSe 2 which has reportedly given a
small active-area efficiency > 14%. But the 1.7 eV bandgap material on II-VI elements for
the top cell has not yet been discovered.
There are two ways of realizing —20% efficient polycrystalline tandem solar cells.
The first approach involves improving the CdTe cell efficiencies in excess of 15% and
utilizing only a small amount of power from the bottom cell because of 1.5 eV bandgap

1

aimmill
of CdTe. The second approach is to develop a high efficiency ( > 10%) 1.7 eV bandgap

cell with significant subgap transmission and take greater advantage of the high efficiency
(-15%) bottom cell. This research addresses both approaches by fabricating CdTe as
well as 1.7 eV bandgap CdZnTe solar cells.
The overall goal of this program is to improve basic understanding of CdTe and
ZnTe alloys, by growing and characterizing these films along with cell fabrication. The
major objective is to develop wide bandgap (1.6-1.8 eV) material for the top cell, along
with compatible window material and transparent ohmic contacts, so that cascade cell
design can be optimized.
In this program, front-wall solar cells were fabricated with glass/Sn0 2/CdS window,
where the CdS film is thin in order to maximize transmission and current. Wide bandgap
absorber films (E g = 1.75 eV) were grown by MBE and MOCVD techniques, which
provide excellent control for tailoring the film composition and properties. CdZnTe films
were grown by MBE and CdTe films were grown by both MBE and MOCVD techniques.
All the as-grown films were characterized by several techniques such as surface
photovoltage spectroscopy (SPV), Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), and X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) for composition, bulk uniformity, thickness, film and
interface quality. Front-wall type solar cells were fabricated in collaboration with AMETEK
materials research laboratory using CdTe and CdZnTe polycrystalline absorber films. The
effects of processing on ternary films were studied by AES and XPS measurements
coupled with C-V and I-V-T measurements. Bias dependent spectral response and
electrical measurements were used to test some models in order to identify and quantify

dominant loss mechanisms.

2. TECHNICAL PROGRESS

The technical progress has been divided into five sections. The efficiency limiting
mechanisms in CdTe/CdS solar cells associated with CdS films are described in section
2.1. Section 2.2 describes the effects of CdC1 2 treatment on the electronic properties of
CdTe/CdS heterojunction and CdTe/CdS cell performance. Section 2.3 deals with the
contact induced instability in CdTe/CdS cell performance. Section 3.1 and 3.2 describe
the growth and process optimization of CdZnTe polycrystalline films for high efficiency
solar cells.

2.0 PROGRESS IN CdTe/CdS SOLAR CELLS
2.1 Efficiency Limiting Mechanisms Associated With CdS Films
2.1.1

Introduction

Polycrystalline thin film CdTe solar cells are one of the leading candidates for
terrestrial solar cell applications. Theoretical calculations predict an efficiency of 27%,
while the practically achievable efficiency is 22% (1,2). Recently, an efficiency of 14.3%
has been reported on CdTe films grown by closed space sublimation technique (3). In
order to obtain the practically achievable limit, many design modifications have been
suggested like replacing the CdS window layer by CdZnS with a bandgap of 2.8 eV and
the transparent conducting SnO 2 layer by ZnO to improve J sc (1,2). However, a
fundamental understanding of carrier loss and transport mechanisms at the CdTe/CdS
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heterojunction is necessary to improve Voc and fill factor values to the theoretical limit. In
CdTe/CdS solar cells, interface states play a major role in limiting the V oc (4,5). Several
factors such as surface condition of CdS prior to CdTe growth, CdTe growth conditions,
lattice mismatch, and the difference in thermal expansion coefficient between CdS and
CdTe dictate the interface state density. A surface treatment on CdS/Sn02/glass
substrates prior to CdTe growth is one of the methods to reduce interface states. Every
successful growth technique for fabricating CdTe/CdS solar cells today uses either a
chemical or thermal treatment to clean the Cds surface prior to CdTe deposition.
Several investigators have shown that thermal treatment of CdS in H2 atmosphere,
modifies the electrical properties of CdS (6-8). It was observed earlier that annealing CdS
films in H2 atmosphere at 400° C prior to deposition of CdTe modifies the defects and
transport mechanism of the CdTe/CdS heterojunction (9). However, the surface
modifications of CdS due to thermal treatment and its effects on cell performance have
not been studied in detail so far. A systematic study of pre-heat treatment of CdS prior
to deposition of CdTe by MOCVD has been conducted. Both beneficial and undesirable
effects of heat treatment on device performance are characterized and discussed.

2.1.2. Experimental

CdS film were deposited on commercially available Sn0 2/glass substrates by spray
pyrolysis at a substrate temperature of 450 ° C. Prior to CdTe deposition by MOCVD,
CdS/Sn02/glass substrates were annealed inside the reactor, in hydrogen atmosphere
in the temperature range of 300 to 450 ° C for five minutes. The surface modifications of
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CdS after each treatment were studied by Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) technique.
A 3 KeV electron beam with a current of 1.0 uA was used for AES measurements. Sputter
profiling was performed using a normally incident 2 KeV Ar ion beam at a current density
of 28 uA/cm 2. Electrochemical I-V and C-V measurements were performed to determine
carrier concentration and electrical characteristics of annealed CdS films using an
automated electrochemical etching profiler. An electrolyte, composed of 0.2M NaOH and
0.1 M EDTA, was used to form a Schottky barrier contact on the CdS surface for I-V and
C-V measurements.
CdTe films were deposited on annealed CdS/Sn0 2/glass substrates under the
same conditions, at a substrate temperature of 300° C. Dimethylcadmium and
diallyltellurium were used as Cd and Te sources, respectively. Front-wall n-i-p solar cells
were fabricated with glass/Sn02/CdS/CdTe/ZnTe/Ni structures. Dark and light I-V and
capacitance-frequency (c-F) measurements were performed to monitor the device
performance.
2.1.3. Results and Discussion

2.1.3.a.

Effects of Preheat Treatment of CdS on MOCVD-grown CdTe/CdS Solar
Cell Performance

C-V measurements indicated that annealing CdS films in hydrogen atmosphere at
450° C increased the doping concentration of CdS from —2 x 10 17 cm3 to —10 18 cm 3.
Several investigators have shown that adsorption of oxygen in CdS films increases the
grain boundary barrier height (6-8). The increase in grain boundary height reduces the
mobility and carrier concentration. Oxygen in grain boundaries gives rise to electron traps
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which reduce the carrier concentration by trapping electrons. Hydrogen annealing causes
desorption of oxygen from grain boundaries which reduces the intergrain barrier height
resulting an increase in carrier concentration and mobility. Annealing induced reduction
of grain boundary states and their effects on device performance were studied by
fabricating n-i-p cells on these substrates. Figure 2.1.1 shows the C-F data for cells
fabricated on annealed substrates.
CdTe/CdS devices fabricated on unannealed substrates showed highest
capacitance at all frequencies along with maximum dispersion in capacitance at lower
frequencies compared to devices fabricated on annealed substrates. Hydrogen annealing
not only reduced the absolute capacitance but also caused the capacitance to become
frequency dependent. In general, at low frequencies interface states or extraneous states
in the bandgap interact with voltage modulation, giving rise to increased capacitance (10).
Thus, decrease in absolute capacitance and its frequency dependence after annealing
suggests reduction of interface states. Similar behavior has been reported for
CuInSe2/CdS and closed space sublimation (CSS)-grown CdTe/CdS polycrystalline thin
film solar cells (9,10). The effects of reduction in interface states due to annealing are also
seen clearly in dark I-V measurements (figure 2.1.2), which show that CdTe/CdS diode
behavior improves with increasing annealing temperature. In order to determine the
variation in diode parameters quantitatively, a multivariable regression analysis was
performed. The measured dark I-V data were fitted to a single exponential diode given by
I = l o [exp{(q/AKT)(V-111 3)}-1] + (V-IR s)/Rsh
where A is the diode ideality factor, R s is the series resistance, l o is the saturation current
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density, and RSh is the shunt resistance of the diode. The results of the analysis are given
in table 2.1.1, which clearly show a decrease in 1 0 and series resistance with increasing
annealing temperature. The reduction in series resistance can be attributed to the
increased doping of CdS observed in C-V measurements. The improvement in 1 0 may be
due to the reduction in interface states density. Furthermore, the diode ideality factor
decreased from 2.1 to 1 .5, suggesting a possible change in the transport mechanism
across the CdTe/CdS interface. It has been shown earlier that in CdTe/CdS devices
grown by CSS technique, H2 annealing modifies the carrier transport from tunneling to
interface recombination (9).
The improvement in CdTe/CdS cell performance upon heat treatment is also
depicted in light I-V measurements shown in figure 2.1.3. Both open-circuit voltage and
fill factor increased with heat treatment, increasing the efficiency of CdTe/CdS device from
5.8 to 8.1% (table 2.1.2).
However, the J sc did not change appreciably after annealing which indicates that
the increase in open circuit voltage is due to the decrease in 1 0 . In this study, the CdTe
film thickness (1.5 urn) and growth conditions were not optimized, therefore, only 8%
efficiency was achieved. Nevertheless, the above results show a direct correlation
between pre-heat treatments and cell performance. Using the guidelines of the above
study for best pre-heat treatment and optimized CdTe thickness of 2.5 urn, we were able
to fabricate 9.7% efficient cell (11). In order to understand the source of these defects,
XPS and AES measurements were performed on various CdS films before and after the
preheat treatment. XPS data (figure 2.1.4) showed that the preheat treatment was able
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Table 2.1.1

Single diode parameter values of dark I-V data of CdTe/CdS
devices fabricated on substrates annealed at different
temperatures.
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XPS data on the surfaces of CdS substrates before and after
annealing at 450 • C In hydrogen atmosphere Inside the MOCVD
reactor.

to remove significant amount of oxygen from the CdS surface. Since it is known that
oxygen adsorbed on the surface of CdS gives rise to recombination centers (7), it is
reasonable to state that oxygen induced defects on the CdS surface could be responsible
for large number of interface states and poor performance of the untreated cells.
Although, the thermal cleaning of CdS/Sn0 2/glass substrates improves the final
device performance, it also introduces some undesirable effects on CdTe/CdS devices.
Figure 2.1.5 shows a comparison of AES spectra of CdS/Sn02/glass substrates before
and after 450 ° C anneal.
The Cd/S ratio was found to be uniform and higher on the surface of the
unannealed films compared to the bulk CdS. It is known that due to high vapor pressure
and growth temperature (450° C) of CdS films, sulfur evaporates from CdS surface during
deposition thus causing a higher Cd/S ratio on the surface (8). Also, the Cd/S ratio was
found to be higher on the surface of CdS films annealed up to 400 ° C. However, in the
case of substrates annealed at 450 ° C AES spectrum on CdS surface showed Cd
depletion. Since CdS films were grown at a temperature of 450 ° C, it is possible to have
evaporation of Cd from CdS. Also, for a particular annealing temperature, the surface of
CdS had varying Cd/S ratios indicating a non-uniform composition (figure 2.1.6). This
may have an adverse effect on large area devices, where uniformity is important.
The undesirable heat treatment effects described above significantly alter the I-V
characteristics of electrochemical Schottky barrier formed on CdS film, as shown in figure
2.1.7. The forward bias I-V curve of the substrate without any heat treatment has a single
slope indicating one dominant transport mechanism whereas, CdS films annealed at 450 °
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C show two different slopes. This suggests that the annealing-induced Cd depleted layer
(figure 2.1.6) may have defects which provide an alternative current path at lower voltages
which may degrade CdTe/CdS device performance by increasing diode current. In
addition, some investigators have reported (12,13) that presence of a CdS layer with
lower carrier concentration near the CdTe/CdS junction will reduce the open circuit
voltage. This has been experimentally verified in CuInSe 2/CdS solar cells by growing an
insulating layer of CdS near the heterojunction. Hence, even though devices made on the
annealed substrates gave better efficiency, annealing-induced undesirable effects may
limit further improvement in efficiency for a given cell design unless fabrication process
and design are optimized.
In order to understand the efficiency limiting mechanisms in CdTe cells light I-V and
bias dependent spectral response measurements were done on both p-n and p-i-n device
structures. Figures 2.1.8-2.1.9 show the comparison of light I-V and bias dependent
spectral response of 9.7% p-i-n and 9.9% p-n CdTe cells. The cell parameters are similar,
and in both cases the spectral response is fairly uniform with sharp cut-off indicating that
bulk recombination does not play a major role in the collection efficiency in either cell.
However, the spectral response of both cells show a strong wavelength independent bias
dependence, suggesting that defects at the CdS/CdTe interface are limiting the
performance of these cells by making the interface recombination velocity sensitive to
applied bias (11).
The fact that the 10% efficient cells, subjected to this 450 ° C/15 min. preheat
treatment, showed a strong bias dependence in the spectral response, suggests that
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preheat treatment is necessary but not sufficient to eliminate the detrimental effects of
interface recombination. However, depth resolved AES measurements made on the
annealed CdS film showed that 450° C heat treatment in hydrogen causes the CdS
surface to become Cd-deficient (Cd/S < 1) in addition to removing oxygen. It is well
known that Cd deficiency in CdS gives rise to an acceptor type defect level which is
situated at 0.26 eV above valence band (14). This can produce a high resistive CdS
surface layer, which is known to reduce V 0c and fill factor in CuInSe 2/CdS solar cells (12).
A similar mechanism is possible in CdTe/CdS cells which may in part be responsible for
limiting the efficiency to 10%.
In order to estimate the maximum attainable efficiency due to the improved quality
of the CdTe/CdS interface, model calculations were performed by using a collection
function approach. This was done by first calculating the collection function ( ratio of zero
bias quantum efficiency to quantum efficiency at different bias voltages) as a function of
applied bias using bias dependent spectral response data (figure 2.1.9). The loss in V o,
and fill factor due to the collection function were calculated according to (11,12):
AVoc = (AKT/q) (In n (Voc)
A FF = (Vmp/Voc) (1-° (Vri,p)
For 9.7 % efficient MOCVD CdTe cell, the calculated loss in V ac and fill factor were 0.05
V and 0.12, respectively. In addition, reverse bias spectral response measurements
indicate (figure 2.1.9) an additional loss of at least 10% (1.5 mA/cm 2) in Jsc due to
interface recombination. If these losses can be eliminated by improving the interface
quality then we project that cell efficiencies of 13.5% can be achieved from the MOCVD
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CdTe cells.
Further improvement in efficiency can be achieved by eliminating the loss due to
absorption of high energy photons in the thick (1500 A) CdS window layer. The 10% cells
had —1500

A

of CdS on Sn02, and the estimated loss in J ec due to absorption is 4

mA/cm 2 (2). This results in an additional loss of 0.02 volts and 0.08 in V„ and fill factor,
respectively. Thus, by eliminating this loss mechanism along with the interface
recombination, it is possible to achieve 18% efficient CdTe cells. Attempts are being made
to deposit thin CdS films by the chemical immersion method (15). We have successfully
grown CdS films in the thickness range of 400 to 1400

A

by controlling the immersion

time and have found an appreciable improvement in the transmission of 400

A CdS film

in the short wavelength range. Thus a combination of optimum preheat treatment, proper
Cd/Te ratio, and thin CdS films should yield a significant improvement in the MOCVD
CdTe cell efficiency.
Attempts were made to improve the interface quality by (a) controlling CdTe film
deposition conditions, (b) adjusting CdTe stoichiometry and (c) varying the CdS
thickness.
Since Cd deficiency in CdS is a potential source of interface defects, one way of
reducing such defects is to grow CdTe in Cd-rich conditions. This was attempted by
gradually increasing the Cd/Te ratio in the vapor from 0.4 to 4.0. The 10% cells were
grown with Cd/Te ratio of 0.4, in a Cd deficient ambient. The SPV responses of these
films were measured with light incident on the CdTe film side. Figure 2.2 1.10 shows
electrochemical SPV spectra of CdTe films grown on CdS with various Cd/Te ratios. In
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Is.

order to separate the electrolyte-CdTe junction contribution from CdTe/CdS interface
contribution only the SPV response in the long wavelength region is shown in the figure.
It is interesting to note that the Cd-rich films show a significant increase in the surface
photovoltage suggesting that the excess Cd in the CdTe film is eliminating the Cd
deficiency at the CdS/CdTe interface. Since SPV response is an indicator of V oc, it is
possible to expect higher Voc on films grown under Cd-rich condition compared to 10.9%
efficient CdTe cells grown in Te-rich ambient. The films are now being subjected to the
standard post deposition 400° C/30 min. air anneal for cell fabrication. If the higher SPV
response is maintained throughout the cell processing, then we should be able to attain
a higher Vcm and efficiency compared to the 10% efficient cells.
Also, the SPV spectra indicate, figure 2.1.11, that the films grown under Te-rich
conditions have slightly lower bandgap compared to the films grown under Cd-rich
conditions. The reduction of CdTe bandgap in CdTe/CdS structures was observed by
several investigators (16,17) after the post growth heat treatment and attributed to
interdiffusion between CdS and CdTe films. However, our data clearly show that the
bandgap reduction in Te-rich films takes place during the MOCVD growth of the CdTe
film, prior to the post-growth CdCl 2 heat treatment. We propose a model for the bandgap
reduction based on sulfur diffusion. The sulfur diffusion gives rise to defect states near
the bandedge and decrease the bandgap. Growth of CdTe films under Cd-rich conditions
reduces the Cd vacancies and retards the sulfur diffusion into the CdTe films. This
reduces the defect states near the bandedge and restores the bandgap of CdTe. Even
though we were able to reduce the interdiffusion by growing the CdTe under Cd-rich
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SPV spectra of CdTe/CdS structures grown under different
DIPTe/DMCd input gas ratios. East spectrum is normalized to
its maximum peak value to determine the bandgap.

conditions, the 400° C heat treatment used during the cell fabrication triggered the
interdiffusion and caused a bandgap reduction similar to what was found in films grown
under Te-rich conditions. Since 400 ° C heat treatment after the CdCl 2 dip is a necessary
step for efficient cell fabrication, it may not be possible to avoid the interdiffusion in the
current devices unless the cell fabrication procedure is altered. Modified heat treatment
such as rapid thermal annealing and/or addition of an interlayer may prevent the
interdiffusion to reduce the defects at the interface and restore the bandgap. It is
important to recognize that the magnitude of the bandgap shift does not limit the
efficiency but the interdiffusion induced defects responsible for the bandgap shift may
degrade the cell performance.
Another efficiency limiting mechanism is related to the CdS thickness. Figure 2.1.12
shows a comparison of the light I-V data for the two CdTe/CdS cells fabricated with thick
(3000

A)

and thin (1000

A)

CdS films. As expected, the thinner CdS film (1000

A)

increased the efficiency to 10.3% from 9.7% by increasing the J sc to 24.19 mA/cm 2.
Further reduction in the thickness of the CdS films to 600

A resulted in a net decrease in

the efficiency (8.9%) primarily due to the reduction in V„ (680 mV) and fill factor (0.55)
along with some decrease in J so (23.47 mA/cm 2). Pin-holes in the CdS films can cause
low shunt resistance which will reduce V„ and fill factor. In addition, CdS films were
deposited on the textured SnO 2 films which can aggravate the pin hole problem in the
CdS films. On the other hand, increasing the CdS thickness to 3000

A increased the V„

to 740 mV and, as expected, reduced the J sc to 22.10 mA/cm 2. However, the cell
efficiency increased to 10.9% which happens to be the highest efficiency for MOCVD-
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grown CdTe/CdS solar cell to date. The advantage of thinner CdS film is clear from the
spectral response data in figure 2.1.13. The short wavelength response is higher for the
cell with thinner CdS films because more high energy photons are able to reach the CdTe
film. These results suggest that to improve the CdTe cell efficiency further, the CdS layer
thickness should be optimized or replaced by a combination of thin CdS and wider
bandgap material such as ZnO.

2.2 The Effects of CdC1 2 on the Electronic Properties of Molecular Beam
Epitaxialty Grown CdTe/CdS Heterojunction Solar Cells
2.2.1. Introduction

Solar cells based on CdTe are one of the leading candidates for low-cost
conversion of solar energy due to their near optimum bandgap (1.45 eV), high absorption
coefficient, and manufacturability. High efficiency (— > 10%) thin film polycrystalline
CdTe/CdS solar cells have been fabricated by electrodeposition (1), physical vapor
deposition (2), close-spaced vapor transport (CSVT) (3), sintering (4), metal organic
chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) (5), and molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) (5). To
obtain high efficiency in all of these approaches, it is necessary to have CdTe grain sizes
of — 1 um or greater to avoid significant bulk recombination, large interface state density,
and high sheet resistance. A commonly used procedure to enhance the grain size and
density the CdTe film is the introduction of an annealing (or sintering) aid such as CdCl 2
2 treatment on eithrdungoafCTeilmrwth(6-8).nfluecothCd1
CdTe microstructure and solar cell performance has been previously investigated for
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CdTe films prepared by a high temperature (T > 600 C) sintering process (6-8) which
requires incorporation of CdCl 2 in the CdTe slurry prior to CdTe film formation. This
method has resulted in CdTe cell efficiencies in excess of 10%. However, polycrystalline
CdTe films prepared by techniques such as electrodeposition, physical vapor deposition,
MBE and MOCVD require a post-deposition heat treatment in the presence of CdCl 2 to
obtain high efficiency (9). To date, the observed beneficial effects of the CdCl 2 treatment
on device characteristics and performance are at best qualitatively understood. In order
to improve present-day CdTe/CdS cell efficiency beyond 13-14%, it is necessary to
quantify and improve the fundamental understanding of process-induced effects on the
bulk and interface properties of these cells.
In this section, MBE-grown polycrystalline CdTe/CdS solar cells are investigated
to quantify the mechanisms responsible for improved cell performance due to the CdCl 2
treamndvlpoces-inudftwhcmayiedvchartis
after the CdCl2 treatment. First, microstructural changes in the CdTe films due to postdeposition annealing with and without the CdCl 2 dip are investigated by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM). Second, electrochemical surface photovoltage (SPV) and biasdependent spectral response measurements are used to estimate the improvement in
bulk and interface quality of the CdTe/CdS cells due to the CdCl 2 treatment. Third, the
dominant current transport mechanisms in CdTe/CdS cells processed with and without
the CdCl2 treatment are studied by current density-voltage-temperature (J-V-T) analysis.
Finally, Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy (DLTS) measurements are performed to
identify traps which may dominate the current transport and limit the CdC1 2-treated
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CdTe/CdS cell performance. Attempts are made to correlate transport mechanisms and
traps within the CdTe cells to film microstructure, SPV and spectral response, and solar
cell performance in order to provide guidelines for achieving higher efficiencies.

2.2.2. Experimental Techniques

A. CdTe Growth and Cell Processing

Polycrystalline CdTe films were grown to a thickness of 2 urn by MBE on n-type
CdS/Sn02/glass substrates suitable for solar cell applications. (10) Prior to CdTe
deposition, the surface doping density of the CdS was found to be 5x10 16 cm-3 by
electrochemical C-V measurements. After the CdTe film deposition, CdTe/CdS structures
were dipped in a saturated CdC12:CH3OH solution and then annealed in air at 400 C for
35 minutes. (5,9) Selected samples from the same growth run were annealed in air at
400 C for 35 minutes without the CdCl2 solution to distinguish the effects of CdC1 2 on
CdTe material and device properties. Cell fabrication was completed by etching the
annealed CdTe surface in — 0.1% Br2:CH3OH, to remove residual surface oxides, followed
by a DI water rinse and blow dry in N2. Ohmic back contacts were formed on the etched
CdTe surface by evaporating 150 nm of Cu-doped ZnTe capped with 200 nm of Ni. (5)

B. Microstructural Studies

The grain size of the as-grown and processed CdTe/CdS structures was determined by
SEM. A beam voltage of 15 KV was used. To prevent sample charging effects, the CdTe
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surfaces were coated with 10 nm of gold.

C. Electrochemical Surface Photovoltage and Spectral Response Measurements
Process-induced effects on bulk and junction quality were monitored by electrochemical
SPV measurements, using the Polaron PN4200 electrochemical profiler with the PN4250
photovoltage spectroscopy accessory. The CdTe/CdS/Sn0 2/glass structures in the asgrown state, after air anneal, and after the CdC1 2 dip followed by air anneal were analyzed
in detail. A 0.2M NaOH + EDTA (ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid) solution was used to
form an electrochemical Schottky barrier to the CdTe surface and ohmic contact was
made to the underlying SnO2 with Indium. The samples were illuminated from the CdTe
side, through the electrolyte, by chopped light in the wavelength range of 700 -900 nm
and the resulting photovoltage was measured under open-circuit conditions to avoid
etching of the CdTe film by the electrolyte. The net open-circuit SPV signal at each
wavelength is the difference between the internal photovoltages generated at the surface
barrier and CdTe/CdS heterojunction. (11) To accurately compare material and junction
quality of different CdTe/CdS samples, it is necessary for the CdTe film thicknesses and
doping to be identical to insure that the same carrier generation profile is seen by the
collecting junctions in all of the samples. Our SPV setup uses low illumination intensity
such that the SPV magnitude is much less than kT. In this case, it has been shown that
the photovoltage generated at the CdTe/CdS heterojunction, ignoring the presence of the
electrolyte/CdTe surface barrier for now, can be approximated as (11,12)
SPV(A) = \loo(A) = [nkT/On(J pH/J0 + 1) z [nkT/q][J pH/J0] = [nkT/J0W(1)R(1)(1)
where n is the heterojunction ideality factor, J o is the "effective" junction leakage current
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density, F(A) is the photon flux absorbed in the quasi-neutral CdTe bulk, and R(A) is the
spectral response function which is comprised of contributions from the quasi-neutral and
depletion regions of both the CdTe and CdS and reflects bulk material quality. (12) Note
that the contributions from the CdS layer to R(1) can be ignored since the minimum
wavelength (maximum energy) of the photons incident on the CdTe surface was chosen
to be 700 nm (1.77 eV) which will not be absorbed by the 2.42 eV bandgap CdS layer.
Hence the magnitude of the SPV signal is proportional to both the CdTe/CdS junction
quality, through Jo and n, and CdTe material quality through R(1). The final SPV
spectrum is normalized to a calibrated photodiode to eliminate flux variations and the
spectrometer response. To support the results from the above SPV analysis, biasdependent spectral response measurements were performed on completed CdTe/CdS
cells processed with and without CdCl 2. A.C. photocurrent measurements were made
with 0 V d.c. and -0.5 V d.c. reverse bias applied across the device.

D. Dark J-V-T and Light J-V Measurements

Dark J-V-T measurements were performed to determine the current transport
mechanisms in CdTe/CdS devices fabricated with and without the CdCl 2 treatment. J-V
data were measured in the temperature range of 180 - 320 K in 10 K increments using
an automated J-V-T setup. The J-V characteristic at each temperature was fitted to a
parallel double diode equivalent circuit model with shunt resistance, R s , described by
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J = J i + J2 + (V - JRJ/R sh(2)
where
Ji = Jo, [exP[(q/A l kT)(V - JR5)] - 1 ] (3)
and
J 2 = .-102[exPi(cl/A2kT)(V - JRS)] - 1] (4)

A multivariable regression analysis was used to fit the data and obtain J01, J02, A1 , A2, Rs,
and Rsh with less than 5% error in the fit over the entire voltage range. The temperature
dependence of these parameters was used to determine current transport mechanisms
in each device. Solar cell data were determined by lighted J-V measurements taken at
300 K under 100 mW/cm2 AM1.5 conditions.

E. Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy (DLTS) Measurements
DLTS measurements were performed on Ni/ZnTe/CdTe/CdS/Sn0 2/glass structures
annealed with and without CdC1 2 to identify traps within the CdTe depletion. DLTS data
were taken using an automated DLTS spectrometer in a lock-in amplifier type
arrangement. The output signal was integrated and analyzed using five different weighing
functions from 4 msec. to 64 msec. A pulse width of 8 ms. was necessary to saturate
the detectable traps. Since the CdTe doping concentration (5x10 15 cre, as determined
by C-V measurements) is much less than that of the CdS, only the CdTe depletion region
is probed. A steady reverse bias of -400 mV was used and a pulse of + 300 mV was
applied to scan the CdTe depletion region. Spatial trap distributions were measured by
varying the reverse steady bias from -400 mV to -100 mV, but keeping the sum of the
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reverse steady bias and the pulse height constant at - 100 mV. In this way, the edge of
the depletion region is stepped toward the CdTe/CdS interface as the steady reverse bias
is decreased to provide a spatial trap profile in the CdTe depletion. The temperature of
each device is monitored by a thermocouple mounted directly on a glass slide of identical
thickness to the glass substrate of the CdTe/CdS device which was situated adjacent to
the device under test. Trap activation energies and cross-sections were determined from
the log(T2/em) vs. 1000/T Arrhenius plot. The trap emission rate for majority carrier holes
in the CdTe, emp , is given by
emp = Nvapvthexp[(Ev-ET)/kT] (5)
where the terms in eq. (5) have their usual meanings. (13)

F.

Photoluminescence (PL) Measurements

PL measurements were done on the finished devices which were treated with
different concentrations of CdC12 solution. PL measurements were done at a temperature
of 15K using 514 nm line of argon laser as an excitation source and GaAs photomultiplier
tube as a detector. A SPEX 1404 double spectrometer was used to collect the
luminescence spectrum.
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2.2.3. Results and Discussion

A.

Effects of CdCl2 Treatment on MBE-grown Polycrystalline CdTe Films and
Solar Cells

The CdCl2 dip prior to post-deposition annealing of small grain CdTe films grown by
electrodeposition and physical vapor deposition has been previously shown to be
necessary for grain growth and cell efficiencies in excess of 10%. (2,6-9) We have found
the same to be true for MBE-grown polycrystalline CdTe. The SEM photomicrographs
shown in Figure 2.2.1 indicate an estimated increase in average grain size from — 0.25
urn for the as-grown and air annealed films without a CdCl 2 dip to — 1 urn for the CdCl 2
treadn lfims.Noteha rngiowthsevdnfrai
annealed CdTe film without the CdCl 2 treatment. It is likely that the presence of CdCl 2
duringthealcsintergmhawinteCdTflmhacsto
decrease inter-grain pore size and increase average grain size. (7) The effect of this grain
growth on solar cell performance is shown in Table 2.2.1 which indicates a dramatic
improvement in all solar cell parameters, with the efficiency increasing from 1.3% to 8.6%.

B. Effect of CdCl 2 Treatment on the Photoresponse of CdTe/CdS Structures

CdTe grain growth is expected to reduce the bulk and interface state density which tend
to influence the spectral response and leakage current of the fabricated device. In order
to directly assess the effects of CdCl2 treatment on recombination at the CdTe/CdS
junction and in the CdTe bulk, SPV measurements were performed on CdTe/CdS
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(a)

(b)
1

ilm

(c)

1µm

Figure 2.2.1

SEM photomicrographs of (a) as-grown CdTe, and CdTe
annealed in air at 400 C for 35 minutes (b) without CdCl2 and (c)
with CdC12.
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Table 2.2.1

AM1.5 solar cell data for MBE-grown ZnTe/CdTe/CdS devices
processed with and without CdC1 2 fluxing agent.

treatment

Voc (DM Jsc (mA-cm)

EE

EFF (To) Rs n-an'l

no CdC12

385

103

0.32

1.3

3.6

with CdC12

720

23.1

031

8.6

.90
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structures with and without the CdC1 2 treatment, prior to back contact (ZnTe + Ni)
deposition. Samples of identical thickness from the same growth run, deposited on
identical substrates, were used for the SPV analysis. Figure 2.2.2 shows the measured
SPV spectra for (a) an as-grown sample, (b) a sample after air anneal and (c) a sample
dipped in CdC12 followed by an air anneal. The as-grown CdTe/CdS structure (curve a)
yields a small and flat SPV response prior to the CdTe bandedge — 850 nm), while the
air annealed structure without the CdC1 2 treatment exhibits a peak near the bandedge.
This peak can be attributed to the p-type conversion of CdTe (14) and subsequent
formation of a p-CdTe/n-CdS heterojunction after air annealing which aids in the collection
of carriers generated close to and within the CdTe depletion layer (recall that light is
incident on the CdTe side and not the CdS). However, even though annealing in air
without CdC12 aids in the formation of the CdTe/CdS junction, little or no improvement in
CdTe bulk diffusion length is evident based on the similar SPV response for shorter
wavelengths below the peak for both the as-grown and air annealed samples. In
contrast, the SPV response of the CdTe/CdS structure annealed after the CdC1 2 treatment
(curve c of Figure 2.2.2) is significantly larger at all wavelengths compared to the structure
annealed without CdC12, suggesting an increase in effective carrier collection length and
an improvement in CdTe bulk quality. Furthermore, the peak near the bandedge is even
more pronounced after the CdC1 2 treatment suggesting additional improvement in the
junction quality compared to CdTe/CdS annealed without the CdC1 2 dip. The trends in
the SPV spectra are consistent with CdC1 2-induced grain growth shown in Figure 2.2.1
suggesting that the SPV improvement results from a decrease in the density of grain
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CdCI2 + air anneal

air anneal

0
700 720 740 760 780 800 820 840 860 880 900

wavelength (nm)
Figure 2.2.2

SPV spectra of as-grown, air annealed, and CdCl 2 + air
annealed CdTe/CdS structures with light incident on the CdTe
surface.

boundary states throughout the CdTe bulk and depletion region. To investigate the role
of the CdCl 2 treatment on interface quality, bias-dependent spectral response
measurements were performed on solar cells fabricated from films annealed with and
without CdCl2. Figure 2.2.3 shows the spectral responses for each sample with and
without an applied reverse bias, revealing three important results. First, a significant
increase in absolute spectral response with the CdCl 2 treatment demonstrates reduced
interface recombination and increased carrier collection length. Second, while the
spectral response of both samples show a wavelength-independent increase with applied
reverse bias, the spectral response of the CdCl 2 treated samples show a smaller bias
dependence, suggesting an improved interface collection function (15) due to reduced
number of defect states at or near the CdTe/CdS interface after CdCl 2 treatment. Both
of these results are consistent with the SPV data. Finally, even after the CdCl 2 treatment,
appreciable bias dependence in the spectral response is evident suggesting that there is
still considerable interface recombination in this 8.6% efficient cell. The identification and
elimination of the states responsible for this recombination is necessary to increase device
performance further.

C. Effect of CdCl 2 Treatment on CdTe/CdS Junction Transport Properties

The dark J-V-T behavior of devices processed with and without the CdCl 2 process were
analyzed to investigate the effect of the CdCl 2 treatment on the diode transport
mechanisms in the CdTe/CdS cell. The measured and modeled dark InJ-V
characteristics of both samples are shown in Figure 2.2.4 as a function of temperature.
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Figure 2.2.3

Bias-dependent spectral response data of completed
NI/ZnTe/CdTe/CdS/Sn02/glass solar cells with CdCl 2 (solid
lines) and without CdC1 2 (symbols). The values of the applied
reverse bias are noted,

cu rrent density (A/cm2)

1.0E-03

1.0E-13
0.0
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0.4

0.6

0.8

junction voltage (V)
Figure 2.2.4
(a)

Measured (symbols) and modeled (lines J-V-T data for
(a) CdCl2 + air annealed and (b) air annealed without
CdC12Ni/SnTe/CdTe/CdS/Sn02/glass solar cells. Shown is
the current behavior as a function of Junction voltage (V-JR).
The average error of each fit is less than 5%.
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current density (A/cm 2)

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

junction voltage (V)
Figure 2.2.4
(b)

Measured (symbols) and modeled (lines J-V-T data for
(a) CdC12 + air annealed and (b) air annealed without
CdC12Ni/SnTe/CdTe/CdS/Sn02/glass solar cells. Shown is
the current behavior as a function of junction voltage (V-JR).
The average error of each fit is less than 5%.
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Each InJ-V curve was fit to the double diode equivalent circuit model described by eqs.
(2) -(4), and the fitting parameters for each cell as a function of temperature are
summarized in Tables 2.2.2 and 2.2.3. The InJ-V characteristics are plotted with respect
to the junction voltage (= V-J13,) to reveal the junction transport. The deviation from
linearity at higher bias voltages is due to the non-ohmic behavior of the back
Ni/ZnTe/CdTe contact at larger bias voltages. (16) Figure 2.2.4 shows significant
differences in the voltage dependence and magnitude of the diode current for devices
processed with and without CdCl 2, suggesting a change in the dominant mode of current
transport. To understand and quantify this difference, the dominant transport
mechanisms in each cell are described in the remainder of this section.
The dark current transport in the CdC1 2-treated cells above 220 K was best described by
a single diode model, viz.,
J = Jo, {exp[(q/A l kT)(V - Jig s)] - 1} + (V - JR s)/Rsh (6)
where
Joo1exg- AE/kT)(7)
which is the general form for recombination-controlled current transport. (17) For
interface recombination-dominated current transport, the value of A l should be — 1 for
this device structure (A 1 = 1 + (N AE cae)/(N D E cds) for interface recombination) and the
activation energy, AE, of the InJo, vs. 1000/T plot should be — 1.2 eV (built-in voltage of
the CdS/CdTe junction). (18) Neither of these conditions were met for the CdC1 2-treated
devices because A l = 1.75 and AE = 0.85 eV, Figure 2.2.5 and Table 2.2.2. Hence, it
is concluded that interface recombination is not the dominant transport mechanism for
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Table 2.2.2

t

Dark J-V-T parameters extracted from fit to eqs. (2) - (4) for
MBE-grown CdTe/CdS solar cell treated with CdCl 2 fluxing
agent. Diode 1 (subscript 1) represent the higher voltage region
of the J-V-T data and diode 2 (subscript 2) represent the lower
voltage region of the J-V-T curves. a l and a2 represent the
slopes of the InJ-V characteristics and a2 = 1/A2kT In the table.
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Table 2.2.3

Dark J-V-T parameters extracted from fit to eqs. (2) - (4) for
MBE-grown CdTe/CdS solar cell not treated with CdCl 2 fluxing
agent. J-V data below 240 K was dominated by resistance
terms and are not listed.
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Plot of InJoi vs. 1000/T for CdTe/CdS cells have undergone
CdCl2 + air anneal

CdC12-treated CdTe/CdS devices. If recombination through localized states within the
CdTe depletion region is dominant, then a plot of In(J 0172.5) vs. 1000/T should yield an
activation energy approximately equal to half of the CdTe bandgap. (17,19) Such a plot
is shown in Figure 2.2.6, yielding a AE value of 0.79 eV, close to half of the CdTe
bandgap. Hence it is likely that depletion region recombination dominates current
transport in the CdCl2 treatedcells. Furthermore, the A l value of 1.75 suggests that the
dominant path of recombination occurs through states displaced either above or below
midgap (A1 = 2 for a midgap recombination center). The presence and importance of
these states will be discussed later. Note that below 220 K the J-V-T behavior exhibits
temperature-independent InJ-V slopes (given by a l and a2 in Table 2.2.2 after correction
for series resistance) and weakly temperature dependent diode prefactors (J 01 and J02),
as determined by further computer fitting. These transport characteristics suggest that
a tunneling-type behavior is dominant at lower temperatures. Further analysis showed
that the observed characteristics at low temperatures were well described by a multi-step
tunneling model (20) which required — 40-50 tunneling steps through the CdTe depletion
region to fit the experimental J-V-T behavior, similar to previously reported results for. (15)
Note that two parallel diodes dictate the low temperature transport, as indicated in Table
2.2.2. The dominant mode of dark current transport in cells processed without CdCl 2 was
found to be significantly different than the CdCl 2 treatedcells. Analysis of the J-V-T
behavior (above 240 K) of the cells processed without the CdCl 2 treatment indicates
thermally activated current transport, but with a much lower activation energy of 0.56 eV
(Figure 2.2.7) compared to 0.85 eV for the CdC1 2-treated cell. This low value of AE (slope
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Pot of In0011-) vs. 1000/T for CdTe/CdS cells that have
undergone CdCl2 + air anneal.

of InJ01 vs 1000/T) is responsible for the large diode current and J 01 values observed for
the cells processed without CdCl 2. Furthermore, the current transport behavior cannot
be explained by depletion region recombination (in contrast to the CdCl 2 treatedcell),
interface recombination, or direct tunneling. This is evident from Table 2.2.3 which shows
that the diode quality factor (A 1 ) is > 2 and is temperature-dependent (recall that A l =
1.75 and was independent of temperature for the CdCl 2 treatedcell), eliminating the
possibility of simple depletion region and interface recombination. In addition, the InJ-V
slope (a 1 ) is temperature-dependent and J 01 is thermally-activated (Figure 2.2.6), which
eliminates the possibility of direct tunneling as the dominant transport mechanism.
Instead, current transport by thermally-assisted tunneling of holes from CdTe into interface
states followed by interface recombination was found to adequately explain the observed
J-V-T behavior of the CdTe/CdS heterojunctions processed without CdCl 2. The J-V-T
behavior is well described by the tunneling/interface recombination (T/IR) model of Miller
and Olsen (21) which approximates the thermally-assisted tunneling process by a series
combination of direct tunneling and pure interface recombination. According to the T/IR
model, (21)
J = J01 [exp[C(V - JRs)] - 1] + (V - JRs)/Rsh (8)
J0, = J 001 exp(-AE/kT)(9)
C = (1 - f)B + f/(ikT)(10)
where 0 E is the thermal activation energy shown in Figure 2.2.7, B is a temperatureindependent tunneling parameter, C is the slope of the InJ-V curves, and is represents the
voltage division between the CdTe and CdS. The value of the f parameter quantifies the
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Plot of InJoi vs. 1000/T for a CdTe/CdS cell annealed without
CdClr

4.2

degree of tunneling in the observed J-V behavior with f = 1 representing pure interface
recombination and f = 0 representing direct tunneling. By plotting the experimentally
determined values of C (=q/A l kT in Table 2.2.3) vs. 1000/T in Figure 2.2.8, the values
of (1-f)B and f/E in eq. (10) were determined to be 10.3 V -1 and 0.266, respectively,
indicating that the current transport in the cells processed without CdCl 2 is limited by both
interface recombination and tunneling, consistent with the lower barrier height observed
for these devices. Clearly, current transport via thermally-assisted tunneling, as described
by the T/IR model, significantly worsens cell performance of the CdTe/CdS devices in the
absence of the CdCl 2 treatment. It is apparent that the CdC1 2-induced grain growth is
necessary to decrease leakage current and increase V oc via reduction of interface state
density near the interface. However, even though the CdTe/CdS interface no longer
controls the dark diode current transport after the CdCl 2 treatment, the bias dependence
of the spectral response after CdCl 2 treatment (Figure 2.2.3) indicates that interface
recombination may still limit the collection of photogenerated carriers. This suggests that
the CdCl2 treatment removes enough interface states to alter the diode transport
mechanism and reduce the diode leakage current, but is less effective in removing
interface states that limit the photocurrent collection across the CdTe/CdS (recall the bias
dependent spectral response, Figure 2.2.3). To identify the origin and better understand
the role of process-related defects, DLTS measurements were performed on CdTe/CdS
cells processed with and without the CdCl 2 treatment and are discussed in the following
section.
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D.

Effect of CdCl 2 and Heat Treatment on Defect Generation in CdTe/CdS
Heterojunctions

Figure 2.2.9 shows a typical DLTS spectrum obtained for a CdTe/CdS device having
undergone an air annealing step with CdCl 2 which revealed a hole trap peak at — 330 K.
DLTS measurements were also performed on CdTe/CdS devices processed without
CdCl2 , but it was not possible to obtain useful data because of the large series resistance
in these samples which dominated the DLTS response. From the Arrhenius plot of
log (T2/emp) vs. 1000/T, constructed using weighing functions from 4 msec. to 64 msec.,
the hole trap in the CdCl2 treateddevice was found to be located at E„ + 0.64 eV 0.04
eV) with a cross-section of 8.2x10-16 cm2 and a trap density of 8x10 13 cm-3 (for the trap
shown in Figure 2.2.9). This energy level agrees well with Cd vacancy-related defects
such as doubly-ionized cadmium vacancies, Vcd-, or singly-ionized cadmium vacancyhalogen complexes such as (VcdCI)", both of which have been reported to contribute
acceptor-like traps in the range 0.54 to 0.9 eV above the valence band edge in CdTe after
heat treatments. (22-28) Since halogen ions are known to readily form complexes with
cadmium vacancies to give deep and shallow levels, it is likely that the E„, + 0.64 eV trap
results from (V cdCI)- defects. (27,28) However, further measurements are necessary to
determine the exact configuration of the defect responsible for this trap. The presence
of acceptor-like traps within the CdTe depletion region was found to adversely affect the
CdTe/CdS solar cell characteristics. Figure 2.2.10 shows the direct consequences of the
density of this defect on the measured V oc and Jse of different CdTe/CdS cells that have
undergone the CdCl 2 dip followed by heat treatment. It is clear from this figure that the
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Typical DLTS spectrum of a CdTe/CdS cell having undergone
an air anneal with CdCl 2 using a steady reverse bias of -400 mV
and a pulse height of 300 my, a pulse width of 8 msec. and a
rectangular weighing function with a period of 4 msec.
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Measured cell Vac and J,0 as a function of (V odCI) defect
concentration for different CdTe/CdS solar cells that have
undergone a 400 C air anneal with CdC1 2 as determined by DLTS
measurements.
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Voc is inversely proportional to the detected trap density while there is no apparent
correlation between Js, and the trap density. Presently, it is not clear why the trap density
shows a random spatial variation on a given sample with different cells and also from
sample to sample since no intentional attempt was made to introduce a variation. It has
recently been suggested that such variations can result from non-uniform drying of the
CdC12-methanol solution on the CdTe surface prior to heat treatment. (29) To determine
the variation in trap density as a function of depth, DLTS was performed in a multi-bias
mode. A decrease in trap concentration from — 8x10 13 CM-3 to 3x10 13 cm-3 was found
as the CdTe/CdS interface is approached by decreasing the depletion width. This is
consistent with Vcd and/or CI diffusion from the CdTe surface into the bulk as a result of
the 400 C anneal. From Figure 2.2.10, it is evident that the variations in V oc must result
from the diode leakage current, which was found to increase with increasing trap density,
since Jsc showed no such dependence. Recalling that diode current transport in the
devices processed with CdC1 2 is dictated by recombination via deep states within the
CdTe depletion region which is characterized by an A-factor of 1.75, the off-center
position of the trap at E., + 0.64 eV suggests that this level may be responsible for the
diode transport mechanism (note that an A-factor of 2 represents a midgap or E., + 0.75
eV trap in CdTe (17)) which in turn dictates V ow Hence, the CdCl2 dip and heat treatment
greatly improves the cell performance via grain growth, interface state density reduction,
and transport mechanism modification, but this process also appears to limit V oc by
cadmium vacancy-related defect formation. Further increases in V 0 and efficiency can
be expected if the generation of this defect can be reduced or eliminated. This may
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require further modification or optimization of the current cell processing schemes.
In order to understand systematically the role of chlorine-related defects in
CdTe/CdS cells, the concentration of CdCl2 was varied in the range of 0.25 to 1
(saturated). PL measurements were performed on finished devices to investigate the
defects produced by different CdCl 2 concentrations, because the DLTS measurements
were not successful in some cells due to high leakage current near the DLTS peak
temperature. Light I-V measurements were performed on the finished devices to monitor
the device performance and correlate it with the defects. Table 2.2.4 shows the
CdTe/CdS solar cell parameters measured immediately after the fabrication of the cells
treated with different CdCl 2 concentrations.
It is clear from the table that V oc and fill factor are a strong function of the CdCl 2
s, shows a weak dependence on CdCl 2 concentration. The data in conetraiwhlJ
Table 2.2.4 also show that the saturated CdCl 2 solution often used by the investigators
(1,2) is not the optimum. Figure 2.2.11 shows the PL spectra of CdTe/CdS devices

Table 2.2.4 Variation of CdTe/CdS cell parameters for cells treated with different
CdCl2 concentrations.

CdCl2

Efficiency
concentration

0.25
0.50
0.75
1.0

8.8
10.8
9.6
7.02
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FF

(111V)

Jsc
mA/cm2

693
707
695
657

24.2
25.5
25.6
21.7

52
59
54
49

40000.000

Voc (mV)
606
622
656
659

In tens ity ( cp s)

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

8

8500

8000

Wavelength (A)
Figure 2.2.11

PL spectra of CdTe/CdS structures treated with different CdC1 2
concentrations, (a) 100% (saturated), (b) 50%, (c) 25%, and (d)
75%. The corresponding measured Voc on these structures are
also shown.

9000

treated with different CdCl2 concentration. PL spectra showed two common features, a
peak around 7900 A and a broad band centered around 8400
centered around 8400

A.

In CdTe, the broad band

A is generally attributed to structural defects, native defects or Vcd-

CI defect complexes. (27,30,31) The peak at 7900

A is attributed to Cd vacancies. (32) The

intensity or the peak amplitude of the broad band at 8400

A is directly proportional to the

defect concentration in the sample. Several investigators have studied the effects of
chlorine in single crystal CdTe by PL and DLTS measurements (9,27,30-32). Chlorine is
a donor in CdTe and is also known to form defect complexes with Cd vacancies, which
are produced during the heat treatment. Chlorine-cadmium vacancy complexes are
acceptor type and give rise to shallow and deep energy levels depending on the type of
defect complex. According to the literature (27,30-32) the chlorine-cadmium defect
complexes have energies in the range E,„ + 0.15 - E„ +0.9 eV. Generally, PL
measurements give information about shallow levels and DLTS gives information about
deep levels. The fact that the PL broad band around 8400

A has been attributed to Vcd -CI

complex in the literature (32), and the intensity of the PL band and the density of +
0.64 eV DLTS peak both are inversely proportional to Vow suggests that both the defects
are probably chlorine related complexes formed during the CdCl 2 treatment. Thus, on one
hand CdCl2 treatment is critical to high efficiency CdTe cells but on the other hand it could
place an upper limit on the practically achievable efficiency unless the CdCl 2 process is
modified or optimized.
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2.3. Cu/Au Contact Induced Instabilities In CdTe/CdS Cells

Long term stability is critical for terrestrial solar cells. The CdTe/CdS cells are
known to be sensitive to moisture induced degradation (1). However, proper
encapsulation can mitigate this problem for cells with graphite contacts. We have been
using Cu-Au contacts and have noticed considerable degradation in our recent high
efficiency (10-12%) cells. We were able to obtain cell efficiencies as high as 12%
immediately after the cell fabrication. However, after two to three weeks of storage in the
laboratory atmosphere (not in the desiccator), the cell efficiency degraded to —10%. This
degradation in efficiency is associated with significant reduction in V oc and fill factor and
a modest decrease in J. Table 2.3.1 shows the light I-V data of CdTe cells as a function
of storage time. It is clear from the table that after the rapid initial degradation the cell
efficiency nearly stabilizes. It was also found that the higher efficiency cells degrade more
compared to the lower efficiency cells. Such degradation was observed primarily in cells
with Cu/Au contacts (2). ZnTe or graphite contacts to CdTe have been found to be more
stable (2).

Table 2.3.1 Solar cell parameters of CdTe/CdS cell as a function of storage time

Cell
Parameters

One day

Four
Weeks

Br:MeOH
etch

Voc(mV)
Jsc (mA/cm2)
FF(%)
Efficiency

756
24.5
64
11.9

709
23.8
59
10.1

742
24.1
62
11.2
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In order to understand the contact degradation mechanism further and recover the
cell efficiency, the degraded CdTe cells were treated in Br:MeOH etch for seven seconds.
It was found that after the Br:MeOH etch both V oc and fill factor values were restored to
almost 90% of the original values, as shown in the table 2.3.1 This suggests that oxidation
of Cu or Te is the probable cause of cell degradation and the Br:MeOH etch is able to
reduce those oxides. Formation of such oxides could result from the lack of humidity or
moisture control in the laboratory. Further investigation is necessary to determine the
exact mechanism, however, our data show that this degradation is not permanent and
is reversible to a large extent.
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3.0 PROGRESS IN CdZnTe SOLAR CELLS
3.1. A Study of Polycrystalline CdZnTe/CdS Films and Interfaces
3.1.1. Introduction

In recent years, CdTe has become a strong candidate for photovoltaic applications
due to its optimum bandgap, high absorption coefficient, and ease of deposition. Cell
efficiencies of —13% have been reported for single crystal CdTe solar cells (1) and greater
than 14% for polycrystalline thin film CdTe cells.(2) It has been projected (3) that thin film
cell efficiencies in the range of 15-20% can be obtained by a tandem cell design
consisting of two cells of different bandgap semiconductors on top of each other (1.7 eV
on 1.1 eV). Cd i .xZnxTe is a good candidate for the top cell since its bandgap can be
tailored between 1.45 eV (CdTe) and 2.26 eV (ZnTe) by adjusting the film composition.
However, very few attempts have been made to grow these films in polycrystalline form
(4-6) and hence little is known about the properties of such films, particularly when grown
on coated glass substrates that are suitable for solar cells. Good control of bulk
composition and reduced or no interdiffusion at the CdZnTe/CdS interface is important
for high performance devices based on these materials.
In this work, polycrystalline Cd i _xZnxTe films were grown by molecular beam epitaxy
(MBE) on CdS/Sn02/glass substrates to form frontwall solar cell structures. X-ray

diffraction (XRD), electrochemical surface photovoltage (SPV), and Auger electron
spectroscopy (AES) measurements were performed to determine the proper growth
conditions for obtaining a uniform bandgap and composition throughout the film and an
abrupt film/CdS interface. In this paper we report growth-induced variations in the
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composition and interlace quality of the heterojunctions formed by MBE and MOCVD
grown polycrystalline ternary films.

3.1.2. Growth and Characterization of Films

Polycrystalline Cd i ,ZrixTe and CdTe films were grown by MBE using a Varian Gen
II MBE system. Elemental sources with a purity better than 5N were used for all

constituents. The films were grown on CdS/Sn0 2/glass and glass substrates which were
cleaned by standard degreasing procedures. The substrates were baked in a vacuum
of — 1x10-7 torr at 250 C for 2 hours prior to film growth. During film growth, the
substrate temperature was kept at 275 C for 30 minutes to commence film growth and
increased to 300 C for the remainder of the run. Growth rates were typically — 1 um/hr
for both the Cd i ,ZnxTe and CdTe films.
X-ray diffraction studies were performed to estimate the film composition using a
Phillips PW1800 automatic diffractometer with 1.504

A

Cu-Ks radiation. The lattice

constants, a, of the Cd i _xZnxTe films were determined from the XRD data by plotting the
lattice parameter, a(0), against its angular dependence (0) and determining the intercept
according to (7)

a(0) = 0.5[(cos 20/sin0) + (cos 20/0)]

(1)

where 20 is the diffraction peak position. The film composition (x) was determined from
the lattice constant according to (8)
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a(x) = 6.481 - 0.381x (A),

for Cd i ,ZnxTe

(2)

where x is the atomic concentrations of Zn in the Cd i ,ZnxTe.
The absorption edge or bandgap of the films was estimated by a nondestructive
electrochemical SPV measurement in which an electrolyte composed of 0.2M NaOH and
0.1 M EDTA (ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid) forms a Schottky barrier contact with the film
surface. This barrier separates the photogenerated carriers to produce the open circuit
voltage as a function of incident wavelength. This technique is also capable of providing
information about bandgap variations within the film because the
electrolyte/semiconductor junction can be biased so that controlled etch-steps can be
made between SPV measurements. Hence, compositional variations in the direction of
film growth can be monitored. This technique has been discussed in more detail
elsewhere. (9,10) Bandgaps of the films were estimated from the wavelength (1) at the
midpoint of the absorption edge (E 9 (eV) = 1.24/1(um)) in the SPV response. It should
be noted that in certain cases, the sharpness of the absorption edge can be influenced
by the diffusion length and film thickness.
To gain further confirmation on the compositional uniformity of the ternary films,
AES profile measurements were performed using a Physical Electronics Model 600
Scanning Auger Muftiprobe. The angle between the sample normal and the electron
beam was 45° . All AES data were taken using a 3 KeV electron beam with a current of
1.0 uA. Sputter profiling was performed using a normally incident 2KeV Ar ion beam at
a current density of 28 uA/cm 2.
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3.1.3. Results and Discussion

A.

MBE-grown polycrystalline Cd 1_,Znje films

In order to achieve optimal composition (x=0.3-0.4) or bandgap (1.65-1.75 eV) for tandem
solar cell applications, MBE films were grown with various Zn/(Cd +Zn) ratios. Figure
3.1.1 shows a comparison of XRD spectra of a CdTe film and a Cd i ,Zrcre film grown
with a Zn/(Cd+Zn) beam flux ratio of 0.4 on CdS/Sn0 2/glass substrates. A comparison
of the peak positions and relative amplitudes in each diffraction pattern with the tabulated
values (10) suggests that in both cases the CdTe cubic structure is the only detectable
phase. By determining the lattice parameter (a(6)) associated with each major Cd i _xZnxTe
diffraction peak, the lattice constant (a) of the film was determined according to equation
(1). By combining this information with the measured bandgap from the SPV (Figure
3.1.3a) for several films grown with various Zn/(Cd +Zn) beam flux ratios, a correlation
was established between the growth conditions (Zn/(Cd +Zn) beam flux ratio), film
composition, and bandgap for the MBE-grown polycrystalline Cd i ,ZnxTe films and is
shown in Figure 3.1.2. A linear dependence was found between these parameters for the
composition range investigated which indicates proper substitution of Zn for Cd in the
MBE films. This result is consistent with data reported for single crystal Cd i ,ZnxTe films

grown by other techniques (6,8), suggesting that grain boundaries do not influence the
reproducibility and control of film composition. Furthermore, this linear relationship was
found to be independent of growth rate and Te flux.
Figure 3.1.3a shows an SPV spectrum of a Cd i _xZnxTe film grown on the
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(b) CdTe.

Figure 3.1.1

X-ray diffraction spectra of MBE-grown polycrystalline (a)
CdZnTe and (b) CdTe films
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Figure 3.1.38

(a) SPV spectra and (b) Auger depth profile of an MBE-grown
Cd7.nTe flm with a bandgap of 1.7 eV on a CdS/Sn0 2/glass substrate.

CdS/Sn02/glass substrate. The sharp absorption edge indicates that the film has
uniform composition and negligible sub-bandgap absorption. The compositional
uniformity in the direction of film growth was investigated in more detail by Auger depth
profiling. Figure 3.1.3b shows a uniform distribution of Cd, Zn, and Te throughout the film
thickness, consistent with the sharp SPV cutoff.

3.2. Process Optimization of CdZnTe Polycrystalline Films for High Efficiency
Solar Cells
3.2.1. Introduction

Thin film polycrystalline cell efficiencies higher than 20% can be achieved using a
tandem cell design. For a two cell tandem design, the optimum bandgaps for the top and
bottom cells are 1.7 eV and 1 eV, respectively (1). Considerable progress has been made
in the area of the bottom cell, with small area CuInSe 2 cell efficiencies in excess of 14%
recently been reported recently (2). However, a compatible wide bandgap (1.7 eV)
material for the top cell has not yet been developed. CdTe and CdZnTe alloys are
considered for top cell applications. CdTe is a promising polycrystalline wide bandgap
material that has given small area single cell efficiencies in excess of 14% (3). However,
the CdTe bandgap is 1.45 eV instead of 1.7 eV which is optimum for the top cell. Thus,
there are two approaches for realizing the goal of 20% efficient polycrystalline cells with
a tandem structure. The first approach involves improving CdTe cell efficiencies in excess
of 15% and augmenting that with a small amount of power from the bottom cell. The
second approach involves developing a 1.7 eV bandgap CdZnTe top cell with efficiency
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of —10% so that to take greater advantage of the bottom cell efficiency due to higher
subgap transmission. This paper describes the investigation of growth and process
optimization of CdZnTe cells in order to understand the efficiency limiting defects and
mechanisms. Future directions are suggested to improve their efficiencies to a point
where they can be a potential candidate for — 20% tandem cells.

3.2.2. Experimental

A. Film growth
MBE Cd,_xZnxTe (x = 0.35, will be referred as CdZnTe) films were grown using a Varian
Gen II MBE system and elemental sources were used for all constituents having a purity
of at least 5N. The substrates were baked out at 250° C for 3-4 hours before film growth.
The substrate temperature was kept at 275 ° C for 30 minutes to initiate film growth and
increased to 300° C for the remainder of the run (4).

B. Cell Fabrication
P-i-n front-wall solar cells were fabricated at AMETEK applied materials laboratory. After
a dip in a saturated CdCl 2:CH3OH solution, the CdTe/CdS structures were annealed at
400° C for 30 minutes in air. Annealed films were etched in bromine-methanol solution for
5 sec followed by an evaporation of 1000

A of Cu-doped p + ZnTe film. Small area (8 mm 2)

Ni contacts were evaporated to form an ohmic contact (5).
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C. Material and device characterization

Electrochemical surface photovoltage (SPV) measurement, Auger electron
spectroscopy (AES), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and transmission
measurements were used for optical, physical and chemical characterization of the films.
J-V-T, frequency dependent C-V, and bias dependent spectral response measurements
were used to characterize device properties.

3.2.3 Results and Discussion

Polycrystalline CdZnTe films with a 1.7 eV bandgap were successfully deposited
by MBE on CdS/Sn02/glass substrates (4). However, CdZnTe solar cells fabricated by
the identical process sequence used successfully for high efficiency CdTe cells gave
efficiencies of only — 4.4%. In addition, the CdZnTe bandgap shifted from 1.7 eV to 1.55
eV and the series resistance (— 2-6 ohm-cm 2) was 3-5 times higher than in the
counterpart CdTe solar cells. Detailed investigations were conducted to understand and
remove the source of these problems.
In order to find and eliminate the source of high resistance, depth-resolved AES
and ESCA measurements were performed near the CdZnTe surface after annealing (400 °
2 treatment) and subsequent chemical etching to C,30min.arwthoueCdl
investigate process-induced changes in the CdZnTe surface which can prevent the
formation of good ohmic contacts (6). ESCA analysis and AES profiles in Figure 3.2.1
show that without any post-anneal chemical etch, a significant amount of Cd-O, Te-O and
Zn-O are present at and below the CdZnTe surface. After an etch in Br 2:CH3OH, which
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was used in the standard cell fabrication prior to ZnTe/Ni back contact deposition, both
Cd and Te oxides were removed from the surface but the Zn-O remained at and below
the surface, responsible in part for the high series resistance. In addition, the CdZnTe
surface is not as Te-rich (Te/(Cd +Zn)— 1.2) compared to the counterpart CdTe surface
where Te/Cd ratio is — 1.5-2. It has been suggested shown that a Te-rich surface can
facilitate the ohmic contact formation on p-type CdTe (7).
In an attempt to remove the Zn-O and make the CdZnTe surface Te rich, various
chemical etchants were investigated. Figure 3.2.1 shows that a post-anneal saturated
dichromate (K2Cr207:H2SO4) etch removed the near surface region that contained Zn-O
and yielded a — 0.15 urn Te-rich surface layer with little or no detectable trace of Cd, Zn,
or oxygen. C-V measurements made on the dichromate-etched surface confirmed a much
higher carrier concentration of — 2x10 17 cm -3 in the Te-rich surface layer which gradually
dropped down to the bulk doping concentration of — 5x10 15 cm -3 over a distance of 0.15
urn (6). This should eliminate the contribution from high contact resistance to the
measured high series resistance.
The next step was to investigate the process-induced bandgap shift observed in
processed CdZnTe films. AES depth profiles shown in Figure 3.2.2 and the SPV spectra
in Figure 3.2.3 after the standard air anneal, with and without the CdCl 2 treatment, clearly
demonstrate that it is not the air anneal itself, but the CdCl 2 treatment coupled with the
air anneal that is responsible for the bandgap shift. Note that the cells were fabricated
with the CdCl 2 treatment. The Auger profiles show that after the CdCl 2 treatment, outdiffusion of Zn from the bulk toward the surface occurs which reduces the bulk Zn
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Auger depth profiles of air annealed CdZnTe films after
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Auger depth profiles of air annealed CdZnTe films (a) without
CdCl2 treatment and (b) with CdCl 2 treatment.
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Electrochemical surface photovoltage spectra of air-annealed
CdZnTe/CdS structures with and without the CdC1 2 treatment.

content and decreases the bandgap, as demonstrated by the shift in the cut-off edge
toward the longer wavelength in the SPV spectra of Figure 3.2.3. A proposed model for
the phenomenon stems from the fact that thermodynamically, the formation of ZnCl 2 is
preferred over CdCl2. (8) Therefore, introducing CdCl2 onto the surface and into the
CdZnTe bulk triggers the formation of ZnCl 2 which has a much higher vapor pressure and
lower melting point (318 C (8)) than CdCl 2, resulting in the out diffusion of Zn. This
process, where Cd from the CdCl 2 substitutes for lattice Zn, resulting in ZnCl 2 formation
can be described by the following equation:
Cd l _xZnxTe + yCdCl2 i. Cd l .x+ Znx.yTe + yZnCl2
Note that if y > x, all of the Zn will be consumed and CdZnTe will reduce to CdTe.
Surface photovoltage data (Figure 3.2.3) taken on the CdZnTe/CdS structures
show that if the CdCl 2 treatment is bypassed to preserve the bandgap, a very weak
photoresponse is observed, resulting in only 1-2% efficient cells. However, the SPV data
clearly show that incorporation of CdCl 2 during the processing of CdZnTe cells resulted
in much higher photovoltages but the cutoff edge (or bandgap) shifted from 1.7 eV to
1.55 eV. The CdCl 2 treatment was also found to reduce the series resistance of the
CdZnTe/CdS cells by a factor of — 10.
The CdCl2 treatment is necessary for obtaining high efficiency CdTe solar cells via
grain growth, reduction in recombination, and improved current transport properties.
However, the effect of CdCl 2 on CdZnTe cell properties is significantly more complicated.
Transmission measurements indicate that it is the presence of the CdCl 2 during the
annealing step of the process induces the observed shift in the CdZnTe bandgap.
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Nevertheless, the CdCl 2 appears to be necessary to have any efficiency at all, as
demonstrated by the comparative cell performance of CdZnTe cells annealed with and
without CdCl2.
A model, which follows from a similar argument suggested for polycrystalline
CdZnTe films treated with CdCl 2, is proposed to explain the bandgap shift observed for
the CdZnTe films based on the following key observations. (9-11) The Auger depth
profiles show that the presence of CdCl 2 during the heat treatment results in extreme outdiffusion of Zn from the bulk toward the surface. This reduces the bulk Zn concentration
and causes the observed decrease in the CdZnTe bandgap. Second, the SPV spectra,
reveals not only the bandgap shift but also a significant increase in the magnitude of the
SPV response which suggests improved photocollection after the CdCl 2 treatment,
although the improvement is still less than observed for CdTe devices. Third, electron
microscopy showed that the grain size of the as-grown CdZnTe films increased from —0.1
um to — 0.3 urn after the films were annealed with the CdCl2 treatment. This represents
an improvement but significantly less grain growth compared to the CdTe cells. Finally,
the formation of ZnCl 2 at the annealing temperature is much more likely than CdCl 2, by
virtue of its lower formation energy. The following model is proposed to describe the
formation of ZnCl2 at the expense of lattice zinc:

Cc1 1_,ZrixTe + yCdCl2 Cd,_„ yZnx_yTe + yZncl2

SinceZCl
2 has a low melting point (318 °C), and a high vapor pressure
at the 400 °C
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anneal temperature (8), it can be deduced that loss of Zn from the film (bandgap shift)
occurs via evaporation of ZnCl 2 which is formed due to the reaction of CdZnTe with CdCl 2
2 substitutes for lattice Zn. This reaction reduces the amount inwhcCdfromtel
of CdCl2 present in the film which explains the poor photoresponse and grain growth due
to reduced sintering. From the above discussion, either a modification of the CdCl 2
procesadifntrgsecayforbtingecCdZTsolare,
while maintaining the desired 1.7 eV bandgap. Alternative methods for achieving this goal
in accordance with the model proposed in the previous section are investigated.
Eq. (1) suggests that decreasing the concentration of the CdCl 2 solution used prior
to the annealing should reduce the bandgap shift. This was experimentally confirmed by
steadily decreasing the CdCl2 concentration from the saturated concentration in methanol
(1 gram/100 ml), which is known to be optimum for CdTe solar cells (12). However, the
improvement in bandgap retention was accompanied by a reduction in the SPV
photoresponse due to the reduced grain growth compared to cells processed with the
saturated CdCl2 solution. This is consistent with findings for CdTe which also shows a
decrease in grain size and photoresponse with decreasing CdCl 2 concentration (12).
Hence, decreasing the CdCl 2 concentration alone is not the solution for the coupled
bandgap shift and poor photoresponse. Similarly, it was found that reducing the anneal
temperature to slow the chemical reaction and inhibit the formation of ZnCl 2 was able to
maintain the original 1.7 eV bandgap but again at the expense of poor photoresponse.
An anneal temperature of 400 °C was found to be necessary for obtaining reasonable
photoresponse.
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Since the bandgap shift appears to result from the substitution of Cd for Zn,
attempts were made to supply excess Zn by dipping the CdZnTe films in solutions of
CdC12 + ZnCl2 of various combinations prior to annealing at different temperatures. Only
limited success was obtained using this method since the ZnCl 2 readily evaporates from
the surface at temperatures greater than 320 °C due to its high vapor pressure (8).
Annealing at lower temperatui =es, below 320°C, were performed to retain the volatile
ZnCl2, but this resulted in little or no grain growth and poor photoresponse. Thus it
appears that ZnCl 2 with its high vapor pressure evaporates too fast and behaves as a
poor sintering aid under these annealing conditions.
One way to inhibit the evaporation of ZnCl 2, and hence Zn out diffusion and poor
grain growth, is to perform the anneal in a sealed ambient system containing an
overpressure of ZnCl 2 instead of the open tube furnace used thus far. This approach was
found to be successful in eliminating similar CdC1 2-induced effects in polycrystalline
CdZnS films. Figure 3..2.4 shows the apparatus assembled for this purpose to emulate
a sealed ampule. To supply a controlled overpressure of ZnCl 2 into the annealing
ambient, an alumina crucible was constructed with four 1 mm holes drilled into the lid.
The thickness of the crucible floor was milled down to 1/32 of an inch to insure fast
heating of the enclosed ZnCl 2 powder. Calculations showed that at least 3.1 milligrams
of ZnCl 2 powder was necessary to maintain the equilibrium vapor pressure of ZnCl 2 in the
volume of this annealing chamber. Hence, to insure an overpressure of ZnCl 2, 0.2 grams
of ZnCl2 powder was loaded into the crucible. The ZnCl 2 crucible was placed in the
annealing chamber on a quartz plate as shown in Figure 3.2.4. A CdZnTe sample was
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Figure 3.2.4

Simplified Diagram of Closed System Annealing Furnace.
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dipped in the saturated CdCl 2 solution, air-dried, and then placed on the quartz stage,
adjacent to the ZnCl 2 crucible in the furnace. The chamber was then sealed and the air
was allowed to flow into the chamber for five minutes during which time the valves were
closed and the system was sealed. The CdZnTe sample and ZnCl 2 crucible were then
slowly heated to the desired temperature (400 °C) using a heater mounted directly beneath
the quartz base plate. To prevent condensation of ZnCl 2 onto the walls of the annealing
chamber, the quartz bell jar was heated by a wrapped and insulated heater wire. The
chamber walls were heated to a temperature of 330 °C, which is above the melting point
of ZnCl2.
Figure 3.2.5 shows the SPV response of a CdZnTe/CdS structure that was
annealed in the system described. The SPV responses for an as-grown film, a film
annealed in the open tube furnace after a dip in CdCl 2 + ZnCl2, and a film annealed in
the open tube furnace after a straight CdCl 2 dip are also plotted in Figure 2 for
comparison. It is shown that the closed system anneal resulted in smaller bandgap shift
compared to the CdZnTe structures annealed in the open tube furnace with both CdCl 2
2 + ZnCl2 treatments. Furthermore, the SPV response is significantly higher andCl
than the response of the sample treated with CdCl 2 + ZnCl2 in the open tube furnace.
Note however, that the response is still considerably lower than the SPV response of the
CdCl2 treated sample annealed in the open tube furnace. This may be due to some
competition between the CdCl 2 sintering the film and the CdCl 2 reacting with the ZnCl 2 in
the ambient. These observations suggest that a closed system anneal may be necessary
to increase the grain size while maintaining the bandgap of the CdZnTe film if CdCl 2 is
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SPV Spectra of (a) As-Grown and CdZnTe/CdS Structures
Processed Using (b) the Closed System Furnace, and the Open
Tube Furnace With (c) CdCl 2 + ZnCl2 and (d) CdCl 2 Treatments.
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involved in the sintering process. More research is necessary on this promising
technique to optimize the conditions in order to achieve an efficient CdZnTe cell with 1.7
eV bandgap.
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4. SUMMARY OF THE PROJECT
4.1. Progress in CdTe/CdS Solar Cells
4.1.1. Efficiency Limiting Mechanisms Associated With CdS Films

Oxygen in CdS grain boundaries is known to be a detrimental recombination
center. Attempts were made to reduce CdS film by in-situ heat treatment in hydrogen
atmosphere in the MOCVD reactor prior to the deposition of CdTe film. We found that
annealing of CdS films at temperatures greater than 400 ° C in hydrogen atmosphere
indeed improves the CdTe/CdS cell performance. This is consistent with the results of
other investigators who showed that the thermal treatment of CdS in hydrogen
atmosphere modifies the transport mechanism at the CdTe/CdS heterojunction. Our XPS
results show that this heat treatment removes the oxygen from the CdS and, thereby,
reduces the interface states. Besides producing the above beneficial effects, the heat
treatment also causes some detrimental effects such as non-uniform Cd/Te ratio on the
surface with Cd-deficient CdS surface layer as observed in the Auger spectra. In order
to reduce the Cd-deficiency on the CdS surface due to the above heat treatment,
attempts were made to grow CdTe films under Cd-rich conditions to replenish the Cd
deficiency.
The surface photovoltage spectra (SPV) of CdTe/CdS structures grown under
different Te/Cd input gas ratios showed that the SPV response increases considerably
as the cadmium concentration increases in the gas phase. Since the SPV response is
indicative of Voc, it is reasonable to expect higher V 00 on films grown under cadmium-rich
conditions. The SPV spectra also showed that the films grown under Te-rich conditions
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have slightly lower bandgap compared to the films grown under Cd-rich conditions. The
reduction of CdTe bandgap in CdTe/CdS structures was observed by several
investigators after the post growth heat treatment and attributed to interdiffusion between
CdTe and CdS films. However, our data clearly show that the bandgap reduction in Terich films takes place during the MOCVD growth of the CdTe film, prior to the post-growth
CdCl2 heat treatment. We propose a model for the bandgap reduction based on sulfur
diffusion. The sulfur diffusion gives rise to defect states near the bandedges to broaden
the bandedge and decrease the bandgap. Growth of CdTe films under Cd-rich conditions
reduces the Cd vacancies and retards the sulfur diffusion into the CdTe films. This
reduces the defect states near the bandedge and restores the bandgap of CdTe. Even
though we were able to reduce the interdiffusion by growing the CdTe under Cd-rich
conditions, the 400 ° C heat treatment used during the cell fabrication triggered the
interdiffusion by forming the Cd vacancies. SPV spectra after the post-growth heat
treatment of the films grown in Cd-rich conditions showed a bandgap reduction similar
to the as-grown films under Te-rich conditions. Since 400 ° C heat treatment after the
CdCl2 dip is a necessary step for efficient cell fabrication, it may not be possible to avoid
the interdiffusion in the current devices unless the cell fabrication procedure is altered.
Modified heat treatment such as rapid thermal annealing and/or addition of an interlayer
may prevent the interdiffusion to reduce the defects at the interface and restore the
bandgap. It is important to recognize that the magnitude of the bandgap shift does not
limit the efficiency but the interdiffusion induced defects responsible for the bandgap shift
degrade the cell performance.
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Another efficiency limiting mechanism is related to the CdS thickness. The CdS film
acts like a dead layer for the photogenerated carriers. Thicker CdS films absorb more
high energy photons and reduce the J sc of CdTe/CdS cell. In the past we reported 9.7%
cell with Voc = 726mV and Jsc = 22.47 mA/cm 2 on a 2000

A thick CdS. An attempt was

made to improve the J sc by using thinner CdS films. As expected, the thinner CdS film
(1000 A) increased the efficiency to 10.3% from 9.7% by increasing the J sc to 24.19
mA/cm2. Further reduction in the thickness of the CdS films to 600

A resulted in a net

decrease in the efficiency (8.9%) primarily due to the reduction in V oc (680 mV) and fill
factor (0.55) along with some decrease in J sc (23.47 mA/cm 2). Pin-holes in the CdS films
can cause low shunt resistance which will reduce Vcc and fill factor. In addition, CdS films
were deposited on the textured SnO 2 films which can aggravate the pin hole problem in
the CdS films. On the other hand, increasing the CdS thickness to 3000

A increased the

V0 to 740 mV and, as expected, reduced the J sc to 22.10 mA/cm2. However, the cell
efficiency increased to 10.9% which happens to be the highest efficiency for MOCVDgrown CdTe/CdS solar cell to date. The advantage of thinner CdS film is clear from the
spectral response data, the short wavelength response is higher for the cell with thinner
CdS films because more high energy photons are able to reach the CdTe film. These
results suggest that to improve the CdTe cell efficiency further, the CdS layer thickness
should be optimized or replaced by a combination of thin CdS and wider bandgap
material such as ZnO.
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4.1.2. Efficiency Limiting Mechanisms Associated With CdCl 2 Treated CdTe Film

Significant improvement in CdTe/CdS solar cell efficiency is commonly observed
as a result of a post deposition CdCl 2 dip followed by a 400 ° C heat treatment. It is also
known that the CdCl2 treatment increases the grain size. However, exact physical
mechanism for this improvement is not well understood. A study was conducted using
DLTS, I-V-T and PL measurements to understand the these beneficial effects and to
investigate potential efficiency limiting mechanism due to CdCl 2 treatment. I-V-T
measurements showed that this process changes the dominant current transport
mechanism from interface recombination/tunneling to depletion region recombination,
suggesting a decrease in the density or dominance of interface states due to the CdCl 2
treamn.Thcgitraspomechn ultsiacrenbhigtad
reduction in leakage current, supporting the increase in cell efficiency. However, the DLTS
measurements showed that depletion region recombination probably occurs through a
large density of deep acceptor-like states at E„, + 0.64 eV which could result from the
formation of Cd-vacancy related defects during the CdCl 2 dip and heat treatment. Traps
in the vicinity of E, + 0.6 eV have been attributed to V cd and Voi -CI related complexes.
The presence of the acceptor-like traps within the CdTe depletion region was found to
affect the CdTe/CdS solar cell characteristics. The direct consequence of the density of
this defect on the measured Vo, and Js, of the CdTe/CdS cells that have undergone this
treatment is that the Vo, is inversely proportional to the trap density while there is no
apparent correlation between the J sc and the trap density. This shows that the CdCl 2
treamnisd portafimvngheCdT/Sclprfomane,hwvit
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appears to introduce a Voc and efficiency-limiting defect whose role must be studied in
more detail. It is important to note that in this experiment different trap density was
measured on different small area cells fabricated in an identical manner and no controlled
attempts were made to vary NT

.

In order to understand systematically the role of chlorine-related defects in
CdTe/CdS cells, the concentration of CdC1 2 was varied in the range of 0.25 to 1
(saturated). PL measurements were performed on finished devices to investigate the
defects produced by different CdC1 2 concentrations, because the DLTS measurements
were not successful in some cells due to high leakage current near the DLTS peak
temperature. Light I-V measurements were performed on the finished devices to monitor
the device performance and correlate it with the defects.
It was found that Voc and fill factor are a strong function of the CdC1 2 concentration
while Jsc shows a weak dependence on CdC1 2 concentration. The data also showed that
the saturated CdC1 2 solution often used by the investigators is not the optimum. PL
spectra showed two common features, a peak around 7900
around 8400

A.

A and a broad band centered

In CdTe, the broad band centered around 8400

A is generally attributed

to structural defects, native defects or V cd-C1 defect complexes. The peak at 7900

A is

attributed to Cd vacancies. The intensity or the peak amplitude of the broad band at 8400

A is directly proportional to the defect concentration in the sample. Several investigators
have studied the effects of chlorine in single crystal CdTe by PL and DLTS
measurements. Chlorine is a donor in CdTe and is also known to form defect complexes
with Cd vacancies, which are produced during the heat treatment. Chlorine-cadmium
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vacancy complexes are acceptor type and give rise to shallow and deep energy levels
depending on the type of defect complex. According to the literature the chlorinecadmium defect complexes have energies in the range E, + 0.15 - +0.9 eV. Generally,
PL measurements give information about shallow levels and DLTS gives information about
deep levels. The fact that the PL broad band around 8400

A has been attributed to V ed -CI

complex in the literature, and the intensity of the PL band and the density of E ‘, + 0.64
eV DLTS peak both are inversely proportional to Vol , suggests that both the defects are
probably chlorine related complexes formed during the CdC1 2 treatment. Thus, on one
hand CdC12 treatment is critical to high efficiency CdTe cells but on the other hand it could
place an upper limit on the practically achievable efficiency unless the CdC1 2 process is
modified or optimized.

4.1.3 Cu/Au contact induced instabilities in CdTe/CdS cells

Long term stability is critical for terrestrial solar cells. The CdTe/CdS cells are
known to be sensitive to moisture induced degradation. However, proper encapsulation
can mitigate this problem for cells with graphite contacts. We have been using Cu-Au
contacts and have noticed considerable degradation in our recent high efficiency (1012%) cells. We were able to obtain cell efficiencies as high as 12% immediately after the
cell fabrication. However, after two to three weeks of storage in the laboratory atmosphere
(not in the desiccator), the cell efficiency degraded to 10%. This degradation in
efficiency is associated with significant reduction in V. and fill factor and a modest
decrease in J.. After the rapid initial degradation the cell efficiency nearly stabilizes. It was
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also found that the higher efficiency cells degrade more compared to the lower efficiency
cells. Such degradation was observed primarily in cells with Cu/Au contacts. ZnTe or
graphite contacts to CdTe have been found to be more stable.
In order to understand the contact degradation mechanism further and recover the
cell efficiency, the degraded CdTe cells were treated in Br:MeOH etch for seven seconds.
It was found that after the Br:MeOH etch both V oc and fill factor values were restored to
almost 90% of the original values. This suggests that oxidation of Cu or Te is the probable
cause of cell degradation and the Br:MeOH etch is able to reduce those oxides.
Formation of such oxides could result from the lack of humidity or moisture control in the
laboratory. Further investigation is necessary to determine the exact mechanism, however,
our data show that this degradation is not permanent and is reversible to a large extent.

4.2. Progress in CdZnTe/CdS Solar Cells

In addition to the CdTe cells, polycrystalline 1.7 eV CdZnTe films were grown by
MBE for tandem cell application. CdZnTe/CdS cells processed using the standard CdTe

cell fabrication procedure resulted in 4.4% efficiency, high series resistance, and a
bandgap shift to 1.55 eV. Formation of Zn-O at and near the CdZnTe surface is found to
be the source of high contact resistance. A saturated dichromate etch instead of
Br2:CH3OH etch prior to contact deposition has been found to solve the contact
resistance problem. The CdC1 2 treatment has been identified to be the cause of the
observed bandgap shift due to the preferred formation of ZnC1 2. A model for the bandgap
shift along with a possible solution using an overpressure of ZnC1 2 in the annealing
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ambient has been proposed. Development of a sintering aid which promotes grain growth
and preserves the optimum 1.7 eV bandgap is shown to be the key to successful wide
bandgap CdZnTe cells.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in polycrystalline CdTe solar cells have generated a lot of interest
in this area. CdTe cell efficiencies in excess of 14% have been verified with the potential
of approaching 20%. However, in order to attain this potential, considerable amount of
basic research needs to be done. More specifically, there is a need to understand the
loss mechanisms including optical losses, bulk and interface recombination, grain
boundary effects and resistance losses. Several different technologies have produced
CdTe cell efficiencies in excess of 10%. However, different loss mechanisms are not
understood well enough to make a precise comparison between the technologies and
provide guidelines for improvements. It may be necessary to develop new tools and
models, and apply existing tools more prudently, in order to reveal and quantify loss
mechanisms in CdTe solar cells.
The motivation for developing a wide bandgap photovoltaic material stems from
the fact that the optimum two cell tandem design consists of 1.7 eV bandgap cell on top
of a 1 eV bandgap cell. A high efficiency wide bandgap cell on top of a 15% efficient low
bandgap cell can give tandem cell efficiency on the order of 20%. Considerable progress
has been made on the bottom cell, particularly CuInSe 2 which has given a small area
efficiency > 14%. But the 1.7 eV bandgap material on II-VI elements for the top cell has
not yet been discovered.
There are two ways of realizing —20% efficient polycrystalline tandem solar cells.
The first approach involves improving the CdTe cell efficiencies in excess of 15% and
utilizing only a small amount of power from the bottom cell because of 1.5 eV bandgap
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of CdTe. The second approach is to develop a high efficiency (> 10%) 1.7 eV bandgap
cell with significant subgap transmission and take greater advantage of the high efficiency
(-15%) bottom cell. This research addresses both approaches by fabricating CdTe as
well as 1.7 eV bandgap CdZnTe solar cells.
The overall goal of this program is to improve basic understanding of CdTe and
ZnTe alloys, by growing and characterizing these films along with cell fabrication. The
major objective is to develop wide bandgap (1.6-1.8 eV) material for the top cell, along
with compatible window material and transparent ohmic contact, so that cascade cell
design can be optimized.
In this program, front-wall solar cells were fabricated with glass/Sn0 2/CdS window
with thin layer to maximize transmission and current. wide bandgap absorber films (E 9 =
1.75 eV) were grown by MBE and MOCVD techniques, which provide excellent control
for tailoring the film composition and properties. CdZnTe films were grown by MBE and
.

CdTe films were grown by both MBE and MOCVD techniques. All the as-grown films were
characterized by several techniques such as surface photovoltage spectroscopy (SPV),
Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) for
composition, bulk uniformity, thickness, film and interface quality. Front-wall type solar
cells were fabricated in collaboration with AMETEK materials research laboratory using
CdTe and CdZnTe polycrystalline absorber films. The effects of processing on ternary
films were studied by AES and XPS measurements coupled with C-V and I-V-T
measurements. Bias dependent spectral response and electrical measurements were
used to test some models in order to identify and quantify dominant loss mechanisms.
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2. TECHNICAL PROGRESS

The technical progress has been divided into five sections. The efficiency limiting
mechanisms in CdTe/CdS solar cells associated with CdS films are described in section
2.1. Section 2.2 describes the effects of CdCl2 treatment on the electronic properties of
CdTe/CdS heterojunction and CdTe/CdS cell performance. Section 2.3 deals with the
contact induced instability in CdTe/CdS cell performance. Section 3.1 and 3.2 describe
the growth and process optimization of CdZnTe polycrystalline films for high efficiency
solar cells.

2.0 PROGRESS IN CdTe/CdS SOLAR CELLS
2.1 Efficiency Umiting Mechanisms Associated With CdS Films
2.1.1 Introduction

Polycrystalline CdTe solar cells are one of the leading candidates for terrestrial
solar cell applications. Theoretical calculations predict an efficiency of 27%, while the
practically achievable efficiency is 22% (1,2). Recently, an efficiency of 14.3% has been
reported on CdTe films grown by closed space sublimation technique (3). In order to
obtain the practically achievable limit, many design modifications have been suggested
like replacing the CdS window layer by CdZnS with a bandgap of 2.8 eV and the
transparent conducting SnO 2 layer by ZnO to improve J im (1,2). However, a fundamental
understanding of carrier loss and transport mechanisms at the CdTe/CdS heterojunction
is necessary to improve V oc and fill factor values to the theoretical limit. In CdTe/CdS
solar cells, interface states play a major role in limiting the V oc (4,5). Several factors such
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as surface condition of CdS prior to CdTe growth, CdTe growth conditions, lattice
mismatch, and the difference in thermal expansion coefficient between CdS and CdTe
dictate the interface state density. A surface treatment on CdS/Sn0 2/glass substrates
prior to CdTe growth is one of the methods to reduce interface states. Every successful
growth technique for fabricating CdTe/CdS solar cells today uses either a chemical or
thermal treatment to clean the Cds surface prior to CdTe deposition.
Several investigators have shown that thermal treatment of CdS in H2 atmosphere,
modifies the electrical properties of CdS (6-8). It was observed earlier that annealing CdS
films in H2 atmosphere at 400 ° C prior to deposition of CdTe modifies the defects and
transport mechanism of the CdTe/CdS heterojunction (9). However, the surface
modifications of CdS due to thermal treatment and its effects on cell performance have
not been studied in detail so far. A systematic study of pre-heat treatment of CdS prior
to deposition of CdTe by MOCVD has been conducted. Both beneficial and undesirable
effects of heat treatment on device performance are characterized and discussed.

2.1.2. Experimental

CdS film were deposited on commercially available Sn02/glass substrates by spray
pyrolysis at a substrate temperature of 450 ° C. Prior to CdTe deposition by MOCVD,
CdS/Sn02/glass substrates were annealed inside the reactor, in hydrogen atmosphere
in the temperature range of 300 to 450 ° C for five minutes. The surface modifications of
CdS after each treatment were studied by Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) technique.
A 3 KeV electron beam with a current of 1.0 uA was used for AES measurements. Sputter
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profiling was performed using a normally incident 2 KeV Ar ion beam at a current density
of 28 uA/cm2. Electrochemical I-V and C-V measurements were performed to determine
carrier concentration and electrical characteristics of annealed CdS films using an
automated electrochemical etching profiler. An electrolyte, composed of 0.2M NaOH and
0.1 M EDTA, was used to form a Schottky barrier contact on the CdS surface for I-V and
C-V measurements.
CdTe films were deposited on annealed CdS/Sn0 2/glass substrates under the
same conditions, at a substrate temperature of 300 ° C. Dimethylcadmium and
diallyltellurium were used as Cd and Te sources, respectively. Front-wall n-i-p solar cells
were fabricated with glass/Sn0 2/CdS/CdTe/ZnTe/Ni structures. Dark and light I-V and
capacitance-frequency (c-F) measurements were performed to monitor the device
performance.
2.1.3. Results and Discussion

2.1.3.a.

Effects of Preheat Treatment of CdS on MOCVD-grown CdTe/CdS Solar
Cell Performance

C-V measurements indicated that annealing CdS films in hydrogen atmosphere at
450° C increased the doping concentration of CdS from —2 x 10 17 cm4 to —10 18 cm-3.
Several investigators have shown that adsorption of oxygen in CdS films increases the
grain boundary barrier height (6-8). The increase in grain boundary height reduces the
mobility and carrier concentration. Oxygen in grain boundaries gives rise to electron traps
which reduce the doping concentration by trapping electrons. Hydrogen annealing causes
desorption of oxygen from grain boundaries which reduces the intergrain barrier height
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resulting an increase in carrier concentration and mobility. Annealing induced reduction
of grain boundary states and their effects on device performance were studied by
fabricating n-i-p cells on these substrates. Figure 2.1.1 shows the C-F data for cells
fabricated on annealed substrates.
CdTe/CdS devices fabricated on unannealed substrates showed highest
capacitance at all frequencies along with maximum dispersion in capacitance at lower
frequencies compared to devices fabricated on annealed substrates. Hydrogen annealing
not only reduced the absolute capacitance but also caused the capacitance to become
frequency dependent. In general, at low frequencies interface states or extraneous states
in the bandgap interact with voltage modulation, giving rise to increased capacitance (10).
Thus, decrease in absolute capacitance and its frequency dependence after annealing
suggests reduction of interface states. Similar behavior has been reported for
CuInSe2/CdS and closed space sublimation (CSS)-grown CdTe/CdS polycrystalline solar
cells (9,10). The effects of reduction in interface states due to annealing are also seen
clearly in dark I-V measurements (figure 2.1.2), which show that CdTe/CdS diode
behavior improves with increasing annealing temperature. In order to determine the
variation in diode parameters quantitatively, a multivariable regression analysis was
performed. The measured dark I-V data were fitted to a single exponential diode given by
I = 10 [exp{ (q/AKT)(V-I R s)}-1] + (V-IR s)/Rsh
where A is the diode ideality factor, R8 is the series resistance, l o is the saturation current
density, and R$h is the shunt resistance of the diode. The results of the analysis are given
in table 2.1.1, which clearly show a decrease in 10 and series resistance with increasing
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Table 2.1.1

Single diode parameter values of dark I-V data of CdTe/CdS
devices fabricated on substrates annealed at different
temperatures.

Temperature

A

10
X104

C

No anneal
300
400
-450

RS

2.14
1.50
1.36
1.61

9

Rah
X1033

(A)

Ohms

Ohms

8.9
.35
.063
.008

20795
1815
1496
748

2.86
2.76
846
2.44

annealing temperature. The reduction in series resistance can be attributed to the
increased doping of CdS observed in C-V measurements. The improvement in 1 0 may be
due to the reduction in interface states density. Furthermore, the diode ideality factor
decreased from 2.1 to 1.5, suggesting a possible change in the transport mechanism
across the CdTe/CdS interface. It has been shown earlier that in CdTe/CdS devices
grown by CSS technique, H2 annealing modifies the carrier transport from tunneling to
interface recombination (9).
The improvement in CdTe/CdS cell performance upon heat treatment is also
depicted in light I-V measurements shown in figure 2.1.3. Both open-circuit voltage and
fill factor increased with heat treatment, increasing the efficiency of CdTe/CdS device from
5.8 to 8.1% (table 2.1.2).
However, the Js0 did not change appreciably after annealing which indicates that
the increase in open circuit voltage is due to the decrease in 1 0. In this study, the CdTe
film thickness (1.5 um) and growth conditions were not optimized, therefore, only 8%
efficiency was achieved. Nevertheless, the above results show a direct correlation
between pre-heat treatments and cell performance. Using the guidelines of the above
study for best pre-heat treatment and optimized CdTe thickness of 2.5 urn, we were able
to fabricate 9.7% efficient cell (11). In order to understand the source of these defects,
XPS and AES measurements were performed on various CdS films before and after the
preheat treatment. XPS data (figure 2.1.4) showed that the preheat treatment was able
to remove significant amount of oxygen from the CdS surface. Since it is known that
oxygen adsorbed on the surface of CdS gives rise to recombination centers (7), it is
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Table 2.1.2

Light I-V data on CdTe/CdS cells prepared on CdS/Sn0 2/glass
substrates annealed at different temperatures.

Anneal
Vcc
Temperature
(mV)
C

Jac

No anneal
300
350
450

20.9
20.2
20.2
20.5

FF

• Efficiency

.47
.53
.55
.56

5.9
6.6
7.0
7.9

(mA)cm2

600
620
630
680
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Figure 2.1.4

XPS data on the surfaces of CdS substrates before and after
annealing at 450• C in hydrogen atmosphere Inside the MOCVD
reactor.

reasonable to state that oxygen induced defects on the CdS surface could be responsible
for large number of interface states and poor performance of the untreated cells.
Although, the thermal cleaning of CdS/Sn0 2/glass substrates improves the final
device performance, it also introduces some undesirable effects on CdTe/CdS devices.
Figure 2.1.5 shows a comparison of AES spectra of CdS/Sn02/glass substrates before
and after 450° C anneal.
The Cd/S ratio was found to be uniform and higher on the surface of the
unannealed films compared to the bulk CdS. It is known that due to high vapor pressure
and growth temperature (450° C) of CdS films, sulfur evaporates from CdS surface during
deposition thus causing a higher Cd/S ratio on the surface (8). Also, the Cd/S ratio was
found to be higher on the surface of CdS films annealed up to 400 ° C. However, in the
case of substrates annealed at 450 ° C AES spectrum on CdS surface showed Cd
depletion. Since CdS films were grown at a temperature of 450 ° C, it is possible to have
evaporation of Cd from CdS. Also, for a particular annealing temperature, the surface of
CdS had varying Cd/S ratios indicating a non-uniform composition (figure 2.1.6). This
may have an adverse effect on large area devices, where uniformity is important.
The undesirable heat treatment effects described above significantly alter the I-V
characteristics of electrochemical Schottky barrier formed on CdS film, as shown in figure
2.1.7. The forward bias I-V curve of the substrate without any heat treatment has a single
slope indicating one dominant transport mechanism whereas, CdS films annealed at 450 °
Cshowtdifernlps.Thugetanlig-duceCptlayr
(figure 2.1.6) may have defects which provide an alternative current path at lower voltages
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which may degrade CdTe/CdS device performance by increasing diode current. In
addition, some investigators have reported (12,13) that presence of a CdS layer with
lower carrier concentration near the CdTe/CdS junction will reduce the open circuit
voltage. This has been experimentally verified in CuInSe 2/CdS solar cells by growing an
insulating layer of CdS near the heterojunction. Hence, even though devices made on the
annealed substrates gave better efficiency, annealing-induced undesirable effects may
limit further improvement in efficiency for a given cell design unless fabrication process
and design are optimized.
In order to understand the efficiency limiting mechanisms in CdTe cells light I-V and
bias dependent spectral response measurements were done on both p-n and p-i-n device
structures. Figures 2.1.8-2.1.9 show the comparison of light I-V and bias dependent
spectral response of 9.7% p-i-n and 9.9% p-n CdTe cells. The cell parameters are similar,
and in both cases the spectral response is fairly uniform with sharp cut-off indicating that
bulk recombination does not play a major role in the collection efficiency in either cell.
However, the spectral response of both cells show a strong wavelength independent bias
dependence, suggesting that defects at the CdS/CdTe interface are limiting the
performance of these cells by making the interface recombination velocity sensitive to
applied bias (11).
The fact that the 10% efficient cells, subjected to this 450 ° C/15 min. preheat
treatment, showed a strong bias dependence in the spectral response, suggests that
preheat treatment is necessary but not sufficient to eliminate the detrimental effects of
interface recombination. However, depth resolved AES measurements made on the
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annealed CdS film showed that 450 ° C heat treatment in hydrogen causes the CdS
surface to become Cd-deficient (Cd/S < 1) in addition to removing oxygen. It is well
known that Cd deficiency in CdS gives rise to an acceptor type defect level which is
situated at 0.26 eV above valence band (14). This can produce a high resistive CdS
surface layer, which is known to reduce Voc and fill factor in CuInSe 2/CdS solar cells (12).
A similar mechanism is possible in CdTe/CdS cells which may in part be responsible for
limiting the efficiency to 10%.
In order to estimate the maximum attainable efficiency due to the improved quality
of the CdTe/CdS interface, model calculations were performed by using a collection
function approach. This was done by first calculating the collection function ( ratio of zero
bias quantum efficiency to quantum efficiency at different bias voltages) as a function of
applied bias using bias dependent spectral response data (figure 2.1.9). The loss in V oc
andfilctoruehlinfctoweraludcoingt(1,2):
AVoc = (AKT/q) (Inn(Voc)
FF = (Vmp /Voc) (1 -ri (Vmp)
For 9.7 % efficient MOCVD CdTe cell, the calculated loss in Voc and fill factor were 0.05
V and 0.12, respectively. In addition, reverse bias spectral response measurements
indicate (figure 2.1.9) an additional loss of at least 10% (1.5 mA/cm 2) in Jsc due to
interface recombination. If these losses can be eliminated by improving the interface
quality then we project that cell efficiencies of 13.5% can be achieved from the MOCVD
CdTe cells.
Further improvement in efficiency can be achieved by eliminating the loss due to
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absorption of high energy photons in the thick (1500 A) CdS window layer. The 10% cells
had —1500

A of CdS on Sn02, and the estimated loss in J ec due to absorption is 4

mA/cm2 (2). This results in an additional loss of 0.02 volts and 0.08 in V oc and fill factor,
respectively. Thus, by eliminating this loss mechanism along with the interface
recombination, it is possible to achieve 18% efficient CdTe cells. Attempts are being made
to deposit thin CdS films by the chemical immersion method (15). We have successfully
grown CdS films in the thickness range of 400 to 1400

A by controlling the immersion

time and have found an appreciable improvement in the transmission of 400

A CdS film

in the short wavelength range. Thus a combination of optimum preheat treatment, proper
Cd/Te ratio, and thin CdS films should yield a significant improvement in the MOCVD
CdTe cell efficiency.
Attempts were made to improve the interface quality by (a) controlling CdTe film
deposition conditions, (b) adjusting CdTe stoichiometry and (c) varying the CdS
thickness.
Since Cd deficiency in CdS is a potential source of interface defects, one way of
reducing such defects is to grow CdTe in Cd-rich conditions. This was attempted by
gradually increasing the Cd/Te ratio in the vapor from 0.4 to 4.0. The 10% cells were
grown with Cd/Te ratio of 0.4, in a Cd deficient ambient. The SPV responses of these
films were measured with light incident on the CdTe film side. Figure 2.2.10 shows
electrochemical SPV spectra of CdTe films grown on CdS with various Cd/Te ratios. In
order to separate the electrolyte-CdTe junctiOn contribution from CdTe/CdS interface
contribution only the SPV response in the long wavelength region is shown in the figure.
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SPV spectra of CdTe films grown by MOCVD on
CdS/Sn02/glass substrates with different Cd/Te ratios.

It is interesting to note that the Cd-rich films show a significant increase in the surface
photovoltage suggesting that the excess Cd in the CdTe film is eliminating the Cd
deficiency at the CdS/CdTe interface. Since SPV response is an indicator of V ow it is
possible to expect higher Voc on films grown under Cd-rich condition compared to 10.9%
efficient CdTe cells grown in Te-rich ambient. The films are now being subjected to the
standard post deposition 400° C/30 min. air anneal for cell fabrication. If the higher SPV
response is maintained throughout the cell processing, then we should be able to attain
a higher Voc and efficiency compared to the 10% efficient cells.
Also, the SPV spectra indicate, figure 2.1.11, that the films grown under Te-rich
conditions have slightly lower bandgap compared to the films grown under Cd-rich
conditions. The reduction of CdTe bandgap compared to the films grown under Cd-rich
conditions. The reduction of CdTe bandgap in CdTe/CdS structures was observed by
several investigators (16,17) after the post growth heat treatment and attributed to
interdiffusion between CdS and CdTe films. However, our data clearly show that the
bandgap reduction in Te-rich films takes place during the MOCVD growth of the CdTe
film, prior to the post-growth CdC1 2 heat treatment. We propose a model for the bandgap
reduction based on sulfur diffusion. The sulfur diffusion gives rise to defect states near
the bandedge and decrease the bandgap. Growth of CdTe films under Cd-rich conditions
reduces the Cd vacancies and retards the sulfur diffusion into the CdTe films. This
reduces the defect states near the bandedge and restores the bandgap of CdTe. Even
though we were able to reduce the interdiffusion by growing the CdTe under Cd-rich
conditions, the 400 ° C heat treatment used during the cell fabrication triggered the
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interdiffusion by forming the Cd-rich conditions showed a bandgap reduction similar to
the as-grown films under Te-rich conditions. Since 400 ° C heat treatment after the CdCl 2
dipsanecrytfoienclabrto,imynepsbltoavidhe
interdiffusion in the current devices unless the cell fabrication procedure is altered.
Modified heat treatment such as rapid thermal annealing and/or addition of an interlayer
may prevent the interdiffusion to reduce the defects at the interface and restore the
bandgap. It is important to recognize that the magnitude of the bandgap shift does not
limit the efficiency but the interdiffusion induced defects responsible for the bandgap shift
may degrade the cell performance.
Another efficiency limiting mechanism is related to the CdS thickness. Figure 2.1.12
shows a comparison of the light I-V data for the two CdTe/CdS cells fabricated with thick
(3000 A) and thin (1000

A)

CdS films. As expected, the thinner CdS film (1000 A)

increased the efficiency to 10.3% from 9.7% by increasing the J ec to 24.19 mA/cm2.
Further reduction in the thickness of the CdS films to 600

A resulted in a net decrease in

the efficiency (8.9%) primarily due to the reduction in V oc (680 mV) and fill factor (0.55)
along with some decrease in Jsc (23.47 mA/cm2). Pin-holes in the CdS films can cause
low shunt resistance which will reduce V oc and fill factor. In addition, CdS films were
deposited on the textured SnO 2 films which can aggravate the pin hole problem in the
CdS films. On the other hand, increasing the CdS thickness to 3000

A increased the Voc

sc to 22.10 mA/cm2. However, the cell to740mVand,sexpctrudheJ
efficiency increased to 10.9% which happens to be the highest efficiency for MOCVDgrown CdTe/CdS solar cell to date. The advantage of thinner CdS film is clear from the
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Comparison of light I-V data of CdTe/CdS cells fabricated on,
(a) 3000 A and (b) 1000 Athick CdS films.

spectral response data in figure 2.1.13. The short wavelength response is higher for the
cell with thinner CdS films because more high energy photons are able to reach the CdTe
film. These results suggest that to improve the CdTe cell efficiency further, the CdS layer
thickness should be optimized or replaced by a combination of thin CdS and wider
bandgap material such as ZnO.

2.2 The Effects of CdCl 2 on the Electronic Properties of Molecular Beam
Epitaxially Grown CdTe/CdS Heterojunction Solar Cells
2.2.1. Introduction

Solar cells based on CdTe are one of the leading candidates for low-cost
conversion of solar energy due to their near optimum bandgap (1.45 eV), high absorption
coefficient, and manufacturability thin film devices. High efficiency (— > 10%)
polycrystalline CdTe/CdS solar cells have been fabricated by electrodeposition (1),
physical vapor deposition (2), close-spaced vapor transport (CSVT) (3), sintering (4),
metal organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) (5), and molecular beam epitaxy
(MBE) (5). To obtain high efficiency in all of these approaches, it is necessary to have
CdTe grain sizes of — 1 urn or greater to avoid significant bulk recombination, large
interface state density, and high sheet resistance.

A commonly used procedure to

enhance the grain size and densify the CdTe film is the introduction of an annealing (or
sintering) aid such as CdCl2 either during or after CdTe film growth (6-8). The influence
of the CdCl2 treatment on CdTe microstructure and solar cell performance has been
previously investigated for CdTe films prepared by a high temperature (T > 600 C)
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Comparison of spectral response data of, (a) 10.9% and (b)
10.3% efficient CdTe/CdS cells.

sintering process (6-8) which requires incorporation of CdCl 2 in the CdTe slurry prior to
CdTe film formation. This method has resulted in CdTe cell efficiencies in excess of 10%.
However, polycrystalline CdTe films prepared by techniques such as electrodeposition,
physical vapor deposition, MBE and MOCVD require a post-deposition heat treatment in
the presence of CdCl2 to obtain high efficiency (9). To date, the observed beneficial
effects of the CdCl 2 treatment on device characteristics and performance are at best
qualitatively understood. In order to improve present-day CdTe/CdS cell efficiency
beyond 13-14%, it is necessary to quantify and improve the fundamental understanding
of process-induced effects on the bulk and interface properties of these cells.
In this section, MBE-grown polycrystalline CdTe/CdS solar cells are investigated
to quantify the mechanisms responsible for improved cell performance due to the CdCl 2
treamndvlproces-inudftwhcmaydietvcharist
after the CdCl 2 treatment. First, microstructural changes in the CdTe films due to postdeposition annealing with and without the CdCl 2 dip are investigated by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM). Second, electrochemical surface photovoltage (SPV) and biasdependent spectral response measurements are used to estimate the improvement in
bulk and interface quality of the CdTe/CdS cells due to the CdCl 2 treatment. Third, the
dominant current transport mechanisms in CdTe/CdS cells processed with and without
the CdCl2 treatment are studied by current density-voltage-temperature (J-V-T) analysis.
Finally, Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy (DLTS) measurements are performed to
identify traps which may dominate the current transport and limit the CdCl 2 treated
CdTe/CdS cell performance. Attempts are made to correlate transport mechanisms and
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traps within the CdTe cells to film microstructure, SPV and spectral response, and solar
cell performance in order to provide guidelines for achieving higher efficiencies.

2.2.2. Experimental Techniques

A. CdTe Growth and Cell Processing

Polycrystalline CdTe films were grown to a thickness of 2 urn by MBE on n-type
CdS/Sn02/glass substrates suitable for solar cell applications. (10) Prior to CdTe
deposition, the surface doping density of the CdS was found to be 5x10 16 cm-3 by
electrochemical C-V measurements. After the CdTe film deposition, CdTe/CdS structures
were dipped in a saturated CdCl 2:CH3OH solution and then annealed in air at 400 C for
35 minutes. (5,9) Selected samples from the same growth run were annealed in air at
400 C for 35 minutes without the CdC12 solution to distinguish the effects of CdC1 2 on
CdTe material and device properties. Cell fabrication was completed by etching the
annealed CdTe surface in — 0.1% Br 2 :CH3OH, to remove residual surface oxides, followed
by a DI water rinse and blow dry in N2. Ohmic back contacts were formed on the etched
CdTe surface by evaporating 150 nm of Cu-doped ZnTe capped with 200 nm of Ni. (5)

B. Microstructure! Studies

The grain size of the as-grown and processed CdTe/CdS structures was determined by
SEM. A beam voltage of 15 KV was used. To prevent sample charging effects, the CdTe
surfaces were coated with 10 nm of gold.
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C. Electrochemical Surface Photovoltage and Spectral Response Measurements

Process-induced effects on bulk and junction quality were monitored by electrochemical
SPV measurements, using the Polaron PN4200 electrochemical profiler with the PN4250
photovoltage spectroscopy accessory. The CdTe/CdS/Sn0 2/glass structures in the asgrown state, after air anneal, and after the CdCl 2 dip followed by air anneal were analyzed
in detail. A 0.2M NaOH + EDTA (ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid) solution was used to
form an electrochemical Schottky barrier to the CdTe surface and ohmic contact was
made to the underlying SnO2 with Indium. The samples were illuminated from the CdTe
side, through the electrolyte, by chopped light in the wavelength range of 700 -900 nm
and the resulting photovoltage was measured under open-circuit conditions to avoid
etching of the CdTe film by the electrolyte. The net open-circuit SPV signal at each
wavelength is the difference between the internal photovoltages generated at the surface
barrier and CdTe/CdS heterojunction. (11) To accurately compare material and junction
quality of different CdTe/CdS samples, it is necessary for the CdTe film thicknesses and
doping to be identical to insure that the same carrier generation profile is seen by the
collecting junctions in all of the samples. Our SPV setup uses low illumination intensity
such that the SPV magnitude is much less than kT. In this case, it has been shown that
the photovoltage generated at the CdTe/CdS heterojunction, ignoring the presence of the
electrolyte/CdTe surface barrier for now, can be approximated as (11,12)
SPV(A) = Vim().) = [nkT/q]/n(J pH/Jo + 1) [nkT/q][J pH/J0) = [rikT/J0)F(1)R(1)(1)
where n is the heterojunction ideality factor, J o is the "effective" junction leakage current
density, F(1) is the photon flux absorbed in the quasi-neutral CdTe bulk, and R(1) is the
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spectral response function which is comprised of contributions from the quasi-neutral and
depletion regions of both the CdTe and CdS and reflects bulk material quality. (12) Note
that the contributions from the CdS layer to R(1) can be ignored since the minimum
wavelength (maximum energy) of the photons incident on the CdTe surface was chosen
to be 700 nm (1.77 eV) which will not be absorbed by the 2.42 eV bandgap CdS layer.
Hence the magnitude of the SPV signal is proportional to both the CdTe/CdS junction
quality, through J o and n, and CdTe material quality through R(1). The final SPV
spectrum is normalized to a calibrated photodiode to eliminate flux variations and the
spectrometer response. To support the results from the above SPV analysis, biasdependent spectral response measurements were performed on completed CdTe/CdS
cells processed with and without CdCl2. A.c. photocurrent measurements were made
with 0 V d.c. and -0.5 V d.c. reverse bias applied across the device.

D. Dark J-V-T and Light J-V Measurements

Dark J-V-T measurements were performed to determine the current transport
mechanisms in CdTe/CdS devices fabricated with and without the CdCl 2 treatment. J-V
data were measured in the temperature range of 180 - 320 K in 10 K increments using
an automated J-V-T setup. The J-V characteristic at each temperature was fitted to a
parallel double diode equivalent circuit model with shunt resistance, Rs, described by
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J = J, + J2 + (V - JRJ/R sh (2)
where
J, = Jo, [exp[(q/A, kT)(V - JRs)] - 1] (3)
and
J2 = J02[exP Rcl/A2kT)(V - JR s)] - 1 ] (4)
A multivariable regression analysis was used to fit the data and obtain J01 , J02, Al , A2, Rs,
and Rsh with less than 5% error in the fit over the entire voltage range. The temperature
dependence of these parameters was used to determine current transport mechanisms
in each device. Solar cell data were determined by lighted J-V measurements taken at
300 K under 100 mW/cm 2 AM1.5 conditions.

E. Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy (DLTS) Measurements

DLTS measurements were performed on Ni/ZnTe/CdTe/CdS/Sn0 2/glass structures
annealed with and without CdCl 2 to identify traps within the CdTe depletion. DLTS data
were taken using an automated DLTS spectrometer in a lock-in amplifier type
arrangement. The output signal was integrated and analyzed using five different weighing
functions from 4 msec. to 64 msec. A pulse width of 8 ms. was necessary to saturate
the detectable traps. Since the CdTe doping concentration (5x10 15 cm4, as determined
by C-V measurements) is much less than that of the CdS, only the CdTe depletion region
is probed. A steady reverse bias of -400 mV was used and a pulse of + 300 mV was
applied to scan the CdTe depletion region. Spatial trap distributions were measured by
varying the reverse steady bias from -400 mV to -100 mV, but keeping the sum of the
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reverse steady bias and the pulse height constant at - 100 mV. In this way, the edge of
the depletion region is stepped toward the CdTe/CdS interface as the steady reverse bias
is decreased to provide a spatial trap profile in the CdTe depletion. The temperature of
each device is monitored by a thermocouple mounted directly on a glass slide of identical
thickness to the glass substrate of the CdTe/CdS device which was situated adjacent to
the device under test. Trap activation energies and cross-sections were determined from
the log (T2/em) vs. 1000/T Arrhenius plot. The trap emission rate for majority carrier holes
in the CdTe, emp, is given by
emp = Nvcrpvthexp[(Ev-ET)/kT] (5)
where the terms in eq. (5) have their usual meanings. (13)

F.

Photoluminescence (PL) Measurements

PL measurements were done on the finished devices which were treated with
different concentrations of CdCl 2 solution. PL measurements were done at a temperature
of 15K using 514 nm line of argon laser as an excitation source and GaAs photomuttiplier
tube as a detector. A SPEX 1404 double spectrometer was used to collect the
luminescence spectrum.
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2.2.3. Results and Discussion

A.

Effects of CdCl 2 Treatment on MBE-grown Polycrystalline CdTe Films and
Solar Cells

The CdCl2 dip prior to post-deposition annealing of small grain CdTe films grown by
electrodeposition and physical vapor deposition has been previously shown to be
necessary for grain growth and cell efficiencies in excess of 10%. (2,6-9) We have found
the same to be true for MBE-grown polycrystalline CdTe. The SEM photomicrographs
shown in Figure 2.2.1 indicate an estimated increase in average grain size from - 0.25
um for the as-grown and air annealed films without a CdCl 2 dip to - 1 urn for the CdCl 2
treadn lfims.Noteha rngiowthsevdnfrai
annealed CdTe film without the CdCl 2-treatment. It is likely that the presence of CdCl 2
duringthealcsintergmhawinteCdTflmhacsto
decrease inter-grain pore size and increase average grain size. (7) The effect of this grain
growth on solar cell performance is shown in Table 2.2.1 which indicates a dramatic
improvement in all solar cell parameters, with the efficiency increasing from 1.3% to 8.6%.

B. Effect of CdCl 2 Treatment on the Photoresponse of CdTe/CdS Structures

CdTe grain growth is expected to reduce the bulk and interface state density which tend
to influence the spectral response and leakage current of the fabricated device. In order
to directly assess the effects of CdCl2 treatment on recombination at the CdTe/CdS
junction and in the CdTe bulk, SPV measurements were performed on CdTe/CdS
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Figure 2.2.1

SEM photomicrographs of (a) as-grown CdTe, and CdTe
annealed in air at 400 C for 35 minutes (b) without CdC1 2 and (c)
with CdClr
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Table 2.2.1

AM1.5 solar cell data for MBE-grown ZnTe/CdTe/CdS devices
processed with and without CdCl2 fluxing agent.

tzeatment

Voc (mV

Jsc (mA-cm-2)

EE

EFF (%1

Its n-cm2)

no CdC12

385

10.5

0.32

1.3

3.6

with CdC12

720

23.1

031

8.6

.90

structures with and without the CdCl 2 treatment, prior to back contact (ZnTe + Ni)
deposition. Samples of identical thickness from the same growth run, deposited on
identical substrates, were used for the SPV analysis. Figure 2.2.2 shows the measured
SPV spectra for (a) an as-grown sample, (b) a sample after air anneal and (c) a sample
dipped in CdCl2 followed by an air anneal. The as-grown CdTe/CdS structure (curve a)
yields a small and flat SPV response prior to the CdTe bandedge (A — 850 nm), while the
air annealed structure without the CdCl 2 treatment exhibits a peak near the bandedge.
This peak can be attributed to the p-type conversion of CdTe (14) and subsequent
formation of a p-CdTe/n-CdS heterojunction after air annealing which aids in the collection
of carriers generated close to and within the CdTe depletion layer (recall that light is
incident on the CdTe side and not the CdS). However, even though annealing in air
without CdCl2 aids in the formation of the CdTe/CdS junction, little or no improvement in
CdTe bulk diffusion length is evident based on the similar SPV response for shorter
wavelengths below the peak for both the as-grown and air annealed samples. In
contrast, the SPV response of the CdTe/CdS structure annealed after the CdCl 2 treatment
(curve c of Figure 2.2.2) is significantly larger at all wavelengths compared to the structure
annealed without CdCl 2, suggesting an increase in effective carrier collection length and
an improvement in CdTe bulk quality. Furthermore, the peak near the bandedge is even
more pronounced after the CdCl2 treatment suggesting additional improvement in the
junction quality compared to CdTe/CdS annealed without the CdCl 2 dip. The trends in
the SPV spectra are consistent with CdC12-induced grain growth shown in Figure 2.2.1
suggesting that the SPV improvement results from a decrease in the density of grain
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Figure 2.2.2

SPV spectra of as-grown, air annealed, and CdC1 2 + air
annealed CifTe/CdS structures with light incidence on the CdTe
surface.

boundary states throughout the CdTe bulk and depletion region. To investigate the role
of the CdCl2 treatment on interface quality, bias-dependent spectral response
measurements were performed on solar cells fabricated from films annealed with and
without CdCl2. Figure 2.2.3 shows the spectral responses for each sample with and
without an applied reverse bias, revealing three important results. First, a significant
increase in absolute spectral response with the CdCl 2 treatment demonstrates reduced
interface recombination and increased carrier collection length. Second, while the
spectral response of both samples show a wavelength-independent increase with applied
reverse bias, the spectral response of the CdCl 2 treated samples show a smaller bias
dependence, suggesting an improved interface collection function (15) due to reduced
number of defect states at or near the CdTe/CdS interface after CdCl 2 treatment. Both
of these results are consistent with the SPV data. Finally, even after the CdCl 2 treatment,
appreciable bias dependence in the spectral response is evident suggesting that there is
still considerable interface recombination in this 8.6% efficient cell. The identification and
elimination of the states responsible for this recombination is necessary to increase device
performance further.

C. Effect of CdCl2 Treatment on CdTe/CdS Junction Transport Properties

The dark J-V-T behavior of devices processed with and without the CdCl 2 process were
analyzed to investigate the effect of the CdCl 2 treatment on the diode transport
mechanisms in the CdTe/CdS cell. The measured and modeled dark InJ-V
characteristics of both samples are shown in Figure 2.2.4 as a function of temperature.
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Slas-dependent spectral response data of completed
NI/ZnTe/CdTe/CdS/Sn0 2/glass solar cells with CdCl 2 (solid
lines) and without CdC1 2 (symbols). The values of the applied
reverse bias are noted.
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Figure 2.2.4
(a)

Measured (symbols) and modeled (lines J-V-T data for
(a) CdCl2 + air annealed and (b) air annealed without
CdC12Ni/SnTe/CdTe/CdS/Sn02/glass solar cells. Shown is
the current behavior as a function of junction voltage (V-JR).
The average error of each fit is less than 5%.
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Figure 2.2.4
(b)

Measured (symbols) and modeled (lines J-V-T data for
(a) CdCl2 + air annealed and (b) air annealed without
CdC12Ni/SnTe/CdTe/CdS/Sn0 2/glass solar cells. Shown is
the current behavior as a function of junction voltage (V-JR).
The average error of each fit is less than 5%.
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Each InJ-V curve was fit to the double diode equivalent circuit model described by eqs.
(2) -(4), and the fitting parameters for each cell as a function of temperature are
summarized in Tables 2.2.2 and 2.2.3. The InJ-V characteristics are plotted with respect
to the junction voltage (= V-JR 5) to reveal the junction transport. The deviation from
linearity at higher bias voltages is due to the non-ohmic behavior of the back
Ni/ZnTe/CdTe contact at larger bias voltages. (16) Figure 2.2.4 shows significant
differences in the voltage dependence and magnitude of the diode current for devices
processed with and without CdC1 2, suggesting a change in the dominant mode of current
transport. To understand and quantify this difference, the dominant transport
mechanisms in each cell are described in the remainder of this section.
The dark current transport in the CdC1 2-treated cells above 220 K was best described by
a single diode model, viz.,
J =

{ exp [(q/A, kT)(V - JRs)] - 1} + (V - JR 8)/Rsh (6)

where
JoolexP(- A E/kT) (7)
which is the general form for recombination-controlled current transport. (17) For
interface recombination-dominated current transport, the value of A l should be — 1 for
this device structure (A 1 = 1 + (No cere)/(N De cds) for interface recombination) and the
activation energy, 0 E, of the InJ oi vs. 1000/T plot should be — 1.2 eV (built-in voltage of
the CdS/CdTe junction). (18) Neither of these conditions were met for the CdC12-treated
devices because A l = 1.75 and 0E = 0.85 eV, Figure 2.2.5 and Table 2.2.2. Hence, it
is concluded that interface recombination is not the dominant transport mechanism for
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Dark J-V-T parameters extracted from fit to eqs. (2) - (4) for
MBE-grown CdTe/CdS solar cell treated with CdC1 2 fluxing
agent. Diode 1 (subscript 1) represent the higher voltage region
of the J-V-T data and diode 2 (subscript 2) represent the lower
voltage region of the J-V-T curves. a, and a 2 represent the
slopes of the InJ-V characteristics and 0 2 = 1/A2kT in the table.
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Table 2.2.3

Dark J-V-T parameters extracted from fit to eqs. (2) - (4) for
MBE-grown CdTe/CdS solar cell not treated with CdC1 2 fluxing
agent. J-V data below 240 K was dominated by resistance
terms and are not listed.
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CdC12-treated CdTe/CdS devices. If recombination through localized states within the
CdTe depletion region is dominant, then a plot of In(J 011-2.5) vs. 1000/T should yield an
activation energy approximately equal to half of the CdTe bandgap. (17,19) Such a plot
is shown in Figure 2.2.6, yielding a AE value of 0.79 eV, close to half of the CdTe
bandgap. Hence it is likely that depletion region recombination dominates current
transport in the CdC12-treated cells. Furthermore, the Al value of 1.75 suggests that the
dominant path of recombination occurs through states displaced either above or below
midgap (A, = 2 for a midgap recombination center). The presence and importance of
these states will be discussed later. Note that below 220 K the J-V-T behavior exhibits
temperature-independent InJ-V slopes (given by a 1 and a2 in Table 2.2.2 after correction
for series resistance) and weakly temperature dependent diode prefactors (J o, and J02),
as determined by further computer fitting. These transport characteristics suggest that
a tunneling-type behavior is dominant at lower temperatures. Further analysis showed
that the observed characteristics at low temperatures were well described by a multi-step
tunneling model (20) which required — 40-50 tunneling steps through the CdTe depletion
region to fit the experimental J-V-T behavior, similar to previously reported results for. (15)
Note that two parallel diodes dictate the low temperature transport, as indicated in Table
2.2.2. The dominant mode of dark current transport in cells processed without CdC1 2 was
found to be significantly different than the CdC1 2-treated cells. Analysis of the J-V-T
behavior (above 240 K) of the cells processed without the CdCl 2 treatment indicates
thermally activated current transport, but with a much lower activation energy of 0.56 eV
(Figure 2.2.7) compared to 0.85 eV for the CdC1 2-treated cell. This low value of AE (slope
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Plot of In(J0IT'25) vs. 1000/T for CdTe/CdS cells that have
undergone CdC12 + alr anneal.

of InJoi vs 1000/T) is responsible for the large diode current and J o, values observed for
the cells processed without CdC1 2. Furthermore, the current transport behavior cannot
be explained by depletion region recombination (in contrast to the CdC1 2-treated cell),
interface recombination, or direct tunneling. This is evident from Table 2.2.3 which shows
that the diode quality factor (A 1) is > 2 and is temperature-dependent (recall that A 1 =
1.75 and was independent of temperature for the CdC1 2-treated cell), eliminating the
possibility of simple depletion region and interface recombination. In addition, the InJ-V
slope (a l ) is temperature-dependent and Jo, is thermally-activated (Figure 2.2.6), which
eliminates the possibility of direct tunneling as the dominant transport mechanism.
Instead, current transport by thermally-assisted tunneling of holes from CdTe into interface
states followed by interface recombination was found to adequately explain the observed
J-V-T behavior of the CdTe/CdS heterojunctions processed without CdC1 2. The J-V-T
behavior is well described by the tunneling/interface recombination (T/IR) model of Miller
and Olsen (21) which approximates the thermally-assisted tunneling process by a series
combination of direct tunneling and pure interface recombination. According to the T/IR
model, (21)
J = Jo , [exP[C(V - JRS)] 1] + (V - JRs)/Rsh (8)

Jo , = Jool exp(-AE/kT)(9)
C = (1 - f)B + f/(EkT)(10)
where AE is the thermal activation energy shown in Figure 2.2.7, B is a temperatureindependent tunneling parameter, C is the slope of the InJ-V curves, and E represents the
voltage division between the CdTe and CdS. The value of the f parameter quantifies the
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Figure 2.2.7

Plot of InJoi vs. 1000/T for a CdTe/CdS cell annealed without
CdClr

4.2

degree of tunneling in the observed J-V behavior with f = 1 representing pure interface
recombination and f = 0 representing direct tunneling. By plotting the experimentally
determined values of C (= q/Al kT in Table 2.2.3) vs. 1000/T in Figure 2.2.8, the values
of (1-f)B and f/E in eq. (10) were determined to be 10.3 V -1 and 0.266, respectively,
indicating that the current transport in the cells processed without CdCl 2 is limited by both
interface recombination and tunneling, consistent with the lower barrier height observed
for these devices. Clearly, current transport via thermally-assisted tunneling, as described
by the T/IR model, significantly worsens cell performance of the CdTe/CdS devices in the
absence of the CdCl2 treatment. It is apparent that the CdCl 2-induced grain growth is
necessary to decrease leakage current and increase V oc via reduction of interface state
density near the interlace. However, even though the CdTe/CdS interface no longer
controls the dark diode current transport after the CdCl2 treatment, the bias dependence
of the spectral response after CdCl 2 treatment (Figure 2.2.3) indicates that interlace
recombination may still limit the collection of photogenerated carriers. This suggests that
the CdCl2 treatment removes enough interlace states to alter the diode transport
mechanism and reduce the diode leakage current, but is less effective in removing
interface states that limit the photocurrent collection across the CdTe/CdS (recall the bias
dependent spectral response, Figure 2.2.3). To identify the origin and better understand
the role of process-related defects, DLTS measurements were performed on CdTe/CdS
cells processed with and without the CdCl 2 treatment and are discussed in the following
section.
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D.

Effect of CdCl 2 and Heat Treatment on Defect Generation in CdTe/CdS
Heterojunctions

Figure 2.2.9 shows a typical DLTS spectrum obtained for a CdTe/CdS device having
undergone an air annealing step with CdCl2 which revealed a hole trap peak at — 330 K.
DLTS measurements were also performed on CdTe/CdS devices processed without
CdCl2, but it was not possible to obtain useful data because of the large series resistance
in these samples which dominated the DLTS response. From the Arrhenius plot of
log (T2/emp) vs. 1000/T, constructed using weighing functions from 4 msec. to 64 msec.,
the hole trap in the CdCl 2-treated device was found to be located at E, + 0.64 eV (± 0.04
eV) with a cross-section of 8.2x10 -16 cm2 and a trap density of 8x10 13 cre (for the trap
shown in Figure 2.2.9). This energy level agrees well with Cd vacancy-related defects
such as doubly-ionized cadmium vacancies, Vcd-, or singly-ionized cadmium vacancyhalogen complexes such as (Vcda)-, both of which have been reported to contribute
acceptor-like traps in the range 0.54 to 0.9 eV above the valence band edge in CdTe after
heat treatments. (22-28) Since halogen ions are known to readily form complexes with
cadmium vacancies to give deep and shallow levels, it is likely that the E., + 0.64 eV trap
results from (V cdCI)" defects. (27,28) However, further measurements are necessary to
determine the exact configuration of the defect responsible for this trap. The presence
of acceptor-like traps within the CdTe depletion region was found to adversely affect the
CdTe/CdS solar cell characteristics. Figure 2.2.10 shows the direct consequences of the
density of this defect on the measured V oc and Jsc of different CdTe/CdS cells that have
undergone the CdCl2 dip followed by heat treatment. It is clear from this figure that the
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Typical DLTS spectrum of a CdTe/CdS cell having undergone
an air anneal with CdCl2 using a steady reverse bias of -400 mV
and a pulse height of 300 mV, a pulse width of 8 msec. and a
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Measured cell Voc and J1 , as a function of (V cdCI) defect
concentration for different CdTe/CdS solar cells that have
undergone a 400 C air anneal with CdC1 2 as determined by DLTS
measurements.
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V0 is inversely proportional to the detected trap density while there is no apparent
correlation between J sc and the trap density. Presently, it is not clear why the trap density
shows a random spatial variation on a given sample with different cells and also from
sample to sample since no intentional attempt was made to introduce a variation. It has
recently been suggested that such variations can result from non-uniform drying of the
CdC12-methanol solution on the CdTe surface prior to heat treatment. (29) To determine
the variation in trap density as a function of depth, DLTS was performed in a multi-bias
mode. A decrease in trap concentration from — 8x10 13 cre to — 3x10 13 cm-3 was found
as the CdTe/CdS interface is approached by decreasing the depletion width. This is
consistent with Vex! and/or CI diffusion from the CdTe surface into the bulk as a result of
the 400 C anneal. From Figure 2.2.10, it is evident that the variations in V oo must result
from the diode leakage current, which was found to increase with increasing trap density,
since JS , showed no such dependence. Recalling that diode current transport in the
devices processed with CdCl 2 is dictated by recombination via deep states within the
CdTe depletion region which is characterized by an A-factor of 1.75, the off-center
position of the trap at Ev + 0.64 eV suggests that this level may be responsible for the
diode transport mechanism (note that an A-factor of 2 represents a midgap or E v + 0.75
eV trap in CdTe (17)) which in turn dictates V oc. Hence, the CdCl2 dip and heat treatment
greatly improves the cell performance via grain growth, interface state density reduction,
and transport mechanism modification, but this process also appears to limit V oc by
cadmium vacancy-related defect formation. Further increases in V 0 and efficiency can
be expected if the generation of this defect can be reduced or eliminated. This may
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require further modification or optimization of the current cell processing schemes.
In order to understand systematically the role of chlorine-related defects in
CdTe/CdS cells, the concentration of CdCl2 was varied in the range of 0.25 to 1
(saturated). PL measurements were performed on finished devices to investigate the
defects produced by different CdCl 2 concentrations, because the DLTS measurements
were not successful in some cells due to high leakage current near the DLTS peak
temperature. Light I-V measurements were performed on the finished devices to monitor
the device performance and correlate it with the defects. Table 2.2.4 shows the
CdTe/CdS solar cell parameters measured immediately after the fabrication of the cells
treated with different CdCl 2 concentrations.
It is clear from the table that Voc and fill factor are a strong function of the CdCl 2
sc shows a weak dependence on CdCl 2 concentration. The data in conetraiwhlJ
Table 2.2.4 also show that the saturated CdCl 2 solution often used by the investigators
(1,2) is not the optimum. Figure 2.2.11 shows the PL spectra of CdTe/CdS devices

Table 2.2.4 Variation of CdTe/CdS cell parameters for cells treated with different
CdCl2 concentrations.

CdCl2
concentration

Efficiency
%

Voc

FF
Jec
mA/cm2 %

0.25
0
0.50
0.75
1.0

8.8
10.8
9.6
7.02

693
707
695
657

24.2
25.5
25.6
21.7
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PL spectra of CdTe/CdS structures treated with different CdCl 2
concentrations, (a) 100% (saturated), (b) 50%, (c) 25%, and (d)
75%. The corresponding measured Vo, on these structures are
also shown.
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treated with different CdCl 2 concentration. PL spectra showed two common features, a
peak around 7900

A and a broad band centered around 8400 A. In CdTe, the broad band

centered around 8400

A is generally attributed to structural defects, native defects or V al-,
A is attributed to Cd vacancies. (32) The CIdefctomplxs.(27,301)Thepakt90

intensity or the peak amplitude of the broad band at 8400

A is directly proportional to the

defect concentration in the sample. Several investigators have studied the effects of
chlorine in single crystal CdTe by PL and DLTS measurements (9,27,30-32). Chlorine is
a donor in CdTe and is also known to form defect complexes with Cd vacancies, which
are produced during the heat treatment. Chlorine-cadmium vacancy complexes are
acceptor type and give rise to shallow and deep energy levels depending on the type of
defect complex. According to the literature (27,30-32) the chlorine-cadmium defect
complexes have energies in the range E„ + 0.15 - +0.9 eV. Generally, PL
measurements give information about shallow levels and DLTS gives information about
deep levels. The fact that the PL broad band around 8400

A has been attributed to Vcd-CI

complex in the literature (32), and the intensity of the PL band and the density of E v +
0.64 eV DLTS peak both are inversely proportional to Von, suggests that both the defects
are probably chlorine related complexes formed during the CdCl 2 treatment. Thus, on one
hand CdCl2 treatment is critical to high efficiency CdTe cells but on the other hand it could
place an upper limit on the practically achievable efficiency unless the CdCl 2 process is
modified or optimized.
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2.3. Cu/Au Contact Induced Instabilities In CdTe/CdS Cells

Long term stability is critical for terrestrial solar cells. The CdTe/CdS cells are
known to be sensitive to moisture induced degradation (1). However, proper
encapsulation can mitigate this problem for cells with graphite contacts. We have been
using Cu-Au contacts and have noticed considerable degradation in our recent high
efficiency (10-12%) cells. We were able to obtain cell efficiencies as high as 12%
immediately after the cell fabrication. However, after two to three weeks of storage in the
laboratory atmosphere (not in the desiccator), the cell efficiency degraded to —10%. This
degradation in efficiency is associated with significant reduction in V oc and fill factor and
a modest decrease in J. Table 2.3.1 shows the light I-V data of CdTe cells as a function
of storage time. It is clear from the table that after the rapid initial degradation the cell
efficiency nearly stabilizes. It was also found that the higher efficiency cells degrade more
compared to the lower efficiency cells. Such degradation was observed primarily in cells
with Cu/Au contacts (2). ZnTe or graphite contacts to CdTe have been found to be more
stable (2).

Table 2.3.1 Solar cell parameters of CdTe/CdS cell as a function of storage time

Cell
Parameters

One day

Four
Weeks

Br:Me0H
etch

Voc (mV)
Jsc (mA/cm2)
FF(%)
Efficiency

756
24.5
64
11.9

709
23.8
59
10.1

742
24.1
62
11.2
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In order to understand the contact degradation mechanism further and recover the
cell efficiency, the degraded CdTe cells were treated in Br:MeOH etch for seven seconds.
It was found that after the Br:MeOH etch both V oc and fill factor values were restored to
almost 90% of the original values, as shown in the table 2.3.1 This suggests that oxidation
of Cu or Te is the probable cause of cell degradation and the Br:MeOH etch is able to
reduce those oxides. Formation of such oxides could result from the lack of humidity or
moisture control in the laboratory. Further investigation is necessary to determine the
exact mechanism, however, our data show that this degradation is not permanent and
is reversible to a large extent.
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3.0 PROGRESS IN CdZnTe SOLAR CELLS
3.1. A Study of Polycrystalline CdZnTe/CdS Films and Interfaces
3.1.1. Introduction

In recent years, CdTe has become a strong candidate for photovoltaic applications
due to its optimum bandgap, high absorption coefficient, and ease of deposition. Cell
efficiencies of —13% have been reported for single crystal CdTe solar cells (1) and greater
than 14% for polycrystalline thin film CdTe cells. (2) It has been projected (3) that thin film
cell efficiencies in the range of 15-20% can be obtained by a tandem cell design
consisting of two cells of different bandgap semiconductors on top of each other (1.7 eV
on 1.1 eV). Cd i_xZnxTe is a good candidate for the top cell since its bandgap can be
tailored between 1.45 eV (CdTe) and 2.26 eV (ZnTe) by adjusting the film composition.
However, very few attempts have been made to grow these films in polycrystalline form
(4-6) and hence little is known about the properties of such films, particularly when grown
on coated glass substrates that are suitable for solar cells. Good control of bulk
composition and reduced or no interdiffusion at the CdZnTe/CdS interface is important
for high performance devices based on these materials.
In this work, polycrystalline Cd i _xZnxTe films were grown by molecular beam epitaxy
(MBE) on CdS/Sn0 2/glass substrates to form frontwall solar cell structures. X-ray
diffraction (XRD), electrochemical surface photovoltage (SPV), and Auger electron
spectroscopy (AES) measurements were performed to determine the proper growth
conditions for obtaining a uniform bandgap and composition throughout the film and an
abrupt film/CdS interface. In this paper we report growth-induced variations in the
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composition and interface quality of the heterojunctions formed by MBE and MOCVD
grown polycrystalline ternary films.

3.1.2. Growth and Characterization of Films

Polycrystalline Cd i.xZnxTe and CdTe films were grown by MBE using a Varian Gen
II MBE system. Elemental sources with a purity better than 5N were used for all
constituents. The films were grown on CdS/Sn02/glass and glass substrates which were
cleaned by standard degreasing procedures. The substrates were baked in a vacuum
of — 1x10-7 torr at 250 C for 2 hours prior to film growth. During film growth, the
substrate temperature was kept at 275 C for 30 minutes to commence film growth and
increased to 300 C for the remainder of the run. Growth rates were typically — 1 um/hr
for both the Cd,_„Zn xTe and CdTe films.
X-ray diffraction studies were performed to estimate the film composition using a
Phillips PW1800 automatic diffractometer with 1.504

A

Cu-K, radiation. The lattice

constants, a, of the Cd i .xZnxTe films were determined from the XRD data by plotting the
lattice parameter, a(0), against its angular dependence (8) and determining the intercept
according to (7)

a(0) = 0.5[(cos 20/sin0) + (cos28/0)]

(1)

where 28 is the diffraction peak position. The film composition (x) was determined from
the lattice constant according to (8)
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a(x) = 6.481 - 0.381x (A),

for Cd i,ZnxTe

(2)

where x is the atomic concentrations of Zn in the Cd i.xZnxTe.
The absorption edge or bandgap of the films was estimated by a nondestructive
electrochemical SPV measurement in which an electrolyte composed of 0.2M NaOH and
0.1 M EDTA (ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid) forms a Schottky barrier contact with the film
surface. This barrier separates the photogenerated carriers to produce the open circuit
voltage as a function of incident wavelength. This technique is also capable of providing
information about bandgap variations within the film because the
electrolyte/semiconductor junction can be biased so that controlled etch-steps can be
made between SPV measurements. Hence, compositional variations in the direction of
film growth can be monitored. This technique has been discussed in more detail
elsewhere. (9,10) Bandgaps of the films were estimated from the wavelength (1) at the
midpoint of the absorption edge (E g (eV) = 1.24/gum)) in the SPV response. It should
be noted that in certain cases, the sharpness of the absorption edge can be influenced
by the diffusion length and film thickness.
To gain further confirmation on the compositional uniformity of the ternary films,
AES profile measurements were performed using a Physical Electronics Model 600
Scanning Auger Multiprobe. The angle between the sample normal and the electron
beam was 45° . All AES data were taken using a 3 KeV electron beam with a current of
1.0 uA. Sputter profiling was performed using a normally incident 2KeV Ar ion beam at
a current density of 28 uA/cm 2.
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3.1.3. Results and Discussion

A.

MBE-grown polycrystalline Cd l_x7_nxTe films

In order to achieve optimal composition (x=0.3-0.4) or bandgap (1.65-1.75 eV) for tandem
solar cell applications, MBE films were grown with various Zn/(Cd+Zn) ratios. Figure
3.1.1 shows a comparison of XRD spectra of a CdTe film and a Cd,,Zn xTe film grown
with a Zn/(Cd+Zn) beam flux ratio of 0.4 on CdS/Sn0 2/glass substrates. A comparison
of the peak positions and relative amplitudes in each diffraction pattern with the tabulated
values (10) suggests that in both cases the CdTe cubic structure is the only detectable
phase. By determining the lattice parameter (a(8)) associated with each major Cd i _xZnxTe
diffraction peak, the lattice constant (a) of the film was determined according to equation
(1). By combining this information with the measured bandgap from the SPV (Figure
3.1.3a) for several films grown with various Zn/(Cd + Zn) beam flux ratios, a correlation
was established between the growth conditions (Zn/(Cd+Zn) beam flux ratio), film
composition, and bandgap for the MBE-grown polycrystalline Cd,,Zn xTe films and is
shown in Figure 3.1.2. A linear dependence was found between these parameters for the
composition range investigated which indicates proper substitution of Zn for Cd in the
MBE films. This result is consistent with data reported for single crystal Cd i,ZnxTe films
grown by other techniques (6,8), suggesting that grain boundaries do not influence the
reproducibility and control of film composition. Furthermore, this linear relationship was
found to be independent of growth rate and Te flux.
Figure 3.1.3a shows an SPV spectrum of a Cd i.„ZnxTe film grown on the
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(a) SPV spectra and (b) Auger depth profile of an MBE-grown
CdZnTe fiam with a bandgap of 1.7 eV on a CdS/Sn0 2/glass substrate.

CdS/Sn02/glass substrate. The sharp absorption edge indicates that the film has
uniform composition and negligible sub-bandgap absorption. The compositional
uniformity in the direction of film growth was investigated in more detail by Auger depth
profiling. Figure 3.1.3b shows a uniform distribution of Cd, Zn, and Te throughout the film
thickness, consistent with the sharp SPV cutoff.

3.2. Process Optimization of CdZnTe Polycrystalline Films for High Efficiency
Solar Cells
3.2.1. Introduction

Thin film polycrystalline cell efficiencies higher than 20% can be achieved using a
tandem cell design. For a two cell tandem design, the optimum bandgaps for the top and
bottom cells are 1.7 eV and 1 eV, respectively (1). Considerable progress has been made
in the area of the bottom cell, with small area CuInSe 2 cell efficiencies in excess of 14%
recently been reported recently (2). However, a compatible wide bandgap (1.7 eV)
material for the top cell has not yet been developed. CdTe and CdZnTe alloys are
considered for top cell applications. CdTe is a promising polycrystalline wide bandgap
material that has given small area single cell efficiencies in excess of 14% (3). However,
the CdTe bandgap is 1.45 eV instead of 1.7 eV which is optimum for the top cell. Thus,
there are two approaches for realizing the goal of 20% efficient polycrystalline cells with
a tandem structure. The first approach involves improving CdTe cell efficiencies in excess
of 15% and augmenting that with a small amount of power from the bottom cell. The
second approach involves developing a 1.7 eV bandgap CdZnTe top cell with efficiency
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of —10% so that to take greater advantage of the bottom cell efficiency due to higher
subgap transmission. This paper describes the investigation of growth and process
optimization of CdZnTe cells in order to understand the efficiency limiting defects and
mechanisms. Future directions are suggested to improve their efficiencies to a point
where they can be a potential candidate for — 20% tandem cells.

3.2.2. Experimental

A. Film growth

MBE Cd 1 _,ZnxTe (x = 0.35, will be referred as CdZnTe) films were grown using a Varian
Gen II MBE system and elemental sources were used for all constituents having a purity
of at least 5N. The substrates were baked out at 250 ° C for 3-4 hours before film growth.
The substrate temperature was kept at 275° C for 30 minutes to initiate film growth and
increased to 300 ° C for the remainder of the run (4).

B. Cell Fabrication

P-i-n front-wall solar cells were fabricated at AMETEK applied materials laboratory. After
a dip in a saturated CdCl2:CH3OH solution, the CdTe/CdS structures were annealed at
400° C for 30 minutes in air. Annealed films were etched in bromine-methanol solution for
5 sec followed by an evaporation of 1000

A of Cu-doped p + ZnTe film. Small area (8 mm 2)

Ni contacts were evaporated to form an ohmic contact (5).
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C. Material and device characterization

Electrochemical surface photovoltage (SPV) measurement, Auger electron
spectroscopy (AES), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and transmission
measurements were used for optical, physical and chemical characterization of the films.
J-V-T, frequency dependent C-V, and bias dependent spectral response measurements
were used to characterize device properties.

3.2.3 Results and Discussion

Polycrystalline CdZnTe films with a 1.7 eV bandgap were successfully deposited
by MBE on CdS/Sn02/glass substrates (4). However, CdZnTe solar cells fabricated by
the identical process sequence used successfully for high efficiency CdTe cells gave
efficiencies of only — 4.4%. In addition, the CdZnTe bandgap shifted from 1.7 eV to 1.55
eV and the series resistance (— 2-6 ohm-cm 2) was 3-5 times higher than in the
counterpart CdTe solar cells. Detailed investigations were conducted to understand and
remove the source of these problems.
In order to find and eliminate the source of high resistance, depth-resolved AES
and ESCA measurements were performed near the CdZnTe surface after annealing (400 °
2 treatment) and subsequent chemical etching to C,30min.arwthoueCdl
investigate process-induced changes in the CdZnTe surface which can prevent the
formation of good ohmic contacts (6). ESCA analysis and AES profiles in Figure 3.2.1
show that without any post-anneal chemical etch, a significant amount of Cd-O, Te-O and
Zn-O are present at and below the CdZnTe surface. After an etch in Br2:CH3OH, which
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was used in the standard cell fabrication prior to ZnTe/Ni back contact deposition, both
Cd and Te oxides were removed from the surface but the Zn-O remained at and below
the surface, responsible in part for the high series resistance. In addition, the CdZnTe
surface is not as Te-rich (Te/(Cd +Zn)— 1.2) compared to the counterpart CdTe surface
where Te/Cd ratio is — 1.5-2. It has been suggested shown that a Te-rich surface can
facilitate the ohmic contact formation on p-type CdTe (7).
In an attempt to remove the Zn-O and make the CdZnTe surface Te rich, various
chemical etchants were investigated. Figure 3.2.1 shows that a post-anneal saturated
dichromate (K2Cr207 :H2SO4) etch removed the near surface region that contained Zn-O
and yielded a — 0.15 urn Te-rich surface layer with little or no detectable trace of Cd, Zn,
or oxygen. C-V measurements made on the dichromate-etched surface confirmed a much
higher carrier concentration of — 2x10 17 cm-3 in the Te-rich surface layer which gradually
dropped down to the bulk doping concentration of — 5x10 15 cm -3 over a distance of 0.15
um (6). This should eliminate the contribution from high contact resistance to the
measured high series resistance.
The next step was to investigate the process-induced bandgap shift observed in
processed CdZnTe films. AES depth profiles shown in Figure 3.2.2 and the SPV spectra
in Figure 3.2.3 after the standard air anneal, with and without the CdCl 2 treatment, clearly
demonstrate that it is not the air anneal itself, but the CdCl 2 treatment coupled with the
air anneal that is responsible for the bandgap shift. Note that the cells were fabricated
with the CdCl2 treatment. The Auger profiles show that after the CdCl 2 treatment, outdiffusion of Zn from the bulk toward the surface occurs which reduces the bulk Zn
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Auger depth profiles of air annealed CdZnTe films after (a) no
post-anneal etch, (b) Br 2CH3OH etch, and (c) saturated
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Auger depth profiles of air annealed CdZnTe films (a) without
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Electrochemical surface photovoltage spectra of air-annealed
CdZnTe/CdS structures with and without the CdC1 2 treatment.

content and decreases the bandgap, as demonstrated by the shift in the cut-off edge
toward the longer wavelength in the SPV spectra of Figure 3.2.3. A proposed model for
the phenomenon stems from the fact that thermodynamically, the formation of ZnCl 2 is
preferred over CdC1 2. (8) Therefore, introducing CdC12 onto the surface and into the
CdZnTe bulk triggers the formation of ZnCl 2 which has a much higher vapor pressure and
lower melting point (318 C (8)) than CdC12, resulting in the out diffusion of Zn. This
process, where Cd from the CdC1 2 substitutes for lattice Zn, resulting in ZnCl 2 formation
can be described by the following equation:
Cd,,ZnxTe + yCdCl2

Cd 1 , +yZnx_yTe + yZnCl2

Note that if y > x, all of the Zn will be consumed and CdZnTe will reduce to CdTe.
Surface photovoltage data (Figure 3.2.3) taken on the CdZnTe/CdS structures
show that if the CdC12 treatment is bypassed to preserve the bandgap, a very weak
photoresponse is observed, resulting in only 1-2% efficient cells. However, the SPV data
clearly show that incorporation of CdC12 during the processing of CdZnTe cells resulted
in much higher photovoltages but the cutoff edge (or bandgap) shifted from 1.7 eV to
1.55 eV. The CdC12 treatment was also found to reduce the series resistance of the
CdZnTe/CdS cells by a factor of — 10.
The CdC12 treatment is necessary for obtaining high efficiency CdTe solar cells via
grain growth, reduction in recombination, and improved current transport properties.
However, the effect of CdC1 2 on CdZnTe cell properties is significantly more complicated.
Transmission measurements indicate that it is the presence of the CdCl 2 during the
annealing step of the process induces the observed shift in the CdZnTe bandgap.
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Nevertheless, the CdC12 appears to be necessary to have any efficiency at all, as
demonstrated by the comparative cell performance of CdZnTe cells annealed with and
without CdC12.
A model, which follows from a similar argument suggested for polycrystalline
CdZnTe films treated with CdC12, is proposed to explain the bandgap shift observed for
the CdZnTe films based on the following key observations. (9-11) The Auger depth
profiles show that the presence of CdC1 2 during the heat treatment results in extreme outdiffusion of Zn from the bulk toward the surface. This reduces the bulk Zn concentration
and causes the observed decrease in the CdZnTe bandgap. Second, the SPV spectra,
reveals not only the bandgap shift but also a significant increase in the magnitude of the
SPV response which suggests improved photocollection after the CdC1 2 treatment,
although the improvement is still less than observed for CdTe devices. Third, electron
microscopy showed that the grain size of the as-grown CdZnTe films increased from —0.1
um to — 0.3 urn after the films were annealed with the CdC1 2 treatment. This represents
an improvement but significantly less grain growth compared to the CdTe cells. Finally,
the formation of ZnCl2 at the annealing temperature is much more likely than CdC1 2, by
virtue of its lower formation energy. The following model is proposed to describe the
formation of ZnCl2 at the expense of lattice zinc:

Cd 1 _,ZrixTe + yCdCl 2 4 Cd 1 _, +yZnxl,Te + yZncl2

2 has a low melting point (318°C), and a high vapor pressure
at the 400 °C
SinceZCl
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anneal temperature (8), it can be deduced that loss of Zn from the film (bandgap shift)
occurs via evaporation of ZnCl2 which is formed due to the reaction of CdZnTe with CdCl 2
2 substitutes for lattice Zn. This reaction reduces the amount inwhcCdfromtel
of CdCl2 present in the film which explains the poor photoresponse and grain growth due
to reduced sintering. From the above discussion, either a modification of the CdCl 2
procesadifntergscayforbtingecCdZTsolare,
while maintaining the desired 1.7 eV bandgap. Alternative methods for achieving this goal
in accordance with the model proposed in the previous section are investigated.
Eq. (1) suggests that decreasing the concentration of the CdCl 2 solution used prior
to the annealing should reduce the bandgap shift. This was experimentally confirmed by
steadily decreasing the CdCl 2 concentration from the saturated concentration in methanol
(1 gram/100 ml), which is known to be optimum for CdTe solar cells (12). However, the
improvement in bandgap retention was accompanied by a reduction in the SPV
photoresponse due to the reduced grain growth compared to cells processed with the
saturated CdCl2 solution. This is consistent with findings for CdTe which also shows a
decrease in grain size and photoresponse with decreasing CdCl 2 concentration (12).
Hence, decreasing the CdCl2 concentration alone is not the solution for the coupled
bandgap shift and poor photoresponse. Similarly, it was found that reducing the anneal
temperature to slow the chemical reaction and inhibit the formation of ZnCl 2 was able to
maintain the original 1.7 eV bandgap but again at the expense of poor photoresponse.
An anneal temperature of 400 °C was found to be necessary for obtaining reasonable
photoresponse.
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Since the bandgap shift appears to result from the substitution of Cd for Zn,
attempts were made to supply excess Zn by dipping the CdZnTe films in solutions of
CdCl2 + ZnCl2 of various combinations prior to annealing at different temperatures. Only
limited success was obtained using this method since the ZnCl 2 readily evaporates from
the surface at temperatures greater than 320 °C due to its high vapor pressure (8).
Annealing at lower temperatures, below 320 °C, were performed to retain the volatile
ZnCl2, but this resulted in little or no grain growth and poor photoresponse. Thus it
appears that ZnCl 2 with its high vapor pressure evaporates too fast and behaves as a
poor sintering aid under these annealing conditions.
One way to inhibit the evaporation of ZnCl 2 , and hence Zn out diffusion and poor
grain growth, is to perform the anneal in a sealed ambient system containing an
overpressure of ZnCl 2 instead of the open tube furnace used thus far. This approach was
found to be successful in eliminating sirriilar CdCl 2-induced effects in polycrystalline
CdZnS films. Figure 3..2.4 shows the apparatus assembled for this purpose to emulate
a sealed ampule. To supply a controlled overpressure of ZnCl 2 into the annealing
ambient, an alumina crucible was constructed with four 1 mm holes drilled into the lid.
The thickness of the crucible floor was milled down to 1/32 of an inch to insure fast
heating of the enclosed ZnCl 2 powder. Calculations showed that at least 3.1 milligrams
of ZnCl2 powder was necessary to maintain the equilibrium vapor pressure of ZnCl 2 in the
volume of this annealing chamber. Hence, to insure an overpressure of ZnCl 2, 0.2 grams
of ZnCl2 powder was loaded into the crucible. The ZnCl 2 crucible was placed in the
annealing chamber on a quartz plate as shown in Figure 3.2.4. A CdZnTe sample was
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Figure 3.2.4

Simplified Diagram of Closed System Annealing Furnace.
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dipped in the saturated CdCl 2 solution, air-dried, and then placed on the quartz stage,
adjacent to the ZnCl2 crucible in the furnace. The chamber was then sealed and the air
was allowed to flow into the chamber for five minutes during which time the valves were
closed and the system was sealed. The CdZnTe sample and ZnCl 2 crucible were then
slowly heated to the desired temperature (400 °C) using a heater mounted directly beneath
the quartz base plate. To prevent condensation of ZnCl 2 onto the walls of the annealing
chamber, the quartz bell jar was heated by a wrapped and insulated heater wire. The
chamber walls were heated to a temperature of 330 °C, which is above the melting point
of ZnCl2.
Figure 3.2.5 shows the SPV response of a CdZnTe/CdS structure that was
annealed in the system described. The SPV responses for an as-grown film, a film
annealed in the open tube furnace after a dip in CdCl 2 + ZnCl2, and a film annealed in
the open tube furnace after a straight CdCl 2 dip are also plotted in Figure 2 for
comparison. It is shown that the closed system anneal resulted in smaller bandgap shift
compared to the CdZnTe structures annealed in the open tube furnace with both CdCl 2
2 + ZnCl2 treatments. Furthermore, the SPV response is significantly higher andCl
than the response of the sample treated with CdCl 2 + ZnCl2 in the open tube furnace.
Note however, that the response is still considerably lower than the SPV response of the
CdCl2 treated sample annealed in the open tube furnace. This may be due to some
competition between the CdCl 2 sintering the film and the CdCl 2 reacting with the ZnCl 2 in
the ambient. These observations suggest that a closed system anneal may be necessary
to increase the grain size while maintaining the bandgap of the CdZnTe film if CdCl2 is
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Figure 3.2.5

SPV Spectra of (a) As-Grown and CdZnTe/CdS Structures
Processed Using (b) the Closed System Furnace, and the Open
Tube Furnace With (c) CdCl 2 + ZnCl2 and (d) CdCl2 Treatments.
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involved in the sintering process. More research is necessary on this promising
technique to optimize the conditions in order to achieve an efficient CdZnTe cell with 1.7
eV bandgap.
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4. SUMMARY OF THE PROJECT
4.1. Progress in CdTe/CdS Solar Cells
4.1.1. Efficiency Limiting Mechanisms Associated With CdS Films

Oxygen in CdS grain boundaries is known to be a detrimental recombination
center. Attempts were made to reduce CdS film by in-situ heat treatment in hydrogen
atmosphere in the MOCVD reactor prior to the deposition of CdTe film. We found that
annealing of CdS films at temperatures greater than 400 ° C in hydrogen atmosphere
indeed improves the CdTe/CdS cell performance. This is consistent with the results of
other investigators who showed that the thermal treatment of CdS in hydrogen
atmosphere modifies the transport mechanism at the CdTe/CdS heterojunction. Our XPS
results show that this heat treatment removes the oxygen from the CdS and, thereby,
reduces the interface states. Besides producing the above beneficial effects, the heat
treatment also causes some detrimental effects such as non-uniform Cd/Te ratio on the
surface with Cd-deficient CdS surface layer as observed in the Auger spectra. In order
to reduce the Cd-deficiency on the CdS surface due to the above heat treatment,
attempts were made to grow CdTe films under Cd-rich conditions to replenish the Cd
deficiency.
The surface photovoltage spectra (SPV) of CdTe/CdS structures grown under
different Te/Cd input gas ratios showed that the SPV response increases considerably
as the cadmium concentration increases in the gas phase. Since the SPV response is
indicative of Voc, it is reasonable to expect higher \f oe on films grown under cadmium-rich
conditions. The SPV spectra also showed that the films grown under Te-rich conditions
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have slightly lower bandgap compared to the films grown under Cd-rich conditions. The
reduction of CdTe bandgap in CdTe/CdS structures was observed by several
investigators after the post growth heat treatment and attributed to interdiffusion between
CdTe and CdS films. However, our data clearly show that the bandgap reduction in Terich films takes place during the MOCVD growth of the CdTe film, prior to the post-growth
CdCl2 heat treatment. We propose a model for the bandgap reduction based on sulfur
diffusion. The sulfur diffusion gives rise to defect states near the bandedges to broaden
the bandedge and decrease the bandgap. Growth of CdTe films under Cd-rich conditions
reduces the Cd vacancies and retards the sulfur diffusion into the CdTe films. This
reduces the defect states near the bandedge and restores the bandgap of CdTe. Even
though we were able to reduce the interdiffusion by growing the CdTe under Cd-rich
conditions, the 400 ° C heat treatment used during the cell fabrication triggered the
interdiffusion by forming the Cd vacancies. SPV spectra after the post-growth heat
treatment of the films grown in Cd-rich conditions showed a bandgap reduction similar
to the as-grown films under Te-rich conditions. Since 400 ° C heat treatment after the
CdCl2 dip is a necessary step for efficient cell fabrication, it may not be possible to avoid
the interdiffusion in the current devices unless the cell fabrication procedure is altered.
Modified heat treatment such as rapid thermal annealing and/or addition of an interlayer
may prevent the interdiffusion to reduce the defects at the interlace and restore the
bandgap. It is important to recognize that the magnitude of the bandgap shift does not
limit the efficiency but the interdiffusion induced defects responsible for the bandgap shift
degrade the cell performance.
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Another efficiency limiting mechanism is related to the CdS thickness. The CdS film
acts like a dead layer for the photogenerated carriers. Thicker CdS films absorb more
high energy photons and reduce the J sc of CdTe/CdS cell. In the past we reported 9.7%
cell with Voc =726mV and Jsc = 22.47 mA/cm2 on a 2000

A thick CdS. An attempt was

made to improve the J sc by using thinner CdS films. As expected, the thinner CdS film
(1000 A) increased the efficiency to 10.3% from 9.7% by increasing the J sc to 24.19
mA/cm2. Further reduction in the thickness of the CdS films to 600

A resulted in a net

decrease in the efficiency (8.9%) primarily due to the reduction in V oc (680 my) and fill
factor (0.55) along with some decrease in J sc (23.47 mA/cm 2). Pin-holes in the CdS films
can cause low shunt resistance which will reduce V oc and fill factor. In addition, CdS films
were deposited on the textured SnO 2 films which can aggravate the pin hole problem in
the CdS films. On the other hand, increasing the CdS thickness to 3000

A increased the

Voc to 740 mV and, as expected, reduced the J ac to 22.10 mA/cm2. However, the cell
efficiency increased to 10.9% which happens to be the highest efficiency for MOCVDgrown CdTe/CdS solar cell to date. The advantage of thinner CdS film is clear from the
spectral response data, the short wavelength response is higher for the cell with thinner
CdS films because more high energy photons are able to reach the CdTe film. These
results suggest that to improve the CdTe cell efficiency further, the CdS layer thickness
should be optimized or replaced by a combination of thin CdS and wider bandgap
material such as ZnO.
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4.1.2. Efficiency Limiting Mechanisms Associated With CdCl 2 Treated CdTe Film

Significant improvement in CdTe/CdS solar cell efficiency is commonly observed
as a result of a post deposition CdCl 2 dip followed by a 400 ° C heat treatment. It is also
known that the CdCl 2 treatment increases the grain size. However, exact physical
mechanism for this improvement is not well understood. A study was conducted using
DLTS, I-V-T and PL measurements to understand the these beneficial effects and to
investigate potential efficiency limiting mechanism due to CdCl 2 treatment. I-V-T
measurements showed that this process changes the dominant current transport
mechanism from interface recombination/tunneling to depletion region recombination,
suggesting a decrease in the density or dominance of interface states clue to the CdCl 2
treamn.Thcgitraspomechn ultsiacrenbhigtad
reduction in leakage current, supporting the increase in cell efficiency. However, the DLTS
measurements showed that depletion region recombination probably occurs through a
large density of deep acceptor-like states at E, + 0.64 eV which could result from the
formation of Cd-vacancy related defects during the CdCl 2 dip and heat treatment. Traps
in the vicinity of E, + 0.6 eV have been attributed to Vcd and Vol -CI related complexes.
The presence of the acceptor-like traps within the CdTe depletion region was found to
affect the CdTe/CdS solar cell characteristics. The direct consequence of the density of
this defect on the measured N./0c and Jsc of the CdTe/CdS cells that have undergone this
treatment is that the Voc is inversely proportional to the trap density while there is no
apparent correlation between the ,.1 s, and the trap density. This shows that the CdCl 2
treamnisd portafimvngheCdT/Sclprfomane,hwvit
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appears to introduce a Voc and efficiency-limiting defect whose role must be studied in
more detail. It is important to note that in this experiment different trap density was
measured on different small area cells fabricated in an identical manner and no controlled
attempts were made to vary gr.
In order to understand systematically the role of chlorine-related defects in
CdTe/CdS cells, the concentration of CdCl 2 was varied in the range of 0.25 to 1
(saturated). PL measurements were performed on finished devices to investigate the
defects produced by different CdCl 2 concentrations, because the DLTS measurements
were not successful in some cells due to high leakage current near the DLTS peak
temperature. Light I-V measurements were performed on the finished devices to monitor
the device performance and correlate it with the defects.
It was found that N./0c and fill factor are a strong function of the CdCl 2 concentration
while Js, shows a weak dependence on CdCl 2 concentration. The data also showed that
the saturated CdCl2 solution often used by the investigators is not the optimum. PL
spectra showed two common features, a peak around 7900
around 8400

A.

A and a broad band centered

In CdTe, the broad band centered around 8400

A is generally attributed

to structural defects, native defects or V cd-CI defect complexes. The peak at 7900

A is

attributed to Cd vacancies. The intensity or the peak amplitude of the broad band at 8400

A is directly proportional to the defect concentration in the sample. Several investigators
have studied the effects of chlorine in single crystal CdTe by PL and DLTS
measurements. Chlorine is a donor in CdTe and is also known to form defect complexes
with Cd vacancies, which are produced during the heat treatment. Chlorine-cadmium
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vacancy complexes are acceptor type and give rise to shallow and deep energy levels
depending on the type of defect complex. According to the literature the chlorinecadmium defect complexes have energies in the range E„ + 0.15 - +0.9 eV. Generally,
PL measurements give information about shallow levels and DLTS gives information about
deep levels. The fact that the PL broad band around 8400

A has been attributed to Vcd-CI

complex in the literature, and the intensity of the PL band and the density of E, + 0.64
eV DLTS peak both are inversely proportional to V oc, suggests that both the defects are
probably chlorine related complexes formed during the CdCl 2 treatment. Thus, on one
hand CdC12 treatment is critical to high efficiency CdTe cells but on the other hand it could
place an upper limit on the practically achievable efficiency unless the CdC1 2 process is
modified or optimized.

4.1.3 Cu/Au contact induced instabilities in CdTe/CdS cells

Long term stability is critical for terrestrial solar cells. The CdTe/CdS cells are
known to be sensitive to moisture induced degradation. However, proper encapsulation
can mitigate this problem for cells with graphite contacts. We have been using Cu-Au
contacts and have noticed considerable degradation in our recent high efficiency (1012%) cells. We were able to obtain cell efficiencies as high as 12% immediately after the
cell fabrication. However, after two to three weeks of storage in the laboratory atmosphere
(not in the desiccator), the cell efficiency degraded to 10%. This degradation in
efficiency is associated with significant reduction in V oc and fill factor and a modest
decrease in J. After the rapid initial degradation the cell efficiency nearly stabilizes. It was
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also found that the higher efficiency cells degrade more compared to the lower efficiency
cells. Such degradation was observed primarily in cells with Cu/Au contacts. ZnTe or
graphite contacts to CdTe have been found to be more stable.
In order to understand the contact degradation mechanism further and recover the
cell efficiency, the degraded CdTe cells were treated in Br:MeOH etch for seven seconds.
It was found that after the Br:MeOH etch both V oc and fill factor values were restored to
almost 90% of the original values. This suggests that oxidation of Cu or Te is the probable
cause of cell degradation and the Br:MeOH etch is able to reduce those oxides.
Formation of such oxides could result from the lack of humidity or moisture control in the
laboratory. Further investigation is necessary to determine the exact mechanism, however,
our data show that this degradation is not permanent and is reversible to a large extent.

4.2. Progress in CdZnTe/CdS Solar Cells

In addition to the CdTe cells, polycrystalline 1.7 eV CdZnTe films were grown by
MBE for tandem cell application. CdZnTe/CdS cells processed using the standard CdTe
cell fabrication procedure resulted in 4.4% efficiency, high series resistance, and a
bandgap shift to 1.55 eV. Formation of Zn-O at and near the CdZnTe surface is found to
be the source of high contact resistance. A saturated dichromate etch instead of
Br2 :CH3OH etch prior to contact deposition has been found to solve the contact
resistance problem. The CdC1 2 treatment has been identified to be the cause of the
observed bandgap shift due to the preferred formation of ZnCl 2. A model for the bandgap
shift along with a possible solution using an overpressure of ZnCl 2 in the annealing
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ambient has been proposed. Development of a sintering aid which promotes grain growth
and preserves the optimum 1.7 eV bandgap is shown to be the key to successful wide
bandgap CdZnTe cells.
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